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In 1434 the Strozzi lineage had held a leading position in

Florentine society and government for at least one hundred and fifty

years, and was one of the largest and wealthiest of the city's

patrician lineages.	 The records of the catasto of 1427 and of the

scrutiny of 1433 are used to give a profile of the dominant social,

economic and political position of the Strozzi before the advent of

Medicean dominance.	 Their record of electoral success, and the

political and cultural leadership of influential and respected men

such as Palla di Nofri and Matteo di Simone, with other factors, put

the Strozzi amongst the greatest enemies of the victorious riedicean

regime of late 1434.	 The effects of political opposition and exile

on the lineage are examined both directly, through records of office-

holding, and indirectly through such indicators as marriage alliances

and household wealth.	 The two most prominent lines of the Strozzi

were exiled after 1434.	 Palla di Nofri's life and preoccupations in

his Paduan exile are examined, together with the lives of his Sons;

none of these Strozzi ever returned to Florence, pursued as they were

by the enmity of the Medicean regime. The very different careers of

Filippo di rlatteo and his brother Lorenzo are also examined: how they

succeeded in founding a lucrative bank in Naples, and in returning to

Florence to 'rebuild' (rifare) the position of the Strozzi lineage

there.	 The final decades of the century saw the Strozzi in an

economically more secure position, due substantially to the efforts

of Filippo.	 Except f or a very small number of its members admitted

into the regime, most of the lineage is here shown to have remained

excluded from significant political office until after the fall of

the Medici regime in 1494.
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INTRODUCTION:

From the establishment of' the government of the priors of the

guilds in the late thirteenth century, until the final demise of the

Florentine republic nearly 300 years later, the Strozzi were continuously

one of the most important, powerful and wealthy of Florentine families.

As one of their most distinguished historians, Richard Goldthwaite, has

remarked, 1 the Strozzi considerably preceded the Medici in rising to

political prominence in Florence, and in the sixteenth century were to

pose the most serious threat to the formal establishment of' Medicean

rule.	 It might be added that during the first period of' Pledicean

dominance in the fifteenth century, they regarded the Strozzi with the

utmost seriousness as a likely source of powerful opposition. 	 This is

a study of' the Strozzi lineage in that "middle" century, the fifteenth,

and of' the crisis which accompanied their transformation from being one of

the wealthiest and politically most successful families in the ruling

Florentine oligarchy, 2 to that of opposition, exclusion from political

life, end exile.	 It is a study which will seek to combine the descrip-.

tion and analysis of' one lineage, the largest family group which in the

fifteenth century still constituted the main "building block" of

Florentine aristocratic society, 3 with an investigation of the ways in

which, over a number of decades, its members reacted to the pressure of

political events, and whether the nature of' the bonds which united them

were changed or weakened by these events.

A very large body of' evidence (particularly in the form of

private letters) relating to the Strozzi in the fifteenth century exists

in the Archjjjo di Stato in Florence, and in other Italian archives.

This evidence has until recently lain virtually untouched when it could

have been used to make a valuable contribution to the recent debate on

the nature of the Florentine family in the fifteenth century. The ques-

tion of the degree to which the wider family or lineage remained for

Florentine patricians a focus of loyalty and affections, and a source of

political solidarity and economic and psychic support, an intermediate
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and mediating body between the individual and the civic community, has

flOW, I believe, largely been answered. 5	It is generally, if not

universally, agreed that the family, in the widest sense of the lineage

or clan, remained a powerful force in the lives of aristocratic

Florentines.	 It has recently been suggested that what the study of

the Florentine family now requires is its greater integration with that

of the wider political and economic issues of Florentine history, so as

6
to increase our understanding of the origins of social change. 	 The

present study attempts, within a limited compass, to do precisely this:

to combine some of the analytical methods of the new discipline of

family history with an examination of the particular historical exper-

iences of the Strozzi over a period of nearly a century. 	 The very

rich collection of Strozzi correspondence from the fifteenth century

has made a study of this kind possible, by illuminating the relationship

between the individual, the family, and the wider issues of Florentine

politics.

In so far as is possible, I have included all the Florentine

members of the Strozzi lineage in my study. Here the two main limita-

tions have been those of space and evidence. The Strozzi were a very

large lineage and it would be impossible to examine all the relevant

areas for enquiry with respect to every individual; nor is there

enough evidence to allow this. But in the case of their political and

economic activities, the analysis is here a inclusive one. 	 Of the

fifteenth-century Florentine tax surveys, only the first catasto, of

7
1427, contained much detailed information about business investments

and other entrepreneurial activity, but it has seemed to me preferable to

use this information, which although limited does include all of the

lineage's members, rather than restrict my study of the economic life of

the Strozzi to those of the lineage's members for whom private financial

records survive. 	 study based on such records must be unrepresentative,

for it can never include those who were without the initial capital
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required for entrepreneurial activities, and whose sole income was

derived from land-holdings or small parcels of Monte shares. 8	In

addition, such a study could not gauge to any extent the inequalities

in wealth commonly supposed to exist within aristocratic Florentine

lineages, as it would inevitably concentrate on the riche8t members

9only.	 In other areas the thesis will concentrate, perforce, on more

prominent individuals: partly because the existing evidence is not

spread equally across the lineage, but rather focuses on certain of' its

branches or lines, partly because I have chosen to pay particular atten-

tion to the exiles, as the most politically prominent individuals.

Naturally the importance of the Strozzi to Florentine history is not

shared equally by all of the lineage's members, and indeed the lives of

many of them were very obscure.	 It seems to me necessary to seek a

balance in a work of this kind between these two concerns.

The Strozzi were, in a revealing Florentine contradiction-in-

terms, an aristocratic popolani1° lineage: successful by our period in

Florentine politics for at least one hundred and fifty years, and emin-

ently wealthy for at least a century. 	 They were also one of the

largest of Florentine patrician lineages. 	 All three of tbese factors -

size, wealth, and political success - were crucial to the lives of the

lineage's members, and the latter two were pre-conditiona of the crisis

they experienced in the years after 1434. The Strozzi appear to have

reached a position of social and political respectability fairly soon

after their arrival on the Florentine scene.	 Passerini was unable, in

his genealogy, to trace them, with any precision, further back than the

thirteenth century, 11 but in 1260 two eons of' Messer Ubertino di Strozza,

Rosso and Carl, were listed in the libro di IJoritaperti as knights, and

12were described as living in the parish of S. Maria Ughi, 	 as did many

of their fifteenth century descendants. 	 Ceri's son Ubertino held the

office of prior in 1284, the first of many Strozzi to do so in this

period. 13 By the early fourteenth century at latest the Strozzi had
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become veritable popolani grassi, and were rich enough to be creditors

to the commune to the tune of 20,000 florins (second only to the Bardi)

in the period between 1328 and 1342.14 They 8UrViUed the financial

crisis of the l340s better than elmoat all comparable families; in 1352

Pleser Pazzino Strozzi was one of the ten richest men in Florence, 15 and

by 1367 the company of Carlo di Strozza had a capital of 53,000

florins) 6 The Strozzi were, in addition, politically very powerful

throughout the fourteenth century, having an influential voice in every

important issue in Florentine politics from the time of the wars with the

Lucchese signore Castruccio Castrucciani in the 1320s, through the brief

episode of the rule of Walter de Brienne, and on into the political fac-

tions of the 1360s and the violent conflicts of the succeeding decade.'7

The following period, the hey-day of the so-called ilbizzi oligarchy,

was a period of consistent political success for the Strozzi, and must

also have witnessed the founding or consolidation of the immense fortune

of Nofri di Palla and his sons. 	 It was thus against a background of

great political influence as well as enormous wealth that the traumatic

events of the fifteenth century took place.	 To the Strozzi the exiles

and exclusion from politics which they suffered after 1434, and the

economic decline which seems to have accompanied it were unprecedented

disasters.

r study does not include a full consideration of the first two

decade8 of the century. This is partly for thematic reasons, and partly

because of the evidence available for that period. 	 Florentine history

forms a natural period, in political terms, from the early 1380s to the

18period of crisis which began in the 1420s.	 For this reason, and part-

icular].y because 1427 was the year of the first catasto , a profile is

here drawn of the Strozzi lineage in that year, as the closest approxima-

tion to a "still frame" of the lineage's members near the end of their

period of economic.encl political dominance, to be contrasted with the

long period of change which came after it.	 Such a profile can never be
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completely representative, because any such body of men, women and

children was constantly changing, and it is possible that even in 1427

the lineage had begun a long process of economic decline. 	 But despite

this reservation, the material of the 1427 catasto gives a very full and

valuable picture of the Strozzi lineage against which to measure the

events and changes of the years which followed. The primary emphasis

in this study is on the lineage, and on the relationships between its

members outside the household; while some attention will be paid to the

household, this is partly becau8e it is necessary to do so to understand

the life of the lineage (the two are, after all, inseparable), partly

because I believe that household size and composition are more sensitive

indicators than has generally been realised of external forces, changing

not only according to an interior rhythm (the household cycle) 19 but as a

result of the changing economic and even political fortunes of its mem-

bers. Two most important aspects of the lineage's life will then be

examined: first, the subject of marriage, one of the chief means by

which Florentine patricians formed alliances with other individuals, and

possibly with other lineages, and the ways in which marriages contracted

by the Strozzi were influenced by their changing circumstances in this

period.	 Similarly, the triumph of the Pledicean faction in 1434 will be

examined with respect to how it changed the political activities of all

the lineage's members.

By the mid-fifteenth century the Strozzi had become far more

dispersed than other Florentine aristocratic lineages. This was due

both to the sentences of exile in 1434, and to earlier settlement by

members of the lineage in Ferrara and I'Iantua from the later fourteenth

century onwards. Those Strozzi who in the late fourteenth century

settled in Ferrara - Carlo di Strozza 2° and his descendants - were both

prolific and prosperous, and could easily provide the subject for a

separate study; their presence, in turn, seems to have encouraged other

Strozzi to settle there. The permanent expatriate communities will only
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be studied here insofar as they were connected with their Florentine

kinsmen; the principal subjects of this study are the Strozzi lineage in

Florence and the "exiles" who left Florence as a result of judicial sent-

ence, or for political or economic reasons with the intention of returning.

While the "original" line of Ferrarese Strozzi still referred to Florence

as their "patria" in the late fifteenth century, 21 this was more a matter

of sentiment than of accuracy.	 But although the expatriate Florentine

communities will not be examined in their own right, they played an

important role in producing the exceptionally rich correspondence already

mentioned, on which this study is largely based. While many of these

letters were exchanged by the exiles after 1434, and their relatives and

friends in Florence, many others resulted from contact between the expat-

riate and Florentine sections of the lineage.

By far the largest body of evidence used in this thesis comes

from the third series of the Carte Strozziane. 	 Rt the heart of' this

collection is a very large number of letters written to Plattea di Simone,

his father, end his eons Filippo, Lorenzo and Ilatteo. While there are

other completely independent Strozzi collections22 which were combined in

a fairly unsystematic fashion with this base by seventeenth century

Strozzi antiquarians, 23 the letters written to flattea and then to Filippo

are numerically by far the most important. Their writers, however, are

very varied, and a high proportion were other Strozzi, coming from all

branches of the lineage.	 But it is for this reason that Platteo and

Filippo appear so frequently in this thesis. 	 Even such a major figure as

Pleaser Pails di Nofri is represented in this collection only by letters

written to P2atteo and hi8 father Simone; the same is true of his son

Nof'ri, who was an intimate friend of Matteo before their exile in 1434,

and Matteo'a death almost immediately afterward. There are numerous

letters of Filippo Strozzi in the Carte Strozziene; so far, with one

notable exception, these are unedited, 24 and have been used very little.

The reason for this neglect is, I suspect, partly to be found in their

great length, and lack of easy legibility, and partly to the fact that
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they are very largely concerned with business matters. 	 Except for one

letter, preserved in a much later copy, which 18 addressed to Marco

25
Parenti, all of Filippo's surviving letters were written to his immed-

iate relatives, his mother, his sister Caterina (wife of Marco) and his

brother Lorenzo.	 No letters of Filippo's written after Lorenzo's death

in 1479 survive, unfortunately for any future biographer of this, one of

the great men and major patrons of the Florentine Renaissance; it was to

Lorenzo that his most interesting and revealing private thoughts were

expressed.	 Filippo's letters will be used here primarily (though not

exclusively) as they concern the wider interests of the Strozzi as a

lineage. The Carte Strozziane also contain an important collection of

business books and ricordanze of the Strozzi, not only those of Matteo's

and Filippo's line, but also of Messer Palla di Nofri and his father,26

and of many lesser-known Strozzi, amongst them Girolamo and Pagolo di

27	 28
Carlo di Marco,	 Messer Palla Novella and his sons,	 and the eons and

grandsons of Jacopo d'Ubertino.29

There are also two volumes of private accounts and ricordanze

of Filippo di Matteo Strozzi, 3° which until now have been mainly used for

the history of the palace, and which reveal much about Filippo's life in

Florence after his return from exile. Two important collections of

Strozzi correspondence exist in addition to the very lare Carte Strozziane

collection.	 One is a collection of letters recently acquired by the

31
Biblioteca Riccardiana in Florence;	 almost all written by Strozzi.

They must originally have belonged to the Caccini family, to whose

members most of them are addressed. This Is a .moet important collection,

as it throws some new light on the experiences of Messer Palla di Nofri

and his sans in exile.	 The second collection, preserved in the Archivio

Bentivoglio, which forms part of the trchivio di Stato in Ferrara, 32 also

concerns this branch of the Strozzi, but almost all these letters date

from the period after Palla's death in 1462. Unfortunately hardly any

letters written by Palla himself after his exile have survived, and it is
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interesting to speculate as to why this is the case. 	 He must have

corresponded frequently with his eldest sari, Lorenzo, who managed his

affairs in Florence until he was also exiled in 1438, and after that he

certainly wrote to his son-in-law Giovanni Rucellai. 33 As Lorenzo was

considered to be in some danger from the regime during the 1430s, and

as he burned at least one account book to prevent the inførmation in it

falling into hostile hands, it is possible that correspondence between him

and Palla was destroyed for the same reason.	 Certainly some of Pails's

private papers were in the possession of the Rucellai when Lorenzo di

Filippo Strozzi wrote the Vita of Palla in the first half of the six-

34	 -
teenth century, and it is possible that there were letters of Palla's in

their hands as well; if this was in fact the case, they were lost together

35with almost all the Rucellai papers in the eighteenth century.

some of the most important sections of the Strozzi correspond-

ence were published by Cesare Guasti over a century ago, not only the

seventy two letters of Alessandra Ilacinghi (wife of rlatteo di Simone and

mother of Filippo) which gave his edition its title, Lettere di una

gentildonna florentlna al ?igliuoli esuli, 36 but many letters as well of

her sons, her sons-in-law, various membera of the Strozzi lineage, and

other Fiorentines of note. 	 The latter were addressed either .to her or,

more usually, to one of her eons.	 Historians have generally been slow to

realise the full potential of this collection, 37 either for the insights

it allows into the life of the wider Florentine family, or for the social

and political history of Florence. Not only did Guasti make a discerning

choice from the enormous Strozzi correspondence, he also presented a

great deal of biographical material about this line of the Strozzi in his

introduction and annotations to the letters, material which no modern

scholar can afford to neglect. In particular, he began the process of

demonstrating how lamentably inaccurate was Filippo's first biographer,

his eon Lorenzo.38

Lorenzo was the son of his father's late middle age, and

Filippo died before he reached his tenth birthday. While the source of'
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Lorenzo's erroneous information remains unknown, it is clear from some of

his other Vite that Lorenzo's main source of information about his fif-

39
teenth century ancestors were the Vite of Veapasiano da Biaticci.

Vespasieno and Filippo were almost exactly contemporaries, and Veapas-

iano probably did not live long enough to write a life of Filippo, even

40
had he wished to do so. 	 The four Strozzi whose lives he did record

were all of the previous generation, who had come to maturity in Florence

before 1434, during what Vespasiano saw as the golden age of Florentine

government and learning.	 They were Palla di Nofri, Matteo di Simone,

Marcello di Strozza, and Benedetto di Pieraccione. 	 It seems almost

certain that he knew Benedetto, likely that he knew Marcello; 41 he

probably did not know Palla, and certainly had no direct knowledge of

Matteo. 42 The early historio g raphical tradition concerning the Strozzi,

and about Palla in particular, is closely interwoven: in his vita of

Palla Vespasiano seems to have used a story from the first "biographical"

account of him by his son-in-law, Giovanni Rucellai. 43 Vespasiano may

have heard this story through the agency of his friend, Giovanni's son

Bernardo.	 Lorenzo Strozzi, the historian of his family - he wrote lives

of twenty four Strozzi who lived between the late fourteenth and the mid-

sixteenth century - was the son of a friend of Vespasiano, and must have

inherited his father's presentation copy of the four Strozzi lives with

the proemio addressed to Filippo himself. 44 He married a daughter of

Bernardo Rucellai, and like Vespasiano had read same of the "Palla"

materials that the Rucellai still possessed. 45 Lorenzo began a tradi-

tion amongst the Strozzi of collecting, copying and recording evidence

about their own past, although the strictly biographical works thus pro-

46
duced offer disappointingly little in the way of fresh information.

It is a great leap from such compilations to the first modern historical

47
study of the Strozzi by Guasti in the later nineteenth century.

Many of the central questions which have determined the direc-

tion of the present interest in the Florentine family were first raised

in a truly seminal article published by Philip Jones in 1956;48 although
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his concern was there the fourteenth century, the sources of evidence to

which he drew attention - account books and ricordanze - have proved

equally fruitful for the fifteenth. 	 His presentation of some fairly

scattered material on the Strozzi was followed up by Richard Goldthwaite

twelve years later with his study of the private economic records of some

members of four Florentine families between the fourteenth and sixteenth

centuries, Private Wealth in Renaissance Florence. One of these families

was the Strozzi.	 Goldthwaite's is an interesting and very valuable

study, but one which, partly owing to the kind of evidence used, and

partly becau8e he treated only a small part of the lineage, is limited in

scope. In his study of Filippo Strozzi, f or example, he did not make use

of the ricordanze which occupy the back section of Filippo's two principal

account books, presumably because he did not consider them relevant to the

49study.	 Yet the use of such material, not to mention Filippo's quite

copious correspondence, would have added much to extensive speculation

about his attitude to his wealth, his building program, and the wider

Strozzi family.

During the preparation of this thesis, two short studies have

appeared, treating different episodes of Strozzi history from the view-

point of the lineage as a whole, and using the Strozzi correspondence.

The first of these, on the reaction to Filippo's palace project by the

other members of the lineage, provided a model for the use of the Strozzi

50
correspondence to which I am indebted.	 The more recent article, on the

marriage of Filippo di Filippo to Clarice di Piero de'lledici in 15O8,

while outside the chronological scope of my study, is nevertheless corn-

plemantary to it in its observations and conclusions.

Family history, perhaps more than any other historical sub-

discipline, has suffered in the past from a sad confusion of terms, and

the study of the Florentine family ha8 had its full share of such confus-

ion. The most important areas in need of classification have been those

of the meaning of the term consorteria, and an apparently obvious but

necessary distinction to be made between households, or co-residential
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groups on one hand, and the largest egnatic kinship group, whether

called consorteria lineage or clan, on the other.	 Both points have

now been fully clarified by F. W. Kent in his Household and Lineage in

Renaissance Florence. 52 To avoid one other possible source of confusion

I shall use the term "household" to refer to the domestic group or

"family".	 This is not an attempt to deny the special relationship

which united the household's members, by use of such a bloodle8s term

to describe them; however, that "special relationship" will not here be

a particular concern.	 The term "lineage" will be used to describe the

thirty to forty-five Florentine households who traced a common descent

from tibertino, an "uomo del popoio" of the ea.1y thirteenth century.

The Strozzi almost invariably described the corporate entity to which

they belonged as the casa: an immediately distinguishable, and by common

knowledge clearly defined group of kinsmen. 	 While the English word

"lineage" does not precisely correspond to that term, it is used here in

the same way.	 Appropriate terms to describe sub-groups of the lineage

larger than the household present some difficulties, which have been

solved rather arbitrarily. 	 I have given the term "branch", often

employed fairly loosely, a more precise definition for the sake of con-

venience, while using "line s more loosely, to describe two or more gener-

ations of the Strozzi descended from some personage easily identified, or

of particular note.

If any additional justification is needed for devoting a study

such as this to a single Florentine family who, unlike the Pledici, were

never de facto rulers of Florence, or why it aims to encompass the

whole lineage instead of only a few of its prominent members, it may be

found in the words of tleapasiano, addressed to Filippo in the proemio to

the four Strozzi lives.	 "HQ trovato la casa vostra degli Strozzi", he

wrote, "non essere inferiore a ignuna del altre per i singluari uomini

ha avuti, e massime nel governo della republica, i quali per le bra

virti l'hanno e chol senno e cho la propria persona difesa e sono suti

cagione della aua conservatione."
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NOTES:

1. Private Wealth, p.31.

2. The Strozzi were the wealthiest Florentine lineage at the time ol' the

first catasto in 1427: see D. Herlihy and C. Kiapish, Les Toscanea et

leur families: tine etude du catasto?lorentin de 1427 (Paris, 1978),

p.251. They have calculated the sum of 3,724 to be the mean wealth of

the Strozzi households in that year, but their total of 53 Strozzi

"families" or households included in this calculation represents in fact

the number of Strozzi portate filed, not the number of households actually

resident in Florence, which was smaller. 	 On the difference between

these two things see below, Ch.l, p.31. 	 Ilesser Pails di Nofri Strozzi

was the richest man in Florence in 1427, with a gross estimated capital

worth of 162,928 florins, or a net estimation of 101,422; in' 1403 his

father Nofri paid 121 florins in prestenze, more than any other taxpayer

in S. M. Novella.	 On Strozzi rates of wealth see below, Ch.1, and for

comparison with other families, L. Plartines, Social World, Itppendix 2,

Tables 1 and 2.	 On Strozzi political success in the early fifteenth

century see below, Ch.3, P.152. G. Brucker has noted that the Strozzi

were represented more times in the Signoria between 1343 and 1378 than any

other Florentine family: "The Fledici in the Fourteenth Century,"

Speculum, Vol 32, 1957, p.14.	 He also noteB here that together with the

Albizzi, Altoviti and Ridol'f'i more members of the Strozzi qualified in

scrutinies in this period than did members of other families.

3. On the role of the family or lineage in Florentine life and politics,

see in particular the recent work by G. Brucker, The Civic World of Early

Renaissance Florence, Princeton, 1977, Ch.1, "Corporate Values and the

Aristocratic Ethos in Trecento Florence"; "to perceive the family, thb

lineage, as a corporate unit in a social order formed by col].ectivities is

to grasp an important truth about this urban community ... it was and

remained the most cohesive force in Florentine society through the
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Renaissance and beyond." (p.18). 	 Another recent work which emphasises

the role of the lineage as a corporate group in Florentine aristocratic

society is D. Kent, The Rise of the Pledici: Faction in Florence, 1426-

1434, Oxford, 1978, e.g. pp.49-60 (marriage alliances amongst the Medici

faction), pp.193-96 (the family and factional politics).

4. This is discussed in more detail below, pp.13-14.

5. Goldthwaitets important work, Private Wealth in Renaissance Florence,

published in 1968, stated emphatically his position that. the lineage

(although he did not use this term) was no longer a significant entity in

our period: "by the fifteenth century the encrustations of a corporate

society had fallen away and man was left exposed and isolated ..."; the

"disintegration of the larger family" was complete (p.261). Goldthwaite

pointed out, when writing Private Wealth, that much had been written about

Florentine society "assuming" that the lineage was vital to its history

(mentioning Brucker, Ftrtines, and Rubinstein); since the appearance of

his work a good deal of scholarship has been devoted to elucidating the

vital nature of relationships within the lineage, and to a lesser extent

the continuing importance of the lineage to Florentine politics. The

most important of these works for Florentine history has been F. hi. Kent,

Household and Lineage in Renaissance Florence, a study of the Capponi,

Ginori and Rucellai families; see also his review of 3. Heer'B Le Clan

Familiale au rloyen Age (Paris, 1974) as it treats the Florentine lineage,

"A la Recherche du Clan Perdu" in the Journal of Family History, Vol 1,

1976, pp.83-84. 	 Heers' work has now been translated, "Family Clans in the

middle Ages, Amsterdam, 1977.	 Another important study, of one Florentine

family, the Niccolini, is that of C. Klapisch, "Parenti amici e vicini",

Quaderni Storici Vol. 33, 1976, pp.953-83. 	 The family in Genoa has also

received particular attention, appart from Heers, in the work of 0. Hughes,

"Urban Growth and Family Structure in Medieval Genoa", Past and Present,

Vol. 66, 1975, pp.3-28; "Domestic Ideals and Social Behaviour: Evidence

from Medieval Genoa" in C. Rosenburg, (ed.) The Family in History (Phila-

delphia 1975) pp.1l5-43. There have also been studies of Venetian
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aristocratic family structure by S. Chojnacki, e.g. "Patrician Women in

Early Renaissance Venice", Studies in the Renaissance, Vol 21, 1974,

pp • 176-20 3.

6. R. Ploiho, "Visions of the Florentine Family in the Renais8ance"

(a review of F. W.-A<ent, Household end Lineage) Journal of 1'odern History,

Vol 50, 1978, p. 308.

7. This is discussed below, Ch.l.

8. Goldthwaite chose the members of the four families he studied - from

the Strozzi, Guicciardini, Capponi and Condi - because their "private

wealth" could be studied by means of surviving account books. His sub-

title, "a study of four families" is hence an inaccurate description, as

he in fact studied only a small proportion of the members of these four

lineages.	 Lacking the perspective of their many far poorer kinsmen, he

referred (p.46) to Matteo and Sirnone Strozziia fortune as "not an impress-

ive one".	 Moiho, endorsing Goldthwaite's methodology, has taken a few of

GoldthwaiteTs chosen individuals and assumed that they are representative

of their lineages as a whole, extrapolating from the basis of their dis-

tribution of capital (predominantly business investment, little land) the

conclusion that "the very families which Kent has studied ... would have

ceased to exist without the income their members derived from their

business investments". "Visions of the Florentine Family", p.307.	 This

is a considerable distortion based on a very partial picture.

9. The question of inequality of wealth amongst the lineage's members,

and its possible effects on relations between kinsmen, was first raised

by P. Jones, "Florentine Families and Florentine Diaries in the Fourteenth

Century", Papers of the British School at Rome, 24, 1956, p.187, and was

taken up by Martines (amongst others), Social World, p.351. Re Jones

pointed out in a review of Goldthwaite'e Private Wealth, Italian Studies,

Vol 25, p.96, such inequalities were a potentially fruitful basis for

co-operation and assistance within the family. This will be discussed

below, Ch.5.
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10.	 Lorenzo di Moseer Palla Strozzi used this term to describe the

betrothed husband of his niece Ginevra di Felice Brancecci, Francesco di

Domenico Caccini: Bib. Ricc. 4009, (unl'ol.) to Plichele di Felice Brancacci,

Gubbio, flay 4, 1450.

1]..	 P. Litta, "Strozzi di Firenze", tavola 1. 	 Nor did Lorenzo Strozzi

provide any definite information for the period before the thirteenth

century in La Vita degli Strozzi.

12. III, 44,pp.l7-l8, seventeenth century copy of extracts con-

cerning the Strozzi from the "Libro di Plontaperti".

13. P. Litta, "Strozzi cli Firenze", tavole 1

14. 9. Becker, Florence in Transition, Vol.1 (Baltimore, 1967),

pp.78-9, 99.

15. Brucker, Florentine Politic8 and Society, 1343-1378 (Princeton 1962)

p.21.

16. Jones, tiFlorentine Families and Florentine Diaries", p.189n.

17. On the Strozzi in this period, see Brucker, Florentine Politics and

Society, pp.125, 128-29.

18. For a discussion of this point, see 6. Brucker, Civic World, p.11.

19. For a valuable application of the household developmental cycle to

the aristocratic Florentine household, see F. W. Kent, IIusehold and

Lineage, Ch.1.

20. Carlo di Strozza was exiled by a petition of the ciompi to the

Signoria in July 1378, and never returned permanently to Florence.

Brucker, Florentine Politics and Society, pp.382-83n.

21. E.g., the letter of Roberto di Nanni di Carlo Strozzi to Filippo di

flattea Strozzi, Ferrara, 26 June, 1470, cited by 3. R. Sale, The Strozzi

Chapel by Filippino Lippi in Santa Plane Novella, Ph.D. thesis, University

of Pennsylvania, 1976, pp.39-40.

22. In example of such a collection is that of the letters of Ilesser

Palla Novello and hi8 eons Pazzino, Agnolo and Carlo. 	 ill, 111 i8 a

filza of letters addressed to Messer Palla, many of them by his eons.

C.S. III, 130 and 150 consist mainly of letters, many by his father and
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brothers, written to Agnolo di (lesser Palla when he wee .capiteno of Todi

in 1437, and podesta of Peccioli in 1445. 	 Of' all the Strozzi, (lesser

Palla Novella (thus called by his contemporaries because his father had

also been "(lesser Palla", and no doubt to distinguish him from his close

contemporary (lesser Palla di Nofri) and his sans seem to have had least to

do with their Strozzi kinsmen, and will enter my narrative comparatively

seldom for that reason, and because of lack of apace to accord them the

treatment they deserve as palace builders and, in terms of the Strozzi

in general, politically heterodox individuals.

23. The most important of thee were the Senators Carlo di Tomma8o

Strozzi, 1587-1670, and his eon Luigi. 	 The organisation of the

Carte Strozziane into filze, as it exists today, was the work of Carlo,

who also copied and summarised large numbers of documents related to the

Strozzi, the originals of which no longer exist in some cases.

24. The exception, apart from those letters of Filippo included by

Guasti in the Strozzi Letters, is E. Borsook, "Documenti relativi she

cappelle di Lecceto e delle Selve di Fihippo Strozzi", Antichita Viva, IX,

1970, pp.3-20, which published five of Filippo's letters, either whole or

in part; one of these (document 19, p.15) is not an original, but a copy

in Fil.ippo's own hand entered in a volume of personal accounts and

ricordanze, CS III, 22, f 108.

25. III, 93 (a 17th century vol. of' spoglie and copies of letters in

the hand of Carlo di Tomaso Strozzi), pp.97-99.	 Filippo to Ilarco

Parenti, June 16, 1465.

26. Amongst the most interesting of these are: c... III, 280 and 281,

libri of Nofri, 1404-1415; 	 III, 284-86, libri of the bank of

Lorenzo di (lesser Palla and Orsino Lanfredini, 1418-1423, CS. IV, 345,

"Giornale e levate" of Nasser Palla di Nofri, 1430-1433.

27. . IV, 66, heirs of Carlo di Narco, 1459-1466;	 V, 52 and

53, libro and ricordanze of Girolamo di Carlo, 1454-1459, 1473-1476;

IV, 356, memorials of Pagolo di Carlo, 1467-1476.

28. IV, 342, libro of (lesser Palla; 	 IV, 349-350, libri of
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1gno10 and (loBBer Pazzino di (lesser Palla; C.S. U, 13, libro of Carlo di

(lesser Palla.

29. Q.L.. III, 270-277.

30. U, 22 and 41. Some parts of' the latter volume concerning the

foundation of the palazzo were published with the Vita di Filippo Strozzi

by the editors, P. Bigazzi and 6. Bini.

31. Bib. Ricc. 4009. 	 Unfortunately this important collection of

letters is generally in poor condition, and the letters are neither num-

bered nor foliated. They will be identified in the frequent citations

which follow only by author, recipient, and date. 	 R very large majority

are by Giovanfrancesco di (lesser Palla Strozzi to Francesc di Domenico

Caccini.

32. This collection, amongst other papers, was first described by

Cecil Clough, "The frchivio Bentivoglio in Ferrara", Renaissance News,

Vol 18, 1965, pp.12-19.

33. F. W. Kent has found evidence of "several" letters not extant

sent by Pails Strozzi early in 1453 to Rucellal: "The Letters Genuine

and Spurious of Giovanni Rucellai", JWCI, Vol 37, 1974, p.343.

34. Rs F. W... Kent has noted, "Letters of Giovanni Rucellai", p.343,

Bardo di Lorenzo Strozzi, Pal1a' grandson, stated in 1493 that Giovanni

kept "molte sue ecritture" when Palla was exiled, and these almost

certainly included the diana which his grandson Palla di Bernardo

Rucellai still possessed perhaps a century later.

35'.	 "Letters of Giovanni Rucellai", p.343.

36.	 The edition of 1877 was reprinted in 1972, together with a

seventy-third letter of Alessandra published in 1840 (by I. del Lungo?)

Una Letters della Alessandra Macinghi negli Strozzi in aggiunta alle

LXXII, pp.1-li.

32.	 6. Brucker translated part of several letters in the document

collection, The Society of Renaissance Florence, pp.3?-40 (on marriage

negotiations for Filippo in 1464-65) and pp.47-49 (on the death of Matteo

di Ilatteo in 1459). 	 R. Goldthwalte praised lUessandra's letters as "one
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of the moat appealing social documents of the era" but used them very

little; on the reasons for this see below, n.49. 	 The letters have

been used by hi8toriana with more general interests in view, e.g. L.

Martinea, Social World, pp.44-45, and more recently by F. %iJ. Kent,

Household and Lineage, pp.14, 93 at passim.

38. C. Guasti, Strozzi Letters, p.xxiii-xxiv.

39. A textual comparison of Lorenzo's Vito of Paila, Ilatteo di Simone,

Marcello and Benedetto di Pieraccione with those of Vespasiano reveals

that Lorenzo incorporated large parts of Vespasiano's text into his own,

with only slight changes of expression, or omissions. In an unpublished

paper given at the Institute of Historical Research, "Vespaaiano da

Bisticci's and Lorenzo Strozzi's Lives of Pails Strozzi", I explored

in detail the relationship between the two accounts in the cass of Palla.

40. Vespasiano was buried on July 27, 1498; there is no record of his

having written anything after October 1493, when he dedicated a group of

lives to Alfonso di Filippo Strozzi: A. do la Mare, !Iespasiano da

Bisticci, Historian and Bookseller, Ph.D, London University, 1966, p.42.

41. Benedetto's eldest son, (lesser Piero, was a friend and scribe of

Vespasiano: A. de la Mare, "(lesser Piero Strozzi, a Florentine Priest

and Scribe" in Caligraphy and Paleography: Essays presented to A. Fair-

bank, ad. A. S. Osley (London, 1965), pp.55-58.	 Vespasiano's Life of

Benedetto, known only in the Strozzi presentation copy, has now been

published by A. Greco, Le Vite, pp.423-27.	 rlarcello, almost exactly a

contemporary of Palla di Nofri, lived at least until 1451 and the age of

81. The two versions of Vespasiano's Life of him are published in

La Vite, pp. 397-404.

42t On Vespasiano's probable knowledge of Palla, see the paper cited

above, n.39. Vespasiano's date of birth is uncertain, but was probably

between 1420 and 1422a A. do la Mare, Vespasiano da Bisticci, Vol 2,

p.292, C. Cagni, 	 Vespasiano e ii. auo epistolario (Rome, 1969), p.13.

Matteo died in 1435: see below, Ch.4, part 2. Despite his friendship

with Filippo di Matteo, the Life of Matteo is one of his briefest
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Vespasiano, Le Vita, pp.221-224.

43. Vespasiano rBcountB Giovanni's story of Lionardo Bruni's praise of

Pails as "ii pi felice huomo che avoesi avuto la eua eta", but he did not

use the other information about Pails in the Zibeldone, suggesting that he

had not actually read it: Le Vito, p.142, Zibaldone, pp.53-64.

44. See La Vite, pp.429-38 for the two extant versions of this proemio.

45. The list he gives of Palla's translations from the Greek, for

example, was taken from the Zibaldone: La Vite degli Strozzi, p.25; he

described Palla's diana (written down when he was a member of the died

di balia) as "oggi appresso dl Palla di Bernardo Rucellai", p.28.

46. E.g. the Lives of the Strozzi, written by Luigi di Carlo Strozzi in

the late 17th century: despite his father's extensive compilation of

Strozzi materials - both in originals and copies - his work was almost

entirely dependant on that of Lorenzo di Matteo in the preceding century.

-2- .	 i, ii.

47. The life of Filippo "il giovane" attracted the attention of histor-

ians and editors more readily than did those of his fifteenth century

ancestors; see the bibliography in Goldthwaite, Private hJealth, pp.79-80.

There is in fact an early nineteenth century Latin biography of Paila by

A. Fabroni, Pallentie Stroctil Vita (Parma, 1802), but I have not been

able to locate a copy of this.	 (Cited by L. Martines, Social tilorld,

p.318.)

48. p . 3. Jones, "Florentine Families and Florentine Diaries."

49. In a review of F. W. Kent's Household and Lineage, R. Goldthwaite

has suggested that "private family papers" of the type used in that study

(and in this thesis) "have invited an impressionistic treatment" that the

use of "less attractive and more intractable sources" such as account-

books and notarial documents (called by Goldthwaits, curiously, "charac-

teristic family documents') would have rendered impossible. 	 Speculum,

Vol 53, 1974, pp.817-819.	 It seems impossible to me to make such a

distinction: it is true that ricordanze and private letters record

family sentiments, but it is equally the historian's task to record these
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as it is to record economic transactions; neither is more ticharacter_

istic" of' the family.

50. F. W. Kent, ' "Pii superba de quella de Lorenzo": Courtly and

Family Interest in the Building of Filippo Strozzi's Palace',

Renaissance quarterly, Vol 30, 1977, pp.311-23.

51. 'ilarriage Politics and the family in Florence: the Strozzi and

P1edicLlliance of 1508', Rmerican Historical Review, Vol 84, 1979,

pp.668-687.

52. Household and Lineage, pp.6-12.

53. Vespasiano, La Vite, p . 437•
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CHAPTER 1: THE STROZZI LINEAGE IN FLORENCE, 1427-1469:	 A PROFILE

I	 The Florentine Lineage

'Nonn chasa n in villa n in Firenze, e sto mezzo a

ppigione perche torno in chasa d'altri chontro a mia vogue, per non

potere fare altro'; so wrote Francesco di Benedetto di Pieraccione

Strozzi in his catasto report in 1469.1 Forty years earlier, in the

catasto of 1427, his father Benedetto had reported an estate valued at

almost 5,000 f'lorins, composed almost entirely of rural property, as

well as a house in Florence and a country residence at San Quirico a

Campi, not included in this assessment because they were for his and his

family's use. 2 This estimated capital worth made 	 household

the eighth wealthiest in a lineage which at this time had far greater

capital resources than any other in Florence. 3 By 1469 three of his

sons were living just above the line of real poverty, paying tiny amounts

of tax on their shrunken patrimony (not one and a half florins between

them), none of them any longer owning a house in Florence, or able to pay

rent for one.	 Although all were over forty, only one of the brothers

wa a married, and all were childless. 4 This chapter is devoted to an

analysis and description of the Strozzi lineage over this period of forty

two years, focusing on those of its members (always a large majority) who,

like Banedetto and his eons, remained in Florence; although the Strozzi.

had begun their tradition of migration - not always strictly involuntary -

to other Italian citias in the later fourteenth century, 5 they were still

at the beginning of the fifteenth very much a Florentine lineage, with

pre-eminence in Florentine politics, diplomacy and business the basis of

their considerable strength. This strength was recorded, in most of its

dimensions, by the first catasto assessment of 1427, recording not only

property, capital investment and shares held in the Monte or state funded

debt, but also their concomitant strength in terms of numbers of house-

holds, children, and perhaps most pertinently, of adult men. 6 The sub-

sequent tax assessments of 1442, 1451, 1457 and 1459 have been used to

obtain comparable information covering the period of exile and effective
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debarment from political office which followed the fall of the so-called

Oligarchical regime in 1434, arid the subsequent installation of a

Medicean one, through to the lifting of the ban on some of the Strozzi

exiles in 1466.	 The picture thus gained is, however, subject to cert-

ain limitations.	 The moat important of these is that it is a picture

taken from a Florentine viewpoint, using Florentine sources. When con-

sidering, for example, the decline in the overall economic position of

the Strozzi during the period surveyed, it must be remembered that this

takes no account of the substantial fortune which Filippo di Matteo

7
Strozzi had accumulated even before he returned to Florence in 1466,

or of the financial resources of other Strozzi exiles, resources which

were based outside Florence. 	 While my main theme is the crisis which

the Strozzi. lineage suffered in mid-century, this survey will be com-

pleted in the final chapter by an examination of the evidence of the

last of the fifteenth century tax surveys of this kind, the catasto of

1480, to determine the extent to which the lineage was able to recover

from that crisis, or to continue a recovery already begun.

The catasto records found in the Archivio di Stato in Florence

have been the subject, in the last decade, of the monumental study con-

ducted by David Herlihy and Christiane Klapiach. 8 Rpart from the fund

of information contained in their published work, their research has

produced a computerised index and summary of thB campioni series of

volumes, one of two parallel compilations of the 1427 survey. 9 Another

recent work on Renaissance Florentine history, that of F. W. Kent, 1° has

illustrated the flexibility of this magnificent source by using it for

research on a very different scale, and one which has to a large extent

provided a model for my use of it here. With precise reference to the

history of the Strozzi, this source of information has barely been

touched upon, and was not extensively used in the main published study

devoted to them, that of Richard Goldthwaite.11

It seems likely that few, if any, of the many members of the

Strozzi lineage resident in Florence escaped the net of the catasto
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12officials, one of whom was Lionardo di Filippo Strozzi. 	 Fortunately,

the records of' this complete and most detailed survey have survived to

the present time virtually intact. Re mentioned above, the catasti of

1430 and 1434, virtually identical in nature to that of 1427, will not

be used here; the assessment of 1442, while providing information about

the size and composition of households comparable in quality to that of

1427, was not strictly speaking a catasto (which was a tax based on

estimated capital worth) but a tax on estimated income, called the

diecina; 1 the financial information which it provides 18 not readily

comparable with that gained from the catasto of other years. 	 Similar

in nature was the assessment of 1451, the valsente, although it was cal-

culated somewhat differently. 14 For the family historian it has one

great shortcoming: as there was no deduction for bocche - the number of

persons for whom each taxpayer had to provide - it was no longer incum-

bent upon the head of the household to list its other members. The

force of habit was still strong enough to make a majority of Strozzi

portata compilers include this information anyway, but there are eleven

households for which only a reconstruction of this information can be

made.	 Such a reconstruction has been obtained by collating the inform-

ation given in the preceding and following years of 1442 and 1457; the

unavoidable error resulting from this is certainly on the side of under-

statement: except where evidence is available from other sources this

counting procedure omits any children born after 1442 who died before

1457, as well as some recorded in 1442 who were dead before 1457 but who

may well still have been alive in 1451. This, then, should be remem-

bered in comparing the figures for total numbers of persons in Strozzi

households and average household size for 1451 with those for other

years for which more complete in formation is available.15 	 [See

table 1J	 Both 1458 and 1469 saw assessments of a kind close to the

original catasto, and again known by that title, with full information

on household members; unfortunately five Strozzi portate for 1457 are

now either missing or seriously misplaced.16
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There are other difficulties inherent in using the cateeto

for precise evidence about the number of' people who constituted the

lineage's members at any one time, and their disposition into house-

holds.	 One 18 the possibility of inaccurate reporting of household

numbers, and of their ages; in the first respect the catasto is

remarkably reliable and consistent, and I have not so far detected any

signif'icant delinquency in this matter, probably because the reward for

good memory was high (a deduction of 250 f'lorins from taxable capital

for each dependent) and even financially unrewarding daughters were use-

ful as grounds for claiming leniency from the catasto off icials.17

Regarding age there are certainly inaccuracies, clearly observed by

contrasting several portate submitted at different times by the one

household, and this inaccuracy almost invariably consisted of greater

approximation by the household head of' their own and their wives' ages

as they grew elderly. 	 However, the discernable amount of' consistency

in this matter is impressive, and attributable to a general concern for

accurately recording birth dates.' 8 Another difficulty has been fully

outlined by F. W. Kent in his study of' the Capponi, GirZ. and Rucellai;

the problem of' distinguishing 'real' households from the evidence given

in catasto records.	 While he found that the main departure from the

basic ratio of one report from one household was that of' several house-

holds submitting a single portate, (although with some instances of' the

reverse) 19 this practice was little in evidence amongst the Strozzi,.

while examples of a single household submitting more than one portata

are fairly common. As a good example of' this tendency, in 1427 the

widow and sons of Jacopo d'Ubertino Strozzi filed six separate portate2°

although only two of them, Niccol and Giovanni di Jacopo, specified

their place of' residence: they owned two houses side by side in the

aazza di San Miniato fra le torn, in the gonfalne of Lion Bianco.

Their three much younger brothers gave no place of' residence, and one of'

them, Bengni, stated baldly that 'sono sanza chasa.' 2	However, a

close study of' all the brothers' portate shows that he and Tommaso lived
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in Giovanni's house; all three were unmarried at this stage.	 This is

confirmed by their joint submission of a single portata in 1442:22 they

were also partners in a business for trading in and working gold and

silver. 23 Their mother, Plonne Margherita, stated in her report in

1427 that she had no house and needed to rent one, 24 while giving no

indication of her actual residence; she may have lived with her married

son, Niccol, and his family. The last brother, Marco, stated cryptic-

ally that 'sto oggi qui e domanicho' 1lT;25 whether or not this rotating

residence ir1uded the houses of his brothers can only be guessed at,

but presumably it did.

Finally, as Marco di Jacopo's case suggests, there are a

small number of portate which no matter how closely they are scrutinised

do not reveal their author's place of residence. These generally con-

cern single people, widows with their restituted dowry-property as their

only capital, 26 who were most probably living with their eons or other

close relatives. This is probably the case because rent was in turn

capitalised and deducted from total taxable capita1, and it was there-

fore in the intere8ts of the declarant to specify such payment. House

ownership is also a possibility, but this was a fairly unusual form for

dowry-restitution to take, and independent purchase was outside the

means ol' almost all Strozzi widows, who were consistently the poorest

27of any distinguishable group within the lineage.

The Strozzi were probably more divided geographically by the

mid-fifteenth century than any other comparable Florentine lineage.

But in some cases the process of migration was incomplete, several

Strozzi who actually lived in Ferrara or Mantue filing portate listing

their Florentine assets; these portate give no indication of this fact.

Such individuals have not been included here, but there are a small

number of more ambiguous cases which I have generally included. A good

example is the household of Giovanni di Messer Lionardo, whose father,

and uncle Currado di Pagolo, had left Florence in 1378, apparently
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because of their close political association with their kinsman Carlo di

Strozza, who was exiled in that year.	 In 1427 Giovanni's wife Mona Plea

was presumably living in Florence with her two eons, Niccolo and Lionardo,

who were twelve and fourteen.	 She wrote that her husband had been away

for nine years, and that during the last six of them she had had no news

of him at all, 'n mai avuto niuno susidio da lui'.	 She paid no tax,

having been declared 'mi8erabile.' 28 By 1442 Giovanni had returned,

and the only place of residence he gave was Poggibonsi; considering

their penury it seems possible that they lived there permanently, al-

though Passerini in his genealogy of the Strozzi suggests that this

branch was by mid-century permanently settled in Ferrara, a suggestion

29
for which I have not found any definite evidence. 	 By this time, how-

ever, both sons had left home, probably earning a slightly less precar-

ious living as mercenaries; echoing his wife's earlier comment, their

father wrote: 'Sono al soldo 'gi otto anni f a. 	 Non so se eono vivi

30
o no.'	 The portata for 1457 gives no details of household composition

but it seems likely that the elder son, Lionardo, had returned and

married; by 1469, with both parents dead, he was occupying the Poggi-

bonsi house with his wife, their seven children (the eldest was eighteen)

and the ten-year-old daughter of his brother, Niccol. 31 The portata

in his hand makes it clear that he wrote the Italian of Ferrara, not of

Florence, suggesting prolonged residence there. But despite their links

with Ferrara Giovanni and then Lionardo kept their residence and some

rural property in the Florentine contado and continued to pay their

Florentine taxes, registered in Lion Rosso.32

In identifying those who were members of the Florentine lineage

the final case in need of some explanation is that of widows. 	 The

ambiguous position of women with regard to lineage membership is well

exemplified by the fact that it has seemed equally appropriate to include

in my survey both some widows of Strozzi men, belonging by birth to

another lineage, but also some widows who were Strozzi by birth. The

former category includes Monna Caterina, widow of Rinaldo di Giannozo
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Strozzi, who submitted her own portata but lived in the house of' her

eon Strozza. 34	She was unusual in being the guardian of' an illegitimate

grandson, Giovanni di Vieri di Rinaldo, who also lived in the house with

his uncle and grandmother. The latter category consists of women like

mona Maria, wido of Bernardo Alberti, who described herself, however, as

'f'igliuola fu di Nofri di Palla [Strozzi] 	 Since she gives no

place of' residence it seems likely that she lived in the large house of

her brother, Messer Palla di Nofri, who also held the sum of' 1,000 flor-

ins in deposit for her, more than half her estimated capital of 1,734

florina. 36 It appears that after the death of th&ir husband women had

the choice of continuing their association and identification with their

husband's lineage, or of' 'returning' to their natal kinsmen, this last

contingency being allowed for in the frequent provision in wills for the

right of daughters to return to their parental home.37

ii The Branches

The structure of' any Florentine lineage was dependent on the

length of time it had been in existence, or, perhaps more accurately, on

the length of time for which its existence had been recorded. Generally

the notion of the consorteria also involved that of common descent, and

in the case of the Strozzi this common descent was not fictitious, all

of the Strozzi recorded by Paseerini descending from a single man,

Ubertino, who lived in the earlier thirteenth century. 38 The lineage

grew rapidly in the thirteenth and earlier fourteenth centuries,

achieving by the mid-fourteenth century the network of branches or

lateral spread which characterised it in the fifteenth century. 39 The

division of a lineage into branches is fairly arbitrary, as there are

no hard and fast rules about what constituted a 'branch'. 4° The device

is used here only to help describe the structure of' the lineage.

Using the criterion that members of diffeentififta,nth..century

branches had no common ancestors after the first two decades of the

fourteenth century (although some branches had in fact been distinct
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for much longer than this), the forty-five Strozzi households in

Florence in 1427 can be divided into fifteen different branches.

Several of these branches with distinct lines of descent from the early

fourteenth century had only one or two adult male representatives in

the fifteenth.	 This is one of the most interesting features of the

lineage's structure, and one which was owing to a lack of growth in the

second half of the fourteenth century: a phenomenon which is not sur-

prising given the general decimation of population in Italy, due to the

plague, in this period. 41	For each of the lineage's members there

were relatively few agnatic kinsmen with whom their ties of blood were

very close, but very many with whom a common ancestor was presumed,

rather than known about. 	 For some Strozzi there were no close kinsmen

(apart from their immediate ancestors or children) at all, 42 but many

with whom they shared any wider sense of keship that they acknowledged.

A good example of this community within clearly defined ancestry is

found amongst the Strozzi households clustered around the church and

piazza of San F'liniato fra le torn. 	 Here from 1427 to 1469 lived

Franceaco di Giovanni di Luigi Strozzi, next door to his kinsman Bern-

ardo di Soldo and across the street from the two houses of Niccolo and

Giovanni di Jacopo d'Ubertino. These four households constituted the

only representatives of three separate branches descended from Soldo,

Niccol and Giovanni the sons of that I'lesser tibertino who was the first

Strozzi prior. 43 Francesco and the brothers Nicco1 and Giovanni were

Bernardo's second cousins once removed, and third cousins to each other;

none of them had closer agnatic kinsmen outside their own households.

They illustrate both the territorial adhesiveness of the lineage (San

Miniato was one of the oldest sites continuously occupied by Strozzi

houses) 44 but also the failure of many of its branches to do more than

reproduce themselves in each generation: here there had been virtually

no growth at all. 	 By this time the three branches also shared a

descent into almost total polit-ical obscurity, and a fairly modest

income from investment in botteghe.45
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It would take too long to outline all the fifteenth-century

branches in this fashion, but two more examples seem useful, illustra-

ting the sharp divergence of fortune which was possible in a fairly

brief interval.	 Pagno and Lapo di Strozza were Gonfalonieri di

Ciustizia within a period of twelve years at the turn of the fourteenth

century. 46 From Pagno di Strozza descended that branch against which

the commune authorised a judicial vendetta by the Lenzi in 1387, when

Pagnozzino di Pagnozzo murdered Piero Lenzi (at that time one of the

gonfalonieri of companies); Pagnozzino and his brother Nofri. had their

property confiscated, their hou8es burned, and they were declared

magnati and rebels of the commune. 47	In 1427 Pagnozzino?s two sons,

Nici'ol and Piero, were both living in utter obscurity in the Floren-

tine contado; 48 they owned no house in Florence and very little rural

property.	 Piero's son Flichele later recouped their respectability

49
slightly by gaining a doctorate of civil law at Perugia, 	 although he

was still only paying a tiny twelve-soldi assessment in 1469 on an

50
estimated taxable capital of 82 florins.	 From Pagno's brother Lapo

descended that branch of the Strozzi which was the wealthiest and most

successful of the lineage in the forty years prior to 1434; in terms of

numbers this was also one of the most successful, having increased

greatly in size. Two great-grandsons of Palla di Lapo were Gonfalon-

ieri di Giustizia (as well as holding the office of prior on many other

occasions): Francesco in 1348 and his much younger brother Nofri in

1385 and 1396.51 Nofri was the wealthiest man in the quarter of

Santa Maria Novella by 140252 and with his ie Niccol? and Palla

amassed the fortune which made Palla the richest man in Florence in

53
1427.	 Franceaco's son, (lesser Pazzino, and grandson Francesco di

(lesser Palla, were also amongst the most influential members of the

Albizzian oligarchy, while another of his grandsons, (lesser Pails

Navaho, broke this tradition by supporting the Nedici. 54 Here the

coincidence and recurrence of the same given names, so confusing for

later historians, is an indication of close kinship, and the most
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characteristic of thorn appear only within this branch.

iii The Households

There were forty-five Strozzi households in Florence in

l427.	 Thirty-nine of these were located in the quarter of S,Maria

Novella, but in fact the concentration of the lineage into that

quarter was even more marked than this suggests: of the six households

located in other quarters three were those of widows of Strozzi men who

had returned to their ancestral districts, and one, that of Messer

Palla Novello, was only temporarily absent from its usual location in

5.1'laria Novella.	 Only two Strozzi households with male heads and a

conjugal-nuclear structure were living permanently outside their

t ancestral t quarter in the whole period from 1427 to l469. 	 The small

remaining number of Strozzi households found outside S.Maria Novella,

two or three in each catasto year, were those of' widows; given this,

my examination will be limited to the households in S.Maria Novella.

This 1ineages large size is clearly seen when compared with other

patrician lineages: the Rucellai, of similar social and political

status, had twenty-six households in 1427, the Capponi twelve, the

Ginori (by comparison a family of gente nuova) only ten. 57	As there

58
were thirty-five urban Strozzi households in 1378,	 there had been

only slight growth in the intervening years. 	 By 1442 the number of

Strozzi households had dropped sharply, to thirty-one, and the number

remained steadily at around this level through to 1457. 	 By 1469 it

had risen slightly to thirty-four, as might have been expected given

the return of some of the Strozzi exiles three years earlier, in 1466.

The four Strozzi exiled in 1434 (Messer Palla di No? ri and

his son Nofri, Smeraldo di Smeraldo, and IVlatteo di Simone) came from

only three households, and although the bands of exile were later

(after 1450) greatly extended, 59 it must be concluded that the exiles

did not at any time account for the accompanying drop in the size of
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the lineage in Florence. 	 Clearly a substantial number of Strozzi left

Florence during this time, and in particular during the first decade of

Medicean dominance, for reasons other than that of Judicial exile. This

is seen equally clearly in both the drop in the total number of persons

living inStrozzi households and in a decrease in average household

size. 6° These figures must however be viewed with a certain amount of

caution because the numbers in question are so small that the re8ult can

easily be distorted.	 Hence the quite dramatic rise in household size

by 1469 was caused entirely by the presence of one huge joint fraternal

household containing thirty-two members; 61 without this household the

average size would have been low, at only four persons. 	 But it is of

course a significant fact of Florentine family history that such huge

households were a possible variation of the normal pattern and were in

no sense considered freakish. 	 One interesting feature of - the demo-

graphic profile of the lineage in these years is that the number of

adult male Strozzi present in Florence (perhaps the most significant

indicator of the lineage's potential strength at any time ) did not in

62
fact drop substantially until after 1451. 	 The reason for this seems

to have been that those most affected by the victory of the Strozzi's

political enemies were men old enough to have gained some political

prominence by 1434 and hence be worthy of particular hostile attention,

whether overt or not, from the new regime; 63 these were almost all men

who headed substantial households, whereas the large group of much

younger men, aged between eighteen and thirty-four, may have been less

affected.	 (See table 3.)

When viewed in the light of the general demographic trend in

Florence at this time, this shrinking of the Strozzi lineage becomes

even more significant. There is reasonably clear evidence that in

Florence the fifteenth century was a period of population recovery, and

that measured in terms of both household size and number of households

lineages comparable with the Strozzi grew substantially over this time.

Kent's figures for the Capponi, Ginori and Rucellai certainly show
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this, 64 although it may be of interest that their increase in size was

in inverse proportion to their antiquity as lineages. The Rucellai,

that most closely comparable with the Strozzi, grew only slightly in

65
size.

The size and composition of the household was the only aspect

of kinship etudiea which until recently had received a great deal of

attention from historians; historians of the family have seemed in the

past unanimous in their conviction that this was the only needed indica-

tar of the quality and significance of the common life of the family.66

And yet there is no reason, determined either by logic or by historical

experience, why this should be the case, why the outer limits of signif-

icant kinship ties should be co-terminous with those of the household;67

the fact that such an idea has recently been so influential may perhaps

be attributed to the persuasive effect of our own experience of a family

model which approximates more and more closely to this description. For

fifteenth century aristocratic Florentinea, or at any rate for the

Strozzi, cohabitation within four walls and around a common hearth was

not the last (and often breached) baeon of family solidarity, but the

first. When Alberti, i n his treatise on the family, 68 put into the

mouth of one of his speakers the parable that the same number of logs

will burn far longer in one hearth than in three, he was pointing an

obvious and readily accepted moral; that one large household was a

stronger economic unit than two or three small ones, and more conducive

to the preservation of wealth: 'at two tables two tablecloths are

spread, two hearths consume two piles of logs, two households need two

69
servants, while one can do with one.' 	 This third book on the family

is essentially practical in the advice it gives, and recognisee that

closeness between kinsmen is a good thing even in lesser degrees, that

families (here used in the sense of those originally sharing a resid-

ence) outgrow houses and that for them to continue living close together

in separate ones was a sign of strength and unity in the same way that

co-residence was. Given the popularity which we know this third book
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(significantly titled Econornicu8) enjoyed, it would be surprising to

discover that it did not in many ways express the values of men like

Rgnolo Pandolfini and Giovanni Rucellai, who adapted it to their own

households. 7° But, on the other hand, when Alberti's speaker

Giannozzo declares 'nor has my spirit ever suffered Antonio my brother

71.
to live under a different roof than my own' the author is writing

not only with an assumption of temperamental harmony but also of econ-

omic viability end political security; in short, of the ideal condi-

tions 1' or family togetherness. 	 The absence of any of these factors

could be expected to make a notable difference. For these reasons the

households of the lineage will be examined in conjunction with the

neighbourhood which formed the wider environment of its life. 	 The

other bonds which served to unite this lineage's members, even when

dispersed through exile, are best shown by evidence of a different kind,

and will be examined separately.72

The simplest kind of analysis of the types of Strozzi house-

hold existing between 1427 and 1462 reveals a marked change in the pro-

portion which were 'big' households of the type Alberti had in mind,

two mature male generations or two or more mature brothers who chose to

continue their residence under the same roof. In 1427 twenty-two out

of thirty-nine households were extended in this way; by 1442 the propor-

tion had dropped to thirteen of thirty-one, and the number stayed fairly

level at this point, being twelve of thirty-one in 1451, and thirteen of

thirty-one again in 1457. Of a slightly increased thirty-four house-

73
holds in 1469, only thirteen were extended. 	 Once again these figures

are even more significant when considered in relation to the general

trend in Florence at this time for households to become more extended,74

a trend revealed in the household structure of other patrician lineages

which were without the disruptive end economically damaging influences

which the Strozzi experienced. 75 It seems, therefore, reasonable to

assume that those special circumstances were a contributory if not a

decisive factor in the emergence of this decided majority of simple
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households.	 But while a general observation of this kind may be made

fairly confidently it is far more difficult to supply precise explana-

tions for simple or complex forms in every case. So many different

factors are here involved, factors which must be assumed to be related,

without the nature of the connection being clear. 	 In thie way it can

be observed that amongst the Strozzi the politically most prominent

individuals were also members of one of the largest household8, and that

these households were again amongst the wealthiest of the lineage.76

The household, while on one level reflecting the prosaic and practical

need8 of individuals, was also a subtle indicator of the larger fortunes

of its members.

The Strozzi households surveyed have such a large number of

diverse characteristics, that the decision as to which of those are

important enough to form a basis for categorisation is not easy. 	 The

system used here, while deriving largely from those already used in

similar studies, is original in one respect: I have not always taken

the presence of conjugal units as the crucial element on which categor-

77isation should depend.	 Instead I have concentrated on the patrilin-

eal framework of the household; the number of adult male generations

or the lateral spread measured in these terms. The first reason for

this is that judging by their descriptions given on portate these are

the variable factors that the Strozzi themselves found significant, as

a household was always named in terms of these male elements, any wives

or children then being described by reference to them.	 Hence in 1442

the four sons of Ilesser Giovanni di Carlo - Niccol, Lorenzo, Tito and

Liberto - described their household by listing first their own names and

then appending those of 'flonna Chontessina, moglie dl Niccol' and his

two young children.	 Secondly, because of the single-minded efficiency

with which female children were despatched either to husband or convent

they could play no role in their agnatic lineage as unmarried adults.

Even when 'freed' by widowhood their position was an ambiguous one,

placed uncertainly between two lineages. Thirdly, because of the long
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79and further increasing delay between maturity and marriage for males,

illegitimate children were not infrequently found in households con-

taining no conjugal unit, but two and even three generations of agnatic

kin8men. This was the case, for example, in the household of Antonio

di Nicco1 di Pagnozzo in 1469; he lived with his seventy-five year old

mother, Manna Cosa, and his two-year-old son, Bartolommeo,8° 	 This is

not to deny the vital nature of marriage, but it is to suggest that it

was more important in its long-term effects (the expansion of the house-

hold by the birth of legitimate children, and the subsequent 'hiving

off' which sometimes followed of this nuclear-conjugal unit from a

larger household) than in its immediate one, the addition of a sixteen-

year-old girl to a domestic group whose other members would normally be

greatly her senior.

To facilitate comparison I have used only a small number of

categories, which both allow comparison with familiar contemporary

models but also, as outlined above, take account of the differences

which would have seemed most significant to their members. 	 The first

category is self-explanatory: that of the single-person household.

These were normally widows; for men to live on their own was unusual.8'

The second category, conjugal-nuclear, and the third, maternal or trunc-

ated, represent variations of the one model: married couples with or

without their own immature children, and households headed by a widow,

with her immature children. This third category could more accurately

be called 'truncated' 82 as it also includes a small number of men living

alone with their illegitimate children. Households containing a widowed

man and his immature children were unknown amongst the Strozzi at this

time, owing partly to the habit of fairly rapid remarriage, partly to

the fact that men were always older than their wives. 83 Always sub-

stantial, this difference in age increased notably during the period

under review: nearly twelve and a half years in 1427, the average age

difference was close to twenty years in 1469.84 This is a significantly
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greater difference (although in the same direction) than that found by

Herlihy for Florence as a whole in 1427, and it certainly influenced

household structure by increasing the number that were truncated, and

by making it unlikely that many men would live to share a house with

their son's children. Hence the number of households containing more

than two generations would be strictly limited; more specifically they

would only be likely to occur where greater wealth facilitated earlier

marriage. 85 The fifth category used is in fact that of 'grand-families':

a man and his wife, or a widowed man, living with his mature son or sons,

plus any remaining immature children and the wives o?..his adult eons, and

his grand-children, where either or both of these are present. 	 I have

distinguished between two and three generation grand-families, but not

86
those where married but childless eons were present, 	 as this was norm-

ally a temporary stage.	 It could quite defensibly be argued that what

I have here grouped together as 'grand-families' should be separated for

greater precision of analysis into two types of household: 'patriarchal

families' and 'patrilineal grand-families', as a recent account of the

87
Florentine family haa termed them.	 Certainly the structure of the

first is clearly a step less complex than that of the second, but in

both the central structure was the same - it was when sons became adult,

not when they married, that their presence and importance was acknow-

ledged by the addition of the words 'e figliuoli' to the name of the

household head on their catasto portata, a practice not normally adopted

while such eons were immature. 	 But probably the most pertinent consid-

eration in classing these households together is that if they survived

long enough they were eventually all transformed into three-generational

grand-families. Almost all Strozzi men married eventually (see

Table 3), but as noted above the interval was growing steadily longer.

Except f or one year (when there were equal numbers of' both) there were

always more two than three-generation grand-families, and the fact of

late marriage explains this.

There is no mantion of households containing adult daughters,
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either married or unmarried, because their presence was virtually

unknown.	 Married .daughters and their husbands never lived with the

woman's parents, owing to the strongly patri.-local nature of Italian

society. But a rare example which comes fairly close to this did occur

amongst the Strozzi at this time - Bartolommeo di Loderigo dowered his

house in San Miniato together with all their other property to their

daughter and hence to her husband, then relying on them, after the marr-

iage, both for accommodation and the provision of food and clothing;

this had apparently been accepted as part of the marriage agreement.88

Bartolommeo was seventy-four, his wife Nanna was sixty-six; the

daughter, Piera, was their only child, and this seems to have been the

reason for such an arrangement, together with the fact that Bartolommeo

had no close surviving male kin&an and was the last of his branch.89

But that they felt such an arrangement to be exceptional is shown by

the detail in which it waa described. 'E detto Piero heir son-in-law]

a dare ghalimenti a alimentare duratte el tempo della vita nostra,

cio quello ci bisognia per vivere, chalzare, vestire a chome e'intend-

ano ghalimenti'. 9° Despite Bartolommeo's emphasis on the terms of

equal treatment within the arrangement there is no suggestion that the

two couples formed one 'household', even though it seems that they

shared a house, emphasizing the essentially patrilineal nature of that

unit. 91 The absence of daughters over the age of sixteen is the most

clear-cut feature of household composition amongst the Strozzi; up to

the age of fifteen they ware as commonly present as eons.

The last two distinct household categories may be considered

together, and jointly constitute the most common of the complex types:

fraternal and joint-fraternal households and avuncular households.92

The first in cludes not only households composed of two or more mature

brothers plus wive8 and children (where present), but also those con-

taining one or more adult males as household head and his immature

siblings, plus their mother. This last was a fairly common config-

uration, and amongst the Strozzi such households always named the
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93
adult son 88 its head, never the mother. 	 The second and related

category, that of the avuncular household, is fairly represented by

that of Benedetto di Marco in 1427, which consi8ted of himself (thirty-

five), his wife Gostanza (sixteen), and his nepkew Antonio (seven):

'figliuolo rimaso da Maretto mic fratello el quale si eta mecho.'94

It seems quite likely that Antonio's presence in 1427 represents a

vestige of a former fraternal household; this was usually the case.

It was a short-lived situation in that Benedetto and Gostanza produced

a child of their own within another year (the first of at least six),

but Antonio remained in his uncle's household for as long as its exist-

ence is recorded (1457) and possibly some years longer. 	 There were

five such purely avuncular households amongst the Strozzi between 1427

and 1469, but the number of households of other types (fraternal or

joint-fraternal) which included nephews and nieces was higher than this.

The column labelled other' on the chart showing the distribu-

tion of household types requires brief explanation. These are house-

holds which without being precisely exotic in composition, nevertheless

do not fit sufficiently closely into any category. They are all com-

plex, however.	 In only one case, that of Monna Maria di Giovanni di

Marco in 1442, does a list of 'booche' include any relative who was not

a Strozzi by either birth or marriage. 	 She explained to the catasto

officials that 'e pits tengho una figliuola dllonmaso Lamberteachi e

96
dolle I.e speee che chosta chome sapete.'	 No relationship was men-

tioned, but this girl was almost certainly her brother's daughter.

Although Maria submitted a separate portata (because she held property

representing her dowry, restituted after the death of her husband) she

lived with her father-in-law Marco di Goro, her five eons aged between

thirty and nineteen, and another grandson of Marco, Goro d'Antonio.97

This represents the surviving part of Marco's 1427 grand-family of

seventeen members, unusual in shape because both his eons, Giovanni and

Antonio, had predeceased him. 	 Even more unusually, in 1451 after

Marco's death, Goro d'Antonio continued to live with his five first-
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cousins, one of whom, i9atteo, had married by this time; another was

widowed and his daughter was also part of the household. 98 By 1457

its structure had become simpler: it consisted of Monna Maria, her

eon Matteo and his wife, their three children, and Matteo'a niece (also

called Maria) whose father was also now dead. There is an explanatory

note beside her name which shows something of the fluidity of roles and

relationships possible within such households: she was 'per madre di

Mona Antonia di Biaglo [Strozzi d'et d'anni 15, che l'abian fatto di

data in eul monte 200 o circha a senpre 111 - teriuta pa figliucla

Mona Maria nostra madre a a nostre spese.' 	 (Matteo clearly felt it

appropriate to point out that this niece whom he had treated quite gener-

ously was also a Strozzi on her mother's side.) 10° The other house-

holds in this category are less complex: like that of Ubertino and

Tommaso di Tommaso who in 1427 lived with their elderly grandmother

11Plonna Caterina ('circa 83');	 and that of Manna Plea, widow of Fran-

102
cesco di Giovanni, who lived with a granddaughter,	 Smeralda, in 1457;

most unusual of all, flonna Chontessina in 1427 lived with her thirty-five

year old and apparently unmarried daughter, Lena)03

Finally, some observations are needed about illegitimate child-

ran.	 Illegitimate children (although not counted by the castato offic-

lals as bocche for purpose of deductions) are often listed on portate,

and while most commonly born before their father's marriage (their mothers

were almost invariably domestic slaves) it was not particularly unusual

for a man to father legitimate and bastard children during the same

period. 104 Although their mothers were usually slaves, such children

(or at least those of whom we have some record) took the Strozzi name and

were definitely considered members of the lineage. There was certainly

no desire to conceal their presence, although in the instances where

their names are included undifferentiated with those of other children

the motive was undoubtedly to defraud the off icials and obtain greater

105deductions than were legally permitted. 	 But this was not always the

reason why they were listed: in the portata of Lodovico, !Janni,
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Battista and Lorenzo di Franceaco of 1469, the lists of their children

and those of their dead elder brother Benedetto (twenty-four children in

all) were followed by the names of 'Tristano, bastardo di Vanni e di

Chaterina' and 'Choppino, bastarda di Batista e di Barbara'. 106 Their

names were presumably Included to create an even more impressive picture

of heavy family responsibilities. 	 Needless to say, despite the fre-

quency with which illegitimate children appear, they are never the off-

spring of Strozzl women and male 'outsiders'.	 There is nothing surpris-

ing in this, and the complete distinction between the two emphasises the

strongly patrilineal and patriarchal structure of this kinship group.

Certain fairly cautious conclusions can be reached from the

material presented in summary form in Tables 1 and 3. The first of

these is that household size amongst the Strozzi was always fairly small

in this period, and became somewhat smaller; some (but by no means all)

of this decrease in size may be partly due to the inferior quality of

107
the information available compared with that for 1427. 	 Secondly, as

noted in more detail above, a progressively smaller proportion of these

households were complex in form after 1427.	 However, two points should

be made with these facts in mind: that small households were not necess-

arily simpler in form than large ones, and conversely that 'eimpe'-

households could contain quite large numbers..	 Some households remained

small for the clear reason that they contained no conjugal groups, at

the same time sheltering assorted combinations of agnatic kinsmen. The

lateness of marriage for Strozzi males was a contributing factor here:

in 1427 the household of Francesco di Giovanni di Luigi (twenty-seven)

also Included the two eons of his brother Lorenzo (Luigi, six, and

Romigi, four).	 In 1442 they were still there, but had been joined by

Francesco's sister, Lena, fifty (she was probably a widow), and his

illegitimate eon, Piero, six. By 1451 his nephews were no longer

present, but Franceaco was sheltering his great-nephew, Sandro: 'fig-

liuolo di Ronmigi mb nipote'. 	 Finally, by 1457 the household had

become almost an orthodox conjugal-nuclear one: Frencesco, by now
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seventy, his wife Lena (thirty-six), their two infant sons, Francesco's

illegitimate son (twenty-two) and his illegitimate great-nephew, now

eleven. Perhaps surprisingly they were all still living together in

1469.108

On the other hand, conjugal-nuclear households which enjoyed

reasonable prosperity could be very fertile, despite the undoubted high

mortality of infants and young children: 109 in 1427 that of Benedetto

di Pieraccione consisted of himself and his wife (thirty-eight and

thirty-two), their seven children (twelve years to five months), and

Benedetto's mother, henna Isabetta (sixty-two). 	 It is very generally

true that poorer households produced fewer children, the only notable

exception amongst the Strozzi being the hapless Lana di Staglo end his

wife, whose many children (ten in 1427) figured prominently in moving

110
appeals to his kinsmen written from the Stinche. 	 If almost all

large simple households were prosperous, it can be said without qualific-

ation that all large complex households, containing two or more married

couples and hence with a high child-producing capacity, were amongst the

111
wealthiest of the lineage.	 Thus the brothers Bernardo and Giovanni

di Giovanni, their wives, and Giovanni's six children were together the

sixth wealthiest Strozzi household in 1427;h12 riarco di Goro's estab-

lishment, the most extensive Strozzi grand-family surveyed, consisted in

1427 of flarco, his wife, his two married eons and their wives, and his

113
eleven grand-children, was the ninth wealthiest. 	 The second wealth-

iest household in that year, that of Franceeco di Benedetto di Caroccio,

although taking a variety of forms over the whole period surveyed, was

always large and complex, and by 1469 with thirty-two members, must have

114
been one of the largest in Florence.	 The household of I9esser Pails

di Nofni, the richest in Florence in 1427, was simple in form, and email

in comparison with some others (although still well above average), with

eight other members: his wife, harietta (daughter of Carlo di Strozza

and sister of Salamone, who was tenth in the wealth ranking in l427),h15

his five eons, and the two youngest of his six daughters. His eldest
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eon Lorenzo was married in 1432 - to Alessandra di ardo Bardi - at the

comparatively early age of 	 Had Palla not been exiled two years

later he would presumably have filled what seems a logical ambition: to

have headed a large three-generational household in the big house he had

assemb].ed between the lila Larga del Legnaluoli and the Corso degli

Strozzi. 117 Here we are faced with the disruptive effects of exile,

with the interruption of the normal cycle of household development by

which this large simple household would have become an extended one.

That aristocratic Florentine households underwent a natural

cyclical process of development and change has now been ably demonstrated,

as has the concomitant fact that many more Florentinee experienced life

in a complex household during some part of their lives than lived in them

at any one time. 118 Wbile Dr. Kent's conclusions on this subject seem

to me to hold good for the Strozzi also, one point is worth special not-

ice. That large simple and large complex households were generally

found amongst the wealthiest stratum of the lineage is part of the

circular effect of a greater than average number of male children in

each generation, combined with the resources to create or amalgamate and

then maintain adequate accommodation for an expanding household; this

was almost inevitably followed by a process of fission (it being most

unusual for mature first cousins to continue living together) which kept

the domestic group at a manageable size and recommenced the cycle.119

This proes was rudely interrupted for the Strozzi by the exceptional

degree of economic hardshhp suffered by several formerly prosperous

households, and in particular by the loss of their urban residences.

This must have contributed to the low proportion of complex households

in the lineage by 1469.

iv The Neighbourhood

If the fact of co-residence was of particular importance for

deciding the precise quality of the relationships subsisting between

parents and their adult off-spring, between siblings, end between first-
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cousins who may have shared a house in childhood, no less important was

that of common neighbourhood for the lineage as a whole. 120 'Neighbour-

hood' must be a less precise term than 'household'; whereas the latter

only very rarely sheltered outsiders (except for domestic slaves and

servants), the neighbourhood was always a more mixed environment, shared

with a number of other families and with the proprietors of the

'botteghe' which in the earlier fifteenth century still occupied the

ground floor of the houses of the wealthiest Strozzi. 121 But when the

pattern of household occupation is closely examined, the nuclei of

Strozzi settlement appear as very cohesive, even judged over a period of

close to half a century; this is largely because ownership of many

houses, although changing rapidly during some periods of several years,

would consistently be in the hands of first one and then another member

of the lineage. When Bartolommeo di Loderigo was describing the house

in which he lived to the catasto officials in 1427 by listing the

confinati (those whose houses bordered on his) he named them as Pleaser

Palla Novello, Dana di Staglo, and the heirs of Bonacorso di Pinaccic:

'tutti degli Strozzi', 122 he added, with unusual explicitness; in fact

the great preponderance of kinsmen amongst the confinati named on Strozzi

portate can easily be missed by a modern reader because of the frequency

with which the family name is omitted. This propinquity of residence is

significant enough to examine in detail f or two main reasons: it allowed,

indeed, must have necessitated, daily contact of every type between the

members of the lineage, reinforcing by such contact and the close know-.

ledge it fostered the often quite distant link of agnatic kinship;123

and it meant that at the primary level of political activity, that of the

sixteen gonfaloni into which the city was divided, a very large lineage

like the Strozzi could for once exercise its full strength, and 'dominate'

its neighbours in more than one sense, ensuring its success on the nomin-

ation lists for the scrutiny, the necessary first step towards success in

public office during the period for which any scrutiny was current.124

Far an understanding of the environment in which the Strozzi
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lived, it is essential imaginatively to replace our knowledge of the

present city centre, as much a record of what Gene Brucker has called

'a century of vandalism' 125 from the late eighteenth to the late nine-

teenth century, as it is of the preceding styles of building, with some

mental picture of the intricate and labrynthine complex of buildings

which survived almost intact one hundred years ago. There were of

course earlier agents of destruction, one of the chief being that wave

of palace building which began in the mid-fifteenth century; somewhat

ironically one of the beat descriptions we have of the intricate inter-

weaving of these blocks of buildings concerns those housea pulled down

by Filippo Strozzi to make way for his palace, an operation unuaualy

complete in leaving no trace of what had gone before. 126 The descrip-

tion is by Alessandra, Filippo's mother, in a letter written in 1448,

explaining to him the position of a small house, sharing two walle with

127
their own, that she wished to buy and amalgamate with theirs. 	 This

small house had belonged to Iesser Palla di Nofri, but in common with

most of his real estate it had been confiscated and sold to pay his debts

to the commune. The first buyer, Niccol Popoleachi, had in turn sold

128
it to a Rucellal, with whom negotiations were being carried on.

Alessandra asaumed that Filippo would not understand the 'layout without

a detailed description.	 'La qual casa confina colla nos'tra da duo

lattora, che in aul canto della via dirieto, cio tra la stalla e la

camera terrena nostra, è'ì muro di detta casa in sulla corte nostra;

che da latto ritto all'entrar della corte v' la nostra casa vecchia,

e da lato a l'uscio diriato v' la atulla nostra, come tu sal, e da lato

9
manco v'e ii. muro di detta caaa.' 	 Niccolo (di Lionardo, the cousin

for whom Filippo was working in Naples) would remember these things more

clearly, and Filippo should consult him, too, she added. 	 The 'corte'

to which fUeasandra refers was, with connecting alley-ways, at least

partly public in nature; after the completion of the Strozzi palace and

at least during the sixteenth century, the public were allowed access

across the courtyard of the Strozzi palace to compensate for the die-
130

appearance of this public 'right of way.'	 Even the most conscientious
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attempts of modern historians to reconstruct the pattern of ownership

of such houses are apt to fail; that, 1' or example, of Guido Carocci

in 1884 to reconstruct the centro and its house ownership from the

information of the 1427 catasto, is greatly over-simplified and only

partly successful. 131 The related problems here are the manifest

irregularity which houses must have assumed after some generations of

these additions and deletions, and concomitantly the almost constant

structural modifications which must have ensued.

1s with a number of subjects of relevance to Florentine family

history, there has been in recent years an amount of disagreement about

the motives which inspired the building of large palazzi, and as a prime

example of' this phenomenon particular attention has been paid to that of'

Filippo Strozzi. 132 While the great corporate interest which accompan-

ied and encouraged its construction has recently been clearly demonstrat-

ed, and its status as a 8ymbol (if not solely) of the family pride of

133
its builder seems evident, 	 it seems nevertheless true that this and

similar buildings may have done more harm than good to the 'family

neighbourhood' which had helped nurture the ambitions of their builders.

Nonumental in character and size, they both occupied a large amount of

Lt±ng space and fossilized it, replacing the comparatively fluid and

adaptable nature of the earlier buildings with permanence and rigidity.

134
While such permanence was clearly a desideratum of their builders,

it could be obtained only at the sacrifice of some part of the respons-

iveness of the urban environment to the changing needs of its inhabit-

ants. But interesting as this is as a subject of academic controversy,

it should be remembered that this question concerns only a fairly small

proportion of the lineage's traditional living space, and that most of

the land covered by the Strozzi palace had formerly belonged to the

Tornabuoni and other lineages.

In 1427 the houses of the Strozzi must have constituted one of

the most extensive territorial enclaves in Florence, one which had devel-

oped over at least the preceding century and a half. 135 There had been
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at least one thoroughfare bearing their name since the thirteenth cent-

ury: the smell street that at that time linked the Piazza I'Iarmora

(behind the Strozzino palace) with what was then called the Via della

Cipolle (modern Piazza Strozzi) 
•136 

By the fifteenth century the

latter was the nucleus of Strozzi settlement, called either the Corso

degli Strozzi or (when it widened at the end closest to the Via Porte

Rossa), the Piazza degli Strozzi. 	 In 1427 this street (not enlarged

into a piazza along its full length until the sixteenth century),

was almost entirely occupied by Strozzi, and the only major non-Strozzi

enclave, a group of Gondi houses next to what is now the Palazzo Strozzi,

was almost entirely assimilated in1428 when Plesser Palla di Nofri pur-

138
chased two of' the three Gondi houses on that site, 	 between his own

and that then belonging to Ilatteo di Simone. The acquisition by Palla

of this very large amount of property has passed unnoticed, partly

because ita assembly was completed shortly before his exile, and partly

because less than half of this property was used as a residence for his

family: two houses joined back to back and stretching between the Via

Larga del Legnaiuoli and the Corso degli Strozzi, together with a

casetta nearby (adjoining that of Platteo di Simone, the one described

above by his widow, Alessandra) 'nalla quale tango caval].i per mia uso

- 139
a biade', Palla wrote in his 1427 portata. 	 His original residence,

built by his great-grandfather, Jacopo, was the house of modest dimen-

sions in the Corso degli Strozzi, while the other house joined back to

back with it his father had bought from Currado di Pagolo Strozzi.

Palla and his father Nofri also acquired houses in this immediate

vicinity from 1405 onward8, the earliest purchases of small housea

being incorporated into their residence with only minor changes.141

More ambitious in intention was the purchase of the 'palazzo del

Saggina' in the the Large (adjoining their house on the S. Trinita

side), purchased by Nofri shortly before his death in 1417.142 By

1427 Palla appears to have owned all the houses on this side of the

Via Larga, from the Via Porte Roses as far as the southern boundary of
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the present site of the Strozzi palace, or at that time of the tower of'

the counts of Poppi. The large house or palazzo on the corner of the

Via Larga and the Via Porta Rosea was Pails's mo8t recent possession in

1427, occupied by three aeparete tenants paying the large total of

143sixty-one florins in rent. 	 The purchase of two of the three small

Gondi houses on the Corso degli Strozzi (referred to above) completed

the purchase of a large site between the Corso and the Via Larga, and

it seems very likely that Palla intended to build a much enlarged house

there, possibly with an imposing facade in the Via Larga. 	 [See fig. 1

below.]

FIGURE 1:	 SITES OWNED BY MESSER PLLA DI NOFRI STROZZI in 1428
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(1) ncestra1 house, with 15th century additions.

(2) Second house, bought c. late 14th cent., with 2 15th cent, additions

(3) Palazzo del Sa.g ma, bought 1415

(4) Bought by Palla baf'vre 1427 catasto from biiniO di .I'Lto

(5) Two Gondi houses, bought 1428

(6) Small house used as stable. (location approximate)

There is a decided similarity between this acquisition of sites by Nofri

and Palla, and that by the Medici, begun in the lifetime of Giovanni di

Bicci de Nedici from 1427 onwards, which is described in a recent study
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of the building of' the Medici palace. 	 However, the Strozzi activity

preceded that of the Pledici by at least a decade.'44

The first Strozzi palace was in the event built on the other

aide of the Corso degli Strozzi, an ambition first planned (if the record

of land acquisition is a reliable guide) by Pleaser Palla Novell.o end corn-

pleted by his eons Ignolo and Carlo.'45	In 1427 Pleaser Palla Novello

owned only one house on what was to become the site of the Strozzino

palace.	 1t this time he was actually resident with his family in a

rented house in the gonfalone of Lion Nero, in the quarter of Santa

Croce, although he had returned to Lion Rosso by 1433 at the latest.146

To this nucleus of one house, eight more were added, although most of

these were quite small, bought between 1435 and 1457.147	 Three of'

these were bought from Strozzi kinsmen: two from Barla di Stagio, who

was forced to sell virtually all his urban property due to his destitute

financial position, and one from Pleaser Palla Novello's first cousin,
148Carlo di Francesco.	 In their catasto report of 1469, Agnolo and

Carlo di Pleaser Palla described all these houses as incorporated into

149their residence or 'abitazione'.	 Their portata gives a very clear

description of how such palaces could change irrevocably the urban land-

scape, and how, by such purchases as theirs of the Piazza Marmora (which

lay behind their original house) and some adjacent alleyways and street,

public space was legally converted into private property.	 'E pii

chomperato dal ca,mune di Firen. la piazza marmora et chiasse e parte

vie, le quali insieme cholle sopradette chase e chasolari, comperati

tutti, si sono murati nelle chase della nostra abitazione.' 150	But

even when these purchases were completed the site was far smaller than

that earlier assembled by Pleaser Palla di Nofri before 1434. The reason

for thi8 is clear enough: the financial resources of Pleaser Palla

Novello and his eons were limited, and very modest (unless for some

reason grossly understated in their catasto declarations) compared with

the wealth of other palace builders like Giovanni Rucellai.151
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In 1427 the other Strozzi houses ringing the Corso were those

of Platteo di Simone, his uncle Piero di Filippo (who owned two houses;

these three were all on the site of the future palace), the brothers

Strozza and Smeraldo di Smeraldo, Marco di Goro and his sons, the four

eons of Bonaccorso di Pinaccio (who owned a small house between that of

Messer Palla Novella and the church of S. Maria Ughi), Benedetto di

Pieraccione, and finally, on the corner of the Corso and the Via Fara-

vecchi (modern Via Strozzi), that of Lionardo d'Antonio. 152 Taken

together this formed a cluster of many of the richest and politically

most prominent households of the lineage. 	 Although they belonged to

three different branches, the three households containing those exiled

in 1434 occupied nearly contiguous sites in the Corso degli Strozzi.

The original Piazza degli Strozzi was formed as early as 1326, when

three Strozzi household heads bought and combined sites, previously

occupied by buildings; suitably enough, then, this nucleus of the

lineage's houses had been created by a co-operative enterprise.153

There was another main nucleus of Strozzi settlement, around

the piazza and street bearing the name of the now vanished parish church

of San I'Iiniato fra le torn, an area completely demolished during the

154later nineteenth century. 	 The site is now occupied by the much

enlarged Via Aneelmi and by the central poet office. This must i-ave

been an area of exceptional interest, judging by what has and can be

reconstructed from photographs and contemporary descriptions.155	 As

its name indicates, San Miniato was ringed by the towers (lopped, well

before the fifteenth century, to the level of the surrounding houses) of

a number of families, including the Strozzi. 155 By our period the

remains of four of these had been incorporated, although not perhaps as

actual living quarters, into the houses of Francesco di Giovanni,

157Bernardo di Tommaso, and Niccolo and Giovanni di Jacopo. 	 Owning

adjoining houses were Lionardo di Filippo, Bane di Stagio (two) and

186
Niccolo di Jacop..	 In his catasto report of 1427 Bernardo di Tom-

maso, whose house was sandwiched between the piazza and the Loggia de'
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Pigli, explained that his rights of ownership included more than just his

house: 'e chon detta chaxa cierta della padroneria di San Miniato e

(158)
cierte parte della piazza dinanzi a detta chaxa.'	 The patronage

of this church had belonged to the Pilastri until 1327, and it then

appears to have passed to the three brothers from whom were descended

159
those three branches who lived around the piazza at this time. 	 From

Francesco's description it appears that these Strozzi also exercised

some proprietorial rights over the piazza itself; rights, presumably,

of a more traditional and less absolute kind than those later acquired

160
by Agnolo in the neighbouring Piazza Marmora.	 Attached to Giovanni

di Jacopo's house was 'una ciella e volts •.. che si chiamava la ciella

di Borghese', This had been a profitable asset used as a prbmises for

selling wine until the ufficiali della torre stopped him, by pointing out

that he had declared all this property as for his habitation only, an

example of the catasto requiring distinctions of a novel type between

residential and commercial property.161

The only other area in which a number of Strozzi houses were

grouped was in the parish of San Pancrazio, on the other side of the Via

Larga dei Legnaiuoli: Strozza di Rinaldo and next door his first cousin

Giovanni di Francesco, Salamone di Carlo and the brothers Benedetto and

Carlo di Marco. 162 The main Strozzi parish churches were Santa Maria

Ughi and San rilniato; both of these were surrounded by Strozzi houses.

Unfortunately neither of them is still standing and records of their

contents appear to be scanty. 163 Conversely, the Strozzi chapels in

S. II. Novella and Santa Trinita have been very fully treated by art

historians and need not be dealt with here. 164 It is however interest-

ing to note the particular statue which Santa Trinita enjoyed amongst

the Strozzi, despite the fact that few of them actually lived in its

rish.	 If we may judge by the number of Strozzi whose funeral rites

and other commemorative services were held there, this church and the

tradition of the tlallombrosan order were held by them in particular

reverence. 165
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The preceding diacus8ion haB been concerned specifically with

house ownership, rather than the more general one of residence, mainly

because descriptions of property that was owned were given fairly fully

in portate, whereas with hGusee of residence which were rented, often

only the amount of rent and its owner were stipulated. However, when

such houses can be located they almost always prove to have been in the

immediate vicinity of houses owned by other Strozzi, and very frequently

rented from Strozzi. There is a clear correlation between economic

standing and house ownership, and while the one house, or even more

markedly, the one site, could remain for a century or much longer in

the hands of one man and his direct descendants, house ownership was

also extremely susceptible to economic misfortune or even temporary

reversals. 166 Clearly one group who benefited by this were the palace

builders like Pleaser Palla Novella and his eons, but a less remarked on

process is that whereby particular houses were owned by a .euccession of

different members of the lineage, not necessarily closely related to

each other.	 The houses rented and owned between 1427 and 1469 by 	 -

Francesco di Benedetto di Caroccio and his eons provide several examples

167of this circulation of properties.	 In 1427 Franceeco was without a

house in Florence and rented one from Marco di Goro. 	 In 1442 he was

still renting a house, but this time one of Pleaser Palla di Nofri, for

which he paid the tJfficiali del Monte twenty-four florins a year.	 Rt

this time he had just added to his co.intry estate at San Plartino a

Brozzi the adjoining property of his first cousina once removed, Lionardo

d'Antonio and his brothers. By 1451 Francesco had died but his widow

and eons were living in a house he had purchased in the Via Larga del

Legnaluoli in 1443; although the last owners of this house had been

Cosimo de Medici and Lorenzo di Larlone, it had been part of the property

owned by Pleaser Palla di No? ri in 1427, and possibly passed to Cosimo as

part of the financial transactions between the two man that Vespasiano

describes. By 1469 the very large household of Francesco's eons needed
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more apace and the house next door in the Via Large had been bought

from Pleaser Benedetto di Pleaser Uberto, who was among the Strozzi perm-

anently settled in Nantua. Pleaser Benedetto had earlier purchased it

from the comune, as it had been amongst the property of Palla di Nofri

sold to pay his tax debts. Finally Lodovico di Franceaco and his

brothers bought a casetta behind one of these two '..joined houses, for

use as a stable, from the eons of Carlo di Plarco. 	 In the same period

as these additions were made to their city house they sold a house they

owned (but had never lived in) in the Corso degli Strozzi to Giannozzo

di Giovanni Strozzia 168 this was the house which in 1427 had belonged

to Lionerdo d'Antonio Strozzi.	 By 1469 Lodovico and his brothers had

also obtained rights, or recognition of rights, in a house formerly

belonging to the eons of Lionardo di Filippo Strozzi but which had

passed into the hands of the Abbot of San Pancrazio as cessionario or

assignee of debtors of the gonfalone of Lion Rosso. 	 Presumably by

demonstrating a claim on Lionardo's estate they had obtained virtual

possession of this house, subject to a financial agreement with the

Abbot and the syndica of the gonfalone, and they ranted it out to the

sons of Nicco1 di Jacopo Strozzi. 169 Only the scope and perhaps the

legal complexity of these transactions were unusual. Neighbours were

frequently kinsmen, and neighbours were those most often involved when

property changed hands; 17° aside from this there is a very clear pre-

ference indicated to rent property, if that was necessary, from a kins-

man, and similarly to buy property which had a history of Strozzi

ownership.

As we can see in these transactions the more prosperous members

of the lineage were in a position to benefit from the financial straits

of less fortunate kinsmen, but despite this fact the Strozzi lineage as

a whole owned far less property in Florence in 1469 than it had forty-

five years earlier.	 In 1427 twenty-six Strozzi households can be ident-

ified as owning one or more houses in the city. By 1442 the number had

fallen to sixteen, although this number does not include some exiles who

retained final legal ownership of property but certainly did not ip any
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171
sense enjoy the use of it. 	 In 1469 this number had fallen as low as

fourteen.	 The number of households renting residences also fell, while

those living permanently on their country estates grew more numerous.

While a country villa was, for the wealthy, a pleasant addition to their

Florentine residence, for the near indigent the house on their country

estate provided the cheapest possible place to live. Next in terms of

economy was the renting of a house in one of the smaller towns of the

Florentine contado; almost invariably, for the Strozzi, this meant

Prato, where there were two or three Strozzi households in each of the

assessment years.	 In 1442 thirty-two year old Chirico di Franceaco

(with a tax assessment of only fifteen soldi) wrote that he was 'sanza

aichuno exercitio e sempre SOflO stato in villa'; 172 in the same year

the eons of Bonaccorso di Pinaccio were living in a house in Prato

rented for six florins a year: 'la case di Firenze', they explained,

venctuta a (lesser Palla Novello per cagione dells nostre gravezze.T173

In 1469 Plonna Cosa, widow of Niccolo di Pagnozzo, and her forty year old

son Antonio, wrote simply that 'Stiamoci in villa per poverta e etati

pi di 30 anni paesati.' 174 In both 1451 and 1458 Monna Nana, widow of

Ubertino di Tommaso, and her eons reported that financial hardship

forced them to live on their country estates: 'trovienci non avers

chasa in Firenze e per ci atiamo in villa per non potere paghare

175
pigione.'	 In 1451 they added a comment ahich reveals the degrada-

tion which they felt as citizens of Florence who could not afford to

live in the city.	 'E diventiemo contadini per forza chome intendete

per ch altro no'n si puo f•'76

The reason most often given for the loss of urban houses and

the corresponding movement to the countryside was an inability to pay

taxes. The 1442 tax return of Francesco and Lorenzo di Piero explained

how they had lost their house: 'tine chess la quale soleva eseere per

loro abitare antichamente, posto nel Corsso degli Strozzi ... oggi de

sindachi del gonfalone Lio-i Roeso che 1'nno press per gravezze.t177
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Their first cousins, Jacopo, Filippo and NiccoTh di Lionardo, had also

lost their house, plus two pieces of land at Quaracchi, to the gonfalone

because of tax debts. 178 This branch of the Strozzi, before 1427 one

of the lineage's moat consistently prosperous and powerful, was by this

time dispersed through Europe, where the sons of Lionardo di Filippo

more than recouped their earlier wealth. 179 While there is no indica-

tion that these Strozzi were taxed more heavily than the regulations

prescribed, the laws were certainly stringently applied in the cause of

recovering their tax debts to the commune. Their cousin, the young

Filippo di Matteo, believed at this time (in the early l440s) that

Florence was too hostile an environment in which to pursue a career in

business.° The extent to which the economic welfare of the lineage

suffered during this period will be examined in the remaining section

of this chapter.

v. The Domestic Economies

The catasto, and the other tax surveys which succeeded it,

form a valuable but flawed body of evidence for studying the domestic

economies of the lineage's households.	 It gives a clear view of the

variety of possible economic activity, and the possible contrast in this

respect between the livelihoods of the rich and the poor. This evid-

ence also provides a clear picture of the wide range in levels of wealth

within this very large lineage. 181 However, the limitations of this

source must also be carefully considered. Each tax survey required

only certain information, and this varied from one to the next.182

The fullness of their information varies substantially for this reason,

the catasto of 1427 being generally superior to any of the later surveys.

A good example is found in the reporting of entrepreneurial activity:

this was quite widely reported in 1427 Strozzi prtate, but rarely

thereafter.	 It can be seen from other evidence that this lack of

information was at least in part due to non-reporting, rather than

impoverishment. 183 The evidence of the catasto is also peculiarly
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subject to distortion on the grounds of financial self interest. 	 But

while it has been shown that quite elaborate frauds were successfully

perpetrated, it seems likely that these were confined to the more highly

organised types of business activity; 184 every-day transactions in land

and Ilonte shares, which constitute the great bulk of economic activity

recorded on catasto returns, would be more difficult to falsify. A sub-

ject on which there appears to have been a substantial degree of retic-

ence by the authors of portate was that of payment for professional

activities, even when the status of the profession concerned was a high

one.	 Thus Pleaser I9arcello di Strozza, one of Florence's most eminent

lawyers, gave no indication of this fact and certainly declared no income

from this source. The relatives of another Strozzi lawyer, Messaz

Plichele di Piero, wrote in 1442 that 'ii detto Plichele, per povert e

perch non modo potere vivere dasse, eta nello studio di Perugia

186nella casa della eapentia.' 	 The gloomy view taken of I9ichele'e stud-

ies reveals the difference in the way in which professional and amateur

187scholarship were regarded.	 Far more declasse than this was Ser

Andrea di Ciaperino, who in 1427 was living in the parish of San Felice

in Piazzain the quarter of Santo Spirito; he, his mother and his

younger brothers and sisters lived in a house rented from their maternal

188Alberti uncles.	 Ser Andrea, as his title indicates, was a notary.

His gross assets in 1427 were just over a thousand florine, and there

were a good many Strozzi who were poorer, but none who appear more

effectively isolated from the rest of their lineage, the only male

member of his tiny branch. The profession of notary was quite def in-

itely below the social status maintained by the large majority of the

189lineage'e members.

In fact a majority of the Strozzi appear to have been without

a profession or regular business activity at all, many of them living

solely on the rents from their rural properties and from the generally

very modest dividends of flonte shares. Rural property was by far the

most common form in which wealth was held; men like Ser Andrea, who
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owned none at all, were in a tiny minority. The most usual means of

acquisition was through inheritance; outright purchase seems only to

have been possible for those who also had other, more highly remuner-

ative types of capital investment. Representative of the large

category of those who lived chiefly on rural rents was libertino di

Tommaso, who with his brother and elderly grandmother, owned in 1427

the house in which they lived in Florence, and four farms situated to.

the north east in the commune of Campi. 19° The rent from these farms

was their only declared source of income, and they were valued at a

total capital worth of two thousand and seventy florina. 	 (Their tax

91
assessment was three and a half florine.)	 By 1442 the urban house

had been sold, along with one of the farms, although Ubertino had gained

Monte shares with a face value of 1500 florins as his wife's dowry. 	 He

had died by 1451, leaving a young widow and four children aged between

fourteen and nine, living almost permanently in their country house at

San riartino a Montughi; 'stiamo tutti in villa per•tian n	 tBra pagers

pigione n tenere fante', Monna Nanna wrote in 1451, but she may have

been exaggerating their poverty because they were renting a Florentine

house in 1457.	 By 1469 only she and Tommaso, her youngest eon, remained;

she described them as 'eanza chasa a Firenze, e sanza danari di monte,

e pochi aviamenti': they were assessed at three florins, seven soldi on

a much diminished estimated capital worth of 923 florins. This total

was composed exclusively of two of the four farms described in 1427.192

A similar case was that of Francesco di Giovanni di Ilesser

Niccolo, who at seventy-one in 1427 lived with his thirty year old wife,

and off-spring aged between forty-five years and ten months, in the

parish of San Quirico at Campi. 	 In 1442 his son Chirico still lived

there, 'aanza alchuno exercitio', as he described himself. The estates

inherited from his father were gradually dispersed, in what forms a

fairly common pattern, and the value of the land which he still held in

1469 was assessed at only 966 florins) 93 Generally speaking, the

assets of those in this group in 1427 were between one and two thousand
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florins, paying a tax assessment of three to five florins. 194 Overall

it can be observed that the attempt to live what was in econonic terms

a very conservative life-style was on the whole unsuccessful; without

an exception these Strozzi lost ground over the years, and they or their

195
descendants were considerably poorer in 1469 than in 1427.	 They are

virtually indistinguishable as a group from those who had supplemeited

their land holdings with small amounts of monte shares. Such shares do

not normally represent a deliberate investment of any kind, and in most

places probably constituted the remains of modest dowries: a fair example

is Niccol di Pagnozzo, who in 1427 held monte stock with a purchase value

of 400 florins, together with two farms, one with a 'casa da cittadino.'

By 1442 this household could no longer afford to rent a house in Florence,

and they lived on their estate at Santo Stefano. In 1451 Niccol des-

cribed himself as 'sanza nessuno inviamento', and added, 'per povert ml

sto in chontado'.	 In 1469 his widow and eon reported the possession of

only one farm, with its house, worth only 664 florins, compared with their

1427 total of 1336.196

The type of wealth held by those Strozzi in the next general

grouping (by amount of capital) is more diverse in its origins: the men

with whom we are concerned here include those with moderate-sized invest-

ments in private enterprise and those who ran their own fairly snail

businesses; also in this category were small urban landlords and those

with more substantial holdings of monte stock. Linking them with the

first group is the almost universal presence of some rural property. An

example of a man combining two of these types of activity is Bernardo di

Tommaso, who apart from four farms and his house of residence, had 1350

florins invested in a wool shop; the company (in his name) was run in

partnership with Bianco di Silvestro, who was presumably the active part-

ner. He also owned three shop premises, two of which were rented and

returned 26 florins annually in rent. The third was unrented and he

planned to turn it into a stable for his own use. His total capitalised

wealth in 1427 was 3357 florins, and his catasto assessment was nine
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J97florins eight soldi. At a similar economic level in 1427 was

Niccol di Jacopo, w'io owned and rented out the two 'botteghe di

peliciai' under his house, had various sums of money in diposito (the

returns on this kind of investment were quite high: Strozza di

Rinaldo received 8% interest on the 800 florina he had as a deposit in

198the bank of Lorenzo di Ileaser Palla),

199amounts of monte shares.

and also dealt in substantial

Nicco1'a brothers - Giovanni, Bengni and Tomaso - were more

unusual among the Strozzi in being partners in a company which traded in

gold and silver; Tommaso described the company as 'al traffico deli'

200
ariento',	 but a manufacturing process was alao involved by which it

was 'spun' for use in the luxury cloth industry.	 Between them the three

brothers can have had little over 1500 florins invested in this business;

the largest share was Giovanni's and the business at this time bore his

name.	 In 1427 Tomma8o estimated the value of the fittings of the

fornello where their business was carried on at 580 florins. 	 Their

portate are not very forthcoming about the fate of this enterprise, but

201some time after 1442 it passed entirely into Tommaso's hands.	 One

brother, Bengni, was largely absent from Florence and made a career as a

court official in Mantua. They were assessed at eight and a half and

six florins respectively in 1451; the third brother, Giovanni, earlier

the most prosperous, was assessed at only three florins in that year, and

wrote of himself: 'Non traficho n esercizio e fassi chome miserab-

202ille.'

On a much higher level of prosperity, but with some similar-

ities (in the way in which his capital was deployed) to some of the men

just looked at, was Francesco di Benedetto di. Caroccio. His total

assets in 1427 were valued at 11,910 florine, making him the second

203
wealthiest member of the lineage. 	 In that year he owned a fondaco

in partnership with two other rita1iatori or retail cloth merchants.

He also held nearly 4,000 florins worth of moite shares, plus thirty—two

separate land holdings at San Plartino a Brozzi. 204 At this time he was
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paying out almost fifty florins a year rent to Ilarco di Goro Strozzi for

205
a city house end furnishings,	 plus his one-third share of the thirty-

five florina rent of the fondaco; his catasto assessment was forty-seven

florins. 206 This was the only time that a business partnership wee

reported by Franceaco or his eons, although it is clear from their

letters that they were still involved in later years in some business

ventures which should have been reported on their portate from 1451 on-

wards. 207	In 1.442 Franceaco paid only nine florins tax and although in

1451 his son's assessment had shot up again to thirty-three florina, this

steep rise is part of a widely observed pattern and in fact a large part

of Francesco'e rural property had been sold. This was partly to finance

the purchase of a house in Florence and an enlargement of their villa at

208
Brozzi.	 By 1469 Francesco's eons - Lodovico, Vanni, Battiata and

Lorenzo - had recovered some of their father's earlier prosperity, poss-

ibly through the good offices of the f'edici; nevertheless their combined

capital worth of 6174 florina was much smaller than that of their father

forty years earlier. 209 Their father's younger brother, Zanobi di

Benedetto, was a painter, although he gives no indication of this in his

catasto. Although not a member of the avant-garde, he was a successful

miniaturist of the school of Fra Angelico.	 In 1457 he oried a house in

the parish of San l'Iichele Bertoldi, a bottega of the Arts della Lana

which returned twenty-one florins annually in rent; and also •some rural

property. 21° A substantial part of the latter he had received as dowry

in 1438 when he married Nanna, daughter of Francesco di Giovanni di

Measer Nicco1 Strozzi, and he had in addition bought an adjoining

piece of property from his wife's brother in 1443, suggesting pros-

211
parity.

There is no simple means of isolating the richest members of

the lineage in terms of their type of wealth, although if there tended

to be a characteristic conformation of property-holding nd investment

it is probably fairly represented by a man like Ftancesco di Beriedetto

di Caroccio, with balanced holdings in land, rnonte shares and some
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business activity, with the monte shares becoming increasingly lees

important as the century progressed. However, there are plenty of excep-

tions to this pattern, one of whom was Benedetto di Pieraccione, one of

Strozzi whose biography was written by Vespasiano ca Bisticci. 212	In

1427 Benedetto had no discernible income from business activity, and his

gross capitalised wealth of 4B55 florins was composed almost entirely of

213
seven farms and some other land at San Quirico a Capalle. 	 Rural

property was both the most conservative of investments and inflexible in

character; it seems likely that Benedetto would have had difficulty in

meeting repeated demands for the thirty-one florins at which he was

assessed.	 Vespasiano tells us that Benedetto worked as a scribe for

payment to supplement his income in order to meet heavy taxation, and it

has been suggested that this may be an example of discriminatory high

taxation by the Nedici. 214 There is, however, no sign that Benedetto's

assessments after 1434 were particularly high (six florins in 1442,

thirty-five florins in 1451), and it is more likely that as with many

other Florentines of this class, his financial position was irreversibly

215harmed by the huge exactions of the years immediately after 1427.

Certainly he and his eons present another example of the economic decline

of the lineage during the period under examination: in 1469 tue eons

Franceaco and Paolo were valued at 318 and 443 florins, while Giovanni

reported no sustanze at 811.216

The picture which emerges from this survey is one of almost

unrelieved gloom. The eons of Francesco di Benedetto Caroccio have been

identified as amongst the few who actually improved their cwn financial

position, and even they were substantially poorer than their father had

been in 1427. To them and with fewer qualifications may be added Piero

di Carlo, whose gross capital worth increased from 757 florine in 1427 to

2688 in 1469; this was however almost entirely due to his inheritance of

the estate of his cousin Strozza di Smeraldo who had no closer heir - -

after the death in exile of his brother Smeraldo. 217 Given that such
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exceptions exist, the Strozzi lineage in 1459 was generally weaker in

economic terms than it had been in 1427; even those households which

like I%gnolo and Carlo di Ilesser Palla maintained a reasonable level of

prosperity were nevertheless markedly poorer than they or their fathers

218had been forty years earlier.

This survey of the economic life of the Strozzi lineage would

be incomplete without some consideration of the estate of Iviesser Palla di

Nofri, who in 1427 was the wealthiest man in Florence. 219 His estate

was at this time so enormous as to make comparison with others difficult:

his gross wealth was estimated at 162,925 florins, while the next

wealthiest member of the lineage, Francesco di Caroccio, was worth only

an estimated 11,910 florins. 	 Indeed, the gross capital worth of all the

other thirteen households assessed at a capital value of over 3,000 fior-

220ins was together only 67,000. 	 The gross estimated assets of all

other members of the lineage in 1427 came to only 105,000 fiorir,s, or

just over two-thirds of Paila's single estate. The nature of Pails's

financial holdings and the vast size of his rural property has received

due attention from economic historians, as well as a fairly detailed

treatment in an unpublished doctoral dissertation devoted to his life.221

Despite this it must be recognised that there are a surprisingly large

number of uncertainties, and a good many completely dark areas in the

picture of how this enormous fortune was assembled. 222 The only commer-

cial records concerning Palla's activities which survive are those of the

bank founded in the name of his eldest son, Lorenzo, and OrsinQ Lanfredini

in 1418; as Lorenzo was fourteen at that time Orsino was presumably the

active partner. 223 There are also references in that year to the exist-

ence of a company entitled 'Bartolommeo di tiesser Pails e choinpagnia

lanaiuolj'; 224 Bartolommeo was the second eldest of 	 five sons

(whose premature death at the age of sixteen is so eloquently recorded

by Uespasiano), 225 he was eight at this time, and his only connection

with this company could have been that it bore his name. These two

examples in his sons' names are the latest definitely recorded business
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interests of Pafla, although from a number of letters written to his

kinsman Simone di Filippo from Venice in 1422 it is clear that he still

had a company operating from there, which at that time was sustaining

225
heavy losses.	 By 1427 he reported no business interests whatsoever,

apart from Lorenzo'e bank.	 It may well have been that he intended to

follow a system used by his own father, of leaving all active commercial

interests in his sons' hands, a plan partly frustrated by the death of

Bartolommeo the year before; 227 the next son, Nofri, seems to have been

trathed for a different role, as ho accompanied Palla on all his diplo-

matic missions, acting as a kind of secretary, while the eldest,

8Lorenzo, remained in Florence. 	 Pails had (presumably) been a member

of the Arte di Calimala since early manhood, and certainly was entrusted

with responsible commissions for the guild as early as 1407; into the

Arts di Camblo, by contrast, he only matriculated in 1427, sponsored by

229
his eon Lorenzo.	 As he shed his business interests he invested even

230
more heavily in urban and rural property and in Ilonte shares. 	 Here

we can discern two different but complementary motives at work: until

the enormous exactions of the financial crisis of the l420s and the

accompanying plunge in the value of Monte holdings these must have seemed

secure investments, and it was at the same time a disposition of capital

calculated to secure his interest in both the local end civic bases of

political power.	 His Plonte shares, with an original or purchase value

231
of 94,000 florins in 1427,	 as well as earning him a steady income

(which has been estimated at 1,000 florins in those years when the Monte

officials were able to meet their obligations in full) 232 were in effect

an indirect eubsidising of the communal treasury, while his carefully

consolidated rural land holdings must have provided him with a strong

influence in the areas where they were concentrated, to the east and

south-east of Florence, in particular around the commune of Empoli.233

In the event, it was a dispositioi particularly vulnerable: his Ilonte

shares were sold at much below their original price to pay the creditors

from whom he had raised the money to pay his taxes, and his real property
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WB8 Bold by the commune after his exile to pay still outstanding taxes.234

When, in a will he wrote in 1447, he described how he wished to dispose

of his remaining property, he remarked on how little there was left, and

why.	 'Poco ci sia da testare, per rispecto delle impositioni factemi,

e graveze fuor d'ogni dovere; e dello exillo a rilegatione factami.'235

In his petition to the Signoria of April 1432 Palla claimed to have paid

out in forced loans and tax payments between 1423 and that time between

118,000 and 120,000 florins, plus almost 40,000 florins in interest on

loans taken to meet these exactions.236

The ultimate reason for the weakness of his enormous estate

was in its organisation, or rather in its lack thereof; in form, if not

in extent, it was precisely similar to many held by his kinsmen: without

diversification of any kind, not earning sufficient profit to recoup the

taxes paid on it, and all 0? it immediately accessible to such exactions.

The relatively few letters of Palla's which survive show him to have been

a man with a lively interest in the conservation of both his own property

and that of those closely connected with him. Writing to his son-in-law

Neri Acciaiuoli during the latter's prolonged absence from Florence in

1424 ('lo t' scritto da p01 che ti partisti molte e molte lettere')237

he urged, not for the first time, that Neri should come home at once:

'questi sono tempi dl per da.. parte ogni oltra volonta e ingegnarsi a

238
provedere a facti auoi per ogni via possibile.'	 To see Palla as a

man prepared to spend his time writing letter after letter to his young

son-in-law, full of the minutiae of his financial concerns, is to

realize that his attitudes were very much those of his 'ordinary' con-

temporaries, despite what must have appeared as the unassailable vast-

ness of his own resources. 	 But if he was indistinguishable from his

poorer kinsmen in his level of concern he was also, and disastrously,

like them in the management of his property.

While the dissolution of Palla's enormous fortune is perhaps

unequalled in this period of Florentine history, it was essentially

similar, except for its scale, to the experiences of several of his
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kinsmen.	 While it ia impossible to make close comparisons of either

gross estimated wealth or of tax assessments made in different years,

because of the differing methods of assessing both wealth and tax in

each survey, and because it seems likely that Florentinea grew more

skilled, after 1427, at representing their assets as smaller than they

were in reality, or in holding them in forms which wore not taxable.239

So, if the list of Strozzi households and their gross estimated wealth

in 1427 is compared with that of 1469, it is clear that some of the

very large difference is attributable to these factors. But it also

seems very likely that the Strozzi were generally much poorer in 1469

240
than they had been forty-two years earlier.	 If we take the figure

of one thousand florins in gross capital worth as representing a level

of modest prosperity, this change is seen in its clearest dimension:

only ten of forty-three households fell below that level in 1427;

twenty-one of thirty-four did so in 1469. There were also far fewer

really wealthy Strozzi households in 1469: only Filippo and Lorenzo

di. Platteo and possibly Lodovico di Franceeco and his brothers (dubious

perhaps in that this patrimony was shared by such a large household)24'

could be counted as such. When this relatively small number of indiv-

idual patrimonies is examined individually, this impression is confirmed,

as was seen above. 	 It is also true that amongst the Strozzi there was

a widespread belief in their decline, economic as well as political, in

the years after 1434, and of the lineage's need to 'rebuild' itself.

Related to this economic decline, though whether as cause or effect it

is difficult to determine, is the fact that fewer of the Strozzi were

pursuing a profession or conducting any business enterprise than had

done so in 1427. This conclusion is based not on reticence but on the

large number of Strozzi who declared on their portate that they were

without exercizio or aviamento of any kind. There is, however, no

indication that this was the result of a move away from business as such

and towards a heavier investment in rural rents as the principal source

of income; 242 there was certainly a greater dependence on such rents,
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but thi8 dependence is a sign of financial retraction, not of voluntary

change of emphasis.	 Indeed, the only Strozzi household substantially to

increa8e its holdings of rural property during this period was one of

the few whose member8 we know continued to engage in merchant activity

of' a most traditional kind. 243 For the numerous others of' whom this

was no longer true (without the liquid capital necessary for entrepre-

neurial ventures) the income from their rural properties formed the

bedrock of their financial fortunes, providing them with a modest

subsistence in the absence of other income.
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TABLE 1

TOTAL	 TOTAL	 TOTAL ADULT AVERAGE
YEAR	 H/HOLDS	 PERSONS	 MALES	 H/HOLD SIZE

1427 - S.I1. Novella only 	 39	 210	 53	 5.4

1442	 31	 146	 55	 4.7

1451	 31	 142	 57	 4. 6

1457	 31	 127	 44	 4.

1469

1480
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TABLE 4

GROSSWEALTH RATING:	 1427
ESTIMATED CAPITAL

1.

.2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

.7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

flesser Palla di Nofri

Francesco and Zanobi di Bened°

Madalena di I9eaaer Carlo (daughter)

l'lesaer Palla di Messer Palla

Bernardo and Giovanni di Giovanni

llatteo di Simone

Ilesser Plarcello and Roaso di Strozza

Benedetto di Pieraccione (or Piero)

Marco di Goro

Salamone di Carlo

Benedetto di flarco (or Marcuccio)

Piero di Filippo

Lionardo di Filippo

Bernardo di Tommaso

Carlo di Marco

Palla and Carlo di Francesco

Strozza and Smeraldo di Smeraldo

Marco di Nofri di Palla

Lionardo, Caroccio and Rinieri d'Antonio

Giovanni, Jacopo and Bengni di Jacopo

tibertino and Tommaao di Tommaso

Franceaco di Giovanni di Pleaser Niccolo

Monna Maria di Nofri (daughter)

Staglo d'Antonio di Staglo

Sons of Bonaccorso di Pinaccio

Bartolomeo di Loderigo

Niccol di Pagnozzo

Strozza di Rinaldo

Monna Contesaina di Giovanni di Lugi (widow)

Bindo, Pappi and Ruggieri di Ruberto di Jacopo

Francesco di Giovanni di Luigi

Ser Andrea di Ciaperino

Giovanni di Francesco di Giannozo

Piero di Carlo

Monna Lisa di Biagio (widow)

Jacopo di Pierozo

162,928

11,910

9,720

9,428

6,579

5,614

4,904

4,855

4,653

4,615

4,298

4,003

3,643

3,357

3,308

2,960

2,903

2,845

2,735

2,387

2,070

1,739

1,734

1,514

1,399

1,354

1,336

1,189

1,094

1,048

1,040

1,010

989

757

740

699



665

643

619

609

55].

71

None given
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TABLE 4	 (continued)

GROSS
WEALTH RATING:	 1427 ESTIMATED CAPITAL

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

Maxco di Jacopo

Manna Caterina di Rinaldo (widow)

Manna Margerita di Jacopo (widow)

Piero di Pagnozzo

Antonio di Benedetto

Manna Plea di Pleaser Giovanni - 'miserabile' -

Bane di Stagio - 'mi8erabil&-

Unranked are two more Strozzi widows, Lapaccia di Biagio and

Caterina di Betto.
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TABLE 5

WEALTH RATING: 1469	 ESTIMATED CAPITAL

1. Lodovico di Franc 0 and brothers	 6,175

2. Piero di Carlo	 2,688

3. Strozza and Gio. di Messer Narcello 	 1,989

4. Marco di Matteo and brothers 	 1,850

5. Piero di Zanobi and brothers 	 1,633

6. Franc0 di Cia. di Luigi 	 1,502

7. Battista di Giovanni 	 1,369

8. Giannozzo di Giovanni 	 1,189

9. Agnolo and Carlo di Messer Palla 	 1,167

10. Heirs of Carlo di Marco 	 1,077

11. Carlo di Francesco 	 1,046

12. Sons of Niccolo di Jacopo	 1,006
0

13. Heirs of Chirico di Franc 	 966
0

14. Monna Nanna, widow of Ubertino di Tomm 	 923
0

15. rlonna Cosa and Ant di Niccolo 	 665

16. Bernardo di Benedetto di Marco 	 662

17. Monna Selvaggia, daughter of Pleaser Marcello 	 643

18. Pleaser Michele di Piero	 599

19. Tommaso di Jacopo	 595
0

20. Ciovanmaria di Boned di Marco 	 586

21. Marco di Boned 0 di Marco	 521

22. Niccolo di Bane	 51?

23. Carlo di Pleaser Marcello	 459

24. Paolo di Boned° di Pieraccione 	 443

25. Chocca, daughter of Piero di Filippo 	 375

26. Franc0 di Benedetto di Pieraccione	 318

27. Marco d'Antonio	 215

28. Lionardo di Gb	 180

29. Bengni di Jacopo 	 57

30. Paolo di Giovanni di Marco and brothers 	 30

31. Giovanni di Boned° di Pieraccione 	 --

32. Monna Antonia, widow of Bonaccorso di Pinaccio 	 --

33. Monna Maddalena, widow of Boned 0 di Marco	 --

*N.B. Filippo di Matteo and his brother Lorenzo were in fact the lineage's

wealthiest members in this year. R. Goldthwaite, Private Wealth, p.60,

calculates that two years later, in 1471, Filippo's estate was worth

31,000 flonins.	 However only a tiny sum appeared on their 1469 catasto

report.
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NOTES

1. A.S.F, Catasto 919 (1469), f.263r, v.

2. Cat. 42 (1427) ff.252r - 257v.	 For Benedetto's life see

Vespasiano da Bisticci, Le Vito, vol.2, pp.423-27; on his work as a

humanist scribe Bee A. de la mare, 'meseer Piero Strozzi, a Florentine

Priest and Scribe', p.56. 	 There are letters of Benedetto preserved in

C.S. III, 112, 113.

3. CC. Bayley, in War and Society in Renaissance Florence: the

De militia' o? Leonardo Bruni (Toronto, 1961), p.93, states that in

1427 the Strozzi contributed more to the levy of the catasto than any

other Florentine family, paying 507 florins (compared with the 397 florins

of the Medici). This must however be incorrect, as Pails's assessment

alone was 719 florins. This figure may in fact represent the assess-

ments of all the Strozzi excluding Palla. Herlihy and Klapisch have

calculated that in 1427 the Strozzi controlled 2.6% of all Florentine

capital, a greater share than any other Florentine family. 	 Los Toscanes

at leurs families, p.251.

4. 919 (1469) f.263r, v.; Cat. 920 (1469) ff.401r, 726r - 727v.

Another of Benedetto's sons, Niccoi, had died, and his children lived

with Pao].o, who in 1459 had married Agnoletta, daughter of' Felice

Brancacci and his second wife, Lena di riesser Palla di Nofri Strozzi.

Benedetto's eldest son was Measer Piero. See above, n.l. He was

granted the benefice of the Pieve di Ripoli by Pope Nicholas V in 1447

at the age of thirty-one; de l.a Mare, 'Messer Piero Strozzi', pp.56-57.

While Vespasiano claimed that this was through his intervention, Nicholas

had long been on friendly terms with the Strozzi, and in particular with

Messer Palla di Nofri, whose son Carlo was made a papal secretary during

his reign; between Pails and Benedetto, and their sons, there were many

close ties. On Pails's employment of the jhen Tommaso Parentuceili

(Nicholas V) see Vespaaiano, Le Vi.te, Vol.2, pp.144-45.

5. By far the most detailed account of this, although one that is not

always reliable, is found in the work of Passerini, in P. Litta,

La famiglie celebri italiane, Vol.5, 'Strozzi di Firenze'; on the

ciompi revolt and Strozzi participation in it, see 6. Brucker, Florentine

Politics and Society, p.383n at passim.

6. On the catasti of the fifteenth century see E. Conti, I Catasti

agrari delia republica fiorentina (secolo xiv-xix), Vol.3, part 2.

(Rom , 1966). Also useful are 0. Karmin, La Legge del Catasto fioren-

tirio del 1427 (Rorence, 1906), and 6. Canestrini, La Scienza e l'arte

del stato (Florence, 1862). On the catasto of 1427 in particular, but

also on the other 15th cent, tax surveys, see the large scale study of

Herlihy and Klapisch, Les Toscanes et leurs families • This work
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appeared only after the present chapter was substantially completed.

A deduction of 200 florins was allowable from gross capital worth for

each member of the household (excepting those who were illegitimate),

while there was a 'head tax' on all men over the age of eighteen: hence

the almost universal inclusion of the age of males (although in fact the

age of females is frequently given also).

7. Filippo had assets worth 31,000 florins in 1471, while the assets

declared on his 1469 catasto return were worth under 1,000 florins.

Cat. 920, f.458r; R. Goldthwaite, 'The Building of the Strozzi Palace:

the Construction Industry in Renaissance 	 Studies in Medieval

and Renaissance Histoyj Vol.10, 1973, p.103.

8. Apart from the recently published Les Toscanes et leurs familles

written jointly with C. Klapisch, 0. Herlihy's numerous publications

relating to this study of the catasto include 'Mapping Households in

Medieval History', Catholic Historical Review, Vol.58, 1972, pp.1-24,

and 'The Tuscan Town in the Quttrocento: A Demographic Profile',

Medievalia et Humanistica, Vol.1 (ns.) 1970, pp.81-109. 	 See also for

C. Klapisch, 'Household and Family in Tuscany in 1427', Household and

Family in Past Time, (ed. P. Laslett and 0. Walls Cambridge, 1972)

pp.267-281.

9. This index is available for reference at the Archivio di Stato

in Florence. The campioni volumes were written in uniform style (from

the information provided by the portata written by each individual) by

the catasto officials; they are somewhat shorter, often more legible,

contain the corrections resulting from official scrutiny, the totals of

gross and net capital, and the amount at which catasto contribution was

estimated. They omit, however, many personal and idiosyncratic details

included in the portate.	 Campioni only exist for the first three

catasti; later the calculations and corrections of the officials were

made on the portate themselves, which for some years exist in duplicate.

10. Household and Lineage, ch. 1.

11. R. Goldthwaite, Private Wealth, cha. 2, 3.

12. Q., III, 100, f.241.

13. E. Conti, I Catasti, pp.23, 69.

14. Ibid., p. 65.

15. Obviously thi8 factor does not affect the figure for the number

of households; nor, as a general rule, that for the total of adult

males, who were usually Individually named as the nominees.

16. However probably only four of these represent households actually

resident in Florence.

17. Because of the deduction allowable from taxable capital, bocche

were sometimes overstated, mainly by means of listing illegitimate
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children, and those who were not in fact resident in Florence, and hence

not eligible. Vigilance was clearly exercised; deletions from claimed

bocche are quite numerous.

18. There were official compilations recording children's birth dates,

such as Tratte 443 bis.	 Not all children's names are included; none

of those of nasser Palla di Nofri, for exampleis recorded.	 (Neither

are they given on his portate; that of his wife, Marietta, is given on

one only, that of l433,C.463, 340v.)	 I9atteo di Simone recorded in his

ricordo under the title 'Per l'eta mia' hi8 reseaTches to discover his

own date of birth, end then his registration of his and his sons' ages

with the office of the 'conservadori dells leggi': C.S. U, 12, ?.24v.

Herlihy and Klapisch, in their computer analysis of the 1427 catasto,

have found clear evidence of inaccurate reporting of ages, and particularly

of rounding off to numbers such as 40.	 Les Toscanes et leurs families,

pp.351-52, 356-57.

19. F. W. Kent, Household and Lineage, p.24.

20. . 47, ff.335r-336v, 626r - 627w, 224r-225v, 305r - 306v;

46, ff.254r, 255v, 640r - 641v and 655r & v.

21. . 46, f.254v.

22. Cat. 621, ff.222r-224v.

23. Cat. 46, ff.640r - 64lv.

24. C. 47, f.305v.

25. Cat. 47, f.225v.

26; Many property transactions of this type are recorded in the catasto;

as Conti has observed, such records became an additional means of legit-

imising the possession of property.	 I Cetasti, pp.29-31.	 I am not

aware of any study of women's property rights under Florentine law.

27. See tables 4 and 5 for an illustration of this tendency.

28. Cat. 44, f.266r.

29. Cat. 620, f.520r; P. Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', Table 6.

30. 620, f.520r.

31. Cat. 920, f.412r, v.

32. Ibid.

33. Again, there is little which has been written on this subject. The

only scholar to date who has mentioned this problem of Italian family

structure is S. Chojnacki, in his article 'Patrician Women in Early

Renaissance Venice', p.180.

34. C. 43, ff.574r - 575v.

35. Cat. 44, f.220r, v.

36. Ibid.

37. See, for example, the will of Matteo di Simone, which he wrote out

in Italian in his ricordo (C.S. U, 12, f.25r) in 1429, and that of
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Palla di Nofri (rchivio Bentivogilo, Lib.4.1.2; Will of 1442,

2nd copy, f.24.)	 Pails made a distinction between his daughter Lena,

wife of Felice Brancacci, who had lost her dowry when Felice was exiled,

end his other surviving daughters, Tancia and Jacopa; all were free, on

being widowed, to return to a home which his male heirs would provide,

but only Lena could claim other, monetary, support; unless, he added,

'o per graveze di commune o per altro modo' the others should lose

theirs, also.

38. P. Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', table 1.

39. This analysis is in direct contrast with Goldthwaite's account of

the development of the lineage over this period, which is informed by

the notion that some time in the fairly recent past the Strozzi 'family'

had been one household: 'The Strozzi had since the early thirteenth

century resided in the parish of San Pancrazio, in the quarter of Leon

rosso, and it is here that we find evidence of the family's growth. By

1351 there were twenty-eight Strozzi households, and in ... 1427, the

index [of the catast] lists thirty-one returns from Leon rosso. 	 This

very fact of so many separate catasto returns indicates that along with

the increase in size of the family there was a fragmentation of the

Strozzi into separate lines or households.' Private Wealth, p.33.

40. While members of Florentine lineages did make use of the terms

'line' or 'branch' fairly interchangeably, the group thus distinguished

varied widely in composition, but was always more than one household.

See Kent, Household and Lineage, pp.116-7.

41. For a general discussion of the effect of the Black Death and

later, recurring, bouts of plague on the population of Florence, see

C. Brucker, Renaissance Florence (New York, 1969), p.55.

42. This would not be the case if, as Goldthwaite suggests (see note 39)

the process of fission into more households was a constant one.

43. P. Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', table 1.

44. F. 3. Carmody, 'Florence: Project for a flap, 1250-1296',,

Speculum, 19, (1944), p. 44.

45. For Niccol and Giovanni, see note8 -24; for Francesco di Giov-

anni, Cat. 43, ff.702r-703v; for Bernardo, Cat. 76, ff.26v-29r. (This

last is preserved in the Campioni series only.)

46. P. Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', tables 6, 8, 9, 10.

47. Parts of the relevant documents were published by C. Brucker,

The Society of Renaissance Florence, pp.111-116; for a discussion of

it8 social and corporate significance see also his Civic World, pp.19-21,

84-85.

48. t. 47, ff.492r-493v; 345r-346v.

49. Cat. 620, f.724v; Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', table 10.
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50. Cat. 920, f.648r, v.

51. P. Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', Tables 8 & 9. 	 However Paseerini

omitted one generation of this line, Nofri's grandfather Ilesser Jacopo.

52. This judgement is based on the amount of his prestanze contribution

in that year - L. Martinee, The Social World of the Florentine Humanists,

1390-1460 (London, 1963) Appendix 2; based on information from A.S.1,

Prestanze, 1990-2020. 	 Nofri's contribution was 121 florins. On Nofri

see also P. 3. Jones, 'Florentine Families and Florentine Diaries', p.190.

53. The most complete account we have of their financial empire is in

L. Belle, A Renaissance Patrician: Palla di Nofri Strozzi, Ph.D thesis,

The University of Rochester, 1975, and even this leaves many questions

unanswered.	 For a fuller discussion of some problems see below,

section U, and notes.

54. See below, Ch.3.

55. This figure includes both households in the city and in the contado,

though a majority of households had residences in both. This figure is

not identical with the number of Strozzi portate in that year, for the

reasons explained above, section 1.
It7

56. These were the households of Ser Andrea di Ciaperino,and Sandro
vv 1q37

di Giovann&	 Ser Andrea's father sold a sixth-share of a house in

Lion Rosso, S. Maria Novella, for 140 florins in 1405. C.S. III, 281

(Libro, segn. I A', of Nofri di Palla Strozzi), f.l4v.

57. F. W. Kent, Household and Lineage, p.26.	 Kent's figures are also

for households resident in the 'ancestral' quarter only.

58. C. Brucker, Renaissance Florence, p.24.

59. The Strozzi exiles are listed in Otto di Guardia e Balia, Vol.224,

ff.39v, 46v, 48r, 49v, 73v. 	 On the extension of the original bans see

N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, p.110.

60. See table 1.

61. The portata presumably submitted by this household - that of

Lodovico di Francesco and his brothers - in 1457 is missing, so that

their household, already substantial in that year, does not appear in

my figures.	 -

62. See table 3.

63. The only exception is that of Nofri di Messer Palla; as noted above

he was closely concerned with his father's diplomatic activities and this

may also have extended to domestic politics. This nay have been why he

was singled out.

64. Household & Lineage, p.26.

65. The period in which this growth was measured was 1427 to 1480; the

Rucellai lineage grew from 26 households to 28, the Capponi from 12 to 18,

the Ginori from 6 to 10. Household and Lineage, p.26.
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66. It is of course true that this aspect of kinship organisation is

also the most easily tabulated, and these two factors have come together

most influentially in the work of P. Laelett, in his introduction to the

collection of studies he edited with R. Wall - Household and Family in

Past Time - and in his recent major publication, Family Life and Illicit

Love in Earlier Generations (Cambridge Univereity Press, 1977). 	 There

he reiterates his view of the overwhelming importance of the household as

'the scene of primary socialization', of the 'familial group' of parents

and immature children as the 'condition in which interaction between

human personalities is at its most intense', p.13.

67. This is, broadly speaking, one of the theses of Goldthwaite'a

Private Wealth.	 See in particular pp.251-264: 'Whatever was lost in

the extensive sociability of the older family, there was something gained

in the more intensive social cohesion within the immediate family', p.262.

F. W. Kent argues cogently against this view: Household and Lineage,

pp.10 - 15.

68. R. Watkins trans. The Family in Renaissance Florence (University

of South Carolina, Columbia, 1969), p.185.

69. Ibid., p.185.

70. For the relationship of Rucellai's Zibaldone and Ignolo Pandolfini's

Trattato del Goverrio della Famiglia to the third book of 1berti's Della

Famiglia, see 1%. Perosa (ad) Zibaldone, pp.139-43.

71. R. Watkins, The Family in Renaissance Florence, p.186.

72. See below, Ch. 4, part 1.

73. See table 3.

74. 0. Herlihy, 'Mapping Households', p.15.

75. F. W. Kent, Household and Lineage, pp.38-42. 	 It should be noted

that my figures for extended as opposed to simple households (see table 4)

are not strictly comparable with these, as I have included some types as

extended which Kent has categorised as simple or nuclear. Nevertheless

the proportion of 'extended' Strozzi households in 1427 was extremely

high.

76. See below, Ch.3.

77. Cf. the system of categorisation used by Laslett, Family Life,

pp • 22-23.

78. Cat. 621 (1442) f.783r, v.

79. See table 2.

80. Cat. 921, f.l82r, v.

81. Except when they were comparatively young; two of the sons of

Jacopo d'Ubertino, Bengni and Tommaso, were thus exceptions to this rule.

82. This is Herlihy's term: 'Mapping Households', pp.11-13.

83. The generally rapid remarriage of men after the death of' a wife is
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not given much emphasis in the main source used here, the catasto;

children were identified only by their father's name, so there is no

indication that large families were often the result of two or more

marriages.

84. See table 2.

85. Marriage was postponed by those who could not afford to support

children: if the catasto regulations accurately reflected the burden of

raising a family, it took the annual income from 1,000 florins of capital

to support five children.	 Even the prospect of collecting a wife's

dowry was clearly not felt to be enough to offset the burden, while in

turn any daughters had to be dowered.

86. This distinction is made by F. W. Kent, Household and Lineage, p.33.

87. Ibid.

88. j. 707 (1451) f.809r, ti.

89. P. Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', table 7.

90. .t. 707, f.609r.

91. It should be noted however that the nature of such portate, bhl13h

was basically to record patrimonies and their dependants, emphasizes this

fact.	 It can be very difficult in such cases to decide precisely hb

those who constituted one household should be defined.

92. These are F. W. Kent's terms: Household and Lineage, ch.1.

93. E.g., that of 'Matteo di Giovanni e fratelli a Monna Maria loro

madre' in 1451: Cat. 707, f.415r.

94. 42, f.284v.

95. Cat. 818, ff.3].5r-318v.

96. Cat. 620, ff.704r-742r.

97. cat. 620, ff.737r-739r.

98. Cat. 707, f.417r.

99. Cat. 817, f.765r.

100. See below) Ch.2, on intra-lineage marriage.

101. Cat. 45, ff.851r-854v.

102. Or possibly her niece, who may not have been a Strozzi: Cat. 817,

f.687r.

103. 43, f.576v.

104. On the role of slaves in Florentine life see I. Origo, 'The

Domestic Enemy: the Eastern Slaves in Tuscany in the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Century', Speculum, 30, 1955, pp.321-366.

105. See above, n.l7.

106. .c..t.. 920, f.571v.

107. See description of the source above, Section 1, also E. Conti,

I Catasti, p.24.

108. C. 43, ff.702r-703v; Cat. 620, f.389r, ti;	 . 707, ff.367r-
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368v; Cat. 817, f.729v; Cat. 919, f.273v.

109. It was fairly unusual for women to have children, or at any rate

children who survived to be recorded, in the first two or three years

of marriage, but this may well have been due in part to the delayed onset

of menarche: on this see P. Laa].ett, 'Rge at menarche since the Eight-

eenth Century', Journal of Interdisciplinary History, Vol.2, 191, p.223.

110. Cat.42, ff.359r-362v; C.S. III, 131, ff.9, 15.

ill.	 Cf. F. W. Kent, Household and Lineage, p.69.

112. Cat. 42, ff.265r - 269v.

113. 44, ff.202r-206v.

114. Cat. 920, f.571v.

115. See table 4.

116. This marriage is discussed in full below, Ch.2.

117. See below, section IV.

118. 1. W. Kent, Household and Lineage, pp.39-43.

119. This was the situation with several of the formerly large Strozzi

households in 1469, and must be seen as a contributory factor in the low

number of extended households.

120. On this subject (long neglected by Florentine historiography) the

essential work is F. W, Kent's Household and Lineage, Ch.-5; see also his
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CHAPTER 2:

i. Marriage and the conoept of parentado.

In April 1469 Filippo Strozzi's wife, Fiammetta, gave birth to

their second child, a daughter. 	 On the 21st of April, his brother-in-

law, Marco Parenti, talked about this birth in one of his regular letters

toFilippo, who was at that time temporarily living in Naples. 1	'... non

meno ti debbi rallegrare di questo, sendo famine, che se fuasi maachio,

perch prima ne comincerai a trarre frutto che del rnasohio, cio ne feral

prima un bel parentado che se fussi maschio'. 	 He noted that Filippo had

a great desire to acquire parentado, or relations by marriage, and elabor-

ated his theme that daughters are the beat, because the speedieat 2 means

of establishing these bonds with other families, as long as the daughter

in question is marriageable: '... non ti manchera la data, n anche una

bellissima fanciulla, se cresce chome nate'. 	 While not perhaps accept-

able to a modern sensibility in its functional view of one of the moat

basic human relationships - that between parent and child - this is

nevertheless a very concise statement about the role of female children

seen from the viewpoint of the paterl'amilias or head of household, consid-

ering not only its welfare but quite possibly that of a wider circle of

relatives as well. Sons were necessary to ensure the continuance of the

household, or its eventual replacement by another, as well as the contin-

uance of the lineage. As this was a patrilineal kinship system, girls

were needed to form the lateral ties in aristocratic society, the links

between different households, and thus, in some cases at least, between

3
the lineages to which such households belonged.

This letter by Marco Parenti forms part of a long correspondence

between the two men on the subject of marriage, inspired by the protracted

negotiations for a wife f or Lorenzo, Filippo's only surviving brother.

Here Marco was responding to a sentiment of Filippo's, that 'noi abbiamo

pure bisogno costI g.e., in Florence] cli parenti, che ne alamo molto

spogliati'.	 This belief in their need for parenti - that is, for rela-

tives by marriage - was a legacy of his and Lorenzo'a long exile, which
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had left them with few such close connection8. 	 He did not thus

belittle his agnatic kinsmen; as will be seen below, he displayed both

affection and ccncern towards the very numerous members of his own

lineage. But his statement does underline the importance which

patrician Florentines placed on advantageous marriage alliances,

relatives by marriage holding a place second in importance only to

that of a man's agnatic kinsmen. 	 Hence Marco wrote that 'avendone uno

maschio •.. non meno ti debbi rallegrare di questo, sendo femina';4

the essential duty of providing a male heir accomplished already, the

advantages of a female child might be fully appreciated. The critical

concept here is that of parentado, a word which has no precise English

equivalent.	 A man's parentado consisted first of his affines, his

wife's closest kinsmen, but also of the husbands of his daughters and

sisters, and the male kinsmen of the wives of his sons and brothers,

such ties being potentially of great importance, as is demonstrated by

the close alliance between Filippo and Marco Parenti, the husband of one

of his sisters, Caterina. But there is a still wider sense in which

thi8 word was used.	 It embodied the relationship between a man and the

husband of any female member of his lineage. 5 Hence Vespasian o da

Bisticci, in his Vite of both Neaser Palla di NOfri Strozzi and Agnolo

Pandolfini, referred to Agnolo as Palla's parente, and to the parentado

between them: Agnolo was married to Giovanna di Francesco di Giannozo

Strozzi, who was Pallats second cousin. 6 The connections between these

two lineages increased in number and complexity during the fifteenth

century, in a way which was to demonstrate the possible importance of

even quite distant ties of parentado.	 In April 1450 Messer Ciannozo

Pandolfini,Rgnolo's son, was sent as one of two Florentine ambassadors

to Naples, where Filippo was at that time still living in exile.

Filippo's close friend and advisor (but distant cousin) Antonio di

Benedetto Strozzi, wrote of this appointment to Filippo: 'in quello

puoi arai riconoaciuto ii parentado con Giannozzo d'Agnolo', 7 meaning

that Filippo should 'acknowledge' the connection between them. A little

later Filippo's mother Alessandra wrote to him on this matter that 'ho
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caro abbi preso amicizia cogi' mbasciadorl, che eono uomini rnolto da

bene; e C081 del avere ritrovato ii parentado con Giannozzo'. 8	Later

in this same year a daughter f Messer Giannozo wee married to tlanni di

Franceaco Strozzi, a nephew of Antonio di Benedetto, and similarly a

distant cousin of Filippo; 9 and -isben in 1465 one of Mesaer Giannozo's

eons, Pandolfo, was in turn sent as Florentine ambassador to Naples, he

wrote to Filippo claiming his help as his 'parente e fratello')0

Pandolfo died while in Naples, and his brother Plerfilippo subsequently

wrote to Filippo, thanking him for all his care of Pandolfo during his

mortal illness.	 He wrote that 'bench fra nol fussi lo interesso del

parentado ? , 1' that this previous obligation had now been increased so

much that	 v'offeriamo tutte le persone nostre e de'parenti e amid

nostri'. 12 This is an example of how the network of parentado ties

could form or at least inaugurate strong ties between men of different

lineages, and how the existence of such ties gave individuals the right

to claim special consideration or treatment from one another, in situa-.

tions where such help might make all the difference between success and

13
failure.

As suggested by the quotation with which this chapter began, a

concern with the birth (and subsequet survival) of children, and one with

the arrangement of appropriate maLages are closely linked aspects of

life, central to the continuri of the family.	 In a letter of January

1466, Filippo's mother, Alessandra, wrote to him of her great desire to

see him and his brother Lorenzo married and with sons of their own, just-

ifying the sacrifices she had made]to that end: 'ma per la speranza

ch'io ho, che vol togliate donna, (e l'e?fetto per avere figliuoli)

contenta d'aver fatto coal'.14

Marriage was thus of primary importance to the life of the

lineage, 15 and its importance is reflected in the fact that it is one

of the most dominant concerns revealed in the surviving .correspondence

of the Strozzi. Not only did marriage help secure a man legitimate male

heirs to inherit his name and estate and daughters with whom to contract
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advantageous alliances in the future, but it also supplied him, and poten-

tially also his closer kinsmen, with valuable friends and allies in the

present.	 Where such alliances were successful, a man's relatives by

marriage would lend him support in business, and particularly in politics.

ii Choosing marriage partners: whom did the Strozzi marry?

The Carte Strozziane contain a number of fairly systematic

records of the Strozzi parentado: 16 records of the lineages into which

Strozzi women married.	 An examination of the best organised of these

volumes indicates that Strozzi men took wives from 104 different Floren-

tine families, while Strozzi women were married into an even larger 123

different families; 17 altogether, according to this source, the Stszzi

made marriages with 191 different families during the fifteeflth 'antury.

These lineages cannot in general be considered 'traditional' ch'bita for

the Strozzi. Of the 105 different lineages from which Strozzi men bse

wives, only thirty-nine had provided a Strozzi wife in the previous cent-

ury, and only thirty-three were to do so in the next. The picture is

similar for the lineages into which Strozzi women were married, forty-

three of the 123 having a fourteenth century marriage with the Strozzi,

and thirty-three another in the sixteenth century. Of the total 191

lineages, there were 131 with whom only a single fifteenth century

marriage was made by the Strozzi. If we attempt to identify this large

group of families in terms of social and political status, it is useful

to note that 102, or Just over half, are listed among those lineages

that Dale Kent has identified as constituting the Florentine reggimento

in 1433.18 In addition the group includes magnati families, of high

social status but not amongst the reggimento. The substantial minority

of perhaps eighty families not included in either of these groups was

made up both of lineages who, like the rianetti, Davizi and Sassetti,

were respectable if not ancient lineages, none of whose members gained

the highest political qualification in 1433 (or, in some cases, ever),

and of lineages who, like the Parenti and Ginori, had not at that time
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quite shaken off the reputation of being gente nuova, but who were

destined for greater success later in the century. 	 Only one family, the

'di Ser Parente' are listed by the Strozzi compiler without the dignity

of a proper surname, and in fact even this lineage was regularly known as

the Parenti by the mid-fifteenth century at latest. 19 It seems clear

that the usual choice of the Strozzi was that of a marriage partner from

within the Florentine ruling class at its most loosely defined: that is,

from lineages whose male members would have belonged to the arti maggiori.

The list of families with whom the Strozzi made marriages in the fifteenth

century does however contain a handful who had members active in Floren-

20
tine politics as representatives of the arti minori.

But a clear majority of fifteenth century Strozzi marriages

were made either with magnate lineages or, predominantly, with popolani

lineages who had members successful at the highest level of Florentine

politics. The importance of these two groups is indubitable when we

distinguish those lineages which made a number of marriages with the

Strozzi in the fifteenth century. This group is made up of a small

number of families of nearly equal importance. Nost frequent were

marriages with the Alberti: six Strozzi men married Alberti wives, and

two Strozzi women were married into the Alberti lineage. Next came the

Bardi, Peruzzi, Portinari, Cavalcanti and Rucellai, each providing part-

ners in five marriages; the Acciaiuoli, Buondelmonti and Guicciardini

were aJ. involved in four. Five of these nine lineages had a notable

record of fourteenth century marriages with the Strozzi. The Alberti

had intermarried with the Strozzi seven times in the preceding century,

the Bardi a spectacular seventeen times, the Cavalcanti four times, the

Rucellai six times, the Peruzzi four times. Over the three centuries

surveyed, the Rucellai had the most consistent record of intermarriage

with the Strozzi, as there were also seven recorded marriages between

members of the two lineages in the sixteenth century. None of the

other families continued to be really important in this respect, the

Altoviti (six marriages), Capponi (five), Nedici (six), end Pitti (five)
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taking their place.

All of the families from which the Strozzi chose marriage part-

ners on a number of occasions were from the very highest level of Floren-

tine society, either old popolani families with distinguished records in

Florentine politics like the Acciaiuoli, Alberti, Portinari, Peruzzi and

Rucallai, or families with noble magnati origins like the Bardi,

Buondelmonti and Cavalcanti. Worthy of note is the fact that among this

group of lineages were the leading banking families of Florence of the

two preceding centuries, the Bardi, Peruzzi and Acciaiuoli, and the

Alberti. 21 With the partial exception of the Acciaiuoli this was a

pattern established in the fourteenth century. The Acciaiuoli were

neighbours of the Strozzi in S. Maria Novella, but were concentrated in

the gonfalone of Vipera, the only one in the quarter in which the Strozzi

did not gain a majority in the 1433 scrutiny. The Rucellai lived cheek

by jowl with the Strozzi in the gon? alone of Lion rosso, also in S. Maria

Novella, and with them dominated its political life. A majority of the

members of both the ancient magnati families of the Cavalcanti and

Buondelmonti lived in the quarter of S. Maria Novella also, although both

spread into other quarters.	 Four, or almost half, of this group of f am-

ilies were thus neighbours of the Strozzi; with the group of important

'banking' families, all but one of whom (the Acciaiuoli) were from other

quarters, 22 these important neighbouring families account for almost the

whole group. Of the two remaining families, the Cuicciardini were both

wealthy and one of the most distinguished lineages in the city's polit-

ical life; 23 the Portinari were also distinguished, if not to the same

extent. They alone were from the quarter of S. Iliovanni.

One other important category of marriage partners must be con-

sidered before the question of whom the Strozzi married can be fully

answered. There were five marriages in the fifteenth century in which

both partners were Strozzi, and these marriages, involving ten •individ-

uala, are thus numerically more significant than marriages with any

other single lineage. 	 Strozzi intra-marriage was not a phenomenon
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peculiar tQ the fifteenth century, but was consistently popular from the

fourteenth through the sixteenth centuries. 	 Indeed, in the period from

1500 to 1518 alone, there were five such marriages, although these

included marriages of members of the Florentine lineage and those of its

Ferrarese branch. Marriages within the lineage appear to have had a

particular attraction for some individuals: Agnolo di Meseer Palla

Novello Strozzi, for example, probably because he was without surviving

sons, married his daughter Cassandra in 1478 to Lionardo di Jacopo

Strozzi, and in 1480 married another of his daughters, Ginevra, to

Bernardo di Giannozo di Giovanni Strozzi. 24 A further refinement of

this theme occurred in 1518 when Agnolo, eon of Ginevra and Bernardo

(and named after his maternal grandfather) in his turn married Nannina

di Lionardo di Benedetto Strozzi.	 None of these marriages was con-

tracted between close kinsmen, in each case husband and wife were no

more closely related than fourth to seventh cousins. One advantage of

such marriages was that they avoided the alienation of property from the

lineage in the form of dowries, and the dowry in such marriages was thus

more likely to take the form of land than ordinarily. This was the case

in 1437 when Nanna di Francesco di Giovanni was married to Zanobi di

25
Benedetto di Caroccio.

Less immediately obvious, but probably even more numerous than

marriages in which both partners were Strozzi, were those between Strozzi

and partners who had a Strozzi mother. This must have occurred when the

icitial alliance was so successful or congenial that both aides felt moved

to renew or strengthen it. The most striking example is found with the

Acciaiuoli lineage.	 In 1359 there was a double Strozzi-Acciaiuoli

alliance: Donato di Jacopo Acciaiuoli married Honeeta di Strozza di

Carlo Strozzi, and his sister Caterina was married to Simorw di Meseer

Lionardo Strozzi. This second marriage proved childless, but in c.l421

Donato's eon Neri was married to Lena di Measer Pails Strozzi. 26 Two

generations later, in 1495, Nan's son Donato married his daughter

Caterina to Benedetto di Vanni Strozzi, and in the f.ellowing year hie
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eon Ruberto to Lucrezia di Lorenzo di F'Iatteo Strozzi. 	 It is interesting

to speculate that Donato might have maintained an unbroken sequence of

Strozzi marriages had he not reached maturity at a time when further

Strozzi connections were likely to give rise to suspicion rather tban

benefits.	 Another example of a repeated alliance is found in the marr-

iage of Caterina di Niccolà di Nofri Strozzi in 1424 to Piero di Neri

Rrdinghelli; Piero's father had married Caterina di rlichele di Carlo

Strozzi in 1409.	 Similarly, in 1470 Girolamo di Carlo di Marco Strozzi,

a protege of Filippo di Matteo Strozzi, married Filippo's niece Maddalena,

daughter of his younger sister Alessandra and Giovanni Bonsi.

The most outstanding case of multiple marriage alliances of the

Strozzi with another lineage was that with the Alberti in the later four-

teenth and early fifteenth centuries. 	 In 1397 Nerozzo di Bernardo

Alberti married one of his daughters, Albiera, to Giovanni di Ilesser

Pazzino Strozzi, end in 1404 another, Tita, to Nicco1 di Nofri Strozzi.

In the same year he (married a third daughter, Ginevra, to Francesco di

Neseer Palla.	 Not content with these three alliances within the

wealthiest and politically most prominent branch of the Strozzi lineage,

he made a further marriage f or Tita, after Niccol^'a death in 1411, to

Rosso di Strozza di Carlo Strozzi in 1412.	 Several other marriages

took place between the two lineages in this ppriod: in 1402 Strozza di

Rinaldo Strozzi married Sandra di Bartolo Albexti; in 1404 Barla di

Stagio Strozzi married Niccolosa di Niccol 1%lberti; in 1409 Giovanni

di Giovanni di Marco Strozzi married Antonia di Meseer Cipriano Albevti.

In 1405 Nofri di Palla had made a second Alberti match, for another of

his children, marrying his daughter Maria to Bernardo di Benedetto

Alberti.	 Later, in 1428, Rosso di Strozza'e daughter Nanna, Alberti on

her mother's side, was married to Antonio di Ricciardo Alberti.

From this evidence it can be seen that for varying periods the

Strozzi developed a tradition of marriage alliances with a small number

of other lineages. All of these other lineages were, like the Strozzi,

from the highest level of Florentine aristocratic society. 	However,
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most fifteenth century Strozzi marriages were not of this type.

Instead they were with partners scattered throughout the Florentine upper

class, many of whom would have had no special distinction. When it is

considered how modest was the economic position of many of the Strozzi,

and the fact that a majority of the members of such a large lineage would

themselves never attain success in a tre maggiori scrutiny, 27 this fact

is not surprising.	 flany of them, indeed, made marriages with individuals

of considerably less prestigious descent than they themselves enjoyed.

There has been no attempt here to distinguish a political influence on

the choices of marriage paitnera made by the Strozzi, although this was

undoubtedly an important factor in some cases. 	 In the next section I

will examine the choices made by one important member of the lineage,

Meseer Palla di Nofri, when arranging marriages for his children, and the

role of politics and faction in those choices.

iii Choosing marriage partners: the children of Palla di Nofri

The evidence to be used here is in distinct contrast to that

providing the basis of chapter 1.	 While the evidence of the catasto is

inclusive but of limited depth in any one case, only a comparatively small

number of marriage alliancea can be examined through the extant corres-

pondence, but in the greater part of these a rewardingly complex and multi-

faceted picture is gained. For this reason the discussion in this and

the next section will concentrate on two lines of the Strozzi, Ileaser

Palla di Nofri and his children and grandchildren, and Filippo di Matteo

and his close kinsmen. These two lines are also of special interest,

as they were the most prominent politically before 1434, and contained

almost all the Strozzi exiled in that year. The fact that their letters

survive in the greatest numbers means that the influence of politics on

marriage choices can be studied in some detail.

When summarizing the sources of that unique felicity which he

believed his father-in-law enjoyed, one of the things which Giovanni

Rucellai listed was Palla's birth in the Strozzi lineage ('la chasa degli
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28	 9
Strozzi era degni8sima)	 together with his mother's ancestry and the

fact that he had 'is sirocchie e I.e figliuole maritate ne].le pii degne

chase di Firenze'. 3° Each of Pails's daughters had a dowry of 1,200

florina, and that of his orphaned niece, Caterina (daughter of his only

1
legitimate brother, Niccolo), was even larger, at 2,000 fiorina.

Vespasiano says of Palla's children that they were renowned throughout

Florence for their beauty, deportment, and excellence of education.

Rucellal himself, in what appears to be an early draft of this passage

of the Zibaldone, wrote that Palla's offspring were 'bellisaimo •.. che

32
parevano angnoli di Paradiso' •	 It therefore seems reasonable to

assume that their father was able to marry them as he wished, without

any serious compromises based on expediency or necessity. 	 In fact,

Rucellai states that Palla's daughters had been 'maritate nelle pii

degne chase di Firenze, perch statia a lui il chiedere'. 	 To see, under

these ideal circumstances, the nature of the marriages he arranged for

his children, these matches will here be examined in turn, with partic-

ular attention to the social and political status of the families into

which his eons and daughters married, and their factional alliance (if

any is known), the level of wealth of the individuals concerned, and the

traditional location of each family within the city.

Palla's eldest daughter, Margerita, was married in 1416 to

Francesco di Pleaser Tommaso Soderini. The Soderini lived in the quarter

of Santo Spirito, and were of similar antiquity and status to the Strozzi,

although at this time without their outstanding record of political

success. Politically, they were fairly prominent in the early decades

of the fifteenth century, but without being amongst the leaders of the

Oligarchical regime.	 (They gained seven majorities in the scrutiny of

l433.)	 In the years of factionalism before 1434, Niccol Soderini,

Francesco's nephew, emerged as a strong supporter of the Medici; while

I am aware of no evidence suggesting that Francesco was particularly

active in politics before l434, he seems to have associated quite

closely with Palla Strozzi, his father-in-law, f or whom he expressed
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great admiration.	 After that time he was certainly treated as an enemy

of the regime, suffering three years imprisonment in December 1438,

imposed by the Otto di Guardia, the sentence being passed on the same day

as that of the exile of his brother-in-law, Lorenzo di Pleaser Pails. 	 In

36
1444 he was exiled to Venetian territory for ten years. 	 The next

daughter to be married was Lena, to Neri di Donato Accieiuoli, probably

in 1421 or 1422. 1?he Acciaiuoli were also an old popolani family, having

had their first prior in 1282.38 Although there were Acciaiuoli, most

39
notably Neri's father Donato, who were prominent in the Oligarchical

regime before 1400, this had ended abruptly with the exile of Donato in

1396 for conspiring against the regime. The Acciaiuoli gained twelve

majorities in Vipera in 1433;40 the moat important political. figure in

the lineage, Messer Agnolo, supported the Medici in 1434, but certainly

not invariably thereafter. 41 Neri had died in 1428,42 before the polit-

ical crisis which preceded the accession of the Pledici to power, so it is

impossible to say whether what appears as a close and affectionate rela-

tionship with his father-in-law would have led to his inclusion in, or at

least implication with, the exile group. 	 It appears likely, at any rate,

that Palla t s and his common interests lay outside the sphere of politics:

one of the very few private personal documents (other than letters) of

Palla's to survive is a fragmentary ricordo, little more than an aide-

memoire in character, which contains a list of his books lent to various

people, including 'L'arte vechia di Tullio a Neri t%cciaiuoli'.43

Lena's second marriage, two years after NerPa death, was a

contrast to this first in some respects. She was married to Felice di

Michele Brancacci in l43i.	 The Brancacci were another Santo Spirito

family, and all the available evidence points to the fact that they were

deeply committed to the faction led by Rinaldo degli Aibizzi, of which

Pails was an important member. I know of no ties, other than business

transactions,4S between Palla and Felice, before the time of this marriage,

and the date at which it took place suggests that the marriage was in fact

a deliberate alliance formed by this means between two men belonging to
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the same political faction. 46 Four Brancacci were exiled in 1434

(amongst them Felice), and while this was the same number of exiles as

the Strozzi suffered, the Brancacci were by far the smaller lineage,

with, by comparison, only a handful of politically effective members:

they gained only four majorities in the scrutiny of 1433, compared with

the forty which the Strozzi achieved. 47 In a recent article on Felice

Brancacci and the patronage of the Brancacci chapel, 48 Iloiho has suggested

that Felice was exiled in 1434 mainly because of hi8 'guilt by associa-

tion' with Palla, but this seems lose likely when the wide involvement

of his own family is considered. The links between the two men do not

appear to have been particularly marked before 1434 (although this may

simply be due to lack of evidence), while as rlolho has noted, they cert-

ainly were so after that date. 49 The fact that Lena was promptly

remarried suggests in itself that her father was eager to take the

opportunity afforded by a marriageable daughter to form this kind of

alliance, as it was not at all uncommon for a widow, particularly one

with children (and Lena had four, including two eons) 5° not to remarry.

Felice was the least wealthy of any of the men who married Paila's

daughters, with a net capital worth in 1427 of 2281 florina.51

Palla's third daughter, Tancia, was married to Tommaso di.Meeaer

Tommaso cchetti in 1423. The Sacchetti were a relatively small lineage,

which managed to increase its number of majorities by nearly fifty per cent

between 1411 and 1433, from five to eight. 52 These majoritisa were in

the Bus gonf alone of S. Croce. Tommeas father had been prominent in

the Albizzian regime before his early death in 1404; while the Sacchetti

do not seem to have been involved with either main faction in the late

l420a or early 1430e, it may well be significant that Tomrnaao'e sister was

married to one of the most powerful men in Florence, Neri di 6ino Capponi.

Neri, although long following an independent and unallied stance in Flor-

entine politics (and while incidentally a close friend of Matteo di Simone

Strozzi who was exiled in 1434) finally, as late as 1434, gave his support

to the Iledici. 53 The Sacchetti were of respectable antiquity, having had
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their first prior in 1335, although they lacked something of that

prestige - of origin, wealth, or political tradition - of families like

the Soderini, Rcciaiuoli, or the Strozzi themselves. Tommaso was

personally wealthy, with net assets of almost 7000 florins in t427,

and was one of Palla'e mallevadori (for 1000 florins) at the time of his

exile in 
434•55 

Alone amongst the sons-in-law of Palla, Tommaso

Sacchetti appears to have suffered no political penalty, formal or inl'or-

mal, at the hands of the Iledici regime. However his eon Jacopo, who

also married a Strozzi, Niccolosa cli. Giannozo di Giovanni, 56 was amongst

those whose names were removed from the borse of the tre maggiori in June

1455 as dangerous to the regime.57

The second youngest of Palla's daughters, Jacopa, married

Giovanni di Paolo Rucellai, and from the information supplied by him in

the Zibaldone the chronology of Jacopa'a life is clearer than that of her

sisters, 58 and may be briefly outlined here. She was born in 1413, the

sixteenth year of her parents' marriage, and was fifteen when she was

betrothed to Rucellai in 1428, although it was 1431 before the marriage

'59took place, the 'leading' of the bride to her husband's house. 	 Jacopa

was by then eighteen, and there is no evident reason why the final stage

of' the marriage should have been thus delayed. The Rucellal, with a

first prior in 1302, were the equals of the Strozzi in social and polit-

ical status, if not at this time in wealth. 60 They do not appear to

have been deeply committed to the Medici faction before 1434, although

they generally entered the regime after that date. The story of

Giovanni's long period 'sospetto allo atato' because of his close finan-

cial and personal ties with Palla, has now been fully explored elsewhere,

61
and need not be discussed in detail here.	 -

Palla'e youngest daughter, Giflevra, married Messer Francesco di

Messer Matteo Castellani in 1436, two years after her fatherte exile.62

The ties connecting those members of the two families involved in this

marriage were of long standing; husband and wife were related by blood,

as Francesco's grandfather Michele had married Lionarda, who was the
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daughter of Carlo Strozzi, and hence sister (or possibly half-sister) of

Ginevra'a mother, marietta.63	 In addition, one of Palla's aistera had

married Giovanni di Nichele Castellani, Francesco's uncle. 64 Meseer

P'Iatteo, Francesco's father, had been one of the leading lights of the

Albizzian regime, and at his funeral in Santa Croce in 1429, Francesco,

then only twelve, was made a knight in his stead. Palla, Nasser Lorenzo

Ridolfi, and Messer Giovanni Guicciardini all took part in this ceremony.65

The Castellani suffered heavily from the sentences of exile of 1434/5, with

five of their members included, although Francesco, still only seventeen,

was not among them; nor was he included in the contemporary ban placed on

other members of the lineage, depriving them of their political rights.

In June 1444, however, he and his eons were deprived of their political

rights for ten years. 66 An interesting footnote to this is found in

Francasco's later history. Ginevra lived for only ten years after their

marriage, and a year after her death, in 1447, Francesco decisively

reversed his political allegiance, and possibly also his political fort-

unes, by marrying Elena di Franceaco Alamanni, 'mediante Cosimo di

Giovanni de'Pledici' 67

The marriage which Palla arranged for his niece, Caterina, in

1424, was with Piero di Neri Ardinghelli, 68 who with a fortune of almost

30,000 florins (net) estimated three years later in the catasto of

691427, was one of the wealthiest young men in Florence. The Strozzi

and Ardinghelli were neighbours in S. N. Novella, and Piero's house was,

in 1427, situated in the Corso degli Strozzi, in the middle of a Strozzi

enclave. 70 Palla had earlier been involved in a business partnership

with members of the Ardinghelli family, and they, like Palla and his

father Nofri, had a chapel in the church of Santa Trinita, while living

in the neighbouring pariah of Santa Naria Ughi. 71 The Ardinghelli had

had their first prior in 1282, but their antiquity was greater even than

this indicates, and than the other families surveyed to this point;

their name appears on the consular lists of the twelfth and early thir-

teenth centuries. 72 They obtained seven majorities in the scrutiny of
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1433, although they do not seem to have boon amongst the inner circle of

73
the pre-Nedicean reggimento.	 Piero was amongst those exiled in 1434,

the only member of his family who was, and it may be assumed that the

reason was his close association in politics with his wire's uncle,

Palla Strozzi.

Finally, to complete this survey, a brie? glance at the marriages

made by Palla's eons: only two of these ever married, Lorenzo, the eldest,

married Alessandra di Bardo de' Bardi in 1432 (this was the year of the

menare) while his much younger brother, Giovanfrancesco, married a Donati,

Luisa di rianno, some years after his father's exile. 75 The Berdi were

one of the oldest and most illustrious of Florentine lineages, some of

whom had, however, gained popolani status during the fourteenth century;76

the Donati were also magnati. The Bardi lived in Santo Spirito, and were•

a very large lineage which was split in its political allegiance during

the 1420s and l430s. The branch to which Alessandra's father belonged

was firmly of the Albizzian faction, nd Bardo, together with four other

members of his lineage, was exiled in l434.	 The Donati, as magnates,

were excluded from most political offices, but like a number of such

magnate lineages had 'many frende' amongst the exile group of 1434/5.78

Taking place as it did in the later l440s, this Strozzi-Donati marriage

was one of shared social prestige and political ineffectiveness.

Some general observations can be made about thie survey. 	 All

the families into which Palla's children married had a high level of social

status, and had been among the governing elite, as defined by membership

of the priorate, almost since the inception of that institution. Three of

these families - the Acciaiucli, Ardinghelli, and Bardi - recorded their

first prior in 1282, that of the Soderini and Strozzi dated from the next

year. 79 All of these families, as might have been expected, appear as

members of the Florentine reggimento in 1433, as defined by a1e Kent's

analysis, and all the individuals concerned in these marriages were at

least comfortably wealthy, judged by the standard of wealth of the major-

ity of households in the Strozzi lineage.at this time.	 By no means ll
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of these marriages can be seen as having a political aspect, as cementing

alliances between either individuals or lineages already within the same

political faction; but I believe that three of them - those with the

Brancacci, Bardi and Castellani - were of this nature. The dates at

which these were contracted - 1428, 1431, and 1436 - fall within the

period when factionalism had become a dominating influence on political

life. The Rucellal marriage also has a political aspect, although of a

somewhat different kind.	 a we saw in section 2 (above), marriages

between the Strozzi and Rucellai were frequent, and represented a con-

tinuing informal alliance between the two dominant lineages of the

gonfalone of Lion rosso. Giovanni Rucellai's extended career in politics

and business as an associate and later as representative of Pails (after

his exile) suggests that this marriage was a deliberate alliance in the

sphere of local, gonfalone politic8, where so many issues of political

importance were decided. 80 The five marriagea which do not appear to

have been political in character were all contracted decidedly earlier

or later than the 'political' group: 1416, 1420-21, 1423, 1424, and then

1449. Of this latter group, there seems no reason to believe that polit-

ical alliance was an important original motive, while influencing factors

of other kinds can generally be discerned.81

Dale Kent, in her brilliant study of the Florentine factions in

the period leading up to the Medici take-over of 1434, has shown both the

way in which the two factions - the Medici, and the 'Oligarchical' to

which the Strozzi belonged - were each united internally by a complex web

of marriage bonds, and the fact that the Strozzi in particular were tied

by these invisible strands to a large number of other lineages in that

82
faction.	 The present survey suggests some of the ways in which, in

such times of political turmoil, marriage could either cement more closely

men's common interests, or in which it tended to create such. Of the

eight marriages contracted before 1434 examined here, in five the princ-

ipal male connection of Palla either shared his exile or suffered other

political penalty of a serious kind. 	 Of the other three, one, Non
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Acciaiuoli, was already dead by 1434, and one, Giovanni Rucellal, suffered

long discrimination of an informal kind before reaching his own accommoda-

tion, via a second marriage, with the Medicean regime.	 Only he, of this

group, ever gained considerable office under the Medici, although other

members of both the Soderini and the Sacchetti were the recipients of

offices which showed that they enjoyed the confidence of the regime,

evidence which suggests a division on political grounds within these

lineages.

83
selves.

This is however true to a degree even of the Strozzi them-

No detailed conclusions are possible about the geographical

distribution of these families within the city, although it may be noted

that three of the families concerned were close neighbours of the Strozzi,

two of them resident in the same gonfalone: these neighbourhood? marr-

iages do not overlap with the 'factional' ones, and might well play an

even larger role in a study based in a different period of Florentine

history, or one concerning the marriages of the offspring of a less pol-

itically prominent individual. The marriages with families outside

S. Maria Novella are divided between those from S. Croce and S. Spirito,

and there may be a negative significance in the complete absence of

S. Giovanni families, dominated as that quarter was on the one hand by

the Medici, and on the other by the Albizzi. The latter, although

eventually allied to the Strozzi in the confrontation of 1434, were

never their intimates.84

iv Marriage, politics, and the closer kinsmen.

The decision to marry, and the choice of husband or wife, was

rarely the sole responsibility of the individual concerned.	 Indeed, in

the case of girls making a first marriage, it was a decision made com-

pletely by others, by a group of close male relatives, and possibly also

by their mother, particu.ar1y if she were widowed. But even for adult

men, choosing a wife was a process of consultation, and one in which the

actual negotiations were generally carried on by a kinsman, or relative

by marriage. The reason for these consultations is clear: marriages
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were not confined in their effects to the individual, but also affected

a circle of his kinsmen.

The marriage of Rles8andra de'Bardi to Lorenzo di Meseer Palla

Strozzi is known to us from a variety of sources, giving the opportunity

to examine it in greater detail than is generally possible. 	 In 1427,

the year before Lorenzo and I%leaaandra were betrothed, her father was

assessed as one of the wealthiest men in Santo Spirito, with net assets

worth over 24,000 florina, 85 Iuessandra'a dowry, 1,500 florins. If her

age is given correctly on a much later tax document, she was only eleven

at the time of the betrothal, and fifteen when the marriage was com-

pleted. 86 That she should have been betrothed so young suggests eager-

ness on both sides to secure the match, as the betrothal was considered

binding on both parties, and as initiating the new parentado. The wit-

nesses at the betrothal ceremony, held in the church of S. Stefano al

Ponte on the 23rd May, 1428, were Meseer Natteo Castellani, Ilesser

Iorenzo Ridolfi, and Messer Rina].do Albizzi, 67 three of the most important

men in Florentine political life. The presence of Rinaldo, in particular,

suggests the political importance of this alliance between probably the

two largest and wealthiest of anti-Nedicean lineages. But even before

this ceremony, mention is made of the parentado in the Strozzi correspond-

ence, where on the 7th March it was already referred to as a fait accom-

Palla, who was at this time absent from Florence on a diplomatic

mission, wrote to Matteo di Simone (who appears to have been chiefly

responsible for 'bringing off' the match): 'ricevetti la tua lettera,

per la quale meco ti rallegri dell'avere Lorenzo tolto donna'. 	 He

must refer here to a private agreement being concluded between the

parties concerned.	 Nofri, Palla's second eldest -son (who was with him

in Ferrara) wrote to Matteo by the same post: 'E vego quanto vi ralegrate

del parentado facto con Bardo de' Bardi, e quanto vi pare ben facto. Ch

in verit, flatheo, non si puo dire ii contradio'. 	 This, then, is one

dimension of the function of marriage, the creation of a new parentado.

But marriage as a crucial step in determining individual happiness is
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also expressed hers.	 Veapaaiano, in his biography of Alessandra, por-

trayed her as a model of Florentine female behaviour, emphasizing her

modesty, humility, and high ideals of Christian conduct. 	He described

her as 'bel].issima e venuatissima dcl corpo', end mentioned as an added

merit that she was unusually tall. 89 It may reflect the truth of this

description that in his letter to Natteo, Palla went on to write that

'molto ml place che Lorenzo ala ben contento, e ch'ella ala come di'.

Et essendo egli contento, io sono contentissimo'. 	 This is one of the

most attractive statements of that unity of interests which contempor-

aries believed to exist between fathers and sons.

F'latteo, although only a second cousin of Palla and his sons,

lived next door to them, enjoying with Lorenzo (in the latter's own words)

'intima amicitia'; 90 he certainly played an importar)t part in arranging

this marriage.	 Palla thanked Matteo for his help, acknowledging that

'conosciuto aempre ii tuo buon animo e l'amore che ai portato a me a

le cose mis'.	 He added that the time would come to think similarly for

9].
his other sons, and that 'con tuo consiglio fareno tutto'. 	 That this

was a marriage to bring happiness to their family circle in general, and

to his father in particular, is a point made by Nofri: 'ed [Lorenzi

facto contento Pleaser p a poi madonna t.e., mariettJ e tutte l'altre

persons a lui benivole'. He also suggested that this resplendent marr-

iage might influence his own: 'ed dato is via agl'altri che aeguano

dopo lui', commenting to Matteo that they would see 'as tra vol ed 10 ne

sapareno trovare una che ci piaccia'. 92 The arrangements for tbe wedding

were presumably even more elaborate than those recorded for Lorenzo's

sister, Tancia, in 1423, when the expenses listed included two new gold

florins, to be put In the bride's slippers, 'quando ando a inarito', and

two bills for new clothing for the household. 93 On the occasion when

Palla and Lorenzo publicly acknowledged the receipt of IUessandra's dowry,

they also made her a gift, propter nuptias, of 50 florins fiorini

94
piccoll...

While these letters show that the choice of a wife for a young
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man (who must have been assumed at this stage in his life to be the heir

to great wealth and political position) was considered as of vital import-

ance by his closest kinsmen, the evidence of another marriage suggests

that even in the case of more distant relatives, and where the outcome

appears to be much less crucial, that the choice could still be met with

the same vital interest. A group of letters survive (although divided

between different archives) 95 which record the reactions of Pails, his

sons Lorenzo and Nofri, and Giovanni Ruceilsi, to the marriage of Ginevra,

daughter of Lena di I'lesser Pails by her second marriage to Felice Bran-

cacci, to Francesco di Domenico Caccini. 	 Giovanni wrote to Lorenzo on

27th April, 1450, telling him that 'abbiamo fatt[j concrusione del

parentado dela Ginevra d[i] Felice' with Caccini, and from this and from

the fact that he had undertaken the payment of the dowry to Francesco, it

is clear that he had acted as procuretore for the Brancacci-Strozzi. side

in the marriage.	 (This is a good example of both Giovanni's extensive

involvement with his wife's family, and thus of the facilities provided

by parentado.)	 A first reaction to the letters written by Pails and

Lorenzo on this occasion might be one of auprise, that the marriage of

a grand-daughter and niece, respectively, related to them only through

the female line, should arouse such interest. The reason f or this is

quite evidently that Ginevra's husband was considered (and considered

himself) as henceforth attached to them in a significant way. 'Grat-

issimo mi fu ii parentado', Palla wrote to Franceaco himself, and

96'abbiamo da essere contenti di. tal parente', 	 Lorenzo told Michele di

Felice Brancacci, Ginevra'a half-brother. 	 In Florentine social terms

the Caccini. must have been considered Inferior to either Strozzi or

9Brancacci (although Lorenzo refers to Francesco as nobile popolano)

though both Francesco and his brother Matteo were repeatedly successful

in the important scrutinies of the l430s and l44Os.	 Indeed, the

element of personal ability and achievement is central to Lorenzo's

assessment of Caccini'e character: 'giovane d'assai, buon doli'ariima,

nobiie popolano, nel reggimento quanto essere puo, beilo di corpo, d'et
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d'anni 30, conversativo Co' primi giovani di Firenze, e con ongni

glentiluomo e signore v'ariva di forestieri'. 	 After commenting that

he was well dressed, and that he had a 'notabile madre e un fratello

giovane da bene', he made a complex assessment about 	 wealth,

and the acceptability of such a man to the current regime in Florence:

'nonn richo ma ii bisogno suo, e son quegli che anno buon tempo a

Firenze, assai stato, pocha gravezza, a da ciascuno vezegiati e

atimati'. 99 His meaning is clear enough, that at that time in Florence

a man of only middling wealth and who was undistinguished as to family,

but with the ability to make himself liked, was able to be successful in

politics, while not being vulnerable to heavy taxation. 	 In other words,

he was without those very things which, Lorenzo must have reflected, had

brought ruin upon so many of the Strozzi: insupportable taxation and

membership of a powerful and prestigious, and therefore dangerous,

family. 100	It is ironic, given this glowing eetimate of Francesco's

position within the reggimento, that he was, with his brother, exiled

from Florence eight years later, during what Rubinstein has referred to

as the 'consolidation' of the Medicean regime. 101 Francesco was already

a friend of the Strozzi exiles before his marriage, particularly of

Giovanf rancesco di Messer Palla, and he wrote to Lorenzo of the 'hottima

amicizia"02 which had preceded the new parentado; it ws however a

friendship strengthened by his marriage, which also connected him closely

with the exiled Felice Brancacci, and these things together clearly made

him eventually no longer eligible for the sort of role in Florentine

political life which Lorenzo had ascribed to him.

Palla's letter to Franceeco naturally emphasizes a different

aspect of the same event, the way in which marriage formed a bond of

sentiment and ethical obligation between the man who married and the

principal male connections of his wife. He refers first o a letter

writtBn to him by Francesco, which had announced his marriage, and to

a gift which he had received from him at the same time. No details are

given, but such acknowledgement may indicate that Palla was still seen as
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a figure of importance amongst the exile group, despite his great age.

Pails explained his conception of the relationship now existing betwen

them in these terms: 'nelle cose honeste e ragionevo].e di te, pig].ierei

quella eicurt che facessi di proprio fratello. 	 E do]. quale anche debbo

riputere in luogo di genera rispecto ails Gineura mis nipote, figiiuola

di Felice a della Lena mis figliuola'. 104 This new bond was thus

defined by comparison with those closest and most familiar, brother and

son-in-law.	 He then formally offered to Francesco 'me e le cose mie',

adding that, however, this did not amount to very much. While this

letter offers us a valuable glimpse of its writer's personality, its most

striking aspect is the ability which it acknowledges of such a marriage

to combine in a common interest those who would not necessarily pre-

viously have recognised one. 	 In a letter to l'lichele Brancecci, some

two months after the wedding, Nofri di messer Palla wrote that he had

enquired in Rome about this new family connection, and that 'da tutti ml

fu assal laudato ... sich a tua consolation to n'aviso, che anchora 10

n'à ricevuto contento ggj.1o5 To gain a fuller picture of the rela-

tionships inaugurated by this marriage, it may be added that Ginevra's

half-brother, Piero Acciaiuoli, also became a friend of Franceaco, his

half-sister's husband. 106 The Strozzi and Caccini renewed their con-

nection in 1477 when FranceBcc'a daughter Lena was married to Caroccio

di Zanobi di Benedetto Strozzi, while the Strozzi-Brancacci connection

was made even stronger by the marriage of another of Felice's daughters,

Agnoletta, to Pagolo di Benedetto Strozzi. 107 This also completed the

connection by marriage and inter-marriage of three different branches of

the Strozzi lineage.

As has been seen in the foregoing examples, decisions and

negotiations concerning marriages tended to intølve quite a wide circle

of kinsmen, as well as some relations by marriage. There is no sugges-

tion, however, that every marriage was of equal or even crucial import-

ance to every member of the lineage. Given the size of the Strozzi
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lineage, such a thing would have been impossible on that ground alone.

But that there was a shared concern about marriages of quite distant

members of the lineage is shown by the wide dissemination of information

about them in surviving correspondence. 	 A few examples will suffice

here. On the 21st March, 1431, Bengni di Jecopo Strozzi wrote to his

brother Niccolo of the marriage of' Lena di Measer Palla: 'sappi chome

meeser Palla maritata la figliuolo icJ cio quella che ffu moglie di

Neri Acciauioli iJ a Filicie Bra cacc ,108 These brothers were
only very distant cousins of Pafla. Similarly, two letters written to

Simone di Filippo Strozzi in February 1417, from his brother Piero and

his son Natteo dealt with the marriage of their distant kinsman, Berm-

detto di Pieraccione Strazzi, to a daughter of Rine].do degli Perazzi,

who was also, as they noted, a grand-daughter of Nofri di Palla

109
Strozzi.

When the marriage was that of a close kinsman, the interest

displayed was obviously of a keener kind.	 A letter of Pinaccio di

Filippo (who lived permanently in London), to his brother, Simone, was

of this variety, discussing the marriage of Matteo, Simone's eon, to

Alessandra di Filippo Macinghi. It gives the precise date of that

event (unknown from any other source) and a vivid sense of Pinaccio'a

avuncular interest in Matteo'a marriage: 'lo t' per tute .e 1ettere

detto chome mi earebbe charo avere Matteo menato la donna?; the news

has given him 'piacere aseai'. He was also concerned with the public

aspect of the wedding ceremony, wanting to know if ,j Ilacinghi si fece

110
bene loro dovere' and 'si chome per le amici fusti onorato'. 	 A wed-

ding was a ceremonial occasion, one on which the status of the family

was displayed, and should be duly recognised. Another group of letters

written by these Strozzi concern the negotiations over the marriage of

Piero, the youngest of Simone's brothers) 11 Lionardo, the senior

brother, wrote that Piero would have accepted an offer to marry a

daughter of Jacopo Arrighi, but that they had delayed so as to obtain

Simone's opinion: 'ma pure si da indugio quanto si pu acci tu sia
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aviaato a dichane tuo parere'.	 Both he and Piero told Simone that they

had asked the advice of Franceoco di Pierozzo della Luna, their brother-

in-law, Piero writing that 'Francesco di Pierozzo e Lionardo e mona

Plargherita a tutti me ne consigliono', and asking that his brother

presto, vorrei eapere tuo parere• There is in the British

Library a single Strozzi letter of the late fourteenth century, written

by Lorenzo di Carlo Strozzi to Pleaser Donato Acciaiuoli, expressing his

regret at not being able to accept a proposed marriage which Donato had

arranged for him, because the older kinsmen whom he had consulted felt

that it was not to his advantage to marry as yet: 'noi deliberiamo per

lo meglio vivere a regola a a ubidienza do' noatri maggiori'. 112 While

such clear statements of belief in patriarchal or near-patriarchal author-

ity may have become increasingly unusual by the mid-fifteenth century, it

is clear that, in the absence of normal senior male authority, members of

the Strozzi lineage functioned in that capacity in households other than

their own.	 Antonio di Benedetto Strozzi, for example, arranged in loco

parentia the marriages of both the daughters of Alessandra Strozzi,

113although in blood he was only their sixth or seventh cousin.	 A sim-

liar sort of mutuality is to be seen In Marco Parenti's assumption, on

his marriage to Caterina di Natteo Strozzi, that he was .marrying not only

Caterina but in a sense her brothers as well, plus the men he referred to

as their 'uncles' (their father's first cousins), and indeed all their

kinsmen: he refers to 'quanto sommamente ml place da ogni parte tutto

vostro parentado', and how he had acknowledged the new relationship with

'altri vostri parenti' in Florence; in the same way he wanted to

114'irnpalmare e riconoscere 11 parentado' with them.

As earlier evidence has suggested, some estimate of the current

political standing and likely future success of possible or newly acquired

marriage partners was an important part of the process of assessing their

value, particularly for those who, like the Strozzi after 1434, were in a

difficult position in this respect themselves, Perhaps the most famous

of such assessments is that of Alessandra Strozzi about Marco Parenti,
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who had just married her daughter: '	 5010 e zicco, e d'et d'anni

venti-cinque, e fa bottega di arte di seta, a hanno un poco di stato'.

Lauro Martinea has used this passage in a general discussion of marriage

and its importance amongst the Florentine patriciate, but in a way which

perhaps does not	 justice to the complexity of Alessandra's ideas on

115
this subject.	 He has translated the phrase 'e hanno un poco di stato'

116
as 'and the family plays a certain part in the affairs of state', 	 a

alight misreading of what might be more accurately rendered by under-

standing stato as tregirne.	 It can be directly compared with Lorenzo

di Messer Palla's use of the same word to describe Francesco Caccini's

position in Florence: 'assai atato', that is, 'nel reggimento quanto

117
eseere puo'.	 judgement was proved correct by Marco's

118
attainment, shortly after his marriage, of the priorate; 	 that he also

came to share in the general odium surrounding the Strozzi and their con-

nection8 is shown by the fact that his name was one of those removed from

the borse for the tre maggiori in June 1455; the nineteen names includ-

ed other Strozzi connections, Giovanni Rucellai and Jacopo di Tommaso

119
Sacchetti.	 illessandra's final reflection on this question of etato

was clearly prompted by her own experience as the i$de and then widow of

a man who had had high but perhaps not unrealistic political ambitions,

and who had then died in the misery of exile: 'e non so come la

fanciulla si fussi contenta, che dallo stato in fuori non u' grascia che

s	 120
ci e sopprossi assai'.

A recent article by Melissa Bullard 21 has shown that at the

beginning of the sixteenth century members of the Strozzi lineage were

still capable of uniting in their dislike of a proposed marriage of one

of their number with the Iledici, on account of their responsibility for

the Strozzi tribulations of the preceding century. Faced with Filippo

1]. giovane's marriage to Clarice, daughter of the exiled Piero di Lorenzo

de' Medici, the Strozzi, perhaps at no great cost to themselves, dis.

played a determined opposition. But their problems with the Medici were
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of a different and more insistent and difficult kind forty years

earlier, when Medicean dominance in Florentine government was still a

fact of life which had to be accommodated.	 Such problems were dia.

played in the debate in 1469 about a proposed marriage between Lorenzo

di Matteo Strozzi and Marietta, daughter of Lorenzo di Measer Pails

Strozzi and Aleasandra de' Bardi. 122 Is was seen above, such intra-

lineage marriages were an established tradition, and were, I believe,

a manifestation of its members unity of feeling. 	 But this projected

marriage gave rise to particularly acute and pertinent questions of

lineage loyalty and feeling: two years earlier Marietta's nearest sur-

viving male relative, her uncle and guardian Giovanfrancesco, had been

declared a rubello del commune for his involvement in an anti-Medinean

conspiracy, whereas Lorenzo di Matteo and his brother Filippo had been

released from exile in 1466, and thus granted an opportunity to rehabil-

itate themselves in Florentine public life.	 Filippo's opposition to

the marriage for his brother, on primarily political grounds, shows

clearly the character of marriage as an alliance between the two sets of

close male kinsmen. Had this marriage in fact taken place, it would

have united these two linea Df-the lineage, as well as fulfilling

Lcrenzots evident ambition to marry a girl as celebrated for her beauty

123as her mother had been a generation earlier. 	 The complexity of the

factors which could be involved in a marriage choice is displayed in the

Strozzi letters which deal both with this match and with Lorenzo's other

attempts to find a suitable wife, one who met not only his requirements,

but also those (somewhat different) of his brother. When the letters

begin, in February and March 1469, Lorenzo was in the middle of a two year

stay in Florence, primarily, it appears, for the purpose of choosing a

wife. Both Rlessandra and Marco approved of the match with Marietta;

and further, Lorenzo informed his brother, in a letter of the 9th March,

'da Nichol [di Lionardo, their second cousinj volsi anche ii suo parere,

a s'accorda chon noi') 24 'Noi' here signally failed to include Filippo,

who was implacably opposed to the plan. 	 In his letter of 27th February,
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125
Filippo had explained fully his reasons for this opposition.	 There

were, he conceded, two points in favour of the plan: Marietta was beaut-

iful, though a donna rather than a fenclulle, and she had a very large

dowry. The points against were more numerous. She was an orphan, in

her mid-twenties, and had never been married, earlier arrangements for her

marriage not having come to anything. These circumstances, in combina-

tion, meant that her honour could easily have been 'stained 1 . Secondly,

and in Filippo's eyes perhaps more importantly, her principal surviving

male relations were all in some way suspect:	 iovanfrancesco had suffered

a disastrous and disgraceful financial failure in 1464, as well as his

condemnation as a rubello in June 1467.126 Again, this branch of the

Strozzi had intermarried with the Ardinghelli, and had remained intimately

connected with them in exile. 	 (Although the Ardinghelli had been releas-

ed from some of the political penalties earlier imposed on them in

1466.)127 The Ardinghelli had also suffered financial failure, to corn-

plate what was in Filippo's mind a very gloomy prospect. What they both

needed, he urged his brother, were honourable and useful connections

through marriage, not renewed association with 'dishonoured' men like

Giovanfresco.

Poi penso, che noi abbiamo pure biaogno coatl di parenti, ch ne

alamo malta spogliati, e tu acquisterai Giovanfrancesco e cotesti

Ardinghelli, l'uno a l'altro fa11iti, a char, che infamia viva

Giovanfrancesco, lo sai al pan di me.128

Closely connected with this feeling of needing worthwhile relations was

Filippo's belief in the positive harm which a new, strong connection by

marriage would do him and Lorenzo politically, were it with this outlawed

branch of the lineage.	 'A Piero de'I9edici e a 11 altni dello atato

diapiacera, anchora che dica "si", a al primo squittino ce n'avvedreno,

ma ancora pii te di me.' 129 These letters make it clear that men in the

position of Filippo and Lorenzo, newly allowed to return to Florence, with

great financial power, and political influence via the Neapolitan court,

but as yet without the formal blessing of the regime in the form of polit-

ical office, could not have contemplated marrying without the approval of
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Piero de'Medici) 30 Lorenzo's letter of the 21st March makes it clear

that not only had Piero's permission been obtained, but that Piero had in

fact written to Marietta's brothers, Berdo and Messer Lorenzo, expressing

his wish that she be married in Florence; also, Lorenzo added, 'ne vuole

easere prochuratore'. 131 But as Filippo's statement above suggests, he

still believed that euch a marriage could only do them harm. Lorenzo

countered his brother's conclusion that 'non ala n 'i bisogno tuo n

132
della Casa nostra'	 iiith arguments based on a different estimation of

the outcome, and possibly a less selfish interpretation of what might

benefit the Strozzi lineage as a whole. He wrote that la chasa non

potrebbe andare meglio, a he marriage] atuerebbe ongni nostro 808-

petto': 133 it would be a gesture of 'solidarity' which would rehabilitate

the suspect branch of the Strozzi in the eyes of the regime. 	 Indeed,

Piero de Medici's agreement to and projected participation in the marr-

iage, suggests that there was at least some basis for this optimism.

Further, Lorenzo did not agree with Filippo's estimation of Giovanf ran-

cesco and the Ardinghelli: 'ban conoacho che chi aquistassi questi,

buon parentado') 34 He also took a more sympathetic view of Marietta's

tragic family life, maintaining that her mature age was not in itself

dishonourable.	 'Non ci pare ci dia noia, se non el. fatto di Piero',

he wrote; as if conceding that the marriage might bar him or both of them

from the highest political office, but showing himself less impatiently

ambitious in this area than was Filippo, he added, 'a se per ora lo

aquittino m'avessi a dare noia, non credo sempre abiano a stare

chosl'I'35 thus he looked forward to the regime's demise.

Unfortunately there is no letter which makes clear why this

marriage plan was abandoned, although the answer probably lies in

Filippo's implacable opposition, and in oblique pressure from the ruling

group around Piero. A letter of Marco Parenti to Filippo of the

1st March, 1469 suggests that Lorenzo was at that time already being

pressured by Piero to choose his wife from within a fairly small circle

of possible girls, 13 pressure which he apparently successfully with-
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stood, as a marriage fully acceptable to the regime in fact only took

place in June l470.'	 Another letter of Marco to Filippo from August

1469 makes it clear that no satisfactory choice had then been made.138

He rehearsed the moat likely prospects as they appeared at that Btage,

without enthusiasm, noting of two girls (a daughter of 'Francesco del

Benino' and 'una de' tligna) that 'questo non sono di parentado conforme

alla tua', and that the first thing asked about a marriage in Florence

was about the woman's birth, 'a per bisogna che ala di stirpe si man-

ifesta che chi is vuole abasare di parole non possa'.	 Again, showing

the prejudices of an urban culture, he notes that 'ruatica nolla vuole'.

Finally, he declares that what is needed 18 a girl distinguished in at

least one respect: 'al meno qualche parte, degna o parentado o atato o

denari. o belleza che uaciase dal genera1e') 39 Among the long list of

possible girls he mentioned the name of Lorenzo's eventual wife, Antonia

di Francesco Broncel1i, only in connection with her dowry of 1200 flor-

ins. That her dowry was in fact increased to 1400 florine (possibly by

the intercession of the Medi.ci)	 may have been the deciding factor, as

gaining a reasonably large dowry seems to have been a matter of status

even when it was not one of urgent economic welfare. This eventual

marriage was conducted under the supervision of the Nedici, and the con-

cern which they appeared to have devoted to such matters suggests that

they placed on such hand picked marriage alliances a considerable poten-

tial for creating stability amongst the more important families of the

reggimento.

v. Dowries.

The most pungent contemporary observations surviving to us on

thie subject are from the pen of Alessandra Strozzi. Voicing her regret

that her elder daughter Caterina had not made as grand a marriage as she

might have, had a larger dowry been available, she discerned that in

Florence the amount of ready cash available for a girl's dowry was often

decisive:	 cj to' donna vuol.	 For a husband more politic-
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ally prominent, or of more noble birth, she estimated, would have taken

* dowry of 1400 or 1500 florine, rather than the 1000 florins which was

all that she could afford. This was in 1447; three years later

Antonio Strozzi wrote in turn to Filippo about the difficulties he was

encountering in finding a husband for the younger of these two sisters.

He was acting as procuratore for the Strozzi in the negotiations, perhaps

partly because he was an influential man, successful in political life,

partly because there were no close male kinsmen to do so. 	 He explained

his difficulty in finding the girl a suitable husband: 'in vero delle

cose buone ci poche, e dote grande si sono cominciare a usare, che n

chagiono quests commodita del Monte'. 142 This fixes the time, in the

judgement of one contemporary observer at least, at which began that

renewed 'dowry inflation' which has been felt by historians to be an

143
important influence on Florentine social life in the fifteenth century.

Antonio also provides an explanation for the phenomenon he observed: the

institution of the Monte delle doti) 44 It was only at this time that a

substantial number of girls whose fathers had invested in such dowries for

145
them were reaching marriageable age. 	 While his remarks are not very

detailed, we can assume, partly from 	 remarks, that a dowry

of 1000 florins would have been considered very small by those who were

the social equals of the Strozzi, where, at least partly due to the Monte,

larger dowries had become commonplace; at a slightly lower level, for the

same reason, there must have been many as well supplied. 146	Antonio

remarked that he had discussed with another kinsman, NiccoTh di Lionardo,

the possibility of increasing the dowry in question, but notably only by

200 florina, 147 suggesting that quite subtle shades of difference still

existed. Yet while both Antonio and Alessandra expressed the belief

that a dowry of a certain size was necessary to secure a marriage of the

highest prestige, this view must have been modified by the consideration

that both of Alessandra's daughters made acceptable, if not brilliant

matches. 148 This was however certainly partly due to the prestige of

their family name, and to the influence of Antonio, who arranged them.149
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(Table 1 - below lists twenty fifteenth century Strozzi marriages for

comparison.)	 It would certainly be exaggerating the importance of

dowries to suggest that they were ever more than one element in a complex

choice, a number of factors ('degno o parentado o etato o denari o

belleza', as Marco Parenti put it in the passage cited above) 150 seem to

have been of nearly equal importance; in certain circumstances another

of these might prove dominant. Thus, when Filippo's closest relatives

were occupied in choosing a wife for him, his mother expressed the view

that smallness of dowry was the least important defect that a likely girl

might have; 151 in fact the girl Filippo married had a dowry of only

1500 florins, small considering how large his private fortune already was.

In this marriage, the most important criteria appear to have been beauty,

nobility of family, and willingness on the part of her parents to marry

her to an exile living in Naples. 152	It would however be true to say

that all men within the Florentine patriciate expected to acquire a sub-

stantial amount of capital when they married, and that a girl who had

either no dowry at all, or one which was below 1000 f].orins, had no hope

of marrying inside her own class; this was pre-eminently true for illeg-

153
itimate girls.

I have however come across one example of a Strozzi marriage

which falls outside the normal in this respect. In January 1418 a double

marriage contract was agreed upon between Bernardo di Tommaso Strozzi and

Caterina di Piero de'flardi. 1	Both were widowed, Bernardo was just over

forty, with one son and at least one daughter from his first marriage;

Caterina was about thirty five, and had previously been married to Sal-

vestrD Orlandi, with a nine year old daughter, Isabella, 'chiamata

Salveatra' who had been left a large dowry from her father's estate.

Caterina, apparently with no dowry at all, was betrothed to Bernardo, and

married him less than one month later, and at the same time Isabella was

promised to Bernardo's son, Soldo.	 They were married in 1423, but did

not live together as husband and wife until 1425, when Isabella was an

acceptable age, it appears, for the marriage of a Florentine girl to be
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conaumated.	 While the single cataeto portate filed by this joint

hotehold in 1427 shows it to be quite prosperous, all the rural prop-

erties listed came from Isabella's dowry, making up a substantial pro-

portion of the estimated gross capital worth of 3360 florins. 156 Here

one dowry had served in effect as two.

It is certainly true that a concern with dowering their

daughters became more visible among the Strozzi as the fifteenth century

progressed, but it seems probable that hia was largely because of the

importance which the Monte delle doti had come to play in the fiscal side

of Florentine life.	 In the catasto of 1480, for example, the heads of

virtually all Strozzi households noted beside the names of female child-

ren whether they had dowries in the Monte, and if so how large they

were. 157 Filippo Strozzi, for example, had in that year in his house-

hold no less than five nieces and five daughters, of ebQm all but the

three youngest (of two, one, and one year old) had dowries of 1200 flor-

ins 'eul monte per diversi temp', a not inconsiderable investment even

for a man as wealthy as he was. 158 Other Strozzi, like the brothers

Franceeco and Gabriello di Soldo, while by no means destitute, noted

that none of their daughters had dowries.'59 These dowerless daughters

are a striking feature of the 1480 catasto, and it must be ase.umed that

their fathers or guardians were exaggerating their degree of poverty,

and that although they were without a Monte dowry one was found from

another source; otherwise this would have been a genaration-of_-Strozzi

women a majority of whom did not marry at all. In 1480, forty three

daughters or dependant nieces were reported in the catasto, divided

between fifteen Strozzi households. 0? these forty three, fifteen were

described as having Monte dowries, one thousand florins being the most

commonly stated sum, and twenty five were specifically described as

undowered. In only two cases was no statement about a dowry made, and

in one case a ten year old daughter was described aS .a monaca whose

dowry was still owing to the convent. 	 In four households there were

elder daughters who were dowered, and younger ones who were not. One
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Strozzi father, marco di Benedetto, stated that he had sold his house in

Florence because 'mi trovavo debito, e lie fanciulle eanzza dots, e non

160
avevo altro modo ne a uscire di debito ne a ffare le dote'.

That achieving respectable if not prestigious marriages for as

many of its daughters as possible was considered important to the lineage's

reputation is shown by the fact that providing dowries and arranging marr-

iages were probably the most common forms of benevolence practised by the

lineage's wealthy or influential men towards their poorer kinsmen) 61 it

may be that a large scale study would reveal a steady trend towards

larger dowries as the century progressed; I cannot claim at present to

have made such a study. However, in the course of the present research

the marriages studied have offered no indication that that was in fact the

ease. Although there is some unevenness, it seems true that the Strozzi

were generally in a position in the first three decades of the century,

owing to their political and economic strength, to demand large dowries;

in 1409 an undistinguished member of an important branch, like Pero di

162
Filippo, was able to marry a girl with a dowry of 1500 florins, more than

that gained by his brother's grandson, Lorenzo di Matteo, sixty years

later. As the century progressed, a combination of factors - a generally

much lower level of wealth, and the stigma of exile, or at least of polit-

ical ostracism, which clung to almost all the lineages members - must

have combined to ensure that any general rise in the aizeofdowries was

largely negated in their case. Correspondingly, the genera]. decline in

wealth within the lineage meant that in finding husbands for their own

daughters they had, with only a few exceptions, to be content with the

less prestigious marriages resulting from modest dowries.

While Florentines were, to a large extent, consigned by the

accident of their birth to a particular social and even political status,

the choice of marriage partner either for himself or for his female

dependants was one way in which a man could potentially improve his

social status and political or material condition by the exercise of his

own judgement, and by obtaining the best possible advice available to
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him.	 Plarriage wee a very Important force of social cohesion,

because It tended to unite not Just two individuals, but two groups of'

close kinsmen. It was for the Strozzi a decision which was carefully

considered, and in which senior male opinion wee consulted and gener-

ally heeded.	 In some cases mature women also had a role in such

decision making, particularly if', like f%leaaandra NacinghiStrozzi,

they were strong minded widows and it was the marriage of one of their

own children which was in question.	 Rnother reason for such consulta-

tions was the fact that marriage was also a business transaction. Very

substantial sums of' money were involved, particularly when they are con-

siclered in relation to the capital value of' most household's possess-

ions. Both aides were consequently anxious to obtain the beet possible

deal. The financial importance of' marriage and dowries is reflected in

the elaborate fiscal structure of' the Plonte delle doti.

Insofar as the lineage to which a prospective partner belonged

was a primary consideration, marriage did bear the character of an

alliance between two lineages. This is confirmed by the fact that the

term parentado, while usually referring to an individual's immediate

relatives by marriage, could be extended to refer to the relative by

marriage of any of his agnatic kinsmen. The possible character of

marriage as alliance is shown through the pattern of repeated inter-

marriages which existed between the Strozzi and some other lineages.

However by no means all the marriages contracted by the lineage's members

can be seen in this light, only a small but significant eaction of them.

Because of the weight which was accorded the bond of parentado,

the ceremonious introduction of the new relative into this circle of his

affines, and the immediate assumption of close relationship which follow-

ed - Giovanni Bonsi, for example, was offended when his younger brother-

in-law addressed him respectfully as 'vol 1 rather than with the intimate

'tu' 163 - a marriage alliance was the perfect mean8 of consolidating a

bond between men of like interests.	 It is not, therefore, surprising

that, in the Strozzi marriages examined here, whether they took place

before 1434 or under the Pledicean regime, there is a strong 'political'
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content.	 The main change observable over the period is that while

Pails di Nofri made marriages for his children to further and consolidate

his own political position, that Filippo and Lorenzo di I1atteo, 64 forty

years later, had to maintain a delicate balance between their own

interests and those of their lineage on the one hand, and the wiahea and

policy of the Medici on the other.

TABLE 1:	 FIFTEENTH CENTURY STROZZI MARRIAGES AND DOWRIES

Year

1406

1409

1416

1417

1422

1423

1426

1429

1432

1436

1447

1450

1451

1457

1463

1467

1470

Dowry

425

1500

1200

150

1600

2000

900

900

1500

1200

1000

1300

1000

1100

1200

1500

1400

Curradina di Lor0 m. Banchiello Buondelmonti

Piero di Fil° m. Tita Arrighi
0

Ilargherita di 1. Palla in. Franc Soderini

Bened° di Piero in. Ginevra Peruzzi (widow)
a

Matteo di Simone m. I%lesa Macinghi

Cata di Nicc0 in. Piero Ardinghelli

Gostanza di Lio. m. Bartdi Ser Tino

Ginevra di Lio. m. Antonio Ricaso].i

Lorenzo di N. Pails m. Riessa Bardi

Ginevra di II. Palla m. N. Franc° Castellani

Gate di Matteo m. Marco Parenti
0	 0

Uanni di Franc m. daughter of Giann Pandolfini
a

Aless di Matteo m. Gb. Bonsi

Franc0 di Piero m. daughter of Giul 0 Vespucci
0	 0

Fil di Boned m. Tomrnasa Buini

Fi1° di Matteo m. Fiametta Adimari

Lor0 di tlatteo m. Anta Baroncefli
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NOTES:

1. This letter is	 III, 178, f.6; although Filippo was formally

allowed to return to Florence by act of the 8alia of Sept. 20, 1466 -

Balie 30, ff.21v-22r - he did not in fact settle permanently in Florence

until 1470, and spent the intervening 2 years in Naples. 	 Lorenzo, his

brother, was in Florence during this interval; the two brothers then

changed places permanently.

2. Marco's observation was an accurate one. 	 See above, Chapter 1,

section iii, for a discu8sion of the lateness of marriage amongst Strozzi

men.

3. Who best discussion of the political, and particularly the factional

function of parentado and parenti (in the period before 1434) is that of

Dale Kent, The Rise of the Medici, pp.49-61, and throughout. 	 This work

has contributed largely to the shaping of the ideas expressed in the

first half of this chapter.

4. C.S. III, 178, f.6.

5. The most common meaning of the term parentado has been succinctly

described by F. tiJ. Kent, Household and Lineage, p.93: 'by a marriage,

one household or close-knit group of kinsmen was creating a parentado

with another; it was unusual to assume that two whole houses participated

in the relationship'. That it was generally unusual is no doubt the case,

but the two by no means isolated examples from the Strozzi correspondence

which follow suggest that the word could, and on occasion did, bear such

a meaning.	 I have, however, qualified my statement by calling such

relationships ?potontia1 only; clearly many such distant occurences of

parentado were never acknowledged.

6. Vespasiano, Le Vite, pp.156, 277.

7. C.S. III, 180, f.53. Letter of Antonio Strozzi (in Florence) to

Filippo (in Naples), 24 April, 1450. Antonio also notes here that

Messer iannozo 'E stretto parente di mona Alessandra', Filippo's mother;

by this he probably means that these Pandolfini were also related to the

Macinghi by marriage.

8. Strozzi Letters, p.81. Letter of 5 June 1450.

9. C.S. III, 145, f.28. Letter of Antonio Strozzi to Filippo, 8 August

1450.

10. C.S. III, 131, f.125. Letter a? Pandolfo Pandolfini to Filippo,

10 February 1465.

11. C.S. III, 131, f.174. Letter of Pier? ilippo Pandolfini to Filippo,

9 November 1465.

12. Ibid. Here frarenti can be taken to mean 'relations' in general,

rather than only those by marriage. The term parentado did not have

this flexibility. On the two meanings of parenti see Kent, Household and
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Lineage, p.93.

13. Hence it W3u1d have been advantageous for these two Pandolfini

ambassadors to be able to claim such parentedo with Filippo, who, partic-

ular].y by 1464, was a close adviser of the King of Naples.	 In return

Filippo presumably could expect some political support from them in

Florence.

14. Strozzi Letters, p.548. 	 The parentheses, which perhaps unduly

confine the meaning here, are the editor's.

15. Marriage as a characteristic mode of Florentine social engineering

was first accorded prominence by Lauro Plartinea, The Social World, pp.5?-

62. Brucker translated valuable documents on this subject, including a

letter of Aleseandra Strozzi, in The Society of Renaissance Florence,

pp.29-42. Marriage is discussed in relation to the household and
'nearest kinsmen' in F.W. Kent, Household and Lineage, pp.91-99. Again,

the best discussion of marriage in its political context is that of

D.U. Kent, The Rise of the l'ledici, Part 1.	 See in particular the dis-

cussion of marriages 'made' by the Medici (in both senses), pp.53-5.

16. The most important source for this section is the volume CS. III,

78, 'Raccolta de' parentadi della famiglia degli Strozzi', which devotes

a separate double page to each family with whom the Strozzi contracted

one or more marriages.	 It also (p.1066) lists Strozzi-Strozzi marriage8.

I have also used C.S. III, 235, 'Ilatrimoni contratti della famiglia

Strozzi' (organised in a similar fashion) and C.S. III, 73, a volume of

genealogical information about the Strozzi.

17. III, 78.

18. 0. Kent, 'The Florentine Reggimento in the Fifteenth Century',

Renaissance Quarterly, Uol.28, 1975, pp.578-638. Table 2.

19. The description ^di Ser Parente' may have been used by the compiler

of the accolta de' Parentadi' to distinguish these Parenti from the

other family of that name referred to above, from which came the chronic-

lers Marco and Piero Parenti.	 Both families were gente nuova, both were

from S. Giovanni.

20. These were families such as the Baroncini, Berti, Puccini and

Salvetti.

21. Like the Alberti, the Strozzi themselves rose to prominence in

Florentine banking in the later l340s.

22. The Alberti and Peruzzi were from S. Croce, the Bardi from

S. Spirito.
23. The Guicciardini were from S. Spirito.

24. Agnolo had five daughters who married, the other three marrying

Capponi, Morelli and Bellandrini. 	 Ginevra was married a second time, to

Piero del Roaso Buondelmonti.
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25. See above, Ch.1, p.66.

26. On the date of this marriage, see below, section iii, n.

27. See below, Ch.3.

28. Zibaldone, p.63.	 As Giovanni noted here, Pails's wife was also

a Strozzi, marietta di Carlo. 	 They were married in 1397 (Belle, a

aissance Patrician, p.45; C.S. III, 235). Pails was 25 in that year,

marietta's age is unknown (most unusually, no ages are given for any of

the houaho1d members on any of Pails's catasto portati).	 They belonged

to different and only very distantly connected branches of the lineage;

marietta's father was both wealthy and also one of the dominant figures

in Florentine politics between c.1360 and 1380. 	 It was, therefore, a

marriage uniting two of the most powerful and wealthy branches of a very

large lineage.	 It is significant that Giovanni uses the imperfect, when

describing the Strozzi in these terms.

29. Her name was not, however, Aleasandra, as Lorenzo Strozzi and those

who follow him have recorded (e.g. Perosa, Zib., p.158), but Glovanna

or Nanna di Scolare Cavalcanti (see, e.g. Arch. Bent., Lib.4-i-2, Will

of II. Pal].a di Nofri of 1447, f.5, where he writes of the grave in

S. Trinita of 'Ilonna Nanna mis madre'). 	 She survived her husband, Nofri,

who died in 1417, and was still alive in 1420 when she bequeathed the

iusufrutto of a poderetto to her eldest grand-daughter, Marghetita:

Cartapecore Strozzi-Uguccione, Tomo 78, Vol.3, 7 November 1420.

30. From a statement (by its subject matter, presumably prepared for

tax officials) about his financial affairs, not dated but certainly after

1403, and in his son Palia's hand, it is known that Nofri di Palla had

five daughters who married, and that they each had dowries of 1,000 flor-

ins,	 III, 116, f.3.	 His daughter maria married Bernardo Aiberti

(see above, section ii); another, Jacopa, married Giovanni di Messer

Forese Salviati.	 A third, name not known, married Giovanni di r'Ltchele

Castellani; C.S. III, 78, pp.371, 1025.

31. In an early draft of the section of the Zibaidone which deals with

Pails Strozzi's children and their marriages, which exists only in a

17th century copy in Carlo Strozzi's hand, Rucellai included Caterina

in his discussion of Palla's daughters: 'ebbs 5 figluole maritate, e

una rdpote'.	 III, 79, p.58.	 (I would like to thank F.kJ. Kent for

telling me about this document.) 	 In discussing Pails's marriage choices

she may be treated as if a daughter.

32. Ibid.

33. Ibid.

34. D.V. Kent, 'Florentine Reggimento', p.631.

35. Francesco Sodni had gross assets of over 16,000 reported in the

catasto of 1427 - Catasto 67,f.79v; he was the 24th wealthiest man in
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the quarter of S. Spirito - Plartines, Social World, p.376.

36. Otto di Guardia e Bulia, 224, f.72v (1438)

37. S. Orlandi gives the date of this marriage as 1426 or 1427;

L.Be].le gives it as 141.0 (p.52), but both these are incorrect on

the basis of Neri's catasto portata of 1427 (kindly shown me by Margery

Ganz). Lena's age is given as 24, while their eldest child (a daughter,

Marg'rita) was 5 years old. This makes a date between 1419 and 1421

most likely for the marriage. Catasto, 74, f.2l6r.'

38. 0. Kent, 'Florentine Reggimento', p.624.

39. C. Brucker, Civic World, pp.96-100

40. 0. Kent, 'Florentine Reggimento', p.624.

41. On Agnolo's career, see Rubinetein, Government of Florence,

pp.136-45, 154-60, and passim.

42. Catasto, 811, 7v.	 He died on June 6th, 1428.

43. C.S. III, 116, 27v.

44. They were betrothed on 25 lay, and Felice 'led' Lena to his home,

the completion of the wedding ceremonies, on 27 lay. 	 A. Iloiho, 'The

Brancacci Chapel: Studies in its Iconology and History', JWCI, Vol.40,

1977, p.79.

45. Felice Brancacci was one of the creditors of Lorenzo's bank in

1427: Palla's 1427 portata is in the Carte Strozziane: III, 129. The

campione compilation from this is Cat. 463, 316r-344v.

46. D. Kent refers to the marriage in these terms: The Rise of the

Pledici, p.169.

47. On the Brancacci exiles: ibid., pp.355-56;for the number of their

majorities in 1433, 0. Kent, 'Florentine Reggimento', p.626.

48. A. Moiho, 'Brancacci Chapel', p.79.

49. In contrast, there is a good deal of evidence of their association

after they were both exiled from Florence. Moiho refers to some of

this, 'Brancacci Chapel', p.79, ?9n.

50. One of her sans was the humanist and statesman Donato Acciaiuoli.

On his early life, see E. Garin, 'La Giovinezza di Donato Acciaiuoli,

1428-1456', Rinascimento, 1, 1950.

51. L. Martines, Social World, p.378.

52. C. Brucker, Civic World, p.279; D. Kent, 'Florentine Reggimento',

p.279.	 On the Sacchetti in general, and their involvement in Florentine

politics in the earlier fifteenth century, see C. Brucker, Civic World,

p.279-81.

53. F.or the connections between these Strozzi, Sacchetti and Capponi,

see 0. Kent, The Rise of the Medici, p.184. Another Sacchetti,

Andreuolo, is here referred to as 'Neri di Gino's faithful henchman'.

54. L. Martines, Social World, p.366.
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55. Otto di Guardia e Balls, 224, f.46v.

56. C.S. III, 78, p.1027.

57. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, p.45n.

58. Re noted above, n.28, the ages of Pails's children were not entered

on his catasto portate. They must, however, have been recorded in some

fashion, as Giovanni Ruceilai clearly knew his wife's age with (apparent)

accuracy: Zibaldone, p.119.

59. Giovanni Ruceilai wrote of his marriage, 'et nel tempo che io la

tolsi .e., Jacopa] , che fu del mese di maggio nel 1428...' Zibaldone,

p.63; a good example of the fact that 'betrothal', or the exchange of

rings, as distinct from cohabitation and consummation, was held as fully

binding and as beginning the marriage. Moiho, Brancacci Chapel, p.?9,

refers to Ruceilai 'marrying' Jacopa in 1431, and cites the relevant

notarial documents. This was the final stage in a complicated process,

the 'menare'.

60. For a thumb-nail sketch of the Rucellai lineage and relevant

bibliography, see F.W. Kent, Household and Lineage, pp.15-i?.

61. By F.tiJ. Kent, as one of the studies in Vol.2 of the Zibaldone,

soon to be published by the Warburg Institute.

62. C.S. III, 235, p.l44.	 The ricordanze of Francesco Castellani is

Conventi Soppressi 90, Vol.84.	 I would like to thank Elaine Roeahtha].

for pointing it out to me.

63. Litta, 'Strozzi di Firenze', tavo].a III.

64. See above, n.30

65. Lorenzo Strozzi, Vite degli Strozzi, p.27.

6. On the Castellani exiles of 1434, 0. Kent, The Rise of the riedici,

p.356; on their deprivation of political rights in that year, ibid, p.167;

on Francesco's deprivation in 1444, Rubinatein, Government of Florenpe,

p.18n.

67. Ricordanze of Franceeco Castellani, ff.31v, 35r.

68. On thi8 marriage see S. Orlandi, Beato Angelico, p.l8l. Caterina's

dowry of 2000 florins was paid by Palla, but presumably from her father's

estate.

69. L. Martines, Social liiorld, p.372.

70. G. Carocci, map of the centre of Florence from the catasto of 1427;

Studi storici sul centro di Firenze, between pp.16-17.

71. Orlandi, Beato Angelico, pp.46, 181, describes the connections

between the Strozzi and Ardinghelli, and their family chapels in S.Trin-

its.

72. 0. Kent, The Rise of the Medici, p.146.

73. Ibid., p.355.

74. This marriage will be discussed more fully below, section iv.
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75. As Giovanfranceaco was born in 1418 (according to Litta, 'Strozzi

di Firenze, tavole IX) he is unlikely to have married before the mid-

1440a, as it was quite unusual for a Strozzi male to marry before his

mid-20s.	 He was married by 1450, when he mentioned his wife, Lulsa, in

a letter to Francesco Caccini of June 27th (BIb. Ricc. 4009, untol.).

In another letter to Franc° of August 28th, 1452, he mentioned the birth

of a eon (icc. cit.) he was in fact survived by 4 of these - Roberto,

Alessandro, Paila and Carlo, from whom the ban of exile was finally

lifted in 1494 (see below, Ch.5). Giovanfranceaco lived most of his

childhood and all of his aduit life in exile from Florence, and little of

a personal kind has so far been discovered about him. See below, Ch.4,

part 2.

76. The Bardi were included in the first list of magnati families of

1293. On their gaining of popolani status during the fourteenth century

see Brucker, Florentine Politics and Society, pp.154-59.

77. D. Kent, The Rise of the Iledici, pp.129, 355.

78. Ibid., p.176.

79. The information summarised in the tables at the end of this

article, in particular Table 2, forms a valuable check list for this

type of analysis.

80. On this aspect of Ruceliai's career see the forth-coming study by

F.W. Kent described above, n.61.

81. Political alliance may or may not have been a factor in the marriage

with the Mrdinghelli: a small lineage who were connected with their

powerful and numerous neighbours, the Strozzi, in a variety of ways, and

may even have traditionally followed their lead in Florentine politics.

82. 0. Kent, Rise of the Medici, pp.l5O-51, et passim.

83. Both of Francesco Soderini's nephews, Niccol and Tommaso, were

important political figures under the Medici; Franco di Niccol

Sacchetti was also a prominent figure. For a detailed discussion of

Strozzi involvement in Florentine politics post 1434, see below, Ch.3.

84. The one piece of evidence suggesting a possible exception is the

presence of Rinaldo degli Albizzi at the betrothal of Lorenzo di Pleaser

Palla and Alessandra de' Bardi (see below, n.87); he may, however, have

been present as a friend or associate of the Bardi.

85. L. Martines, Social World, p.375.

86. The tax document (probably a portata) was not written by Alesaandra,

but by relatives of hers in Florence. As her age is given as 40 it may

be only approximate.	 III, 116, ff.52-53. Vespasiano givei her age

as 14 at the time of the betrothal.

87. Acquisti e Cmii (Carte Carnesecchi), 293 (not pag.)

88. III, 132, ff.278 and 279.	 Two letters of Pleaser Palla Strozzi
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and his eon Nofri (in Ferrera) to fletteo Strozzi (in Florence), both

dated [larch 7.

	

89.	 %Ieapaaiano, La Vite, pp.467-68.

	

90.	 C.S. III, 131, f.53, letter of Lorenzo di [lesser Palla to

Filippo di Platteo, Gubbio, 30 August 1450.

	

91.	 III, 132, f.278.

	

92.	 C.S. III, 132, 279.

	

93.	 C.S. Ill, 286, 44v.

	

94.	 Diplomatico Strozzi-llguccione, August 19th, 1432.

	

95.	 The relevant ].etters are: Bib. Ricc. 4009 (unfol.):

a) [lesser Palla Strozzi to Francesco Caccini, Padua, 27 flay 1450.

b) Lorenzo di [lesser Palla to Plichele di Felice Brancacci, Gubbio,

4 flay 1450.

c) Nofri di Pleaser Pails to Ilichele, Nonte Fiascone, 3 3une 1450

and Acqujati a Doni 140,, ineerto 8:

d) f.93, Franceaco Caccini to Lorenzo di [lesser Paila, Florence,

9 May 1450.

e) f.121, Giovanni Rucellai to Lorenzo di [lesser Palla, Florence,

27 April 1450

96.	 See previous n., letters a) and b).

97.	 See n.95, letter b).

98. Francesco was drawn for the office of one of the aedici gonfalon-

len in April 1442 (although disqualified by the epecchio), indicating

that he had been successful in the scrutiny of 1439 (Tratte 199, not peg.)

Ha was alsQ successful in the scrutinies of 1444 and 1453 (Tratte, Uole.

49, f.13v, and 1151, f.393v). 	 Franceaco's brother Matteo, described by

Lorenzo as 'un fratello giovane da bane', also gained majorities in these

three scrutinies.

99. See n.95, letter b).

100. Lorenzo's remarks here may be compared with the analysis by Piero

Guicciardini of why some Florentine familiee were more successful than

others in the scrutiny of 1484 (and perhaps in general), pub. by Rubin-

stein, Government of Florence, pp.318-25. 	 'Di tutte queste aorta quegli

del mezzo come Serristori etc. hanno negli aquittini piu favore che gli

altri, perch da tutti sono pia favoriti; e coal nello stato sono pii

adoperati'. (p.323).

101. Otto dl Guardia a Balls, 224, 84v. 	 They were in the first instance

exiled .drl-y--Por one year, also (with their decendants) being deprived of

their political rights. As they were, however, stilL'descrlbed as

'confinati' in the act of the Balia of 1466 which lift,ed the ban of exile,

it had clearly been extended during thai.nterim period.	 (Francesco was
dead by 1466, but the ban on his eons was lifted together with that on
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his brother.)

102. See n.95, letter d).

103. Without more extensive knowledge of such marriage ceremonies, it

is difficult to guage any significance that such a gift may have.

104. See n.95, letter a).

105. See.'n9.5, letter c).	 This was, however, a case where preliminary

ignorance of such parenti must have been greatly increased by the fact

that both Nofri and Michele had lived in exile since they were young men

or boys.

106. Bib. Ricc. 4009 (unfol.), Piero di Non Acciaiuoli to Francesco

Caccini, 5th March 1451. This is a moving letter written on the occasion

of the as8assination of Lorenzo di lesser Palla.

107. For the 1477 Strozzi-Caccini marriage, C.S. III, 78, p.287.

Agnoletta and Pagolo di Benedetto were married in July 1459: Alesaandra

Strozzi noted this in a letter to Filippo, adding that they required a

papal dispensation, 'pel parentado ch'era tra loro'. (Strozzi Letters,

pp.161-2), an example of the word used aimply to mean 4relationship'.

As Agnoletta was descended (through her mother) from two different

Strozzi branches, the children of this marriage were descended from

three. Such marriages must have had a cohesive effect.

108. jS. III, 11.3, f.5.

109. These letters are	 III, 132, ff.35, 36. 	 Simone, their recip-

ient, was at this time podesta of the Pieve di Santo Stefano. Natteo

(f.36) wrote: 'A tolto donna Benedetto di Peraccione, la nipotte di Nofri

di Palla, figliuola di Rinaldo Peruzzi, che fu dana [sic) de quel del

Mancino, con fiorini 150 di dote'.

110. C.S. III, 132, f.67. Pinaccio di Filippo to Simone, London, 14

July 1422.	 He gives the date of the marriage as June 9th of that year.

Guasti appears to have missed this letter, although he notes that the

receipt of Iueaaandra's dowry (1600 flonins) had taken dace on June 4th.

111. These letters are found in C.S. III, 132: f.13, Lionardo to

Simone, Florence, 6 Dec. 1409; f.14, Lionardo to Simone, 12 Dec. 1409;

f.20, Lionardo to Simone, 18 Jan. 1410; and f.12, Piero to Simone,

Florence, 6 Dec. 1409.

112. B.M, Add.IIS 21, 214, f.6, dated 11 Jan. 1389.

113. That he was the person chiefly responsible for arranging these

marriages is made clear in the letter he wrote to Filippo (in Naples)

on 6 June 1450, C. III, 294, f.87.

114. Strozzi Letters, p.12.

115. Ibid., pp.3, 4.

116. L. Martines, Social World, p.45. A 1ightly more accurate

translation might be 'and the family is in the regime to some extent'.
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1].?.	 See n.99 above.

118.	 He was prior in March and April 1454; II. Phillips, 'A Newly

Discovered Chronicle by Marco parenti, Renaissance Quarterly, Vol.31

(1975), pp.153-60.

119.	 Rubinatein, Government of Florence, p.45, 45n.

120.	 Strozzi Letters, p.5.

121. M. Bullard, 'Marriage Politics and the Family in Florence'.

122. The letters relevant to this matter are, chronologically:

a) Filippo Strozzi (in Naples) to his brother Lorenzo (in Florence),

27th February, 1469. This letter has been published by Guasti (Strozzi

Letters, pp.594-95), who standardised the spelling and introduced

additional capitalisation into this, and other letters in thia group

which he published (I have retained this).

b) Lorenzo to Filippo, 9th March, 1469: CS. III, 180, 79r and v.

c) Lorenzo to Filippo, 21st March, 1469: C.S. III, 131, 194r. Guasti

quoted one line of this letter (p.595) but misattributes it to a lettet,

also of Lorenzo to Filippo, of 14th March (which is not, in fact, con-

cerned with this matter).

d) Marco Parenti (in Florence) to Filippo, 1st March, 1469, CS. III,

249, 230v.

e) Marco Parenti to Filippo, 23rd March, 1469: Guasti, Strozzi Letters,

pp.595-6.

f) Marco Parenti to Filippo, 21st April, 1469: Guasti, Strozzi

Letters, pp.596-7.

g) Marco Parenti th Filippo, 11th August, 1469: C.S. III, 131, 187.

123. There is in the Carte Strozziane a notizia of a feats nade by

Bartolommeo Benci for Marietta, in homage to her beauty. Professor

Richard Trexter was kind enough to direct my attention to this, and

suggested that it might date from c.1463. The manuscript itself is

dated in a different hand '1459 fate': CS. III, 106, C.66. Some years

later, after Marietta's eventual marriage to a Ferrarese nobleman,

Filippo urote to his brother after a journey to Ferrara:'poi vicitai

madonna Marietta, che anchora bella':	 III, 133, 23r, letter of

21st May, 1474.

124. See n.122, letter b).

125.	 See n.122, letter a).

126. For the sentence against Giovanfrancesco, Otto di Guardia a Balls

224 3.46v.	 Guasti gives further details of his subversive activities,

Strozzi Letters, p.351.

127. On these, aes Balie 30, f.21v.

128. See n.122, letter a).

129.	 Ibid.
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130. Filippo, at least, was successful in the scrutiny of 1484: he was

drawn as prior for the two months Nov.-Dec. 1484, the first drawing from

the bores which included the name tickets from the scrutiny of that year.

See below, Ch.3.

131. See n.122, letter c).

132. See n.122, letter a).

133. Ibid. I have taken 'atuerebbe' here as meaning 'would kill';

while I can find no strictly Italian verb with this meaning, it seems

quite possible that these two brothers, with their Neapolitan experience,

Would use and understand an occasional Italianized French word.

134. See n.122, letter b).

135. Ibid.

135.	 See n.122, letter d).

137. Strozzi Letters, p.597. The marriage took place in the presence

of Tommaso Soderini and Lorenzo di Piero de' Medici.

138. See n. 122, letter g).

139. Ibid.

140. This appears to have been the case in an earlier Strozzi marriage

in which the Medici were involved: that of Vanni di Francesco to a

daughter of Meeser Giannozo Pandolfini. CS. III, 145, f.28, Letter of

Antonio Strozzi to Filippo, Florence, 8 August 1450. 'Noi abbiamo dato

moglie a Vanni, una figluola di messer Giannozo Pandolfini, con fiorini

1200 di dota, e quello pii parra a Cosimo, che in lui rimossa; erasi

ragionato 1400, e stimo restera a 1300'.

141. Strozzi Letters, p.4. This sounds to me very much like a pro-

verbial saying. 	 Alessandra also felt constrained in her choice by the

necessity of arranging a marriage for Caterina while she was still

sixteen.	 Ibid.

142. j. III, 249, f.87: Letter of Antonio Strozzi to Filippo,

Florence, 6 June 1450.

143. On this institution see the recent article by A. Moiho and

3. Kirshner, 'The Dowry Fund and the Marriage Market in Early "Uuattro-

cento" Florence', Journal of modern History, 50 (1978), pp.403-438.

144. See, e.g. 6. Brucker, Renaissance Florence, pp.123-4.

145. While the Monte dells doti had first been set up in 1425, it was

only in 1433 that substantial numbers of Florentines began to invest in

it - Moiho and Kirshner, 'Dowry Fund', pp.407-09. Hence, when Antonio

wrote, the first generation of girls thus dowered were appearing on the

'marriage market', aged 16-18.

1.46. Molho and Kirshner conclude that 'nearly two-thirds of the girls

for whom deposits were made in the Monte belonged to families well

ensconced in the city's ruling 	 but as only 200 of their group of
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1,762 dowered girls had deposits the expected yield of which was 800

florins or more, we must assume that their criteria were substantially

different to that of Aleasandra Strozzi herself, who clearly considered

a dowry of 1,000 florine as small, given her family's status.

147. See above, n.l42.

148. 0? Giovanni Bonsi, husband of Aleesandra, the younger sister,

Antonio Strozzi wrote to Filippo: ' buone auatanze, huomo da bane a

nel reggimento ...', C.S. III, 145, f.24. 	 Letter of March 20, 1451.

149. Antonio appears to have been en intimate of Giuliano de' Medici,

and in 1450 became the first Strozzi prior since 1434. 	 (Mariani-

Prioriata, Tomo 1, 95r).	 His career will be discussed below, Ch.3.

150. See above, n.139.

151. Strozzi letters, p.444.

152. On this subject see ibid., letters 49 and 51, particularly

pp.443-SO, 457-60.

153. This was pre-eminently true of illettirnate daughters, whose dow-

ries were generally small: thus Violante, an illegitimate daughter of

Lorenzo di I9atteo, was married to 'Francesco di Stefano di Cino

calzaiuolo' with a dowry of 600 florins (Ibid., pp.451-2).

154. The details of this marriage are collected in a document in

Carnesecchi'e hand: Ilcguisti e Doni, 292 (not f 01)..

155. This date was carefully noted, probably for dowry purposes: ibid.

156. 75, ff.26v-29v.

157. The reason or reasons for this declaration of dowries in catasto

portate is far from clear. These Monte dowries were definitely not

taxable, which may have been a factor contributing to their popularity.

158. Cat. 1011, f.30r.	 These ten girls were all under 13 (the eldest,

Violante, was illegitimate: see n.153 above). 	 From the evidence of the

cases that they have analysed, Kirshner and Moiho arrive at a figure of

5 years, 1 month, as the average age at which deposits for daughters were

made: the risk of children dying was clearly greatest in their first

years of life.

159. 1011, ff.259r-260r. They owned a house in the parish of

San Minieto fra le torn, and were assessed at 2 florina, 2 lire in this

catasto. The children, both Franceeco's, were 5 and 5.

160. Cat. 1014, f.65v.

161. See below, Ch.5, section ii.

162. See above, n.11l.

163. Strozzi Letters, pp.121-22.

164. For a discussion of Filippo's second marriage and its political

significance, see below, Ch.5, section i.
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CHAPTER	 3:

i	 The political life of the lineage: the scrutiny of 1433.

One of the most important areas of disagreement between histor-

ians of Florentine society in recent years has been the extent to which

the family, in the wide sense of the lineage or conaorteria, still con-

stituted a politically unified body of men. The moat outspoken

protagonist in thia debate to date has been Richard Goldthwaite, whose

views on the subject were advanced in a work which included a study of

some members of the Strozzi lineage, and which were partly illustrated

by reference to individual Strozzi; 1 for that reason his arguments will

be briefly discussed here.	 He has suggested that the members of a

lineage like the Strozzi could not be said to have enjoyed a common

political life, that a family relationship with men powerful in pO1ittcs

secured to the less prominent members of the lineage neither security In

times of prosperity, nor disaster when the reverse occurred. The polit-

ical fate of every Florentine in the political class was therefore

autonomous: 'political condemnations of a man did not necessarily include

even his brother'. 2 It seems correct to assume that the logical coro].-

lary of this view is that relationships less close than that of brothers

were even less likely politically to implicate family members one with

another. This view was evolved apparently in opposition to the belief

that Florentine politics could be discussed with confidence in terms of

the attitudes and allegiances of its most important families. 3 There

has of course been further investigation of this subject, modifying to

an extent both these views, 4 but there has been to date no detailed study

of the political activities of a Florentine lineage which was in opposi-

tion to the ruling regime, and some of whose members were exiled. This

chapter is intended as such a study, examining the political life of the

Strozzi during a period which was likely to test severely any previous

solidarity.

In May 1434 Giovanni di Marco Strozzi, at that time holding

the office of vicario at Anghiari, wrote to Matteo di Simone Strozzi
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about the (as he believed) Impending return of Cosimo de' riedici to

Florence, end of an approach he had heard rumoured to Neri di Gino

Capponi by Coaimo t s supporters, urging	 support in a coup d' etat

to put the Iledicean faction in power. 5 Giovanni stated his view, which

was to be proved correct, that if this particular attempt did not succeed,

another later one would. 	 He therefore urged his kinsman to unceasing

vigilance, because he believed that in this event nearly all their

family would suffer, although they were guilty of nothing: '10 ne

ecrissi a tte e a Smeraldo, perche sareati de' primi perchossi, e quasi

tutta la famigla'. 6 The two Strozzi he singled out, Matteo himself,

and Smeraldo di Smeraldo, were in fact exiled by the balia of 1434; the

sentence against Smeraldo was passed on the sixth November, he being the

first member of the lineage exiled, and that against Matteo followed two

days later. 7	It is interesting that Giovanni did not anticipate the

severe penalty which was to befall Pleaser Palla di Nofri, who was exiled

together with his eldest son Nofri. 8 The apparent belief that Palla was

not so closely identified with a particular faction as were his younger

kinsmen is reflected in the fact that although he was soon replaced, he

was an original member of the balia of 1434, which at least in legal

theory was responsible for the sentences. Also members were his kinsmen

Pleaser Palla Novello and l'Iesser Ilarcello di Strozza, who were the most

important figures amongst the handful of Strozzi revealed at this time as

Ilecliceans. 9 This is not to suggest that Palla di Nofri was even briefly

considered a Iledicean, but rather that his reputation as a statesman was

considered by many to be above political factionalism. 10 Giovanni's

statement about the results of Cosimo's return, in so far as it applied

to individuals, was thus e remarkably prescient one; what then about his

statement that 'quasi tutta la famigla' would also be affected? To

examine this question it will first be necessary to determine what the

lineage's members, in general, had to lose in political terms: whether

the majority of them participated in politics only indirectly, hanging

on to the coat-tails of a few powerful men, or whether participation in
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politics through the holding of of'f ices, or at least through being

'drawn' for them, was something which a large proportion of the lineage's

male members could reasonably hope to experience. This question can be

Been to have wider implications than bhe history of a single family, as

it may suggest more precisely the general level of participation within

the political class as a whole, a class which must usually, for conven-

ience, be described in terms of the families which are broadly known to

have composed it.

Fortunately for the purposes of this study the most detailed

records about the potential members of the Florentine office-holding

class which we possess are those of the scrutiny of 1433. The scrutiny

records for that year for the quarter of S. Maria Novella, in which the

Strozzi lived, 11 are complete; these are doubly valuable in giving not

only the names of those who gained majorities, but also of those who were

nominated but who failed to gain the necessary two-thirds of the votes

cast. 12 The list also gives the number of votes gained by each nominee.

Because no records of the scrutinies between those of 1411 and 1433 have

survived, the detailed picture of Strozzi political success in 1433 is

an isolated one.	 In addition, the records of scrutinies after 1433 are

incomplete. There are, for example, no records of the scrutinies of

1434 or 1440 for S. Maria Novella, an ironical twist as that of 1434 was

made specifically to replace the scrutiny of the preceding year, which

was ordered to be burnt. 13 Professor Rubinstein has been able to judge,

from the one surviving set of records from these first two Pledicean

scrutinies, that those successful in them had in the main also been

14
successful in the scrutiny of 1433. 	 However, a lineage like the

Strozzi was in a special position, marked out by the sentences of exile

as containing enemies of the Pledicean regime, and might be expected to

have suffered from active discrimination.	 In order to investigate this

point, I have been able to make good the absence of scrutiny records for

these years by working back from the lists of those who were drawn for

the tre maQQiori durin each period.' 5 However the results obtained in
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thie way are not necessarily completely accurate, as it is possible that

there were individuals successful in a scrutiny who were never drawn for

office while that scrutiny was current. The careful system of l9edicean

electoral controls16 in practice provided another filter of candidates

for office in addition to the quinquennial scrutinies. Particularly in

the case of a suspect lineage like the Strozzi, the names on the polizze

in the electoral purees would have been very carefully considered before

being drawn. The drawing of the members of such a lineage as veduti

for office may have been a 'half-way house', a concession to honour and

status where actual office-holding was considered unsafe.17

The participation of the lineage's members in politics was

affected by constraining factors which governed the political activities

of induiduals as members of families in Florence nd which could be

due to the.atatutory law as well as to the activitie8 of bodies such as

scrutiny councils. The divieto laws on office-holding were designed to

ensure that no one lineage could dominate any important office by provid-

ing several successive incumbents, or more than one member of any import-

18ant body concurrently.	 Rpparently no such limitations were placed on

the number of citizens from any one lineage who could be qualified for

office at any one time. However as there is a rough similarity in the

total number of men qualified in each of the four gonfaloni of 5. Maria

Novella in 1433, it seems that there were commonly accepted limits to the

19number of men likely to be qualified in each case. 	 Given the keen

competition which must have existed for this limited number of qualific-

ations, an average of 110 per gonfalone in 1433,20 only a fairly small

proportion of the en in a very large lineage like the Strozzi would be

likely to be successful. For example, there were seventy three Strozzi

nominated in Lion rosso in 1433, and only ninety five majorities in the

whole gonfalone, of which twenty four were of Strozzi. 	 Indeed, as the

overall success rate of arti maggiori members nominated in this scrutiny

was somewhat higher than that of the Stcxjzi, 2 ' it seems that membership

of a large lineage was in some respects a political handicap. This
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impression is reinforced by the fact that Strozzi nominees were markedly

more successful in those gon?aloni - Unicorno and Lion bianco - where they

were present only in email numbers, than in Lion rosso which they must

have dominated., numerically.22 	 It is necessary to take into account this

type of limitation of numbers when considering the proportion of the

lineage's members who were able to participate actively in Florentine

politics at its highest level. 	 While the lineage's members benefitted

in some ways from their traditional residence in a particular area of the

city, it also restricted the number of them who could gain access to the

23
city's most important offices. 	 That this system of electoral qualif-

ication may have bred frustration in those it excluded must be considered,

as must the related fact that even those who were qualified in this large

lineage rarely held office because of the divieto laws. 	 One of these

two factors may have motivated the few members of the lineage who support-

ed the I9edici; the rewards for doing so may, in such circumstances, have

been considerable.

Ms already noted, the scrutiny lists for 1433 show not only

those who were successful, but also all those who were nominated. The

lists of nominations were drawn up on a gonfalone basis, and the respons-

ibility for doing so fell on the gonfaloniere della compagnia in each.

How it was decided who was to be included is not known, but it seems

likely that some form of consultation preceded the nominations. 24 In

the list of nominees for the quarter f S. Maria Novella the local import-

ance of its major families is reflected in the number of qualifications

that they gained, and it seems overwhelmingly likely that lineages such

as the Strozzi were able to influence directly the composition of the

list. In 1433 almost every male Strozzi was nominated in the scrutiny.

Those who were omitted from the list of nominees suffered this fate for

fairly obvious reasons: Barla di Stagio, for example, if not actually

imprisoned for his debts in 1433, was nevertheless a notorious banktupt;

his son, however, was nominated. The total of Strozzi nominations in

1433 - 106 - in fact greatly exceeded the ttai number of ault males
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in the lineage, the excess being made up by the nomination of children.25

Perhaps fifty per cent of th'ose nominated were under eighteen years of

age; an even larger percentage than this would have been too young to

hold any of the highest off ices. The Strozzi lineage was thus able to

secure the nomination of virtually all its adult members, and also that

of a very large number of boys, some of them no more than infants.

In 1433, and in earlier scrutinies, the Strozzi gained qual-

ifications in all three gonfaloni in which they lived; this triple

representation was unusual, and a noteworthy feature of their political

26life.	 While I have found no evidence to suggest that their residence

in these three gonfaloni was a deliberate etrategem to aid their elect-

oral succees, it was certainly beneficial in that respect. 27	There

were seventy four Strozzi nominated in Lion rosso in 1433, of whom

twenty four, or almost 33%, were successful; these accounted for 24%,

or just under a quarter of all arti maggiori qualifications in that

gonfalone.	 In Lion bianco there were twenty four Strozzi nominations

and ten majorities, in Unicorno eight nominations and six majorities,

a success rate of 42% and 75% respectively. The distribution of these

qualifications throughout the lineage was extremely uneven. For example,

the six qualifications in Unicorno were of two brothers, Strozza and

Smeraldo di Smeraldo, their close cousin Jvlesser Plarcello dl Strozza, and

two of his young eons and one of his nephews, who were ten, seven and

nine respectively. These six qualifications represented only two differ-

ent households. The twenty four majorities in Lion rosso were distrib-

uted between eleven households, but their spread was in fact even less

equitable than this suggests, as thirteen of them went to just four

households: six to that of Palla di Nofri and his five eons (all but one

of whom were below the minimum office-holding age for the priorate and

colleges), three to Matteo di Simone and two of his infant eons, and four

which were shared between the two households of Platteo's first cousins,

Jacopo, Filippo, Niccol and Riccardo di Lionardo (three majorities) and

Francesco and Lorenzo di Piero (one majority) 	 The exile of three
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Strozzi in this gonfelone in the following year thus hit directly at the

28
heart of the lineage's political power there.

The other ten majorities in Lion rosso were in the main gained

by the heads of very substantial households, or by the eons of such men,

and in almost all cases these men had close relatives (brothers, uncles,

first cousins) who also gained majorities, in this or in the other two

gonfaloni. One such grouping is particularly worthy of note: that of

the fledicean Pleaser Palla Novello, his eldest eon Pazzino, and his

nephews Palla and Carlo di Francesco. 29 The other six majorities went

to Benedetto di Pieraccione (the humanist scribe), to Carlo di Marco

(whose brother Benedetto and nephew Marco also gained majorities in Lion

bianco), the patriarch Marco di Goro, Giovanni di Francesco di Gianozzo,

and Salamone di Carlo.	 All of these men with the exception of Salamone,

were the heads of large households, and most had eons or grandsons who

were nominated: Benedetto had five eons nominated, Giovanni four, and

Marco one son and six grandsons. The exception to this pattern,

Salamone di Carlo, who in 1427 lived almost alone with his wife and a

niece, the daughter of his brother Piero, 	 was however the brother-in-

law of Palla di Nofri (whose wife was Marietta di Carlo), the uncle of

Pleaser Plarcello, and brother of Piero di Carlo, all of whom also gained

majorities. This shows the way in which the lineage's politically

successful members were composed of groups of clo8ely related men.31

The pattern in the third gonfalone, of Lion bianco, was similar. The

ten qualifications there included members of only four households:

Benedetto di Marco and his infant son, Marco; Piero di Carlo and his

eon, Carlo; Francesco di Benedetto di Caroccio and his eldest eon,

Benedetto, and Franceeco's first cousin one removed Caroccio d'Antonio,

and his infant son Antonio.

Those who were nominated but who did not qualify had markedly

different characteristics. They were generally the only member of their

household who was nominated, and few of them were members of powerful

branches or had successful close kinsmen.	 The categories in which the
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nominations were listed and voted on in the scrutiny council - veduti,

beneficieti, and non beneficiati - must have influenced and encouraged

such a result.32

As observed above, nearly fifty percent of all nominations

were of minors. 	 A significant number of these were also qualified:

eight of the twenty four Strozzi who received majoritie8 in Lion rosso

were under the age of twenty five. These boys and young men were

unable to hold any office in Florence: that is, they were declared

divieto if their names were drawn from the bags, but their polizze were

then replaced. 33 The presence of these polizze appears to have added

a totally unnecessary complication to the already involved process of

drawing the name of an eligible candidate for each office, and it seems

appropriate to look for a reason for its existence. During the f if-

teenth century the political category of the veduti came to have an

increasing importance, not only because it showed that the person veduto

had been successful in the previous scrutiny, but because it came to

34
carry both prestige and material advantage.	 The category of veduti

was a privileged one in electoral matters: an examination of the lists

of veduti and non-veduti for this scrutiny shows that moat of the veduti

were again successful, while comparatively few of the non-veduti (even

if they were beneficieti) managed to break through. 	 This appears to

have been a result of the innate conservatism of the members of the

scrutiny council, and the procedural rule that the veduti were voted on

first. For a minor to become veduto for the tre maggiori while he was

too young to- hold the office was an advantage for the future.	 In 1486

Filippo di Matteo's eldest son Alfonso, who was nearly twenty, was

veduto for the priorate. Filippo described this event in his ricord-

anze: 'a dl XXVIIII di dicienbre fu tratta de' nostri mangnifici

Signori Alfonso mioifigliuolo. Che io 10 feci vedere perch per

l'avenire avessi a andare per veduto'. 36 The second advantage was that

such boys were able to accumulate polizze, making the likelihood of their

being drawn for office as prior once they had passed their thirtieth
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birthday considerably higher than it was for someone newly qualified at

that age. But in practice almost none of the under-age Strozzi qualified

in 1433 were to enjoy such advantages.

Those minors who were qualified did not appear here and there

in the lineage in a random fashion. They were always the eons of its

most powerful men, and voting for such boys in the scrutiny council must

have been a practical method of expressing support for their father. 	 So

we find t$at Palla di Nofri, who with two hundred and forty-nine 'yes'

votes and eleven 'no' votes received the largest majority in Lion rosso

in 1433, had four sons under twenty five who all gained very large major-

ities, in Nofri's case only ten less than his father. 37 An even more

extreme example is that of Natteo di Simone, who had four very young sons

at this point: Simone, Piero, Filippo, and Lorenzo, 38 of whom two were

qualified by the council, including Lorenzo, who was only a year old.

Two of Matteo's first cousins, Riccardo di Lionardo and Francesco di

Piero, also minors, were qualified as well; both had fathers who had

been prominent in Florentine politics but who had recently died.

In 1433 eighteen Strozzi households had male members who gained

majorities in the scrutiny (all of these were in S. Maria Novella); this

contrasts with their total number of thirty nine households in this

quarter, although a few of these thirty nine were without male members.39

Nevertheless it remains true that only perhaps half of the lineage's

households had a member who could realistically expect at some time in

the next five years to hold office in one of Florence's highest magis-

trades. Only one of the previous fifteenth century scrutinies, that of

1411,40 has extant records which can be used for comparison with those of

1433, but despite the long gap between them it is clear from these records

that there was a large degree of continuity in the identity of the

lineage's politically successful members. Of the twenty four Strozzi

majorities in the gonfalone of Lion roaso in 1433, two were men who had

also gained majorities in 1411 (Pafla di Nofri and Marco di Coro), thirteen

were men or boys whose fathers had done so, and two were boys whose
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grandfathers had gained majorities in that year. Of the other seven

majorities in 1433, three were men who had been nominated but uneuc-

cesaful in 1411, and one whose father had been unsuccessfully nominated;

there is no sign of the other three, I'leeser Pails Novello and two of his

eons, on the 1411 lists. Political success tended to be handed on from

father to son, but this was not invariably the case.

There were of course also separate scrutinies for all the

other offices both internal and external, in Florence itself and in the

contado.	 It has been suggested that these scrutinies may have been

less exclusive than those for the priorate and it colleges, and thus

have affected more of the population than the tre maggiori scrutiny

did.41 I have tested this theory in the case of the Strozzi by compar-

ing the names of all those who held offices, internal and external, in

the years 14l8_1434,42 with the names of those who were successful in

the tre maggiori scrutiny in 1433. Twenty five different Strozzi held

'internal' offices, ranging in importance from the Sea Consuls and the

Otto to the Noctis officiales. This is a somewhat smaller group than

those successful in the 1433 scrutiny.	 In the same period only

eighteen Strozzi held external offices. With only one exception all of

the men who held either an internal or an external office in the period

under review also qualified in the 1433 scrutiny, except of course for

those who had died before that date, and all such men had brothers or

sons who did. The exception is Bartolocnmeo di Loderigo, who was among

the beneficiati but who did not gain a majority. He held one external

office and three internal ones during this sixteen year period.	 But in

general the two groups are indistinguishable. 43 There are, however,

some discernable differences in the pattern of those who held internal

and external offices. Is already noted, there were more holders of the

internal, and those who gained them did so far more frequently. 44 Those

who held external offices were among the less prominent and poorer of the

politically qualified: for example, Biagio di Loderigo held external

offices four times in this fifteen years, Giovanni di Francesco di
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Giannozo three times, and Lionardo d'Antonio end Benedetto di Pier-

45
accione also three times. 	 The reason for this is apparent: such

posts, involving residence in distant parts of the contado, generally

for a period of twelve months, were considered arduous and unhealthy,

but were quite well paid. Wealthy and prominent men may have been drawn

for them, but chosen not to go.	 Hence the names of such men appear

either not at all (Palla di Nofri, Natteo di Simone, Francesco di Bene-

detto), or only once (Nesser Marceflo,Palla Novella) on the lists for

these offices.

Are there, then, certain characteristics which distinguished

the politically unsuccessful members of the lineage? The existence of

one such characteristic has already been suggested, that Strozzi who were

not even nominated had generally suffered obvious public disgrace of some

kind.	 Such disgrace, though at one remove, may have affected their

close kinsmen who, though nominated, gained very few votes. Such a man

was Ruggiero di Roberto Strozzi, whose elder brother Bindo had been

46
imprisoned for debt in 1427;	 he received nly thirty four votes in

1433.	 Other en lived permanently in the contado, on their country

properties, lives the obscurity of which is lessened in retrospect only

slightly by the information in their catasto reports: men like Giovanni

di Nasser Niccol, who gained thirty four votes, or Niccol di Pagnozzo,

48
who gained fifty eight. 	 The reasons for political failure are not so

clear in other cases, like that of the brothers Nicco1, Giovanni,

Tommaso and Bengni di Jacopo, who owned between them two substantial

49
houses in the parish of San Niniato fra le torn in Lion bianco, and

who all gained only between sixty and eighty votes in the scrutiny

council.

An attempt to find common characteristics amongst the success-

Lul is more satisfactory. While so'ne correlation between greater than

average wealth and political success might be expected, the degree to

which it actually existed is almost startling. This is shown by a

comparison of the 1427 wealth ranking of Strozzi households with the
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scrutiny lists of 1433.	 Of the twenty top-ranking households in 1427,

fifteen obtained one majority or more in 1433, four obtained nominations

but not majorities, and one was a one-woman household and hence not

affected.	 Only two of the other twenty three Strozzi households

received majorities, that of Giovanni di Franceaco di Giannozo, who was

twenty third in the wealth rating, and that of Piero di Carlo, who was

thirty fourth.	 But the correlation between wealth- and political BUCCBS5

was more marked even than this suggests. To a very large extent the men

most successful politically, judged by the number of votes they received

in the scrutiny council, were also the wealthiest: Pleaser Pails di

Nofri was the lineage's wealthiest man, and gained the highest number of

votes in Lion rosso, 249; Francesco di Benedetto, who gained 249 votes

in Lion bianco, was its second wealthiest member.	 Fourth and sixth

wealthiest were Ilatteo di Simone and Pleaser Palla Novello, who both

gained 241 votes. The main exceptions to this pattern were Strozza and

Smeraldo di Smeraldo, who were both very prominent and successful polit-

ically (with 246 and 239 votes in 1433) but only of very moderate

wealth.° Conversely, Bernardo and Giovanni di Giovanni were together

the fifth wealthiest household in l427but neither gained a majority

six years later, although they and three of Giovanni's eons were nomin-

ated: they had both until the recent past spent long periods resident

outside Florence, and this probably helps explain their lack of

52
success.

It is difficult to say precisely why such a relationship existed

in almost all, cases between wealth and political success.	 It seams

unreasonable to assume that the Strozzi possessed talents of leadership,

administration, and oratory in proportion to their wealth. The wealthy

were clearly able to create more effective systems of political patronage,

but this would have operated more at the local level of nomination than

in a scrutiny council elected and chosen from the whole city, where such

a system could only have a limited influence. It must have been the case

that tho8e men who received over ninety percent affirmative votes from
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the council, were well known to all those likely to vote on their

political credentials, and respected for a variety of reasons.

Presuaably the possession of considerable wealth, respected in itself by

fifteenth century Florentines, also made possible the cultivation of such

respect in other areas.53

One influencing factor on political success ebout the operation

of which we can be certain is that of close kinsmen and their political

success. The success rates of Strozzi nominated in the scrutiny of 1433

are set out according to their electoral status in Table 1. Anyone who

had previously been successful in a scrutiny wasp barring such a calamity

as that suffered by the Strozzi in 1434, apparently very likely to

repeat the performance. That the largest number of those qualified came

from this category is predictable, given the conservative, oligarchIcal

character of Florentine government, while the purpose of the scrutiny as

sri electoral revision was apparent in the fact that not quite all of the

54
veduti were requalified.	 A man in the beneficiati category had some

chance of being successful: of the fifty six nominated Strozzi in this

category in 1433, ten gained majorities. 	 In contrast, none of the fif-

teen men nominated uho were neither veduti nor beneficiati was qualified.

Although we do not, unfortunately, know how many Strozzi were qualified

in the preceding scrutiny, it is known that in 1411 seventy four Strozzi

were nominated, and that only fifteen of these were successful; 55 this

was only eight percent of all nominees, contrasted with the thirty two

percent successful in 1433. This suggests that the Strozzi must have

steadily improved their,position at the intervening acrutines of 1417,

1421, 1426, and 1427/8. Given that the forty majorities gained in 1433

was almost certainly an improved total over the previous scrutiny, all

this increase was made up of the eons, brothers and nephews of men who

had already qualified, representation within the lineage not thereby

becoming significantly wider.

What conclusion can therefore be reached about this 'disen-

franchised' part of the lineage's members: not the almost seventy percent
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who failed to qualify, as many of these were the young relatives of

powerful men, who could reasonably expect to qualify in the future, but

those who came in the last, non-beneficiati category of nominees, and

adult men who were beneficiati but who only gained a handful of votes.

This group amounts to almost thirty per cent of those nominated,56

although if only adult san were considered, those thus 'disenfranchised'

would be a much higher percentage. 57 These'men could not reasonably

expect ever to attain high office, unless there was some dramatic change

in their lives; their eons and brothers were also unlikely to partic-

ipate in high office. Nor did they enjoy the solace of remunerative

minor offices, either internal or external. Can we assume that they

were in some way represented in politics by their more successful kins-

men, that the prestige and advantages of high office were to some extent

shared by them? There is some evidence that this was the case: when

Antonio di Benedetto Strozzi became prior in October 1450, Aleasandra

flacinghi Strozzi referred to the event in a fashion which showed she

thought it of practical advantage to her and her eon, Filippo. Antonio's

brother Francesco had Just died, and she associated the two events in

terms of their effect on the lineage: 'la morte di Francesco sanza

dubblo danno a tutta la casa, iddio gli perdoni; e la tratta d'Anton

do' Signori etata molto utile'. Antonio must have transacted business

for these distant kinsmen while in office, because at the end of his two

month tenure Filippo's brother-inlaw Narco Parenti. told Filippo that if

anything remained undone 'per is mani d'Antonio' that a Parenti kinsman

of his, who .was an incoming prior, would complete it. 58 Unfortunately,

as in this case, it is usually the correspondence of the richer and mare

powerful of the lineage's members which has survived, even when like

Filippo they were exiles. Without other evidence it must be concluded

that a large number of the lineage's members - men who were poor, with

only a smell number of supporters in the scrutiny council, often living

for extended periods on their country properties, or in rented houses in

Florence - were not, except by association, members of the city's 'ruling
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class' at all.	 It should be remembered also that the year of this

scrutiny, 1433, saw the Strozzi at the height of their fifteenth century

success, at the end of a twenty-five year period in which their number

of politically eligible members had increased by over one hundred per-

cent, from fifteen to forty.	 Strozzi who did not gain office in 1433

would have been even less likely to do so in other years.

ii	 The political life of the lineage: after 1434

Scrutiny lists for S.Maria Novella survive only from the

years 1411, 1433, 1444 and 1453/4.	 However, by reconstructing the

remaining scrutinies as far as possible from the Tratte records, a

fairly clear picture emerges of the political penalty suffered by the

Strozzi for their anti-Medicean stance (see Table 	 The seven

majorities thus confirmed in 1434 are in sharp contrast to the forty

of the previous year. 	 Only four of these seven men had also qualified

in 1433; the three new qualifications were of' sons or brothers of the

other four, a striking concentration of political success in a tiny part

of the lineage.	 But as all seven had been either veduti or benefic-

iati 'the previous year, it aeems that where the Strozzi were concerned,

there was no serious attempt to exclude Medici supporters from the

1433 scrutiny.	 The greatly reduced number of Strozzi majorities in

1434 probably did not, however, constitute the lowest ebb of their

political fortunes: only one name, that of Messer Ilarcello, was drawn

from the bags while the 1440 and 1444 scrutinies were current. 	 In 1448

there was a slight revival, with five majorities, but this figure sank

again to two or three in l453-4.	 By the time of tha 1465 scrutiny,

the regime appears to have relented to some extent towards the Strozzi,

who gained at least thirteen majorities, anticipating the return of

some of their exiles in 1466.

It might perhaps have been expected that the
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number of Strozzi qualifications would have continued to increase in the

last two Nedicean scrutinies, those of 1472 and 1484, particularly as

Piero Guicciardini, in his analysis of the latter, suggested that the

Medicean regime had by 1484 decided that it would be safe to let the

Strozzi back in to the high office-holding class. 61 But an examination

of those drawn for tre maggiori offices for these two scrutinies show

only eight Strozzi majorities in 1472, and only five in 1484. 	 Even

though one of these five majorities was -that of Filippo Strozzi, this

suggests that the Strozzi were in this last period of Iledicean dominance

no less excluded from office-holding than they had been in its first

period; that very few Strozzi were veduti for office during the last

decade of the Medici regime is indubitably the case.62

Unfortunately there is no way of knowing how many Strozzi were

nominated in their gonfaloni during this period: this information would

of course show whether, and the extent to which, such a lineage - with

many members identified as opponents of the regime - was able to maintain

its local support, or whether in their numerically and economically

weakened state they could be largely excluded at gonfalone level. As

yet no evidence has been uncovered to show whether or not the fledici

regime attemtped to regulate Florentine politics at Qonfalone level in

order to exclude their recognised opponents, in a manner similar to their

control of the composition (and therefore the likely activity) of success-

63
ive scrutiny councils. - This seems unlikely.

The fluctuating numbers of majorities gained by the Strozzi

during this period were certainly not random. Athirty five of those

qualified in 1433 lost their qualifications in the scrutiny of the

following year; this was a deliberate purging from the electoral bags

of a lineage that the new regime felt to be amongst its most powerful

opponents. This was in fact a much harsher penalty than were the three

sentences of exile.	 One aspect of this process, which must have been a

kind of side benefit to the regime, was the very large number of vacancies

created - particularly in Lion rosso, where Strozzi representation was
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reduced from twenty-three of the total ninety-five rrlajor guildsmen

qualified, to only two known majorities - opened to their supporters.64

Similarly, if less 'dramatically, later variations in the pattern of

political success, or rather of political disfavour, suffered by the

Strozzi, can be directly related to broader political trends in

Florence.	 Thus the scrutiny of 1440, when Strozzi representation

again appears to have fallen substantially, coincided with the recently

renewed war against Milan, and Mjlan t s condottiere, Niccol Piccinino,

with whom Rinaldo degli Albizzi was suspected of having been long in

alliance, and with whom Palla di Nofri was probably to some extent

implicated in the eyes of the regime. 65 This suggests that their

almost total exclusion in this scrutiny was a deliberate policy towards

a 'dangerous lineage', or more specifically towards the kinsmen of

dangerous or potentially dangerous exiles, even though the men thus

excluded were themselves trusted Mediceans: there is no evidence that

Palla di Nofri or the other Strozzi exile8 were plotting a return to

Florence on the heels of a Plilanese victory, buty they were no doubt sus-

pected of harbouring such plans.	 Again, an increased distrust of the

$trozzi at this time was shown by the exile of Lorenzo, Palla di Nofri's

eldest son, at the end of 1438, together with Palla's son-in-law Fran-

66
cesco Soderini.	 While Lorenzo t s exile was obviously political in

nature, its precise occasion is unknown to me. 	 Professor Rubinstein

has suggested that this scrutiny was generally a severe one, with regard

to any 'suspect' citizens in the political class, as the electoral bags

were to be closed ihen the scrutiny was completed: 67 that is, elections

were to be no longer t a mano t (which enabled the accoppiatori to prevent

anyone in the least suspect from reaching office in the principal Flor-

entine magistracy) but by lot, the traditional method in which the

scrutiny alone 'qualifiec' a citizen for such office.

The Strozzi were equally unsuccessful in the scrutiny of 1444,

again gaining only one majority.	 This was also the year in which the

original sentences of exile (both those imposed by the balia of 1434, and
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subsequent sentences) were extended for a fresh ten year period. 	 The

regime must have felt it8elf to be still, in danger from them, and this

apprehension was also expressed in the scrutiny. 	 Both theBe scrutinies

incorporated in their ptovisions rigorous reviews of earlier qualifica-

tions - the polizze from earlier qualifications of any men not requalified

being removed fror the bags - and hence were even harsher than they

appeared, to 1inages in the position of the Strozzi, whose number of

qualified men had been drastically reduced. The scrutiny of 1448 showed
.fr Lts.

a slightly more lenient attitude towards the Strozzi, who receivedI'ive

maJorities. Again, such leniency was taken to be a general feature of

this scrutiny, deliberately employed to counteract the discontent gener-

ated by the stringency of the two which preceded it. 69 Two of the

Strozzi qualified in this scrutiny in fact became priors, Antonio di

Benedetto in 1450 and his nephew Benedetto di Francesco in 1452.70 They

were the first Strozzi to hold this office since Play 1434, a gap of six-

teen years which was without precedent in the lineage's history. While

the personality and political allegiance of the individuals concerned must

have had some influence on their success, such concessions and retractions

as we are here concerned with were primarily determined by other consid-

erations. Thus the mid 1450s were another period of political disappoint-

ment for the Strozzi, and of punitive measures against the exiles. These

measures included the extension of the period of exile by another ten

years in 1453, and again in 1458; on the second occasion the ban was

extended to include all the sons and grandsons of those previously

71	 72exiled.	 The extension of 1453 appaars to have been unexpected, 	 but

that of 1458 follows an increasingly familiar pattern of the regime taking

such measures of self-defence in times of threat.

The political fortunes of the Strozzi during this thirty two

year period from 1434 are to be readily understood in terms of their

stigmatisation as enemies of the regime, who were excluded almost entirely

from politically significant office and whose scanty representation was

likely to be further reduced at times when the regime was threatened,
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whether or not they were actively associated with that threat. Mtar

1466 this coherent pattern changed.	 In that year the ban of exile was

lifted from Filippo di Natteo Strozzi and his brother Lorenzo; 78 it was

not, however, lifted from the three surviving sons of the recently dead

Pails di Nofri.	 Filippo's return to Florence is not difficult to

explain, and comparatively speaking a wealth of documentation exists for

it; he was a cautious, conciliatory man with miraculous financial tal-

ents and a careful diplomacy, which won him the support of the Neapolitan

court, and ultimately a position of usefulness to the Medici. 74 However,

the reason for the continuing discrimination against Pails's eons is much

more obscure. 75 It any rate, the Strozzi lost much of their regained

ground in the scrutiny of 1471/2, gaining	 majorities, while

Filippo had to wait until 1484 to qualify.	 In his description of the

scrutiny of 1484, Piero Guicciardini referred specifically to the Strbzzi

as an example of the men of 'buone case' who were 'sospecti allo

In this scrutiny, he claimed, there were more men successful from the

category of non beneficiati than usual; the Strozzi were a lineage to

whose members this occurred. 76 Piero believed that this policy came,

at least in part, directly from Lorenzo da' Medici, who recomended it

because it seemed to him not dangerous while elections were 'a mano'; ii'

a lineage was kept outside the reggimento for a thousand years, Piero

reflected, for a thousand years it would continue an enemy to that

regime. 77 If this analysis is correct, we would expect, in the absence

of scrutiny lists, to find gore Strozzi being veduto for office, if not

actually holding it. Oddly, this is the reverse of what actually

occurred, Strozzi being drawn for office only three timea in the seven

78
year period from 1484 to 1491.	 If their names were not drawn for

office any hypothetical success in the scrutiny could not have had the

conciliatory effect on the Strozzi which Guicciardini suggests it was

meant to have.

It is however no doubt significant that Filippo and his young

on Alfonso did receive majorities in this scrutiny; they were, in line
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with Piero Guicciardini'a observation, in the very seldom successful cat-

egory of non beneficieti, and their success was presumably the result of

a decision by Lorenzo and the other leading figures of the regime. This

scrutiny, and the majority which he gained in it, were of great importance

to Filippo, and he wrote an unusually detailed account of them in his

ricorclanze. 79 'Questo dl 9 November 1484] si chominci a aquittinare

in palagio, e del prioratichO a i[i] nnoetro ghonf alone Lu ii primo che

and a partito'.	 He noted that	 nella terza borsa per non easere

auto veduto', and that his sons R].fonao arid Lorenzo, and his nephews Carlo

and Ilatteo, were therefore also in this category.	 (His brother Lorenzo

had died five years earlier.) 	 In this scrutiny a rule had been adopted

that no nominated minors in the category of non beneficiati who were under

twenty years of age iere to have their names put to the vote. Filippo

recounted how, because of his increasing political influence, he was able

to circumvent this rule in the case of his sons and nephews. One of the

accoppiatori, not named by Filippo, was condoling with him over this, in

the company of Lorenzo de' Nedici, and suggested that each of the accop-

piston and priora could nominate two such minors to be voted on:

'Lorenzo Carduci, uno delli achopiatori, nomin Alfonso e Lorenzo, e

Taddeo Gaddi, uno de' aignoni, nomin Char lo e Matteo'.	 He was told by

a friend that he, Alfonso and Carlo - his elder son and elder nephew - had

been successful.	 'Fu mi detto da persona amicho, e che di ragione 10

eapeva, che io e Alfonso e Charllo vinciemo. 	 E chos credo.'

That Guicciardini believed that the Strozzi had been much more

successful in the scrutiny of 1484 than in those which preceded it suggests

that Filippo was seen as in some respect the .thsadl of the lineage, whose

political success counted for more than that of an ordinary individual.80

But considered purely in numerical terms, Strozzi office-holding was so

rare in the last fifteen years of the Pledici regime that it is clear no

real reconciliation or absorption into the reggimento occurred, and for

this reason the importance of Filippo's return from exile should not be

exaggerated. The real end of political discrimination came only after
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the demise of thB Pledicean regime, when the exile of the remaining

Strozzi - grandsons of Palla di Nofri - wee officially ended.81

An examination of which members of the Strozzi were successful

politically during ttth Nedici regime reveals three tight groups of

closely related men: Pleaser Marcello di Strozza, a prominent civil

lawyer, and two of his eons, Zacheria and Strozzo; Pleaser Palla

Novello and two of his eons, Pazzino and Agnolo; and Franceaco di.

Benedetto di Caroccio and his eon Vanni. From these men and their very

close kinsmen - eons and brothers - came every Strozzi eucceasful in a

scrutiny until Filippo di Matteo broke this .pattern in 1484.	 In one

respect this is not surprising, and is in accord with all that is known

about the cautious conservatism with which new members were recruited

into the high office-holding class, and the even greater caution imposed

on this conservatism by the Pledicean system of electoral controls.	 It

may, however, be seen as slightly surprising in this patticular case

because it suggests that as early as late 1434 the few Strozzi who were

to be revealed as Mediceens during this long period had already been

identified as such, and that no more were added to this original group.

This means that in the case of the Strozzi at least, there was no gradual

persuasion of these men, or acceptance of changed allegiance, by the

Pledicean inner circle during the years when they had effective control of

high office-holding in the Florentine state. 82 In 1440 and 1444 Marcello

was the only member of the lineage to qualify, but he was rejoined in

1448 by Francesco di Benedetto,with his brother Antonio and two of his

eons. By 1453 Marcello, Francesco and Antonio had all died, and the two

Strozzi majorities were those of Franceeco's eons. The pattern continued

in this fashion, with Agnolo di Flesser Palla joining them in 1458 and
831465, and the soisLof Pleaser Marcello reappearing in 1465 also.

It is impossible to distinguish these 'Pledicean' Strozzi from

their kinsmen in terms of their careers in politics before 1434. They were

in fact amongst the lineage's most successful members; both Marcello and

Palla Novello represented Florence as ambassadors elsewhere in Italy (as
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did the exiled Palla di No? ri), while Palla Novello, again likebia

exiled cousin Palla di Nol'ri, was also a frequent and proiiinent speaker

in the meetings of the pratiche. 84 Both they and Franceeco di Benedetto

were, in terms of numbers of votes, amongst the moat successful Strozzi

in the scrutiny of 1433, and Pazzino, Pails 	 eldeSt eon, was in

fact a prior in 1434 (May and June). 85 Unfortunately little is clear

about the relationship of these men with the I9edici faction before 1434,

apart from an assumption of some degree of intimacy, or at least assoc-

iation, between Marcello and Averardo, and between Pails No,ei.10 and

Cosimo: a letter of Marcello to !verardo from this period requests a

86
favour for an Albizzian kinsman, 	 while a remarkable letter of Pails

Novello to Cosimo survives, written in January 1435.87 Addressing him

in the 'vol t form, he offered Cosimo rigorous advice and warnings about

the present policies of the government: some proposed 'ghabelle a

divieti' were 'troppo aepri', and 'contxo a ogni utile e onore'.	 He

repeated to Cosimo their ancestors' warning about the rule of signori,

end their example for ridding the city of such men: 'a noatri antichi

usavano dire che non era buono ricievere nella nootra citt 'gnuno gran

signore, e che da pocho tempo in qua noi abbiamo meeso in Firenze due

volts el propria. La qual cosa ci gittata grands e buona ragione'.

This was a criticism expressed in a private letter, but it may have led

Cosimo to believe that such principles would prove embarrassing to the

new regime were they expressed while holding high office. Palla Novello

did not gain another majority after this, and his eons were also excluded

until 1458.88

The crucial question relating to this matter, and the one most

difficult to answer satisfactorily, is why the Strozzi lineage was div-

ided in its political allegiance during and after the crisis of 1434. It

might very plausibly be suggested that this occurrence does not need an.

explanation, that in a lineage this size there was no necessary coherence

89
in such matters.	 The problem with an answer such as this is that it

leaves ar even more difficult one behind it: in such a case, how is the
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action of the Pledici regime twerds by far the largest part of the lineage

to be explained, assuming as it does a high degree of political coherence?

So, to return to the first, and I think the correct, question, I believe

that an answer to the problem of diverging allegiances can be found in a

complex of factors. The most important of these was the somewhat ambi-

valent position of the lineage's most politically prominent individuals

before 1434, most notably Palla di Nofri. This was the result of a long

preserved position of independence, detected by Dale Kent in her analysis

of the factions of this period, 90 and was accompanied by reservations

about the leadership of the Oligarchical regime, and its dominant

91
Albizzian faction.

A letter of Lionardo d'Antonio Strozzi to Natteo di Sirnone

Strozzi of December 1430 suggests both his belief that due to recent

deaths the Strozzi did not have large enough numbers of men in the inner

reggimento, and that he did not epproue of those who were directing the

government of the city. The letter was written very shortly after the

death of Bernardo di Tomaso Strozzi, who had held Florentine offices of

some importance, and this event had obviously inapired Lionardo's

reflections: 'Natteo mio, mi doigho i danni ricieva la noatra casa da

92mancamenti ricievamo ongni giorno degli uomini ci manchono .1.1	 That

he is referring to politics is made clear by his statement that this

lack of men had led to 'la disghrazia della chasa nostra da 4 anni in

qua', which 'was the period since the preceding scrutiny. 1s a result of

this, in his opinion, the government of the city had fallen into lees

worthy hands: 'apreso ml dolgho della dischrazia della noatra cho,unit

di chativi uomini, che vi sono; per Olo provighasi a questi manchamenti.

Per tutto siamo infamati'. Another letter to Matteo Strozzi, of April

1433, from Palla di Nofri, who was at this time in Ferrara as Florentine

ambassador, 93 though moderate in tone was very critical of dissensions

within the councils of government, and particularly that such dissension

on major issues was being broadcast: ' cosa nuova che nelle cose grande

di commune, massimamente quanto si divulgano, e parlari sono varii'.
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Despite his expressed confidence that CoUnsels 'all'onore e bane dells

citt' would eventually be allowed to prevail, he expresses a resigned,

because involuntary, detachment from the policy-making rooeas.	 'lo

sono atato qua j.e. in Ferrara] pi tempo come eai, et ancora sono, non

per deliberere d.a me alcuna cosa, ma per ubidire sUe cose costa g.e. in

Florence] deliberate'. He may indeed have, felt that his long period out

of Florence - from September 1432 to April 1433, carrying. on peace nego-

tiationa with the Lucchese - 8 it had forced him to resign his member-

ship of the Died di balia .was at least in part a deliberate manauevre

to remove his potentially moderate voice from important decisions.94

Comparatively late in events, perhaps--in late 1433, the larger

part of the lineage's members must have become irrevocably committed to

the Rlbizzian faction; their enormous success in the 1433 scrutiny,

which was begun late in September by the specifically anti-Medicean

balia which had just exiled Cosimo, may in itself indicate that they were

now decisively allied to the anti-Medicean faction. A new tone of alarm

and urgency enters the Strozzi correspondence from early 1434. A letter

• of Strozza di Smeraldo written to Mattea in February 1434 (when Strozza

was absent from Florence as capitano of.Castrocaro) 95 conveys an atmos-

phere of anxious waiting and listening f-or news from Florence: 'Vi

priego, quanto a me poseibile, avisarmi di qualche novella o vechia

o nuova ... maximamente tu, Matteo, che tochi ii polso al jofle A

letter written in June by Giovanni di riarco di Goro Strozzi to Matteo

associates the fate of the Strozzi, correctly, with that of the current

96
regime.	 He mentions the raising of a new tax, a novina, which he

judged would be highly unpopular - 'l.a .qualdubito non gietti un gran

schandolo nella nostra citt' - and that he believed such things would

have a cumulative affect on those in power. 	 'Ogni piccholo schandolo

sarrebbe l'ultima nostra distruzione'. Finally in this series came the

letter, also written by Giovanni to Matteo, which -was cited at the begin-

fling of this chaptr797 asking Matteo to confirm information Giovanni had

1-eard in Castrocaro about a plot to organise the return of Cosimo, an
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event which he believed would not be long delayed. 'Quasi tutta la

famigla' would suffer when this occurred: a phrase which suggests his

awareness of the presence of some Plediceana in their ranks. So, he

urged, 'per Dio, flatteo, abiatevi gli ochi'.	 Unfortunately I have not

found any letters by the Mediceana Marcello or Pails Novello, giving

their reaction to events in Florence at this time. However, judging by

subsequent events, it can only be assumed that at approximately the same

time that men like Giovanni di Marco, Strozza, and Ilatteo committed them-

selves to the Albizzian faction, that they did the same thing with the

Pledici. 98 The 'uncommitted' stance maintained for a comparatively long

period by men like Pails di NofrL- who was, it woi4d appear, a friend of

Cosimo - may have meant that no really -decisive split occurred in the

lineage's political behaviour until the final crisis of September 1434.

It seems very likely, given the sentiments expressed in the

letter by Lionardo d'Rntonio, cited above, 99 that the StDozz± did feel

unduly excluded from high office in the years immediately before 1433,

and that they made great efforts, as a result, to obtain support inthat

scrutiny. They had only two priora in the 1427-1433 period (Piero di

Filippo in 1427, and Smereldo di Smeraldo in l428);100 they did not, in

fact, provide a gonfaloniere della giustizia during the entire fifteenth

century - as contrasted with three between 1385 and 1396 - and this seems

anomalous, at any rate, for the period from 1400 to 1434. It is clear

from a letter of 3acopo di Lionardo Strozzi to his cousin Matteo that the

latter had expected to be drawn for the gonfalonierate in inid-l431;101

this is somewhat mysterious as he was not old enough at thirty four to

hold this atice, and must have wished only for the honour of being veduto

f or it; in the event he was disappointed.

In seeking to understand the politically heterodox behaviour of

a few of the Strozzi in the crisis of 1433-34, I beliae that the very

large size of the lineage, and its correspondingly large number of polit-

ically able and ambitious individuals may be a significant factor. While

it is true that those lines of the lineage which were pro-Medicean in the
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period after 1434 were also successful in politics in the last years of

the Oligarchical regime, it was a 8UCCØBB shared with a large number of

kinsmen, resulting in each holding office only rarely. 	 An effective

illustration of this pressure of candidates for office-holding in a

lineage of this size is found in the comparison of the number of those

drawn for office over a specific period, with those who actually held it.

During the twelve month period September 1433-September 1434, Strozzi

polizze were drawn from the bags on thirty seven different occasions,

including names of twenty three different individuals° 2 But of all

these drawings, only one Strozzi actually gained office, Pazzino di

Measer Palla, who, as has already been mentioned, was prior in the two

103
month period May-June 1434.	 Of the other thirty six occasions, pn

nineteen of them the person drawn was divieto (on one of these occasions

the divieto was specifically on age grounds), on the other seventeen

occasions the man drawn was ineligible to hold office because of tax

debts. Due to the frequency with which the catasto and other taxes had

been levied in the preceding period this was probably an unusually large

number) 04 So, over this period of a year, the numbers of the lineage

holding a tre ma g iori office could hardly have been smaller, and each

successful additional member in each scrutiny meant an even smaller

slice of the offices cake for each individual.

The adherence of these few Strozzi to the medicean faction

changed them after the triumph of their side from members of an over large

lineage to, in practice, members of a very small one. 	 Here the large

size of the Strozzi lineage was a weakening factor: any split which pol-

itically disabled a large number of its members would be of advantage to

those who had supported the other aide. 	 In practice the advantage in

these terms was surprisingly negligible, at least as far as tre maggiori

offices went; men like Palla Novello may have under estimated the degree

to which they would remain suspect. This over supply of office holders

within the lineage and the drastic solution offered by factionalism-prob-

ably offered no more than a general encouragement to those Strozzi who did
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in the event become Mediceans: their partisanship is probably to be

explained by precise sets of circumstances not always visible to the

historian, and determined by such things as friendships, marriage

alliances, or the pursuit of a particular personal advantage. One such

circumstance can be seen in the case of Messer riarcello, who with his

brother recorded in their catasiD report of 1427 a debt owed to Cosimo

and Lorenzo de' Medici of 520 florina, 'che gil tengono per noi a

Other, less direct advantages may have accrued to Marcello

from his relationship with the Medici: by 1442 he had come into the

possession of two podere, one at Campi and one at 'la badia di Monte

Nuro', formerly belonging to the exiled Palla di Nofri, which it seems

likely that he was able to acquireat advantageous prices, given his

quite modest financial situation at this tine cI' his life. 106 Francesco

di Benedetto, on the other hand, may well have been drawn into the circle

of Medicean partisans by his father-in-law, Tedaido Tedaldi.'°7

0? what importance was the fact that a small part of the line-

eage's members diverged in their Qlitical allegiance from the rest? The

simple fact of that allegiance doss not in itself appear to have created

barriers between them and their kinsmen. The best documented example is

that of the brothers Antonio and Franceeco di Benedetto, and Francesco's

numerous eons, among them Benedetto and Vanni. 	 Although several letters

in the Medici archives testify to the existence of friendships between

these Strozzi and various Medici, Francesco and particularly Antonio main-

tained very close ties with their anti-Nedicean kinsmen, e8pecially the

exiled Filippo and Lorenzo di Matteo who were only distantly connected to

them by blood. Antonio gave advice to Alessandra, their mother, and j

loco parentis played a loading role in finding husbands for their sisters;

he also wrote regular letters of counsel to Filippo. 	 In his ba,ll he made

small bequests to these distant, politically 'estranged' kinsmen, token of

an obviously warm affection. When Antonio became prior in 1450, it was

seen by his kinsmen as a cause for rejoicing, showing that the political

exclusion of the Strozzi was coming to an end, although as it happened
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this wee a rather premature hope. 108 Soldo do Bernardo Strozzi wrote

of it that 'mi da e ha data a ogni mia faccenda grandissima ettitudine',

and of Antonio that 'a questo volta m' paruto e pare essere della etato

quanto uomo di Firenze'. Antonio himself wrote of it that 'ii trovarmi

in questo luogo molto piaciuto e piece a tutti di case, che par loro

pur avere parte in questo reggimento. 	 Ed in vera hanno ragione; poi

a' cominciato a rompere questo ghlaccio.' 	 At this time the 'ice' to

which Antonio refers had lasted for sixteen years of Medicean dominance,

and he made it clear that his kinsmen had every desire to regain a place

in the regime by that time, accepting the dominance of the Medic! as a

fact of political life, and Antonio's status 'dello stato' as to their

advantage. Thus Marco Parenti also wrote to Filippo of Antonio's

success: 'coal mi pare so ne debba rallegrare tutta la case vostra, che

qualcuno cominci a riavere delle case'. The strongly pragmatical nature

of much of Florentine politics must be considered if a reasonable judge-

ment is to be reached on this subject: politics was as much a matter of

the defence of traditional prerogative as it was of ideological convic-

tions, perhaps more; it appears that the ties of kinship, even in the

mid-fifteenth century, could fairly easily survive the divergence of

political allegiances, and indeed outlive them.

There is, however, evidence of-one lasting rift within the

lineage, which may have etemed at least in part from the political

crisis of 1434; this was between Palla di Nofri. and Pa].la Novello. 	 As

their common Christian name suggests, they were close kinsmen, indeed in

terms of the whole lineage, very close-, being first cousins once removed.

Although they were also close neighbours there is little evidence of

as8Ociation, except f or the fact that in the catasto of 1427 Palla Novella

listed as the largest single creditor of his bank (which had failed in the

preceding year) the bank of Lorenzo, Palla di Nol'ri'a eldest son. This

suggests that there had at least been once a degree of business co-opera-

tion between them.	 In his will made in 1447 Palla di Nofri made one

clear exception to the normal Florentine practice of leaving his estate
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to his sons and male descendents, and then, in default of direct male

heirs, to the next closest of his agnatic kinsmen, and so on. 'Che

nulls mai per alcun tempo o caso posse pervenire o a Meseer Palla di

Meseer Palla degli Strozi mio congiuncto, o a euo figliuoli o alcun d'eesi

109
o descendenti.'	 He said of this decision only that "questo fo mosso

da giuste cagione, che per pi honest in questo acto taccio". There

must have been a particular reason for this striking animosity, apart

from a difference in political alliance, as Ileseer Palla Novello was

singled out f or it among the group of Strozzi. who were Mediceana. 	 As he

was a member of the balia which secured Palia di Nofri's exile,° it is

tempting to speculate that he may have played a particular role in bring-

111
ing that exile about.	 But the breach even between these two men and

their sons was by no means complete. 	 When in 1437 Pazzino, eldest son

of Pails Novello, died at an early age in the middle of a bright political

career, Lorenzo di Messer Palla di No? ri wrote to Palia Novello exprBssing

112his sorrow at the death of this his almost exact contemporary: 	 'e in

quel punto sentI ... con grandissimo dolore il chaso della buona memoria

di Pazzino vostro figliuolo, e a me fratello; ii. qual chaso tanto m'

doluto quanto pi poteese ... per rispecto di lui, ii quale per sue

virt, umanit e benignit merits vivere lunghissimo tempo.' 113 Lorenzo

here emphasizes his personal relationship with the dead man, who was only

two years his senior, and who during most of their lives had been an imrne-

diate neighbour. Such relationships and ties as these may have proved

often more enduring than the opposition of membership of competing polit-

ical factions which were formed for the furtherance of.ultimataly transient

political advantages.

This chapter has attempted to deal with two related but separate

themes, one a preliminary examination of the political life of the members

of a lineage which was politically among the moat successful of those in

the ruling oligarchy; the second has been to trace the political history

of the lineage under the succeeding and generally hostile regime, when the
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members of the Strozzi lineage adopted, or were forced into, the role of

its opponents.	 The first section, as an analysis of a limited body of

evidence, dating from a single year, is relatively self-contained, but

what follows is closely related to the material to be presented below in

Chapter 4 on the experience of the Strozzi in exile, and must ultimately

be considered together with it. 	 It can be seen that a very large line-

age like the Strozzi could only be a politically unified group in a

limited sense.	 Because of the lineage's considerable unity of residence,

and the fact that Florentine political organisation was based at its

primary level on locality or neighbourhood (the gonfalone), it was

impossible for the system of electoral qualification to make eligible

for the highest offices all or even a substantial majority of the lineage's

adult male members.	 In addition, the qualifying of minors in the scrutiny

of 1433 shows that there was no attempt made to ensure that the politic-

ally qualified were as representative as possible. The scrutiny system

of political qualification was selective rather than inclusive; even

powerful lineages who were 'represented' by means of this process by some

of their members had many others (in the case of the Strozzi, some fifty

percent) who were unlikely during their lives ever to gain a tre maggiori

office, and who would almost certainly never hold the office of podesta

in a town. or city of the Florentine dominion either, or be a member of a

minor magiatracy.

A further comparison of those who gained majorities for the

priorate and colleges in 1433 with those who were members of the councils -

the popolo, comune, and Dugento 4 between 1430 and 1434 shows that pre-

cisely the same men sat on these who were qualified to sit as members of

the Signoria and its colleges, although with the difference that they did

the former far more frequently. There was clearly a concentration of

political experience and expertise amongst a tightly drawn if not formally

defined circle within the lineage, the actually successful as distinct from

the potentially so. (It has already been shown that virtually all male

adult Strozzi were nominated for the 1433 scrutiny.)
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This is the major consideration that I have found to militate

against the notion of the lineage as a politically unified body: in

Florentine politics being a Strozzi was not in itself sufficient to

secure success, nor was BUCC8S5 experienced in a random fashion within

the group of men defined by their membership of the lineage. 	 Success was

largely determined, it appears, by the wealth and success of a man's

father, brothers, and uncles, and later, in addition, by his own wealth

and abilities. These laet, possessed to an unusual degree, no doubt at

times overcame the absence of the former, but only a very small part of

the politically successful can have been made up of such men. But aven

despite this very considerable reservation, it is still the case that

half of the adult men in this lineage were either involved as particiiante

in political life, or could, as the fairly young sons of successful

fathers, expect to do so in the 4uture.

When we come to consider the extent to which those who did

participate directly in Florentine politics displayed unity or solidarity

as a group of agnatic kinsmen, there is one important distinction to be

made. What can be judged, primarily, is the way in which they were

treated by the new Medicean regime, and the qualities of political

solidarity or the reverse which were imputed to them. The result of

this enquiry is q.-te clear: to a very large extent the Pledici regime

considered the Strozzi to be hostile and or dangerous, and excluded them

from office. Only a handful of men were exempted from this. It is also

true that the Strozzi had expected to be treated in this all-or-nothing

manner by the incoming regime. There are no large statements of an

ideological or even a practical kind made by any of the lineage's members

exhorting political unity which could be used to put this matter beyond

dispute.	 It is simply observable that the Strozzi suffered a common

political fate, with few exceptions, under the Medici, and it is logically

defensible that the reason for this was a unity of political allegiance.

'Factionalism' is a necessary concept for understanding the

politics of the mid-fifteenth century in Florence, but although the dlv-
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isions it created could be bitter and in some cases parheps irreconcil-

able, its importance and particularly its permanence mèhould not be

exaggerated.	 It did not necessarily involve substantial ideological

differences between men on opposing sides, and it is clear that even some

among the large majority of the Strozzi who ultimately entered the

lbizzi faction had severe doubts about the conduct of others within that

faction. Once on the losing aide, many of the Strozzi were prepared,

after a time at least, to 'compromisd themselves with the fledici, and

there is no reason, therefore, why they should have been permanently

estranged from those of their kinsmen who had initially supported the

Medicean side. Politics and political adherence were to these Strozzi

a means to an end, not en end in themselves. The basic disagreement

between the Albizzi and Pledici factions was not one about which class or

section of society should govern, but about which individuals, within a

small class, should succeed in monopolising the highest offices. This

chapter cannot claim to be an exhaustive study of the political life of

even a single lineage, but nevertheless I have found little evidence of

major or even minor dislocations of personal relationships because of

politics. On the other hand, in this sphere of life as in others, there

is much evidence which suggests the reverse: commumication, co-operation,

and the belief that the success of one man could help his kinsmen, while

the failure of another could spell disaster for lrnany of them.
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NOTES

1. R. Goldthwaite, Private Wealth, pp.259-60. 	 Goldthwaite indicates,

pp.259-60n, where the moat important expressions of the opposing view are

to be found, although here I would understand 'lineage' by his term

'extended family'.	 (See Introduction, above.)	 To Goldthwaite's list

must now be added F.W. Kent, Household and Lineage; see in particular

Part 2, Ch.4, 'The Lineage and Politics'.

2. R. Goldthwaite, Private Wealth, p.260, 260n. 	 His examples of

brothers taking opposite aides in politics include that of I%lfonso and

Filippo di Filippo Strozzi, who were in fact half-brothers. While it

lies outside the chronological scope of this study, it is appropriate to

note here that they were brothers only in name. They had diffrent

mothers, and Ri? onso was 21 when Filippo was born. They were subject to

very different influences: Filippo was only 3 when his father died, so

in effect they were without a common parent.

3. This is broadly true of the fundamental work on Florentine politics

in the fifteenth century, N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, pasSime

4. Rubinstein's orientation on Florentine political history is largely

shared by more recent works, such as Brucker, Civic World, e.g. In his

description of the 8crutiny of 1411, pp.254-56, and D. Kent, The Rise o

the Medici. But the latter work, in particular, contains careful reserva-

tions on the question of divided allegiances, e.g. pp.194-96; though see

also p.195, 'nor do consorterie appear to have been permanently or

irreparably rent asunder by these differences'. On the political activit-

ies of three lineages that were to varying degrees supporters of the

Medici, see F.W. Kent, Household and Lineage, ch.4, 'The Lineage and

Politics'.

5. C.S. III, 112, f.176.	 From Anghiari, 24 May, 1434.	 'Certi

andasono a Neri di Gino a profererli e danari e '1 ghonfaloniere a mano,

e altre cose dove chonsenta alla volont loro'.

6. Ibid. Giovanni clearly means the lineage when he uses the term

famiglia here. He, Matteo, and Smeraldo were all only distant cousins

each to the others, belonging to different branches.

7. The sentences of exile are recorded in Otto di Guardia e Balia, 224,

fI'.39v, 49v.

8. Ibid, ff.46v, 48. 	 Palla and his son Nofri were exiled on 9 Nov.,

the same day as Matteo. Pails was initially exiled for only 5 years,

possibly an indication that there had been considerable opposition to his

exile; this was increased to 10 years on the same day.

9. Tratte, 156, following f.18l, contains lists of the balie of 1433

and 1434. Palla di Nofri had also been a member of that of 1433, together

with Sineraldo, which may have been one reason why the latter was exiled in

1434.
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10. That it was only with difficulty that the balls was persuaded to

vote for Pails's exile is suggested by Lorenzo Strozzi in his biography,

La Vita degli Strozzi, p.38; both Lorenzo, and Veapasiano whom he follows

extensively, believed that Palla's exile came as an unpleasant surprise to

himself and his friends; Vespasiano, Le Vite, pp.156-57.

11. There are two copies of the scrutiny lists of 1433 available:

555 contains the x.omplete lists for all quarters, while Tratte 46 and 47

appear to be the original lists from which the MSS copy was made. The

S. 1. Novella lists are Tratte 46, ff.208r-234r.	 I have used the latter

throughout, and as all information about the scrutiny lists comes from this

source I will not repeat this reference. There are a few exceptions to

the rule of Strozzi residence in the quarter of S. Ii. Novella: see above,

Ch.l, Section iii.	 However, only in one case, that of Ser Andrea di

Ciaperino Strozzi, did these households include males of office-holding

age. Ser Andrea, however, had a career in politics only as a notary to

variou8 internal magistracies, holding three such posts between 1426 and

1429: Tratte 80, ff.129r, 146r, l49r. 	 Scrutinies were periodic revis-

ions, theoretically taking place once every 5 years, of those eligible to

hold office. The scrutiny in question was for the so-called tre magg-

ion, the Sigrionia and its 'colleges', the 16 gonfalonieri delle corn-

pagnie and the 12 buonuomini. There were scrutinies for less important

offices in the Florentine state, but in this chapter unless it is specif-

ically stated otherwise, 'scrutiny' refers to a scrutiny for the tre

maggiori.	 Those who 'qualified', or who gained a tmajority, that is,

of votes in the scrutiny council (a two-thirds majority was required) had

their names entered on polizze or name tickets, which were then placed in

the borse or electoral purses, from which names were periodically drawn to

fill offices. 0. Kent, The Florentine Reggimento', p.586, describes the

ways in which the scrutiny of 1433 departed from normal Florentine con-.

etitutional practice, mainly in the composition of the scrutiny council.

12. In most cases only the number of 'yes' votes are given, but in cases

where the nominee gained a number t votes very near to the dividing line

of of the votes cast (whether more or less) the totals of both 'yes' and

'no' votes are given. This is also the case with the few leading citizens

of each gonfalone, whose names were at the head of each list. The number

of members in the council clearly varied while the lists were being voted

on, as the total number of votes is not constant.

13. N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, p.8.

14. Ibid, p.9. The records are for the quarter of S. Giovanni in 1440.

15. The tratte records generally state precisely when the borse from a

particular scrutiny started to be used for drawings for office, so these

calculations can be made fairly precisely. The volumes which cover this
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patticular four year period are Trette 198, 199.

16. This process is described in detail by N. Rubinstein, Government of

Florence, pp.33-39; in fact it only ever applied to the priorate and
gonfalonierate of justice, the dodici and sedici continued to be selected

in the traditional manner.

17. N.Rubiistein, Government of Florence, pp.36-37, describes the
institution of this process of per far dedere as a policy of mollification
towards the sort of families whose members were accustomed to being
veduto ('Been') if not seduto ('seated') for the Signoria. 	 Traditionally
the category of veduti was a natural outcome of the process of 'drawing'
an eligible candidate, as a large number of names were often drawn before
this was accomplished.	 Electing 'a mano' removed almost entirely this
element of chance, and any veduti were therefore specially selected
ineligibles. Hence it could have become en instrument for appeasing
groups such as the few Medicean Strozzi households, loyal to the regime
but considered unsuitable for high office because of their exiled kinsmen,
a recognition of the popularly expected political solidarity of the
lineage. Cf. Cavalcanti's judement of the 1443 scrutiny as unpopular
with the regime's supporters because 'ciascuno parente degli usciti' had
received many votes.	 Cited by N. Rubinstein, in ibid, p.54.

18. Ibid., p.4, 4n.
19. Tratte 46, ff.2l3v, 22r, 234r. The variation in these numbers may
reflect the size of the gonfalone,' or only the number of highly eligible

candidates resident in each.
20. There were 1757 major gui].ds aiembers successful in 16 gonfaloni in
1433: D. Kent, 'Florentine Reggimento', p.58?.
21. The Strozzi had a success rate of 31.5%, while 'almost 38%' of arti

maggiori members nominated were successful. 	 Ibid.

22. See below, Table 1.
23. One solution to this problem of over supply of men to offices within
large lineages was that adopted by the Capponi, who in 1452 petitioned to
be separated from the tlettori, a branch of the same lineage with by chance
a different patronym: F.W. Kent, Household and Lineage, pp.203-04.
Vlatteo Ilillani'a complaint that the burden of belonging to an old and
large lineage was that of gaining fewer offices than did gente nuova
unencumbered with numerous kinsmen, is cited in ibid, p.203.

24. Ibid, pp.l?l-73.
25. There were 53 adult males (that is, over 18 years of age) in Stzozzi
households in S. N. Novella in 1427; to these may be added 3 in the house-.
hold of Palla Novello, who although living in a rented house in S. Croce

in 1427, had returned to S. N. Novella by 1433. Even so, this estimate
Of 56 adult males is a generous one, including as it does 18 year olds:
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the lowest age for office holding in Florence was 25.

26. The Strozzi had long had houae8 in Lion blanco and Lion rosso; the

history of their settlement in Unicorno is lees clear, and was much lees

extensive, although the households living there in 1433 were very success-

ful electorally.	 In the scrutiny of 1382 the Strozzi gained 5 majorit-

ies, 1 in Unicorno, 2 in Lion roaso, 2 in Lion bianco.	 In 1391. the

figures were 2, 3 and 2 (7), D. Kent, 'Florentine Raggimento', pp.634-38;

in 1411 they were 3, 10 and 3 (16), Tratte 46, ff.65r-83v.

27. F.W. Kent has observed that the Capponi, who with the Strozzi were

the only lineage to gain substantial numbers of majorities in 3 pan? aloni

in 1433, in fact 'spread' themselves in this way for tactical reasons:

Household and Lineage, pp.188-91. The Strozzi, however, were a much

larger lineage, and their presence in three gonfaloni seems a natural

consequence of their great numbers and pattern of settlement.

28. These first cousins of P'Iatteo di Simone all left Florence shortly

after the Medici victory in 1434. The complete demolition of their

politically dominant position, together with the exile of their first

cousin llatteo (with whom they had very close business and personal ties)

are examples of the sort of motives behind the voluntary exile of many

Strozzi after 1434.

29. Palla and Carlo di Francesco do not, however, appear to have shared

their uncle's Nedicean allegiance.

30. Cat. 45, f.712v.

31. It also shows that moat of the leading political figures within the

lineage, both Nediceans and 'exiles', were closely connected with each

other, either by intra-lineage marriage, like Plarcello and Palla di

Wofri, or by kinship, as were Smeraldo and Narel1o, and Palla Novello and

P]:idi Nofri.

32. The veduti were listed and voted on first; the beneficiati - those

who had a close male relative (father, son, brother, uncle, grandfather)

who was veduto - were second. The non-beneficlati, without either of

these advantages, were listed and voted on last. 	 If an informal quota

system did operate, the chances of the last two groups of qualifying

clearly suffered.

33. This is a general outline of what occurred: in practice different

rules applied at different times about the replacement of polizze and their

accumulation.

34. See n.l7 above.

35. See Table 1.

36. V, 41, f.l6lr. Filippo's phrase 'che io lo foci vedere'

strongly suggests that he had arranged this matter.

37. The votes they gained were: ttvri, 239, Gioafranceaco, Carlo
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224, (all of these were veduti), and Niccolo 195 (beneficieti;	 this

distinction may reflect his apparently reprobate personality.)

38. The two eldest of these eons, Simone and Piero, died in infancy.

39. For these details of Strozzi households and their composition, see

Ch.1, and relevant Tables.

40. The relevant scrutiny lists of 1411 are found in Trette 46, ff.65r-

83v.

41. Eg, N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, pp.57-58.

42. The relevant Tratte vole, are: 79-80 (internal offices) and 67

(external offices).

43. It is possible, indeed probable, that the number of Strozzi who held

external and minor internal offices was restricted by the divieti, but it

is difficult to see that this would particularly have affected the line-

age's poorer and less prominent members, had they been successful in the

relevant scrutinies.

44. For example, Marco di Goro held 16 internal offices in the 16 year

period 1418-1434, Lionardo di Filippo held 11, and his brother Piero 8;

Palla di Nofri held 7, Palla Novello 9, Strozza di Smeraldo and Salamone

each held 8, and even young men like Matteo and Lorenzo di Pleaser Pafla,

who only became old enough to be eligible towards the end of the period,

held 6 and 3 respectively.

45. Benedetto di Pieraccione was the only one anongat these men who was

at all wealthy, with 4,855 florina worth of gross assets in 1427 (the 8th

wealthiest Strozzi household in that year),	 Biagio was dead f 1427,

but his widow was 35th (of 43 ranI 	 households), Lionardo'a was 19th,

Giovanni di Francesco'a 33rd.

46,	 Cat, 42, f.259r.

47. Cat. 43, f.674r.

48. at . 47, ff.345v-346v.

49. Cat. 46, ff.254v, 640r-64lr; and Cat. 47, ff.335r-336r, 626r-627v.

50. They had a combined gross capital assessed at only 2903 florins in

1427: £. 75, f.l97v.

51. See Ch.l above, Table 4.

52. Bernardo stated that he had lived in Bologna, and been absent from

Florence 'anni XXVII e pul' in 1427, having, at over 60, just returned

there; his brother had lived in Mantua, They had however never sold

their country house in the parish of San Lorenzo at Campi; 	 .t.. 42,

f.268r-v, Cat. 76, 20r.

53. This is no more than a different approach to the observation made

not infrequently by historians of fifteenth century Florence, that

sufficient wealth enabled the cultivation of a career in politics; e.g.

Goldthwaite, Private Wealth, pp.46-4?, 49.
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54. The veduti who were not requalified in 1433 were: Pinaccio di

Filippo, (who had gone to live in London), Bernardo di Giovanni di Marco,

Soldo di Bernardo, Zacheria di Pleaser Plarcello, and Carlo di Pleaser Pails

Novello. The last two were the eons of prominent Mediceans, and their

exclusion may indicate a alight anti-Medicean animus in the voting; this

was not, however, pronounced.

55. G. Brucker, Civic World, p.255.

56. It was 29.7% of those nominated.

57. If we discount all those under 18, 59 adult Strozzi males were

nominated in the scrutiny. 	 Of these I judge that 29 had no real chance

of being qualified; 15 of these were non beneficiati, the rest were

beneficiati who received few votes. To this total may be added perhaps

as many as three more men whose names are absent from the list of nomina-

tions, although the possibility of deaths makes this a very difficult

number to be certain about. 	 At any rate it is safe to say that close to

50% of the lineage's adult members had little or no hope of ever holding

high office.

58. Strozzi Letters, p.90; C.S. III, 131, f.58r. Letter of 28 Oct.

1450.

59. The jnorrnation summarised in Table 2 is to be found in: Tratte 199

(drawings for the Signori e Collegi, 1435-l443),Tratte 201 (Signori e

Co11g, 1454-1463), Tratte 202 (Signor e Collegi, 1464-1474), Tratte 203

(Signori a Co].legi, 1474-1495), Tratte 15, (scrutiny 'al priorato' of

1444, unfo].iated), Tratte 49, ff.6v-32v (list of those whose names were in

the borse when they were closed in 1449), Tratte 61 (scrutiny 'al priorato'

of 1453-4).	 This last scrutiny list is duplicated in Tratte 1151, ff.408r-

420r.	 Folio nos. refer to S. P1. Novella and the Strozzi.

60. The uncertainty stems from the fact that one of the three Strozzi to

gain majorities in this scrutiny, Antonio di Benedetto, died almost imme-

diately after this event, on 1 Sept. 1454.

6].. Piero Guicciardini's commentary on the 1481 scrutiny was published by

N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, pp.318-25. On the Strozzi in part-

icular, see p.319.

62.	 It must be remembered, however, that as Rubinstein has pointed out,

during thi6 period and particularly between 1477 and 1483, very few names

were drawn from the borse in the elections for the priorate and gonfal-

onier. The number of men veduto rose again after the 1484 scrutiny (when

there were more names from which the accoppiatori could make their selec-

tion), but this rise may not have continued for long; Rubinstein, Govern-

ment of Florence, pp.189-90.	 In general there was clearly a desire to

limit the growth of the class of veduti for these highest offices.

.63. The 'Oligarchical' regime had begun the practice of having scrutinies
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carried out by belie rather than by a statutory scrutiny council; having

a much smaller number of official members its comp3aition was more easily

controlled. This practice was continued by the Medicean regime.

N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, pp.5-6, 57, 107-08, 148-9, 211.

64. This is not to suggest the large-scale introduction by the Medici

of 'new men' into the regime as their supporters, but rather that other

large, predominantly Iledicean lineages in Lion roaso, lilce the Rucellai,

and some of rather lower status like the Bererdi, must have benefitted.

On increased Rucellai success in the period after 1434, see F.W. Kent,

Household and Lineage, p.180.

65. In late 1434 Niccol Barbadori 'revealed' under torture that both

Rinaldo and Palla had had a secret agreement with Milan and Piccinino

that the latter would give aid to the Albizzi faction in the event of an

attempt to restore the Medici: C.C. Bayley, War and Society in Renais-

sance Florence, pp.137-8. Bayley's conclusion is that the evidence for

such a pact is insufficient.

66. Otto di Guardia e Balia, 224, ff.72v, 73v.

67. N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, p.59.

68. Belie 26, f.24u.

69. N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, p.60.

70. Priorista Mariani, Tomo 1, f.95r.

71. Documents relating to these harsh measures of 1458 were published

by C. Guasti, Strozzi Letters, pp.147-50.

72. That this extension of the ban of exile was not expected is clear

from a letter written at this time by Giovanfrancesco di. Neseer Palla

Strozzi; Bib. Ricc. 4009 (unfoliated).	 This will, be fully discussed

below, Ch.4, part 2.

73. Balie 30, 2lv, 22r. The ban was stated to be lifted from 'Filippo

di. Matteo di Simone degli Strozzi e fratelli': Filippo had only one

surviving brother, Lorenzo.

74. This will be discussed in detail below, Ch.4, part 1.

75. There is no indication that any of Palla's survivng eons - Nofri,

Giovanfrancesco, and Nicco1 - or grandsons were involved in anti-Iledicean

activities bfore 1467.

76. N. Rubinstein, Government of Florence, p.319.

77. Ibid.

78. The Strozzi drawn were: Filippo di Natteo (prior, 1485), Strozza di

Meeser I9arcello (specchio for the dodici, March 1485, and Alfonso di

Matteo (4ivieto as a minor for the priorate, 1486). Strozza was drawn

twice more after his death, in 1491 and 1492; two eons of Vanni di Fran-

ceaco, Francesco and Messer Antonio, were eeduto priore in August 1492 and

December 1493. These were the only Strozzi drawn for office in the last
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ten years of the Iledicean regime.

79. £. U, 41.	 The account of tbaiA84 scrutiny is ff.l53v, 154v.

80. It is interesting to speculate that the Pledici regime, under

Lorenzo, reflected its own increasingly dynastic leadership in its dealings

with other powerful Florentine lineages. 	 Certainly it is true that

Filippo came politically and in a variety of other ways to be the 'head' of

the lineage in what seems to me a new and significant fashion (see below,

Ch.5). He was drawn successfully for the priorate in the first drawing

from the new scrutiny.

8]..	 Deliberazione, 96, f.98v.

82. Clearly the regime felt itself better able to cope with lineages like

the Strozzi, where the continuing loyalty of its members was doubted, from

a position of opposition and exclusion,than from one of alliance gained

by extending the rewards of office.

83. Agnolo di (lesser Palla, for long hovering on the edges of the regime,

appears to have won the complete confidence of its leadership at this tim:

he was prior in 1460 and 1466 (Pricrista Nariani, Tomo 1, 95r), he was a

member of the balia of 1466, and in the same year was one of 70 men in th

quarter of S. Maria Novella granted the privilege of carrying arms: Ba1.e,

3D, ff.lOv, 28v.

84. 0. Kent, 'Florentine Reggimento', pp.6O4, 604n.

85. According to C. Gutkind, Cosimo de' Iledici, Pater Patrie, 1389-1464,

Oxford, 1938, p.93, in June 1434 Palla di No? ri was able to persuade

Pazzino to vote against a proposal in the Signoria to summon a parlamento

to overthrow the Oligarchical regime.

86. Cited by 0. Kent, The Rise of the fledici, p.270.

87. (lAP 11, V.150.	 Cortona, 11 Jan. 1435.

88. On Agnolo di (lesser Palla's career, see above, n.83.

89. This is Goldthwaite's view, Private Wealth, pp.259-60.

90. The Rise of the Pledici, pp.181-85.	 This analysis of the friendships

and alliances of the Strozzi (here mainly meaning Plattea and Palla di

Nofri) shows that their eventual adherence to the Rlb±z1 faction, while

perhaps on balance predictable, was by no means a cut-and-dried affair.

91. See ibid., pp.185, 326-27, et paseim; see also below.

92. III, 131, f.20. Letter of 18 Dec. 1430. Although Lionardo's

phrase 'i mancamenti ... degli uomini' is not perfectly clear, his meaning

becomes so, given the following pious injunction: 'cidi preghare a Iddio

per l'anime loro'.

93. C.S. III, 112, f.112. 3 April 1433.

94. lIe had first been one of the Florentine ambassadors in Ferrara from

March 1432 in thi8 same series of peace negotiations with Lucca (although

he had been ambassador there on an earlier occasion, for negotiations with
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flulan, with Averardo de' Medici in 1428), becoming a member of the

Died di Balia after his return to Florence in flay. Palla's remark that

he only carried out the decisions of others is more significant when it

is remembered that he had been opposed from its inception to the idea of

war against Lucca; L. Belle, A Renaissance Patrician, pp.264, 284, 287.

On his ambassadorship in 1428: 	 III, 146, f.8r, v: letter of the

Dieci di Balia to Pails and to Averardo de' fledici, 12 April 1428.

95. C.S. III, 112, f.156. 11 Feb. 1434. 	 This, and the letters

cited above, in nn.90 and 91, and below in n.1D, reveal an interlinked,

intimate and constantly communicating circle of kinsmen.	 E.g., in this

letter Strozza wrote: 'et dici a Benedetto di Piero ch'io nii ingegnai di

vedere Caroccio (d'Antonio Strozzi).' 	 It appears that I9atteo was deliber-

ately made the focal point of this network of communication.

96. CS. III, 112, f.180. Anghiari, 16 June 1434.

97. C.S. III, 112, f.176.

98. There are, however, no Strozzi on Dale Kent's list of 'apparent

Medici friends and partisans': The Rise of the Medici, Appendix 1,

pp.352-54.

99. See n.9.

100. Priorista flariani,.Tomo 1, 95r.

101. This letter is Li. III, 114, f.2; Jacopo di Lionardo Strozzi to

Matteo in Florence, Pisa, 17 August 1431. The letter, written in a very

difficult hand, suggests that Matteo had received a promise from Lionardo

(Jacopo's father and his uncle) and 'Ilesser', who is almost certainly

Palla di Nofri, who was called this or more usually 'fleaser P' by his

kinsmen.	 'Inteso quanto di' per Lionardo se seghuito sopra ii fatto

del ghonfalone dela giustizia, a che di' ti pare avere rice uto oltragio

per la promessa di' avesti da Lionardo in mia presenza dove dite chonces8e

che se lui veniva di dire a Ilesser esere contento che in te si promutaese

...' This suggests that both Lionardo end Pails had a good deal of

influence in deciding such matters as the identity of veduto gonfaloniers

of justice; it also suggests that at this time (1431) such things were

arranged before the event.

102. Drawings for the tre maggiori during this period are found in

Tratte 198, ff.137v-163v.

103. On Pazzino's priorate, see above, n.85.

104. It may have been that such ineligibility for office because of tax

debts was a significant factor exacerbating the political frustration of

lineages like the Strozzi. However most of those disqualified at this

time by the specchio would have been divieto anyway. Herlihy and

Kiapiach, Les Toscanes et leurs famillea, p.1e6, have found that there were

large numbers of men declared in speculo for tre maggiori offices in the
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years 1432-1434: on 137 occasions in 1432, and 126 in 1434, compared with

37 in 1427 and 8 in 1435. 	 But even given thiB, 17 was a very high total

for a eingle family.

105. Cat. 41, ff.328v, 6l9r, v; the second is in the name of both him

and his brother Rosso.

106. Cat. 619, f.780r, v. Detaile of the purchases of these two

podere are unfortunately not given.

107. On the details of Francesco'a life see Strozzi Letters, p.96.

Guasti states here that one of Franceaco's daughters was married to a

martelli, a strongly pro-Medicean lineage. 	 On Tedaldo Tedaldi's

relationship with the Pledici, see D. Kent, The Rise of the Medici, pp.93-

94.

108. Extracts from the series of letters dealing with this event, cited

here, were published by C. Guasti, Strozzi Letters, pp.96-98.

109. iiI*11 of 1447 (2nd copy), 32.

110. Marcello was al8o a member: Tratte 156.

111. It seems reasonable to assume that the cause of this rift occurred

before 1434, as they could have had little contact after that time.

112. Lorenzo was born in 1404, Pazzino in 1402.

113. C.S. III, 111, f.50.	 To Pleaser Palla Novello, Castiglione,

26 October 1437.

114. Tratte 156: drawings for the popolo and comune, 1430-1434.
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CHIWTER 4:	 Part 1 - THE EXILES: FILIPPO STROZZI

I Departure

Those members of the Strozzi lineage who were exiled from

Florence by the Medicean regime were never more than a very small part of

the lineage's members, but theirs was an experience which made a deep

impression on the memory of Florentines and a lasting contribution to

anti-riedicean sentiment. AB late as 1508 a friend of Giovanni di Marco

Strozzi, Giovanbattiata Ciei, wrote to him of I%lfonso di Filippo Strozzi's

objections to his half-brother Filippo'a projected marriage to a daughter

of Piero di Lorenzo de' fledici, 'richordandosi quanto male anno ricevuto

dalla chasa de' Medici bra padre f.e., FilippoJ, flesser Palla, e degli

altri'. 1 This chapter is devoted to a study of the Strozzi in exile,

and falls into two parts: the life of Filippo di Ilatteo and his brothers

until their return to Florence in the later 1450a, and that of Palla di

Nofri and his Sons and grandsons in their continuing exile.

Matteo di Simone, Filippo's father, was exiled on the ninth

November, 1434. His exile was guaranteed by a fine of 2,000 florine for

its non-observance, and five mallevadori or guarantors were named, for a

sum of 400 fborins each. These were two of flatteo's first cousins,

3acopo and Nicco1 di LLonardo Strozzi, Niccol Trinciavelli, Giovanni

Portinari, and Giorgio di Francesco Canigiani. 2 He was exiled to Pesaro

for five years, although this would doubtless have been extended had he

outlived the original sentence. He was accompanied there by his wLfe,

Alessandra di Filippo Macinghi, and their seven children, Simone,

Andreuola, Filippo, Piero, Lorenzo, Caterina and 1%lessandra. 3 The sent-

ence of exile included the provision that no wife or mother of an exile

could move freely between her husband or son in exile, and Florence; if

living in exile they could only visit Florence by licence of the Otto, and

vice versa. 4 For most practical purposes Aleseandra was thus also in

exile, and prevented from taking her husband's place in the management of

their affairs. That this was punitive in intention may be assumed, con-

aidering the efficiency of her later dealings in Florence on behalf of her
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eons, even given the disadvantage of communication with them almost

entirely by letter.	 There is no clear record of leaaandra's age, but

as she and Matteo were married in 1422 she was almost certainly under

thirty at the time both of their exile and of Natteo's death. The precise

date of the latter event is also uncertain, but it was certainly before the

birth of their last child, a10 called Matteo, on the fir8t March, 1436,

and probably after early July 1485, when a letter was sent to him by

'Antonius notarius vulterannus'. 6 Three of their children also died in

Pesaro, in the same outbreak of plague which killed Natteo, but by 1437

their bones and those of their father had been returned to Florence and

immured in the Strozzi vault in S. Maria Novella. 7 I%leasandra was left

with the task of raising alone her five remaining children, as she later

told Filippo.	 'Penso come io rimasi giovane allevare cinque figliuoli,

e di poca et come savate.	 E questo Flatteo mi rimase in corpo, ed

me1lo allevato credendo che altro che la morte no'l partissi da me.'8

Her feelings towards this youngest son, Matteo, were invested with a

special ein±ona1 significance, as his posthumous birth was apparently a

consolation for all the tribulations which had preceded it. She was in

fact to be separated from him by both voluntary exile and premature death;

'mb dolce figliuolo', and 'mio diletto Matteo', 9 as he was termed by his

mother and elder brother, lived his life entirely within the bounds of

their exile. While his father's early death left no discernible mark on

the young Filippo, the death of his younger brother in (by then) judicial

exile in Naples in 1459 appears to be one of the events which cryatallised

the form of his personal aspirations.1°

Filippo was born on the fourth July, 1428, and baptised the

following morning. Ilatteo wrote in his rlcordanze about naming his second

eon that 'posigli nome per Filippo di Nicholo Macinghi, padre deli' Alex-

andra'. 1' It wasp in addition, the name of Matteo'e grandfather. 12 At

the time of his father's death Filippo was eight years old. Both of his

father's parents were also dead, his grandfather Simone dying in Pisa in

1424 while serving as one of the consoli del mare, while his grandmother,
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Andreuola Rondinelli, had died in the same epidemic in the preceding

month. 13 In addition, Matteo had no surviving siblings and this was of

particular significance as regards the fate of his sons) 4 In the will

written aix years before his death15 he had carefully tried to provide

for this situation, appointing six different tutori or guardians for hi.

children: I%lessandra (on the condition that 'so eta Co' detti mia

figliuoli'); his uncle Lionardo di Filippo, to be succeeded on his death

(which had in fact occurred in 1433) by his eldest son Jacopo; Messer

Palla di Nol'ri, likewise to be succeeded by his son Lorenzo; his uncle,

Andrea di tleri Rondinelli; his brother-in-law Zanobi di Filippo Flacinghi;

and his friend Franceaco di Francesco della Luna16 who was also married

to his aunt, Alessandra di Filippo Strozzi. But Matteo had not, of

course, reckoned with what wasp for the Strozzi and many of their connec-

tions, the political calamity of 1434. Ileeser Palla was also exiled,

and Lorenzo followed him in 1438, while all the sons of Lionardo di

Filippo left Florence soon after 143417 Andrea Rondinelli was also

exiled in 1434)8 This event and its repercussions were to shape the

lives of Matteo'a eons.

There is no concise record of the reasons why Filippo and his

brothers left Florence once they were of an age reasonably to do so, but

in general terms their departure was brought about by the fact that some

of their closest Strozzi kinsmen, the cousins of Matteo who have already

been mentioned, were by the early 1440s running a very successful business

in Valencia and Barcelona, and a little later in Bruges. 19 They must

have wished to assume responsibility for the business education of

teQs eons, and to see that their careers were begun as well as poss-

ible. To this was added the conviction that Florence had become a hostile

environment, at least for this branch of the Strozzi. At the end of

rarch 1441, Jacopo di Lionardo (one of the tutori named in Natteo's will)

told Alessandra that he believed her decision to send Filippo to them was

the correct one: 'avete preso buon partito, ch di costa g.e. in Flor-

ericej si sarebe perduto, di qua ..e. in Valenci 	 eperanza si fara
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buono'. 20 By the time that Jacopo wrote this, Filippo had already left

Florence, 21 and was on his way to Spain, where his immediate future was

already decided. Jacopo was moving to Bruges, and taking Lodovico, the

young son of Francesco di Benedatto Strozzi, with him. Filippo was to

have Lodovico's place in Valencia with Niccol di Lionardo, who was in

turn taking Jacopo's place there. 22 Jacopo wrote to Alessandra about

Filippo that 'non fo di lui altro chants ic che se foes mio figliuolo'.

Jacopo's other brother, Filippo, was in Barcelona, and seems to have

decided fairly quickly to settle permanently there. By 1441 he had

married, and by 1446 had become a citizen of Barcelona, and bought the

23
patronage of a chapel in a Franciscan church there. 	 But in 1441

Jacopo was still hoping for a change in Florence, presumably of a pout-

ical kind, 'and had postponed marriage for that reason: 'lo no' so'

disposto tar dona per averla a tenere f'uori di chaaa mia. Stars a

vedere el temporale; eecho[tdo far, far jo.' 24 When his hopes of

speedy change were disappointed, perhaps by the first extension of the

1434 sentences of exile three or four years later (in 1443 or 1444), he

25
remained in Brugee, and married in 1447. 	 However, at the time of his

departure from Florence in 1441, the length of Filippo's absence cannot

have been anticipated.

Soon after his own establishment with his cousins Filippo began

to think of the necessity, as ho believed, of his younger brothers joining

him. In 1445, when he was sixteen, Filippo suggested to his mother that

she write 'due versi' to Fili.ppo and Jacopo di Lionardo, 'recommending'

him to them: 'sebene so che non bisogna, ma pi perch si richordi pi

spesso di voi e clegli altri mie fratelli, che voi vedete bene che non

26abiamo altro in questo mondo se non l'atuto di chostoro.' 	 While this

doea not seem to have been strictly true - it is clear, f or example, that

Matteo worked or rather was taught f or two years in the bottega of his

distant kinsman Antonio di Benedetto Strozzi before leaving Florence at

Filippo's insistence, while Lorenzo considered joining the company of

Lodovico di Francesco in London 27 - it nevertheless reveals a significant
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psychological truth about the young Filippo, who saw these agnatic

kinsmen as a strong support in a friendless world. 	 In this same letter

he considered the question of when the twelve year old Lorenzo should

also leave Florence: 'avieatemi quando fate chontto che Lorenzo posea

uscire di chost, e dove vi chontentereati pii ch'egll steesi.'28

Alessandra does not seem to have objected strongly to the fact that both

Filippo and Lorenzo left her household before their fourteenth birthday,

while Filippo never revealed himself as unhappy. 	 Of his life in the

household of Filippo di Lionardo he wrote that 'Mona Pippa [Filippo's

wife] m'	 fatto a fa vezi e buona chompagnia, ch'	 una donna molto da

29
bane e piacevole.'	 In the fifteenth century there was atill nothing

unusual about Florentine boys leaving the city to learn a business wher-

ever an advantageous beginning was offered. Aleasandra did, however,

object strongly to the departure of Matteo, and probably for this reason

it was delayed until he was slightly older. 	 'Di tre, avendone due di.

fuori, mi pareva fussi a bastanza', 31 she exclaimed, but was nevertheless

susceptible to arguments based on their practical advantage. She

admitted eventually that she was convinced by Filippo's arguments, and

that 'questo 1' utile e onore

The 'exile' of Filippo and his brothers wa thus initially corn-

33
pletely voluntary,	 and for some years was to remain that way. But from

very early (at .1eaet.ee -early as 1446) Filippo came to share Jacopo'a

conviction that the environment in Florence was ho8tile to them, and that

they were more likely to make their fortunes elsewhere. 	 'Pocho fonda-

mentto potreno fare chosti [i.e. in Florence], ch tutto l'aviamento

noatro fo chontto ala fuori' he wrote to Alessandra in l446, adding

that 'se in spazio di tempo le chose di choet e'achonciasino e noi

standoci bene', that he would think of returning; he added pessimistically

that	 mai a dl nostri non e'aconcieranno'. This makes it clear

that it was the political climate in Florence, and poasibly also the die-

criminathry treatment which he believed they would encounter as the eons

of an exile, which decided Filippo on the course that shaped his future so
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distinctively. He was also, clearly, much encouraged by the money

making abilities displayed by his cousins - he calculated in 1446 that

they could double their capital worth in the next three years35 - and in

the same letter assured his mother that she should 'clatevi di tutto buona

voglia, che ancora ho pensiero di rifare la nostra casa.' 36 This Ootion

of rebuilding' the lineage after the political and economic disasters of

the l430a was a central one for Filippo, and it was a task Tor which his

cousins provided an example. 	 On Filippo di Lionardo's death in August

1449 he wrote to Natteo: 'asaai danno Ce ne seghuir, imperoch lui era

37
principia di fare is ragioni, dove a fbi n'avea a seghuire'. pI.arco

Parenti used similar terms to describe this event: that it was 'di gran

danno non solamente da rilevare la chasa voetra, ma perch faceva grande

honore alla terra noatra'.38

The sons of Lionardo di Filippo helped Filippo in other ways,

apart from their example and the inculcation of business expertise.	 In

her letters to Filippo after his final, fateful move to Naples with Niccol

di Lionardo, Alessandra often stressed his ethical obligation to Niccol,

who had acted as a father to him. This move was accomplished in 1446, and

Filippo was to spend the next seventeen years, almost all of his adult life

in exile, working for or in close aasociation with Niccol? there. While

in Spain Filippo had held the position of secondo (that is, working under

a maestro); either from the beginning or very soon after in Naples he had

no superior other than Niccol, in whose frequent absence he took sole

39
charge.	 In 1450 when Niccol visited F3.eace, Rlessandra emphasized

in a letter to Filippo the 'grande amore veggo te porta', and that Niccol

had promised 'ti dark ta' luogo e aluto che tu rileverai la casa tua, a me

far conterita'. 4° For such help as this Filippo owed him an exceptional

debt, one which could only be repaid by his adoption of the highest stand-

ards orconduct. Fillipo was, she declared, 'pi obrighato a lui che a

tuo padre o tua madre', 41 because he had given him the sort of help which

men normally reserved for their own sons, aviamento in his business, and

maintenance as a member of his own household. As Fi]ippo was not
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Nicco1'a eon, his obligation wee correspondingly greater. 	 In late 1448,

when he was twenty, flesaandra was still exhorting him 'fa d'easer ubid-

42	 43
iente a Nicco].o',	 and 'siagli ubidiente plu che se fussi padre'.

Her notion of all that her eldest son owed to Niccolo she summed up in the

statement, 'eicch, giusta tuo' poses, non essere ingrato inverao di chi

t'ha fatto UOrflO'. 44	 It is not unusual to find the closest kinship terms

applied by and to members of the lineage who were close only in affection -

as when Isabella, widow of Soldo di Bernardo, wrote to Filippo of her dead

husband's great affection for him: 'ti portava quello amore che se tu gli

fussi .etato figliuolo' 45 - but terms 88 strong as those employed by kles-

sandra are more unusual.	 It has been suggested, incorrectly, that Niccolo

also bequeathed to Filippo half of his very substantial estate. 46 Civen

Florentine patterns of inheritance this would have been an eccentric

arrangement, particularly as Filippo'a prosperity was well established b'

the time that Niccolo wrote his will. His moat important and valuable

legacy to Filippo lay elsewhere, as there can be little doubt that his own

activities gradually shifted to Rome, where he was probably fully resident

as early as 1455, leaving Filippo on his own in Naples. 47 I have found

no evidence that Niccolo's company continued to function after Filippo

formed his own in 1463, and it appears overwhelmingly likely that that of

Filippo and Lorenzo simply replaced it. This would partly explain how

they so rapidly established a prosperous business there.

While his relationship with his cousins was a most important

influence on Filippo's life, his achievements and the genesis of their

later, grandiose expression can only be understood fully in terms of his

Q5jfl5 influence combined with and modified by the 'Florentine' influence

of Alessandra and his other parenti there. This was true in one essential

respect: probably all three of Lionardo di Filippo's sons, and certainly

Filippo and Nicco1, formed strong ties with their cities of residence, and

had no wish to return permanently to Florence. 48 This was evident to

Filippo when he described to Aleesandra the chapel which Filippo di Lio-

nardo had established in the church of S. Franceaco in Barcelona. 49 This
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had cost 'pi di 2,000 fiorini', with 'una bells lapida' (obtained in

Florence by Antonio di Benedetto Strozzi) which alone had cost 100

ducata.5°	 'Tutta piena del erme floatra, it was 'la pii bells capella

di quests	 The inference, to Filippo, was clear:
	 vedete

chom' anno el. chapo a tornare chosti'.

If not in person at least through her letters Aleasandra was at

Filippo's elbow and helping to mould his aspirations in a different manner.

Perhaps the first, and ultimately the most important of these concerned

their house in Florence. This, the house in which Matteo di •Simone had

lived with his wife and children until 1434, was in the Corso degli Strozzi

(modern Piazza degli Strozzi) and was perhaps one quarter as wide as

Filippo's later palazzo. 	 It was bounded to the left (as today) by a

narrow chiasso, separating it from the house of Palla di Nofri, and on the

right was the house of one of Matteo'e uncles, Piero di Filippo. This

house had been bought by Matteo's father Simone in 1416 for 650 florins.51

Sjone had not had even this comparatively small amount of money to hand,

and had borrowed 200 florina from his brother-in-law Francesco della Luna,

and 100 from his kinsman No? ri di Palia Strozzi, loans made without inter-

52
est for the period of one year. 	 Matteo had enlarged the house in 1429

by buying another much smaller property which adjoined it at the rear.53

In the will he wrote shortly afterwards he particularly enjoined his sons

to maintain this newly enlarged house, and to leave it, if they had no male

heirs, amongst the other descendants of his grandfather, Filippo di Messer

Lionardo. 54 In 1440 the house, together with all the other remaining

property of Natteo, became legally Alessandra's, as the restitution of her

large dowry of 1600 florins. It was so preserved from forfeiture to the

commune for the debts Filippo and his brothers had inherited from their

55
father.

During the worst period of financial hardship which Aleasandra

experienced (from the late 1440s to the early 1450s) she rented this house

to her close friend and advisor, Antonio di Benedetto Strozzi. Although

she referred to it as 'la chaxa grande nuovo' the rent of thirty six flor-
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ins per annum was very high and suggests generosity on Antonio's part.56

He died before the agreed three years of his tenancy had expired, after

which it wee again occupied continuously by Alessandra; in 1459 she was

joined there by her daughter Alessandra and eon-in-law Giovanni Bonsi,

57to save them rent and to provide her with company. 	 She stated at this

58time that she did not wish to rent the house: 	 such a course of action,

except perhaps with a kinsman like Antonio, was clearly distasteful. 	 In

1448 another small adjoining house, the property of Pleaser Pails di Nofri,

was sold by the commune to Niccol d'I%inolfo Popolesehi. He, like

Alessandra, owned an adjoining house, and thus shared with her first right

of purchase; contravening her legal right, he then sold it to Donato di

Pago].o Rucellai. 59 Alessandra did not have the necessary money to insist,

at this point, on her right of buying this house, but she described its

position in detail to Filippo, and clearly yearned for its addition. 	 It

would be, she told him, 'un grands aconcio a questa casa', mxg it

'la pi bella casa di questo quartlere'. 	 She did not make such plans for

her own sake, 'che poco tempo ci ho a vivere; ma per voi e per chi di voi

uscissi'. 6° Re his later actions show, Filippo found such arguments very

persuasive; his plane for a palace were,however,a translation into alto-

gether different terms of Aleesandra's naive pride in the house of his

father and grandfather.

A later letter of Alessandra, written in 1459 after the death

of her youngest son, Platteo, illuminates another area in which she and

Filippo must have believed themselves forced by circumstances to neglect

the honour and prestige of the lineage. The funeral Filippo had arranged

for Platteo in Naples had done honour 'a te e a luP, she wrote; this had

been all the more necessary because exiles were not permitted funeral hon-

ours in Florence. 61 This was a real deprivation: eight years earlier,

when Filippo di Lionardo died in Barcelona, funeral services end honoura

(a mestiero) had been publicly held in Florence.	 'Oggi s' fatto ii

meatiero di Filippo vostro in casa tua, honoratamente chome di

wrote Marco Parenti, and Antonio Strozzi added that during these eaxemonies
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a banner and hangings had borne the arms of the lineage 'e di tutto ...

fatto aaeai honors', 62	It wee the subject of a monument for Nattec in the

chapel where he was buried in Naples, and of' the creation there of 'una

bella chapella per la nazione e honorarlia pal chon questa aepoltura'

that drew from Filippo one of his most revealing statements about the

creation of his great building program, and its raison d'etre: • vo tuta

volta pensando e diaengnando, e se lddio ml preata chompetente vita,

speo fare qualche chose di memoria'.63

ii Florentine connections

Aleseandra's letters to her exiled eons have been justly cele-

brated as one of the most Important sets of documents on the social history

of fifteenth century Florence, for their eloquence, their details of social

and political life, their intimate portrayal of domestic affection.64

Here I am primarily concerned with another of their many aspects: the way

in which they reveal Aleseandra's role as the lynch pin of her sons' con-

nections with their kinsmen, in-laws and amici in Florence. The letters

were written during a period of twenty four years, from 1446 to 1470, dur-

ing the first twenty of which her eons were in exile. As they grew older

Alessandra naturally became less important as an intermediary but she had

earlier been instrumental in fostering virtually all their contacts with

their kinsmen, and many others with amid. For this reason I will first

examine the kinship network revealed in 	 letters. (Table 1

shows all the Strozzi who are mentioned by Alessandra, and indicates their

relationship to her husband.) Two preliminary points should be made here.

The first is that the seventy three extant letters are all that survives

of what was clearly a much larger volume of correspondence, so that what

emerges is a minimum number of members of the Strozzi lineage with whom

she was involved between 1446 and her death in 1470. The second point is

that this number would have been much greater had it included those Strozzi

mentioned in the letters of her eons. 	 However, it seemed more useful, as

a means of establishing the degree of sociability within the lineage, to
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U88 the correspondence of a single person.	 Table 1. does not show anyone

65
who wee not a Strozzi by birth, nor does it 3.1st Aleeeandra'a sons and

daughters, who are mentioned in every letter. The accompanying genealog-

ical table (Table 2) is very much simplif Led and shows only the relation-

ship of the Strozzi mentioned to	 husband, Matteo di Simone.

The number of letters in which each person is mentioned has also been

shown, as a rough indication of the relative importance of each contact;

judging by other criteria this seems to be a reasonably accurate indicator.

The most important group of associations revealed is with the

closest set of kinsmen, the cousins of Ilatteo di Simone who have already

been mentioned.	 By far the moat important relationship with anyone, apart

from her children and sons-in-law, is that with Niccol dl Lionardo, to

whom Aleasandra constantly refers in the earliest letters, and who still

played en important role even after her sons reached maturity.	 Alessandra

also maintained important friendships with her husband's female first

cousins, both with Niccol'e sisters and in particular with Checca di

Piero. 66	R].essandra'a contacts with other women within the lineage are

probably generally under reported in her letters, as they were less likely

to be involved in the business or political arrangements which form a

large part of her subject matter. To a lesser extent Alessandra alao had

dealings with the second generation of this line of the Strozzi, particu-

larly with the children of Jacopo di Lionardo.

After this first group there is no correlation between closeness

of kinship and degree of contact. The second and third groups listed in

Table 1 are both of very distant kinsmen. The first includes Antonio di

Benedetto, Ilatteo's sixth cousin twice removed, who appears in almost all

the letters until his death in 1454, in an advisory capacity towards Aleas-

andra and a quasi-paternal one towards her children. His nephews and

grand-nephews, particularly Lodovico and Battista, are mentioned very

regularly, but not always sympathetically.67 The third group who figure

largely in Aleasandra's letters come into a different category: they were

the other main exiled line, the childrn and grandchildren of Palla di
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Nofri, and his niece, Caterina di Niccol?.	 Despite Matteo di Simone's

earlier intimacy with Pails's household, there was only a limited amount

of direct contact between the two lines of exiles at this period, but

Alessandra passed on to her sons a steady stream of observation, gossip

end comment about them. 68 There is little to distinguish in signif-

icance her relationship with the remaining groups of kinsmen listed in

Table 1. Sandro di Giovanni is mentioned mainly because two of his eons

were sent to Naples to work for Filippo, who chose to employ them primarily

as an act of family piety. Alessandra also decided to help this impover-

ished Strozzi household by advising them on the arrangement of a marriage

69
for one of Sandro's daughters. 	 Similarly Andrea and Strozza di Pieo

and Girolamo di Carlo di Marco were all young and very distant kinsmen

employed by Filippo, who were later amongst the group of Strozzi who played

an important part in his business administration and more personal projects.

These were not simply 'business' contacts: there is a touching description

of Aleseandra's eagerness that Girolamo should come to visit her, as soon

as he arrived in Florence from Naples, so that she could hear how Filippo

and Lorenzo were, 'da chi stato en casa con vol'. 70 Iiesaandra'e car-

respondence with Filippo provided him with both broad and detailed inform-

ation about the members of the lineage, so that it was less likely he

should become either ignorant about or uninterested in his kinsmen, and

so that he maintained associations which he was to extend in scope and

function after his own return.

Filippo's moot important friendship during his years of exile

was with his brother-in-law, Marco Parenti. Virtually none of Filippo's

letters to Marco have survived, but judging by those he received it was a

frequent and copious correspondence. Marco appears to illustrate most

effectively Giovanni Dominici's cautionary remarks about the danger to a

man in marrying a woman'maggior di	 'si pu dire venduto a una fern-.

mina a suo parentado', although here the result was not envy, but close

friendship and identification of interests. 72 If a contemporary aphorism

associated with Marco is accurate 	 lingua non osso, ma la romps ii.
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dosso'	 - his conversation was as voluminous as his letters, which indeed

allude to or record frequent conversations with men of political import-

ance. In his first letter to Filippo, written directly after his marriage

to Caterina, he claimed that his only reservation about the match was

non mi sento potere easere un parents quanto meriteresti'. 	 He offered

Filippo and his brothers any help he was able to give, 'pero ch niuna

fatica per voi e per le case vostre ml potzebbe easer grave'. 74 So far

as can be Judged he seems to have fulfilled this promise. In the early

years (from 1447 onwards) his help may have been largely of a business

nature: as a prosperous eetaiuolo he was able to obtain luxury fabrics at

advantageous prices, which Filippo then resold in Naples. This early

stage of their association is well summarised by a letter in which he

informed Filippo of a consignment of cloth, all manufactured from seta

apagnuola, which he had arranged. All the profit of this deal was to go

to Filippo: 1ti vantaggi di pregio quanta passo ... e non voglio techo

guadagnare'. Whether it was for himself or f or Niccolo, Filippo should

not imagine that	 tal chosa uoglio altro guadagniare che avervi ben

aervito'. 75 In this manner during the late l440s and early 1450s Marco

helped Filippo to expand the very modest amount of capital available from

his diminished patrimony.76

Another early letter of Marco's, from October 1450, shows that

they were also co-operating in political matters at that time. Antonio

di Banedetto Strozzi had Just finished a term as prior, and the incoming

Signoria was to include a close kinsman of Marco, who would complete f or

Filippo any business that toido had not been able to finish during his

two months, 77 Marco was prior himself four years later, but soon after

this success, in 1455, his name ticket was removed from the electoral bags

of the tre maggiori togeticr with those of others judged to be anti-

Medicean. 78 In Marco's case this judgement was probably correct, but

had he not had positively anti-Medicean views before this event, he cert-

ainly had them after it. 79 Despite this, he was one of the men chiefly

rsponsibletbr making representations on Filippo's behalf in Florence, and
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organising attempts to have the ban of exile on Filippo and his brothers

lifted. Many of the Strozzi end their friends must have combined such

private criticism of the regime with a politic outward complaisance, end

it was an attitude which Marco shared with his friend Vespasiano do

Bisticci, godfather of his second eon Giovanni in 1463, and another of

80Filippo's friends who worked to further his return from exile.

Filippo's younger brother Matteo spend considerable periods in

the care of his sister Caterina and her husband, and when he was sent to

Filippo'a tutelage in Naples, Marco did not scruple to give Filippo the

advice that this youngest brother would respond better to dolcezza than

to harshness. 81 Here he showed that he had thought in considerable

detail about Filippo's personality, and in particular about the over

early maturity thrust upon him by events: in dealing with Natteo, he felt

that Filippo should not Judge him by himself, 'che fares non fusti mai

fanciullo'. 82 When Matteo died ten years later, Marco wrote that only

the death of his own son could have moved him more: 'da mb figliuolo in

fuori niuno altro pii strettamente ama'. 83 Filippo's correspondence with

his other brother-in-law, Giovanni Bonsi, husband of his younger sister

84
Aleesandra, appears to have been frequent and friendly, 	 but was of minor

importance compared with that with Marco. Giovanni, too, was politically

in sympathy with the Strozzi, and Marco was pleased to tell Filippo in

1465 that Giovanni, as a consul of his guild, would be a member of the

scrutiny council of that year.85

There is very little to reveal the nature of Filippo's relation-

ship with his two sisters.	 Only one letter to either of them survives,

a short note to Caterina which was apparently preserved by Marco with his

own ricordanze. 86 Filippo had purchased some linen for his sister, and

sent it to her as a present. Their mother did not approve of this

entirely, believing in her somewhat hard headed way that 'Marco ... ha el

modo a pagare'. 87 When she realised that Filippo had intended it as a

present she urged him to write a letter to Caterina saying so, as such a

gesture would comfort Caterina for the sadness and disappointments of her
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brothers' continuing exile, 'e no gli parr in tutto eseere priveta

doll' amor	 It is this suggested letter which survives.

'Carisaima sorella', he wrote, 'bench 10 non ti viciti con lettere, lo fo

apesso con lamenti a to e l'Alexandra, e enchora cotestinoetri parenti,

a coal quando di costa viene niuno amicho, ho parenti'. 89 He had no

intention that she should pay for the linen: 'a me basta che ti ricordi

alle volte di me, e choel ti racomando cotesta nostra madre, che

l'aiutare tra to a 1'Alexandra vivere lo pi che eia possibile, che a

voi a a fbi a gjovare•	 Filippo's affection and concern for his

sisters, demonstrated here and elsewhere, shows that the lateral ties of

marriage alliances could have a basis in familial eentiment 1 as well as in

pragmatic considerations of the need for a strong parentado; in moments

of pessimism he clearly believed that such relations were stronger and

more dependable than those of mere friendship.

In addition to these connections formed by the marriage of his

sisters, Filippo carefully cultivated the wide range of contacts within

his own lineage which had earlier been maintained by Alessandra. Virtually

all of the Strozzi who figure in Alessandra's letters also appear in those

of her sons, while other close Strozzi associations came to them through

the agency of Niccol and Jacopo di Lionardo. Until his death in 1454

Antonio di Benedetto, also, was a tireless informant of Filippo about his

own rather distantly related part of the lineage. Nor was all such

information second hand: in September 1450 Antonio's nephew Benedetto

di Francesco wrote to Filippo of news which included the marriage of his

brother tlanni to the daughter of Messer Giannozo Pandolfini, his uncle

Antonio's priorate, and the death of his father Franceaco.9° 	 This

Benedetto was to die only eight years later, at the age of th1ty eight,

drawing from Alessandra words of high praise in his honour. 	 'E ne atato

grandissimo danno, prima alla sue brigata, poi a noi a a tutta la casa

o non in case uomo, che tanto danno gitteasi is morte eus, quanto di

lui.' 91 Later one of his sons, Lionardo, was to be employed by Filippo

in Florence. Francesco di Benedetto's other eons, Lodovico, Battista and
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tlanni, had many and occasionally devious dealings with Filippo and

Lorenzo. These began as early as 1446 when Lorenzo, at fourteen,

92
recorded a meeting with Vanni in Valencia;	 Lodovico shortly before

this had also been employed by Jacopo di Lionardo in Bruges, but then

founded his own company in London in which Battista was also involved.

They maintained some of their earlier business connections with Jacopo,

and after his death they did not feel constrained by kinship from instit-

uting legal proceedings against Lorenzo for his administration of Jacopo's

estate. This was done in Florence while Lorenzo was in judicial exile

in Naples, and Rleasandra thought doubly poorly of their action for this

93
reason.	 But in other ways they still behaved towards Lorenzo and

Filippo as loving kinsmen, writing a letter of condolence on the death of

Ilatteo in 1459, and in 1464 when they suffered a severe business failure,

appealing to these kinsmen for help as their ' yen parenti e amici.'94

Despite the earlier disagreement both Filippo and Lorenzo were willing to

help: the next year (1465) while Lorenzo was in Florence by special leave

of the Signoria, he agreed to Lodovico's request that they take Vanni's

eldest son into their business in Naple8. Lodovico gave Filippo careful

instructions as to how the boy was to be treated, and expressed their

gratitude that he should be in Filippo's care. 'Quando non facessi auo

debito ti pniegho lo castighi ... come as ti fussi figliuolo'.95

Filippo had a policy of employing his young kinsmen when it was

possible, but from the large number of young candidates he chose only the

more able. The earliest detailed evidence on this subject is from 1459,

in two letters of Girolamo di Canio di Marco Strozz.i to FU.ippo about the

employment of one of his two younger brothers. 96 They were thirteen and

fourteen; the thirteen year old was described as being a 'buon

ragi] oniere e assal buon scnittore', and Girolamo added that both had

learnt business mathematics. 	 'Filippo, per Dio 10 ye je rachomando a

voi, a anche a Nichol, ... imper non altra speranza al mondo, as non

diate loro qualche inviamento'. Filippo was apprently willing to help,

judging by Girolamo's manner of raising the subject again in his next
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letter.	 Both boys wrote very well, he reiterated, and they were both in

Florence usefully employed, not in villa: one was in the Rucellai bank,

the other in that of the Borromei.	 He had taken 'gran conforto' in

Filippo'a response, and stressed that 'voetro buon aiuto' would be to

'tutti noi' not only to the boy concerned. This household had fallen on

hard times in the 1450s: in 1457 Girolamo's father had reported in his

portata the sale of their house in Florence, arid was assessed at only

97
three soldi.

Filippo's attitude to this question of employing his kinsmen

seems to have been a mixture of benevolence and self-interest. Discus-

sing with Alessandra in 1461 his possible employment of a son of Carlo di

Piero Strozzi (indrea), he said that he had heard good reports.. bout him

and had decided to take him on. But he made the condition that Aless-

andre would have to explain to Carlo that-he would treat the boy as he

saw fit, 'e quando non faciessi di mio modo poterllo battere, ch non lo

vogliO per donzello'. 98 But such harsh measures were not appare,%1y

needed with Andrea; two years later, in 1463, when Filippo had engaged

yet another young Strozzi (Franceaco di Sandro di Jacopo), who was corn-

pletely ignorant about his new employment, Alessandra pointed out that

99
Andrea would be able to instruct him.	 It was no co-incidence, but the

result of a deliberate policy, that Filippo thus followed, probably unwit-

tingly, Alberti'a advice that kinsmen should always be employed in prefer-

ence to outsiders: Alessandra stated specifically, for example, that

Filippo was looking for 'un fanciullo di casa' in 1463 when he took on

Franceaco di Sandro) 00 By this policy he gained not only presumably

loyal employees, but ties of friendship and obligation with the fathers

or elder brothers of the boys he chose.101

From the wealth of available evidence about Filippo's dealings

with the other members of the lineage during his years in exile, one event

will serve to illustrate effectively the breadth of his associations

amongst them, and the way in which the lineage's members were united by

bonds of sentiment and common feeling. When his younger brother Matteo

i
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died in 1459 while in Filippo's care in Naples, a wide circle of kinsmen

wrote to express their sorrow at the event. The closest of these, in

terms of kinship, was Francesco di Piero, a first cousin once removed,

who referred to Filippo as 'nootro dolcieimo fratello,' 102 an extension

of kinship terminology characteristic of such occasions. Rt the other

extreme,iri one senae was the letter of Bengni di 3acopo Strozzi, only a

very distant kinsman (a fifth cousin twice removed) and a member of a poor

end rather obscure branch of the Strozzi, who spent a considerable part of

his life at the [lantuan court.	 I have found no evidence of earlier con-

tact between the two men, but it is clear from his manner of writing that

he knew Filippo and his brother well. 103 He had heard of the death of

'tuo e nostro Ilatteo', whose qualities and whose loss he had no need to

describe, 'perch tra noi chonoaciavamo is chondizione sua e de sua

virt.' The most interesting of the other letters of condolence on

flatteo'o death was that written by Giovanfrancesco di [lesser Palla.104

He had heard of the death from Filippo, and like him saw some particular

significance in it: that those lines of the Strozzi who were in exile

were in danger of dying out completely. 'Vedi la fortuna ci perseguita

nelle persone, bisogna aiutarai che non ci apengna'. His practical

advice to Filippo and Lorenzo on this account was that they should both.

marry; he also suggested that in the decisions they faced they should

treat him as if he were 'uno terzo fratello, ch altrimenti non vi

105
riputo.'	 He also gave,in this letter,well considered advice about the

location for their own planned company. Given the friendly relations that

this shows existed between the two exiled lines, it is eurprisin that when

Giovanfrancesco suffered a calamitous financial failure in 1464 in the wake

of Cosimo's death,that lessandra should have been as pitiless as she was

in condemning him, massive as his loss undoubtedly was.	 'Ha rifiorito

la casa nostra', 106 she wrote to Filippo with heavy irony, thus reversing

the theme of the resurgence of the lineage which she had applied in a poe-

jtive sense to her son's own activities.
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iii Return

During the years ha spent in exile Filippo Strozzi directed his

considerable energy towards the fulfillment of two aims: the foundation

of a notable fortune and the attainment of his return to a prestigious

position in Florentine society such as his father, grandfather arid many of

their contemporaries in the lineage had once enjoyed. The history of the

first of these ambitions has already largely been told, although it seems

to me that in the telling an unduly negative picture has been drawn of

his and Lorenzo's connection with their cousins Niccolo and Jacopo.107

There is no evidence that these cousins retarded the progress of their

younger kinsmen towards making an independent fortune, and very little to

show that Matteo's sons did not enjoy their complete confidence. Any

108
reservations they may have had seem to have been confined to Lorenzo,

and were presumably a result of the feckless and delinquent youth which

had made him, at one period, the despair of all his close relatives. But

so far as Lorenzo's position in Bruges was concerned, far from being con-

strained to remain there until 1463 against his will, Jacopo had in fact

agreed to his departure, at Filippo's request, as early as 1459.109

Lorenzo'a reasons for staying in Bruges as long as he did remain obscure.

While the brothers' first ragione in Naples would seem to data from

110
1463,	 and records from this survive only from 1466 onwards, Filippo

must athar have undertaken entrepreneurial activities on his own account

before that time, or have been very handsomely paid by Niccol for his

111
services. The first of these seems the more likely alternative. 	 As

early as 1466 he was able to contribute 12,000 monete di Napoli to the

capital of the company he formed with Lorenzo, who contributed 4,000.

This is far more than they could have realised just from the sale of land

and other possessions in Florence. 112 Thus the 31,000 florins which

Filippo was worth in 1471 were the result of more than eight years labour,

although his capital clearly increased more rapidly from 1463 onwards,

when his own undertakings became his sole concern. In 1459 a plan was

under discussion between the brothers to establish their own company in
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Avignon.	 When Filippo set out his reasons for rejecting this p1ar, they

included the fact that Avignon was outside Italy, and that it would be

difficult for them to bring lueaaandra to live there, but he made no

mention of shortage of capital. 113 On the contrary, there is evidence

that he was at this time preparing to spend money quite lavishly. Having

by late 1459 accepted the fact that they were unlikely to return to Flor-

ence immediately, and that Naples seemed the best base to adopt, Filippo

asked Lorenzo to acquire in Bruges varis costly household items so that

they could live there more presentably; at the same time he noted-that.

114the expenses of Ilatteo's funeral had come to almost 100 fl.orins. 	 That

f%leseandra was still disposing of their Florentine property in the early

1460a does not necessarily mean that this was for the purpose of raising

capital for Filippo and Lorenzo to form a company: in April 1464, when

they had already done this, she spoke of selling their last remaining

piece of florentine land as a preliminary to leaving Florence finally to

115
join her eons.	 Soon after this their hopes of imminent repatriation

steadily rose, and Aleseandra's plans for leaving were shelved.

It would not be true to say that during his years of exile

Filippo wished above all else to return to Florence, as until 1458 he was

free to do so at any time. 	 It is not clear precisely when he revised.

his view of Florence as an unhealthy environment, but it must have been

only shortly before his exile became judicial, 116 an event which, oddly,

did not confirm him in his earlier view that he was better off elsewhere.

There is a camp-late abeence. -of political opinion in his letters which

makes difficult any attempt to discover his private opinion of the Pledici

regime prior to his return to Florence. His most frequent correspondent,

Marco Parenti, held anti-Medicean views, but these are not voiced in his

letters to Filipjx, which deal almost exclusively in 'practical' politics;

that is, in what was or was not unlikely to further ii fatto di Filippo.

It seems very likely that Filippo was primarily a pragmatist, unburdened

by any strong ideological comitment. He became a close associate of

King Ferrante in Naples, and took full advantage of the Neopolitan king's
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willing patronage; he may in the process have lost a real appreciation

of the issues of republican politics. After his return to Florence the

attainment of political office was of the first importance to him, and he

accepted such recognition gladly when it was eventually given. 117 On the

other hand, it seema fl1Ralythat .he was naturally kindly disposed to the

regime which had destroyed the eminent position of the Strozzi in Florence;

unfortunately without further evidence this is only conjecture.

Filippo appears to have achieved his eventual repatriation

mainly by the assiduous cultivation of powerful figures in the regime as

amici (in the aerise of instrumental friendships) and in addtion by publicly

demonstrating his loyalty and usefulness to that regime. He was also

helped by the fact that Piero de' Nedici was to some extent anxious to

cultivate the goodwill of the King of Naples. Perhaps the beat example

of Filippo's calculated pragmatism is found in the letter he wrote to

118
Alessandra in November 1458,	 at the time when the sentence of exile,

dating from l434,was for the first time extended to include all the male

descendants of the original exiles. This letter differs from all others

of Filippo to his mother in addressing her formally (as 'amantissima e

sfortunata madre'), in its careful composition and its legibility.

With its tone of lofty disinterestedness, devotion to the civic welfare,

and protestations of loyalty towards the leading figures of the regime,

120
it was clearly intended to circulation to a wider audience.	 Filippo

stated that he had expected that he and his brothers would be included in

the new provisions, 'non per mancamento che mi paia avero fatto, ma solo

per eseere nella generalit delli	 He regretted it more for the

pain to his mother than for any other reason, aa he and his brothers had

become accustomed to such blows, 'che cominciamo nella nostra et

fanciulleeca; non ne fa tanto caso.' 	 He bore it with complete patience,

'poiche a auto di coneentimento di chi governa; perche sono certo

l'hanno solo fatto per bene e riposo di tutta la citt.' He claimed

that it had in no way reduced the goodwill he felt towards the principali

cittadini, 'n eziandlo l'amore che ho a la patria 	 He thus,
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officially as it were, enjoined Alessandra to adopt the same attitude.

121
He included with this letter a private note to her,	 in which he sug-

gested that she wind up her affairs in Florence and join him and Matteo

in Naples; hB went on to explain, perhaps unnecessarily, the attitude he

was taking to the new sentence of exile: '10 1' preea in pazienza, e ho

openione di portarmi chome per lo passato, 0 meglio potendo.'

This policy of patient conciliation was to pay diUidende,

but not immediately. A year later, in 1459, he wrote very eliptically

to Lorenzo about the activities of their amici in Florence, and about his

veto of an early plan to have the sentence of exile revoked. This was

because he felt it could not succeed at that time, and moderation was

necessary. 122 His correspondence gradually reveals the identity of

some of these amid, although on occasion a code was used instead of

their names. The earliest of these friendships wee with the Pandolfini:

this had begun in 1450 when Filippo had been set to 'ritrovare ii. paren-

tado' by Antonio Strozzi hen 1!)eeser Giannozo Pandolfini was Florentine

ambassador in Naples; later he became a close friend of Giannozo's son

123
Pandolfo, who was also ambassador there and who died in Naples in 1465.

Marco Parenti saw Pandolfo's death as a setback for the Strozzi; 'ci era

pochissimi suol pan, si alla casa eua e e ella nostra spetialit.'124

Filippo'e position as a leading Florentine in Naples with the friendship

of King Ferrante must have enabled him to give extensive help to Floren-

tine ambassadors, and to extract a corresponding sense of obligation from

them.	 In April 1462 Marco wrote to Filippo of- the return to Florence of

two such ambassadors, Messer Piero de' Pazzi and Donato Acciaiuoli, and

of how impressed they were by Filippo's behaviour: 'o meseer P mi fece

per te molte grands offerte'. 125 Donato had close ties with the Strozzi

126
already,	 and was too young to be really influential, but men like Piero

de' Pazzi were worth having as emici, and in this case Lorenzo had begun

the process when he visited Florence by licence at the beginning of that

year (1462).	 Filippo congratulated him on 'quante amicizie pigliasti

chon Piero de' Pazzi e Bonachorso Pitti, e quelli loro giovani, but
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suggested that mere protestations of friendahip could prove hollow,

'perch ii efetti earebe contro di Loro'. 127 On a similar basis they

formed friendsh pa with acopo de' Pazzi and Francesco Martelli, with Luca

and Giovanozzo Pitti, and with Luigi and Jacopo di Piero Guicciardini.128

Filippo's closest friends in Florence at this time, outside the

domestic circle, were Agnolo Rcciaiuoli and his son Jacopo, and Dietisalvi

di Nerone. 129 In late 1464 and early 1465, for example, 1%gnolo tried but

failed to obtain a licence for Filippo to visit Florence, ostensibly to

130
conduct business for the King. 	 His letters to Filippo were at times

very open in their criticism of the status quo in Florence; in early Nov-

ember 1465, when he was championing far reaching 'constitutionaliet1

reforms there, he wrote to Filippo that 'io urrei potere operare pi

ch'io non posso per il bene della cittla quale uno paradiso habitato

da diavli'. 131 At the same time his son Jacopo assured Filippo of his

devotion to the Strozzi cause: 'ogni mis cosa eta aempre apparechiata

per te e per un altro di caea tua') 32 This last was presumably a

reference to Giovanfrancesco, who was a close friend, and also indirectly

connected by marriage to both the Rcciaiuoli and Dietisalvi di Nerone.133

There was general optimism amongtF4lippos correspondents about his

chances of returning from exile during this period of 'republican' upsurge.

Priore Pandolfini wrote on the sixteenth November, 1465 that 'questo gon-

faloniere Jiccolo Soderinj	 in oppenione di fare che chi non ha fatto

134
alcuno errore non eia punito, a che chi a etato, sia riatituito'. 	 It

was not however until ten months later and in a very different political

atmosphere that the long awaited revocation of Filippo and Lorenzo'e

exile actually occurred, and curiously this happened at the same time that

Agnolo Acciaiuoli end Dietisalvi di Nerone were exiled f or their leadership

of the defeated faction within the cittadini principali, which had been

opposed to Piero de' Medici. 135 That Filippo wee not implicated in

Agnolo's downfall was due to two things: the extreme discretion with

which he conducted such friendships, and the fact that he did not confine

this cultivation to one particular group within the ruling circle.
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marco Parenti muat have been fairly accurate when he talked to

Filippo in late 1465 of the 'amicizia segreta che tenete con tutti i

principali', an arnicizie which was not however known to 'ogni huomo da

bene', that is, to 'chi va pratichi'. 136 More precisely, Filippo and

Lorenzo's repatriation in September 1466 wee due to Filippo's assiduous

cultivation of the friendship of Piero de' I'Iedici. This rapprochement

may have been begun through the good offices of Piero's wife Lucrezia

Tornabuoni.	 In 1pri1 1465 Filippo had sent her a gift of linen, and

IU.essandra had suggested shrewdly that Filippo's payment would be in the

form of parole: that Lucrezia would 'recommend' Filippo's cause to Piero,

'che ti faceasi tornare in casa tue •	 In the following month (May

1465) Piero used Filippo to arrange the presentation of a galley to the

Neapolitan king. In his letter to Filippo about this, Piero wrote, surely

ironically, of the 'amicizia antica' between them. 138 Filippo, in his

reply, took the bit between his teeth and wrote fulsomely of his devotion

to Piero.	 'E me e Lorenzo avete obrighati per ischiavi tutto ii tempo

della vita nostra: e a voi stia ii disporre di noi alto e basso al pan

139
di qualunche ininimo giovane che vol abbiate'.

Immediately after this, King Ferrante of Naples made a full

scale attempt to obtain Filippo's return from Piero through the agency of

his second son Federigo, who visited Florence twice at this time. 14° His

request was refused, and he was assured by Piero that it was not within

his sole competence to secure it; a matter of general concern to the

city, such a request could not be granted at the present time.141

Fileaeandra commented cynically on this refusal, 'e poi dice, non tempo.

Quanto pi va in l, tanto piggior tempo credo sar') 42 For once this

was misplaced cynicism. Piero wrote to Filippo in July, a letter reassur-

ing him of present friendship, and hinting at future favour: 'et mb

pensiero per l'avenire di ristorarti et dello acriverti et d'altro,

sechondo che si richiede all' amicitia et benivolentia'. 143 This tacit

promise was redeemed in September the following year, despite Filippo's

friendship with Agnolo Acciaiuoli and members of his circle, and despite
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the fact that the other exiled Strozzi were clearly euspect, as friends of

Agnolo and clients of the rulers of Ferrara, to whom the madicean regime

was hostile at this time. Filippo was careful, later, retrospectively

to record this event at the beginning of his 	 ricordanze:

'a a dl xx di Settembre 1466 per is balia fui I'ietituito, e chosl

Lorenzo mio, insieme chon pii altri; e che fusimo abili a potere avere

ufici' 144
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TABLE 1

RELATIONSHIP TO	 No. OF LETTERS
NAME	 MATTED DI SIMONE	 IN WHICH

PiE NT 10 NED

A. 1. Lionardo di Filippo	 Uncle	 1

2. Piero	 '	 1

3. Nicco1i di Lionardo	 Fixet COUBifl	 37

4. 3acopo "	 7

5. Filippo di Lionardo	 1	 1

6. Lena	 "	 I'	 3

7. Ginevra "	 "	 1

8. Margherita di Piero	 2

9. Checca	 "	 ff	 H	 4

io. maria	 "	 "	 1

11. Francesco "	 "	 2

12. Lionardo di Jacopo	 First cousin once removed 	 5

13. Isabella di Jacopo	 3
(illegit.)

B. 14. Antonio di Benedetto Sixth cousin once removed
	

10

15. Benedetto di Francesco Sixth cousin twice removed
	

2

16. Lodovico "
	

10

17. Vanni
	

2

18. Battieta
	

12

19. Franceaco di Benedetto Sixth cousin three times
	

1
removed

C. 20. Pleaser Palla di Nofri

21. Naddalena di Nofri

22. Giovanfranceaco di
N. Palla

23. Lorenzo di P1. Palla

24. Caterina di Nicco].

25. Marietta di Lorenzo

0. 26. Soldo di Bernardo

27. Antonio di Soldo

28. Franceaco di Soldo

3

3

1

2

2

1

E. 29. Nicco1 di Benedetto

30. Pagolo "

31. Filippo "

32. A daughter of
Benedetto
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TABLE 1 (Cont.)

No. OF LETTERSRELATIONSHIP TO
IN WHICHNAME	

MATTEO DI SIMONE
MENTIONED

F. 33. Sandro di Giovanni	 Sixth cousin

34. Nofri .d. Sandro	 Sixth cousin once removed 	 2

35. Franceeco di Sandro	 4

G. 36. Neseer Benedetto of
Mantua

H. 37. Lionardo di Nicco1
di Bans

I. 38. Andrea di Carlo di
Piero

39. Strozza " " "

J. 40. Girolamo di Carlo di
Marco

K. 41. tIranceaco Strozzi'

42. 'Messer Zacheria
Strozzi'

Sixth cousin (?)

Second cousin once removed

Sixth cousin

I,

Sixth cousin

(Uncertain. Mentioned many

years after their deaths.

1

1

2

2

2

1.

1
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NOTES:

1. C.S. III, 134, f.52; cited by P1. Bullard, 'Marriage Politics and

the Family in Florence', p.683.

2. On the exile of Matteo see above, Ch.3, section i. 	 His mallevadori

are recorded in Otto di Guardia a Balia, 224, f.49v.

3. The children were aged between eight years and three months: Cat.

463, l6Br, v. That the youngest (Aleesandra) was named after a living

parent was highly unusual; however Nattea also had a paternal aunt with

thia name.

4. Otto di Guardia a Balia, 224, f.49v.

5. See above, Ch.2, section iv.

6. Alessandra gave the date of her son Matteo's birth, and stated that

he was a posthumous child in Strozzi Letters, pp.46, 127. This means

that Natteo (her husband) was alive until approximately late ]une 1436.

Pampaloni (Palazzo Strozzi, p.32) argued that Natteo'a death occurred in

late May or early June, 1435, because at that time the record of the

receipt of notarised documents from Pesaro, atteeting his pveeeice there,

ceases.	 But this is not reliable evidence as this record breaks off

with similar abruptness for all the exiles: Otto di Guardia 224

was clearly a 'clean copy' in which only a limited space was allotted

for the copying of such details. The letter to Matteo is C.S. III, 112,

f.l89, dated 12 July 1435, but this is clearly not proof that he was

still alive then.

7. C. Guasti, Strozzi Letters, p. xxiv, cites an early will of Aleas-

andra, made on 25 October 1437, which stated her desire to be buried

there also.

8. Strozzi Letters, pp.45-46.

9. Ibid., pp.190, 195.

10. This will be discussed in greater detail below. He wrote to Lorenzo

on 18 October 1459: '... vedi quanto la maladetta fortuna ci. perseguita...'

Strozzi Letters, p.211.

11. C.S. V, 12, f.93.

12. And hence of his cousin, Filippo di Lianardo di Filippo Strozzi.

13. Matteo noted the death of both parents in his ricordanze: C.S. tl,

12, f.lv.

14. Filippo's care for Lorenzo's children after his death in 1479 may have

owed much to his memory of their own fatherless and 	 state;

sea below, Ch.5. The account which follows of Filippo's early life may

be profitably compared with accounts of other Florentines who ire Barly

left fatherless (the best known example being Giovanni Norelli); also

relevant, by comparison, is the contemporary view of the relationship

between fathers and sons. On these see F.W. Kent, Household and lineage,
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pp.53-57; 3.6. Ross, 'The Middle-Class Child in Urban Italy, Fourteenth
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copy in Italian, C.S. V, 12, f.25r, v.

16. Ibid., f.26v.

17. On the departure of the eons of Lionardo di Filippo from Florence
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18. 0. Kent, The Rise of the Medici, p.35?; c.f. those named as tutori

by Platteo with what she has called the 'Strozzi neighbourhood circle'.
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contanti alone. C.S. III, 131, f.29 Filippo Strozzi to Aleesandra
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lished in part by Cuasti, Strozzi Letters, pp.25-26.
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24. CS. III, 180, f.58.

25. C.S. III, 145, f.l9 Jacopo Strozzi to Alessandra Strozzi in

Florence; Bruges, 23 July 1447.

26. C.S. III, 180, f.50r. Filippo Strozzi to Alessandra, Barcelona,

19 March 1445.
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17 August 1448.	 C.S. III, 249, f.67.	 Lorenzo Strozzi to Aleasandra

in Florence; Avignon, 21 September 1448.

28. See n.26. He left nearly a year later, in February 1446:

Strozzi Letters, p.127.

29. C.S. III, 180, f.50r.
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32. Ibid.
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at Women', p.19.

34. III, 131, 29v. Filippo Strozzi to Aleasandra in Florence;

%Jalencia, 14 August 1446.

35. Ibid.
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Letters, pp.25-26.

37. III, 145, f.21, Filippo Strozzi to Matteo Strozzi in Florence;

Naples, 19 August 1449.

38. C.S. III, 249, f.106. 	 Marco Parenti to Filippo Strozzi in Naples;
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40. Ibid.

41. Ibid., pp.3-9.

42. C. Guasti, (ed.) IJna Lettera della Alessandra Macinghi negli Strozzi
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43. Strozzi Letters, p.36.
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125. C.S. III, 131, V.100. Marco Parenti to Filippo Strozzi in Naples;

Florence, 1 April 1462.
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127. C.S. III, 249, f.147r: Filippo Strozzi to Lorenzo in Brugee,

Rome, 15 March 1462.
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to that end to the Signoria, Piero do' Medici, Luca Pitti, 'e uno a
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grazia'.	 C.S. III, 131, V.123, Lorenzo Strozzi to Filippo in Naples,

'a la ports di San Piero Gattolini'; 9 February 1465.

131. III, 178, f.14: Agnolo Acciaiuoli to Filippo Strozzi in

Naples, Florence, 9 November 1465.

132. C.S. III, 178, f.44. Jacopo Acciaiuoli to Filippo, in Naples;

Quarata, 24 October 1465.
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134. C.S. III, 178, f.38: Priore Pandolfini to Filippo Strozzi, in

Naples: Florence, 16 November 1465.

135. N. Rubinatein, Government of Florence, p.165.

136. C.S. III, 249, ?.177r: Marco Parenti to Filippo Strozzi in Naples;

Florence, 12 November 1465.

137. Strozzi Letters, p.359: Lucrezia's letter to Filippo about this

is ibid., p.398.

138. Ibid., pp.412-i3.

139. Ibid., p.409.

140. On his way to and from Milan, while escorting Ippolita Sforza to

her marriage with his elder brother k].fonao, duke of Calabria.

141. Strozzi Letters, p.414: C. Guasti published a large part of the

correspondence relevant to this matter, ibid., pp.398-418.

142. Ibid., p.435.
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letter (but not this paragraph), Strozzi Letters, p.456.
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CH1PTER 4, part 2 - THE EXILES: PALLA STROZZI

I Events

Pails Was the marathon exile of. his generation. In 1434 he

had already lived, by contemporary or indeed by any standards, a full

political and intellectual life in Florence; then aixty.rtliso, 1 he was

to live to be ninety,- completing his very long revised will two days

before his death2 on the eighth of may 1462.	 Vespasiano wrote so vividly

of Palia's life in exile (some thirty years after his death) 3 that it Is

difficult to come to this subject freshly, particularly considering the

paucity of evidence for the Paduan period. 0? some help in this respect

are the two long wills which Palla wrote in l447 and 1462, but these are

mainly concerned with a much earlier period of his life, referring to and

sometimes describing in detail events of up to thirty years earlier.

For that reason I will here concentrate more on how Palla's long exile

was reflected in his writings about his life, and whether it can be seen

to have changed his attitudes to Florence, to Florentine politics, and to

his own family, rather than on a detailed narrative of his life in exile.5

The choice of Padua as his city of exile must have been a con-

genial one to Palla, partly because it was a notable centre of scholarship,

partly because he already had extensive ties with Venice, both in business

and politics: he had been sent there at least twice as Florentine ambass-.

ador. 6 His exile was guaranteed by the hefty sum of 10,000 florins, and

his mallevadori included his brothers-in-law Salamone and Piero di Carlo

Strozzi, his kinsmn Giovanni di Jacopo and Francesco di Giovanni di

Luigi Strozzi, and his son-in-law Tomniaso di Ilesser Tommaso Sacchetti,

7
all guarantors for 1,000 florins.	 Another kinsman, Palla di Franceaco

8
Strozzi, was among the mallevadori of his son Nofri. 	 Very little

Information has as yet been unearthed about Palla's life in exile from

1434 until 1447. His youngest daughter, Ginevra, was married in 1436 to

Francesco Castellani, 9 whose family had also belonged to the anti-Iledicean

faction, and this marriage was probably arranged by Lorenzo, Pails's
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eldest eon, who remained in Florence after his father's exile.	 From

1434 to 1438 he managed his father's property and financial concerns there,

attempting to preserve their property against the appropriations, official

or quasi-official, of the Commune. 10 Rt the end of this period, either

just before or just after he was also sentenced to exile, Lorenzo was

advised to destroy the master account book in which were recorded all his

dealings with Pails's property during those years. 11 Palla later des-

cribed Lorenzo's actions in Florence, 'nella stanza l per mie faccende,

e per rimediare a nostre sustantie' in terms of the 'grands e grave

pericoli' 12 that he had undergone; terminating, presumably, in his own

exile. There is no record that any of Palla'8 sons visited Florence

after 1438, although neither Giovanl'rancesco, Niccol, or Carlo were in

legal exile until 1458.	 Palla does not appear ever to have resumed any

of the commercial activities which he had handed over to his eons by the

end of the 1420s; only one of his sons, Ciovanfrancesco, in fact followed

a career in business.'3

His youngest son, Carlo, who was only twelve or thirteen at the

time of-his exile, studied canon law in Bologna in the early 1440s, before

14
moving to Rome by 1447.	 He was made cubicularlo segreto by Nicholas tl,

who had earlier, as Tommaso Parentucelli, been a tutor to Palla's elder

sons; Veepasiano suggested, probably with reliable information (as he was

a friend of Nicholas) that the Pope had intended to create Carlo a card-

inal for his extraordinary merits and ability; 15 however Carlo died in

1450, before his thirtieth birthday. 16 There is no sign that Palla was

opposed to Carlo entering the church, although whether or not he had done

so before his death is uncertain. 17 With his humanistic education and

training in canon law, the court of Nicholas V must have seemed to offer

Carlo brilliant opportunities, while Pails had four other eons to secure

18
him heirs.	 Shortly after Carlo's death Lorenzo's second son was born,

also named Carlo in his uncle's memory. Of this child and of his brother

Lorenzo wrote: 'a Dio piaccia somigli di bont, virti e gratia per chi
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gil nome, ma abbi miglior fortune' .

At the time he wrote these words Lorenzo held the post of

podest at Gubbio, where he was to die 1888 than a year after writing

them, stabbed by a crazed kinsman of his wife Aleesandra, 2° so that this

21
his youngest child was eventually renamed Lorenzo in his memory.

Palla thus lost his brilliant and cultured youngest and eldest eons in

the space of lees than a year.	 Lorenzo had been the only one of Palla's

eons old enough to have both married and participated in Florentine pol-

itical22 and commercial life before his father's exile. 	 Hb had begun a

career in business very early, even if he had played a negligible role

in the businesses which had borne his name before his fifteenth birth-

day. 23 The bank through which all of Pails's busines8 was carried out

in the 1420s and l430a was in Lorenzo's name, in partnership with Ursino

Lanfredini, and he must have taken a major responsibility for this from

24
about the age of twenty. 	 However in his will of 1447, Palla was care-

ful to stipulate that any charges on his estate arising from the debts of

the bank should be borne equally by all his heirs, not only Lorenzo:

'perch posto che il nome fosse in lui, ii facto apparteneva a me'.25

From Palla's wills it can be deduced that before his marriage Lorenzo had

played the part of the chivalrous young aristocrat in Florentine society,

and from his maintenance of Lorenzo's jousting expenses uncancelled on

his accounts as late as 1447, that Palla had the reservations of a more

26
austere generation about this costly form of display. 	 Lorenzo was

never legally emancipated, 27 and the weight of Palla's authority as

pater families seems to have fallen rather heavily on his shoulders.

Palla devoted a very large amount of space in both wills to recounting

a series of transactions and agreements begun when Lorenzo had had made

over to his wife Alessandra, as her dowry entitlement, monte shares with

a face value of 7,500 florins which were apparently legally Palla's.28

'La qual scripture Lorenzo fece eanza mis conoscientia e saputa, credo

credendosi ben fare, della quale ecriptura 10 mi tenni gravato, a die-

piaquemi eseai ...'	 Elsewhere, however, he gave Lorenzo and Alessandra
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credit for the reacquisition of' the country estate and 'palagetto' of'

Petrala; it was Alessandra, in fact, who had carried out the necessary

29
negotiations in Florence.	 Indeed, in explaining Lorenzo'a actions in

Florence after his exile, Paila wrote that he believed all of his actions

were to be completely trusted: 'so is conditione a feds di Lorenzo, e

che tutto s' ingegniato far bene, e ii meglio eaputo a potuto.'30

Lorenzo used a beautiful humanist hand in his private correspondence, and

in his 1447 will Palla referred to the fact that any manuscripts which

Lorenzo had written, or commissioned others to write, were separate from

his own and purely Lorenzo's property. 31	In his laat will Palla also

mentioned that when Lorenzo had left his household (at some time after

1438) he had taken with him 'alcuni begli libri' in the hand of' Bonedetto

di Pieraccione Strozzi, mainly the works of' Cicero (a de Of'f'iciis, de

Senectute, de Amicitia and de Paradoxi8) and a Salluat. 32 These menu—

scripts had never been returned, and in 1462 Palla formally bequeathed

them to Lorenzo's eons. 33 This episode suggest8 that Palla was very

generous with his books where his sons were concerned, 88 this must have

been a valuable group of works.

Of the three sons who survived Palla, by far the most is known

of Giovanf'rancesco. He had a bank in Venice, and he seems to have spent

much of' his time there from when he was 'apprenticed' to Galeazzo

34
Borromei, probably just after his fetherts exile when he was sixteen.

Later he divided his time between his business interests in Venice and

Ferrara, where he eventually established his own household, and where in

1477 he was offered citizenship. 35 By 1450 he was married to Luisa

Donati; Palla recorded in his final will that in 1450, after Carlo's

death, Giovanfrancesco had taken from the forzeretto which held his

brother's books a 'libretto, e l'uficio di nostra donna e altri orazioni,

disse il voleva per is Luisa aua donna'. 36 In August 1452 Luisa gave

birth to probably the second of' their twelve children, at least five of

37
whom were male:	 'eabato a di 26, e a ora 18, mi fe is mis Luisa un

38
b8l fanciullo maschi&. Luisa and her children appear to have lived
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for some time in Palla's house in PaIua. 39	On his death in 1462 Pails

left all the scritture which still remained in the house in Florence in

the hands of his sons Nofri and Giovanfrancesco, 'perch sono pi atti

Etan his other male descendants] ails conservatione d'ease.	 Nofri

ii maggiore, e Giovanfranceaco pratico in iecritture'. 4° Pails

seems to have had confidence both in Giovanfrancesco'a probity and in

his business ability. Despite the offices of the humanist scholars whom

Palla had employed as tutors for his sons, 4' or perhaps because he was

short of free time to pursue such activities, Giovanfrancesco does not

42
appear to have cultivated extensive humanist interests.	 However, he

did have an absorbing interest in Florentine history.	 In a series of

letters written in 1452 and 1453 to his friend Francesco Caccini in

Florence, he discussed in great detail the progress of a copy of Nattea

tlillani's chronicle which was being made for him there. He already fad

his father's copy of Giovanni Villani's chronicle: in his 1447 wi,i

Palla noted that Giovanfrancesco had this volume, together with his bpy

of the Decameron, with him in Venice: 'dilectandosi in essi, son con-

tento e voglio che liberamente sien suoi'. 43 GiovanfranCescO explained

to Francesco that his copy of Giovanni's work ended with the year 1333 -

'a l'ultimo chosa ale urla disputazione d'uno papa a Vignone' 44 - and that

he only required what came after that. 	 He wanted it copied in 'carta di

bombagia, e di letters inteligibile e choretta ... e che io l'abbi il piii

presto oh4 posaibile, che gran piaciere me ne fatal'.45 A few montha

later, while still not in possession of this work, he wrote to Francesco

asking about Giovanni Cavalcanti's chronicle, which he had had reports

of, but which he had not read.	 'Se l'opera della cronacha del Chaval-

chants ti pare bella, falla copiare in charta di bonbagia pii presto

46
puoi'.	 Clearly his early departure from it had done nothing to dim

his interest in his native city; it may well, indeed, have sharpened it.

He took a close interest in political and intellectual matters in Florence

as well, commenting, for example, in May 1453 on the death of Messer

Carlo Marsuppini, and favourably on the election of Poggio Bracciolini to
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the chancellorship: 'ottima elezione a'e fatto di Pleaser Poggio.'47

Palla's other two BOflB were close to each other in age, but

temperamentally completely different.	 Nofri, exiled with his father to

Padue, was also the closest to him in intellectual interests, not only

studying the Latin classics but commissioning copies and making them in

his own hand.	 In 1447, when distinguishing the manuscripts of Nofri

from his own, Pails mentioned the 'due 	 of Livy, and the letters

of Pliny the younger, 'ne quail s' molto fatichato', and the works

which a Latin scribe, Brancatio Latini, had written for him; here he

mentioned only the letters of St. Jerome. 48 In 1462 Palla explained

that Brancatio had been brought to stay in their house in Padua 'a aua

requisitione e introductione', and that the Pliny written by Nofri was

a 'bello a gran iibra'. 49 Among the many other works that in 1462 he

singled out as Nofri's were a Vitruvius, a de Agricultura, a Commentarium

Rerum Grecarum and a volume of Petrarch'a Latin letters; there was also

a volume of the letters of Lionardo Bruni. He also mentioned a copy of

Cicero's de Claris Oratoribus, written by Brancatio, which he himself had

50
given to Nofri. 	 However there is no indication that even No? ri had

emulated his father's knowledge of Greek. Pails referred in 1462 to

two armarii which Nofri had painted in his own hand, 51 but there is no

evidence that he ever painted professionally. He spent some time in

Rome, no doubt in humanist circles; given his brother Carlo's presence

at the papal court, and his own interest in the arts, shown both by his

possession of the Vitruvius and by the fact that he painted, it is inter—

eating to speculate that he may have been a friend of Rlberti: this was

52
the period of his brother—in—law Giovanni Ruceilai's commissions.

But Nofri seems to have spent much of his time living with his father in

Padua, and there is no indication that he did not remain financially

dependant on Palla. 53	In his final will Palla entrusted some duties of

particular importance, including the saying of masses for his soul, to

Nofri and Giovanfrancesco together, 'miei figiuoli nails chui conscientia

54
mi confido.'
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Niccol, bOtween Nofri and Giovanfrancesco in age, remains

almost completely an enigma. While his name occurs frequently in his

father's wills, nearly everything said about him is of a negative kind.

He had no profession or occupation which is certainly known of, nor did

he share his father's intellectual interests. 55 There is no evidence

that he ever married (certainly he had not done so by 1462) but he had

at least one illegitimate child. 56	Ha had moved so often from place to

place, even country to country, that his father admitted in his last will

57
that he knew very little about his domestic arrangements. 	 It seems

likely that he had taken part in unsuccessful business ventures, or had

lost substantial amounts of money by other means: in 1447 Pails stated

that Nicco1 was not to be left his share of the estate freely, unlike

his brothers, 'considerato la sua nature e conditione, e portamenti

facti di continovo.	 E considerato a dampni per gli modi suoi si sofa

ricevuti'. 58 In addition to this, he had a violent objection to any

disposition of his father's property which would bring him into close

association with his brothers. For this reason Palla excluded him from

the otherwise common inheritance by his sons of their ancestral Floren-

tine house, but willed to him instead a much smaller house close by.59

He was clearly the reprobate son: Palla recalled, in 1447, a large sum

of money he had had to pay to secure Niccol'e release when he had been

'kidnapped' and was imprisoned in Provence. 60 He agreed to waive this

61
debt on the condition that Niccolo 'essendo ammonito, si guardasse'.

By 1.447 two of Pails's five daughter8 - Flargherita and

Ginevra - were dead, the latter having died probably only shortly before

62
he wrote the will of that year. 	 Another, Lena,perhaps the best

loved of his daughters, did not outlive her second husband, Felice

di Michele Brancacci, dying in an outbreak of plague in Florence in

1449.63	 When one of Lena's daughters, Ginevra, married Francesco

Caccini in the following year, Palla wrote to Francesco that his wife

should have 'virti e buona gratis, con dell' altre bonissime parte,

sappiendo la virti di quegli da chi ella flats'; and again he wrote
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of Lena and her husband Felice, 'non si potrebbe dire a eufficientia

in br commendazione', 64 In his 1447 will Pails had made special

provision for her, as she had lost her dowry after Felice's exile from

Florence.	 She was to have the right of tornata ella case with whichever

of her brothers she chose: 'so che earebbe discreta'. 65 After Lena's

death Pails maintained a close interest in the welfare of her daughters.

When a marriage for one of these girls, Maria, was under discussion,

Giovanfrancesco wrote to Franceaco Caccini (husband of Maria's sister

Gjnevra) that '(lesser Palla acrisse a Piero e a vol altri; 	 dato

libertA, per quel li aspetta che maritiate is Maria a chi vi pare

66
meglio.'	 Clearly Palla was still considered a repository of authority

in the concerns of his de8cendants. 	 In the l450s Pafla entrusted some

of his financial affairs in Florence to Francesco Caccini, and in 1462

made Pagolo di Benedetto Strozzi, the husband of yet another of Lena's

67daughters, Agnoletta, one of the Florentine executors of his will.

Only two of Pails's daughters were still alive in 1462. About

the elder of these, Tancia, I have discovered 'very little. 	 She had not

been widowed, but Palla was clearly concerned about her degree of finan-.

cial security, enjoining his eons to support her should her dowry be lost.

Further, he made a special financial provision in her favour, that part

of the proceeds of the sale of his clothes was to be paid to her, in the

form of twelve gold ducata a year for eight years, 'sich per caso

68d' inferniita e di necessita efla si possa di qualche cosa aiutare'.

He suggested that Giovanni Rucellai, husband of his other surviving

69
daughter, Jacopa, would be 'un buon mezzano' for this transaction.

Palla'e final will shows Giovanni as the man whom he held in the

greatest trust, apart perhaps from his sons Nofri and Giovanfrancesco,

and certainly as the only person both worthy of trust and able to effect

70what Pails wished in regard to his Florentine property. 	 Because of

this great confidence in Giovanni, Pails felt no need to make provision

for Jacopa:	 perch	 in conditione che non da pensar di lei simili

casi'. 71 Jacopa died six years after her father, and her epitaph was
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written by Giovanni in his Zibaldone.	 He thanked God for his 'degnies-

end 'charisaima' wife, per easere molto amorevole della persona

mia, e di buono ghoverno per is chasa e per is famigla.' Of her death

on the twenty fourth of April 1468 he wrote: 'is qual chosa riputai mi

fuese is maggior perdita che mal abbi avuto 0 potessi avere'. 72

In 1447 Palia made very full and detailed provision for the

support of his wife, Marietta di Carlo Strozzi. 	 Her dowry when they had

married fifty years earlier had been 900 florins, but Palla decided that

she was not only entitled to this sum, which would have been the usual

Florentine practice, but also to additional amounts which this money had

'earned' through its use. 	 He left her 1250 ducats, held 1! or him by

Giovanni Rucellai, which was substantially larger than her dowry because

it took account of 'cosa pervenute&llei, e di panni lasciategli, e sue

cosette, e beetiame, ragunati a poco a poco•73 Not only was she

entitled to this capital sum, but to the compound interest accrued upon

it. He seems to have realised that this was generous treatment: 'e

spero non potere errare ad u8are verso lei gratitudine, e vogliendo

possa vivere con flo9•74 He explained his reasons for doing so:

'rendomi certo che per ogni caso in vita e in morte, ch'elia amer

pi e auo figli ch'altri.	 Sempre i facto bene, e coal ml confido far

sempre in qualunche advenimento.' 75 Marietta died almost immediately

after this will was written, indeed only a matter of days later; the

household was probably suffering from some infectious disease which

Palla escaped, but to which Marietta succumbed. 76 Palla recalled her

in his final will, written just before his own death, reflecting that

had she lived he could not have provided for her according to her merits:

'verso la quale non arei patuto fare tanto di bene e contentamento auo

quanto arebbe meritato per is virt e feds sua.'

There is almost no indication of what Marietta was actually

like. Vespasiano refers to her as a 'donna singularissima de' aua

ternpi8 but there is none of the convincing detail accompanying, for

instance, his portrait of her daughter-in-law Alessandra de' Bardi, which
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would make this appear other than hyperbole. 	 Although Vespasiano

states that her daughters' education was 'sotto la disciplina di

79
Madonna Marietta',	 a writing master may in fact have been employed

in a household of this size; her daughter Lena wrote a rather crabbed

and cursive, though not uneducated hand, very different from the elegant

script of her brothers. The most revealing information about Marietta

in Palla's writings is the long story in his final will of her journey

to Florence to take care of some business regarding 	 property

there, and how, 'semplicemente' she sold a house which Palla had partic-

ularly wished to keep. Her son-in-law Giovanni Rucellai had told her

of his falling out with his brother Filippo, who needed a house because

they were no longer going to share Giovanni's. Marietta suggested that

he buy from the Commune a house in the Via Larga de' Legnaiuoli (oppo-

site the site of the Strozzi palace) which Palla had purchased from

Strozza di Rinaldo Strozzi before 1427.80 Although this house was being

sold .by the Commune, Palla must have retained some rights in it, as he

stresses in his account of this business that Marietta had his procuro

generals and was thus able to act in his name. Palia described himself

as molto malcontento when he heard about this: 'e ella Marietta quando

ella venne qua a Padova, gle ne diesi molto male.' 8' (He later reached

8
a friendly agreement about this property with Giovanni.)

After Marietta's death in 1447 he was almost alone in his house

in Padua, apart from Nofri, and intermittent wisits from Giovanfrancesco;

after the latter's marriage around 1449, his wife Luisa and in due course

their infant children appear to have lived there with Pails for some time

83
before settling in Ferrara.	 But the person who really maintained the

Paduan household after Marietta's death was Marts, a former domestic

slave whom Marietta had freed before she died.	 'E stats in casa con

meco, che sono molti anni', Pal].a wrote, 	 salario diputato, e

facto tutte le faccende di caea'. She had served him 'con ogni fede e

amore', and in gratitude he left her two hundred and forty lire di mar-

chetti d' argento for her support, and sixty more to equip herself with
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household goods.	 Although his life was certainly not as tragic as

Vespasiano represented it, Pails nevertheless witnessed in the ten years

from 1446 the deaths of his wife, his eon-in-law Felice Brancacci, two of

his Bone and three of his daughters, the burden of such longevity as his

in an era of low average life expectancy. Added to this was the public

drama of his exile from Florence, renewed by the time of his death on no

lees than three occasions. The next section attempts to delineate the

affect of Palla's thirty years of exile on his ideas and sentiments as

reflected in those of his writings available for. study.

ii	 Ideas

There is no convenient 'handle' for getting hold of

views about his native city, such as are found in the case of his son-in-

law Giovanni Rucellai in his expressions of civic pride in the Zibaldone.

If Pails ever committed to paper any purely private reflections of this

kind, they have not survived, and unfortunately all the writings which

we do have are somewhat coloured by their context. They were all pre-

pared for some particular civic occasion, and all were persuasive by

purpose. The best example of this is his oration as Florentine ambassador

to the Venetian senate in 1423, which attempted unsuccessfully to persuade

the senators to join Florence in war against the Duke of Milan, Filippo

Maria Jisconti. 85 In this oration he adopted the 'orthodox' republican

position that tyranny was evil and to be opposed, and that Florence and

Venice, as the principal upholders of republican liberty, were natural

allies. Like several of his contemporaries in the ruling oligarchy in

this decade, he seems to have sincerely admired the oligarchical stability

of Venice, 'questa antichissima repubblicha', 86 and saw in her a desirable

model for Florence. For example, in one of the draft speeches which he

preserved with his diana, 87 and which probably dates from 1427, he

referred to the government of the %lenetians, 'quanto giusto, a quanto

lungamente durato', a fact which he attributed in this context - a speech

in favour of taxation refprm - to the greater justice with which the
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88
fiscal burden was there distributed.

Some of his other writings show that while he wished to see

Florence organised as aetable, oligarchichal republic, that he also had

a view of the state, and therefore of its government, aa concerned also

with the achievement of moral ends, primary amongst them justice and

reasons and that the practical issues of government should be decided

with these considerations in mind. 	 In a draft speech on this subject,

addressed to the chief officials of the Florentine republic, he quoted

Saint Augustine, Plato, Cicero and Terence on the subject of justice, •and

finished with a peroration which presumably expressed his own view:

t a volere che la giustitia sia perfecta el richiede che lie sia temperata

89
colla benignita et humanita'.	 In practice these principles were die-

played in a speech made in favour of fiscal reform: preetanze were

imposed according to 'opinione, e a volont, e non a ragione. Chi vuol

vivere a ragione non puo dannare questo wodo del gatasto', and one in favour

of lightening the burden of the cost of Florentine administration for the

citizens of Plea by reducing the number of officials employed there.9°

Re neither of these measures was likely to be popular if implemented, and

as both were likely to operate to his personal disadvantage, he must have

spoken from conviction.	 In a speech designed to facilitate the passing

of a scrutiny measure in one of the councils, he showed himself keenly

aware of the advantages the traditional Florentine electoral system had

for pace e guiete in the city. 	 A new scrutiny ensured that the citizens

were not 'fuor d'ogni eperanza', and made them content. 	 'E ciascun

cittadino debba eseere contento, volere a sue compagnia negli honori

91
e ufici'.

Despite his wider than usual than usual experience of practical

politics, and the extra dimension supplied by his knowledge of classical

literature, Palla shared with many other Florentines of his class an

interest in Florentine politics and history as connected with the history

of his own family. This took the form of a priorista in his own hand of

the Strozzi with a few historical annottions. 92 He was careful to
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record in his diarlo the role played by his kinsmen Messer Nanni and

Meaer Marcallo Strozzi; he even noted the role of messenger carried

out by his wife marietta's brother, Piero di Carlo Strozzi1 He also

owned a copy of Lionardo 	 funeral oration for Meseer Nanni.93

more general interest in Florentine history may be suggested by his

ownership of Giovanni Villani's Florentine chronicle. 	 Altogether, his

life in Florence was one in which politics and the service of the com-

mune played a very substantial part.	 He may well have believed that

he spoke the truth when he proclaimed to the Venetian senate the repub-

lican citizen's devotion to civic liberty: 'noi per fuggire la eerviti

alamo per sofferire egni rniseria, sino la propria morte nostra e de'

figliuoli ...'

1%fter his exile Pails referred only incidentally in his

writings to Florence or its government: particularly in his very

detailed accOUnt8 of the dispersal of his fortune, his wishes for his

burial, and recollections of past achievements and grievances. Perhaps

the most revealing comments were made in connection with his vanished

wealth.	 In 1447, he wrote that his sustantle had been vastly dimin-

ished by his exile, and the great amount of tax levied on him; 'poco

ci ala da testers per rispecto deile impositioni factemi, e graveze

95
fuori d'ogni dovere; e della exiiio e rilegatione factemi'.	 In

1462 he was more explicit, and more bitter: it was the taxes imposed

after his exile which were chiefly responsible for his financial ruin.

96
These had been imposed 'aol per vedere l'ultima mia disfactione'.

Very near to death, ha must have felt free to say that the Medicean

regime had wished to accomplish not only his removal from Florence, and

hence from Florentine politics, but also the destruction of the great

wealth which had helped make him such a dangerous opponent. He elabor-

ated this theme when discussing the various properties which had been

taken from him by the commune to offset his tax debts. 'Per privarmi

d'ogni mis eustantia mi fu pasta shore grandissilna a incomportabile

graveza', and as a result many properties had been lost: 'entr e
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preselo ii commune, a concedectela a chi ne voile, perpiccoiiissimi

97
progi'.	 As an example of this process he cited the case of the

'palagio del Saggina', the largest of the contiguous houses he and his

father Nofri had acquired in the Via Large de' Legnaiuoli. Nofri had

paid 1,300 florina for this, and Palla complained that it had been 'given'

98
without his consent to Giovanni Plinerbetti for a mere 400 florjns. 	 An

even worse example was that of the 	 de' Servi', one of a number

of valuable comercial properties inherited from his father, which had

coat Nofri 1,000 florina.	 'Et ebbelo Puccio li vicino, per fiorini

pochi pi che cento'; Pucci, he claimed, had since disposed of it pro-

99
fitably.	 The inference is clear: that it suited a corrupt regime to

enrich its supporters while reducing one of its principal opponents to

near poverty. There is also an implicit criticism of the ruling regime

in his recital of the sums owing to him from diplomatic missions under-

taken for the commune before his exile.	 Similarly, he recounted the

circumstances in which he had supplied the commune with grain worth 650

florins, another debt which had never been repaid. 10° As he admitted,

these ancient debts were unlikely to be made good, but they obviously

contributed to his sense of the unjust treatment he had received, and

about which he wanted to make a complete accounting. His son Lorenzo

echoed the terms of his father's earlier writings about the function of

civic activity, but in reverse, when he referred in 1450 to Florence as

101
'cotesta citta, tracts d'ogni ragione e giustitia'.

It seems certain that Palla would have disapproved of the

Medicean system of securing and concentrating their influence in the

government of the city - a system of elBctoral controls - as an unwar-

ranted departure from the traditional oligarchy of the arti maggiori,

even had this system not been designed to exclude from office opponents

of the regime such as the Strozzi. But for an investigation of whether

such disapproval influenced Palla's behaviour, we have to rely almost

entirely on the statements of others. The beat of this evidence is
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undoubtedly that of his eon Giovanfrencesco, in two letters written to

Francesco Caccini, one in late 1453, on the rumoured extension of the

sentences of exile, the other in (larch 1454 when this threat had mater-

iaiiaed, 102 In the first letter he introduced the subject with an

ironic flourish: 'ma bene a preso grande amirazione che si ragioni di

proiunghare i con? mi e confinati', but his real reaction was both aur-

prised and bitter. 'Che si viene per la br faticha e ubidienza, ruina

e disfazione doppo 19 anni'. 	 This leaves no doubt that at this time

Palla still wished, and had expected, to be allowed to return to Florence

before he died.	 Giovanfrancesco eloquently expressed the feeling of

outrage and despair which the Strozzi must have experienced at this

development.

Quando mi rivolto non so a pena chi sie vivo do' confinati.

Debbono mai aver fine quests case, e posers ii animi? Iddio

ii permetta ... Non vene a tornare nesauno, so non quando

questo reggimento vor, e a che riconfinare e tormentare ed

afrigere l'animo deli afritti pii che si elena; a masime che

sono suti e sono ubidientiesimi, a sarano, fino a is morte.

Dormi per rispecto del nostro vechio padre, che in quests

sua ultima et, aentisse rinovar le piaghe de suoi con ii
103

novi dolori.

When Giovanfrancesco heard that the extension had in fact been

approved by the Signoria, although with the agreement of only five of its

104
ninemember8,	 he repeated his conviction of the extreme injustice of

this act, on the grounds that their behaviour in exile had been irre-

proachable: 'tutta volta lui [Palla] a tutti noi rests paziente a

quello facto l.a Signoria', adding ironically, 'la quabe in cosa aichuna

105
non puo	 the 'orthodox' Florentine view of the actions of the

chief magistracy. 	 These letters lend weight to Vespasiano's testimony

that Pails, in exile, had adopted a stance of complete loyalty to Flor-

ence, refusing (outside his own household, at least) to countenance

criticism of her government; Giovanfrancesco's reference to the infall-

ibility of the Signoria may also refer obliquely to this attitude of his

father. Vespaslano quoted (lesser Ciannozo 	 report that Pails
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treated all Florentine ambassadors to Venice who stayed in Padua with

courteous respect: '[Ilesser Giannozo maravigliavasi aesai della eua

constanza, di vederlo istare di boniasima voglia, e mal dolersi dello

esii.io n di coae avverse...' 	 P8118's stance of irreproachable

rectitude may have been a matter of principle, but it was also one of

policy; Giovanfranceeco clearly believed that this would eventually lead

to their reinstatement. This was a miscalculation, and they must have

been either unwilling or unable, or both, to use the means to this end

employed by Filippo. 	 Between these Strozzi and the Pledicean regime

there was a gulf too wide to be bridged with the tools of common

expediency.

This extension of the sentences, and the further extension of

1458, when the sentence was also widened to include all of Palla's

descendants through the male line (including Bardo and Lorenzo di

Lorenzo, who had returned to Florence with their mother after Lorenzo's

death), together convinced Palla that he would never return to his native

city, nor even be buried there. 	 Giovanfrancesco had written dramatically

in 1454 that he felt 'pasione e dispiacare, aol per rispetto del nostro

vechio padre, che in questo suo ultimo tempo si vegha in tutto serrato

107
le porti, e abbi a ripor l'ossa fuori della patria.' 	 This change is

reflected in the different dispositions made in the two wills f or his

funeral and place of burial. 	 In 1447 he had directed that 'mancando io

qui' (that is, in Padua), he wished his body to be taken first to the

Paduan church of San Francesco dello Oservanza, and from Padua to Santa

Trinita in Florence, for burial in the chapel built there by his father

and himself. 108 The instructions were detailed: ha wished to be buried

'vestito come monaco di Sancta Trinita di Firenze', adding that they were

Vallambrosians whose habit was grey. He stated precisely where his body

was to be placed, in a similarly inconspicuous position to that of his

mother, flona Nanna, in the vaults under the altare maggiore in the

chapel) 09 He must have wanted his father's monument to remain alone
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as the chapel's chief focus of attention, and in consonance with this

he stressed that he wanted no elaborate ceremony either in Padua or at

his burial in Florence. The only exception was that his eons might

invite 'parenti e cittadini' to their Florentine house on the day of

110
burial or the next.

In writing this will, Palla showed a desire to draw up an

accurate record of his and his father's achievement in building this

chapel, but in doing so he did not quite resolve an ambiguity which

existed in his own mind about it. Thus in his first description he

carefully distinguished it as 'l.a capella nostra nuovamente per Nofri

mio padre ordinata e facti e fondamenti, e per me measa ad executione e

compiuta, come lasci per auo testamento at ultima volont'. Here he

ascribed the greatest responsibility to Nofri, crediting himself only

with the execution of his father's wishes, and with the chapel's com-

pletion. 111 But when he made detailed mention of the chapel again later

112
in the will, when describing how one of hi8 garments, of red velvet,

was to be made into a chasuble for the further decoration of the chapel,

he described it as 'l.a capella noetra nuova che Nofri mb padre laaci

si facesee, e cosi io feci.	 E l	 he chaaublj ia insieme con l'altre

cose e fornimenti ch'io feci fare in ornamento di queue capella contin-

uamente'. 113 It is not perhaps too fanciful to see this as an assertion

of hIs own role in the chapel's creation, appropriately enough in making

this bequest which was so closely associated with his own person. But

even here he made the distinction, due to filial piety, between the actual

planning and construction of the chapel, according to his father's plans,

and its completion and decoration, in which he had followed his own

wishea. 114 If a recent scholar of the chapel's architecture and decora-

tion is correct in stating that when finished the beginning made by Nofri

had been almost completely changed or obscured by his son's more ambitious

structure, 115 Palla's ambiguity on this point may be adequately explained.

There is a striking difference between these descriptions and

dispositions of 1447, and the complete silence on the subject of the
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chapel in his final will fifteen years later. 	 Unfortunately very little

is known about the history of the chapel in the period after 1450. 	 But

it cannot be assumed, on the basis of Pails's silence alone, that the

116
chapel had passed into other hands. 	 It seems unlikely that he ignored

the chapel because of the repugnance of its Florentine associations, as he

maintained a passionate attachment to the other, secular, Florentine

ancestral properties. That his personal piety was still closely assoc-

iated with the !Jallombrosan order is shown by his continued wish to be

117
buried in their habit.	 Presumably the reaaon for the change was

simply that with his sons and grandsons all by then in judicial exile

also, he felt that burial in Florence was no longer possible in the

-	 118
manner in which he would have wished it carried out.	 In the will of

1462 he stated only that he should be buried, as Marietta had been, in

the church of Santa Maria di Betlem in Padua, 'e posto humilemente in

chiesa, dove e come parr a i mei figliuoli e rede'.9

By contrast with his apparent dismissal of the Santa Trinita

chapel from active consideration by the time he wrote his final will,

Palla showed himself in 1462 to be more fiercely concerned than ever

that the most important parts of his Florentine property should remain

in, or be returned to, the hands of his male descendants. As mentioned

in an earlier chapter, Pails's house of residence in Florence was in fact

made up of two houses, one in the Via Larga de Legnaiuoli, one in the

Corso degli Strozzi, joined back-to-back. 12° Of these, he was able to

maintain constant possession of the house in the Corso due to an agree-

ment with the Abbot of San Pancrazio, who was cessionario of the gonfalone

of Lion vosso, whereby the Abbot had formal possession of the property,

and ita income, for as long as Palla and his sons remained in exile.

Palla's son-in-law, Giovanni Rucellai, seems to have been responsible for

-this arrangement, the purpose of which was clearly stated in the notarised

agreement: 'accioch altro uficio di comune o altri per debiti di Messer

121
Palla non poasa andarvi su'.	 The other house, in the Via Larga, had

been sold tO Messer Marcello Strozzi with a private agreement that Palla
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could repurchase it when he or his heirs were able to return to Florence

to do	 By 1462 f'Iarcello was dead and the house had passed into

the poseession of his eons. 	 Of these houees Pails wrote that 'sono

nostra antichit') 23 He described the former as tlal casa principale,

124
nurata per nostro antico fino da' fondementi': 	 presumably the name of

the ancestor who built it was no longer remembered. 	 It had probably

stood on this site at least since the early fourteenth century when

Palla's great-great-grandfather, meseer Jacopo, had taken part in the

first enlargement of the Corso to create a piazza. 125 The other house,

formerly owned by Currado di Pagolo Strozzi, he described as 'non murata

per gil antichi, ma fu degli antichi nostri') 26 He thus succinctly

expressed the values that lay behind the attachment to particular

houses and sites, that they were hallowed by their ancestral associa-

tions and continual occupation by the lineage's members. For that

reason, he concluded, 'no' ml pare che ssi debba vendere n impegnare

127
ne alienare, come decto e, in strani'. 	 Despite the fact that he

placed a very high value on unity between brothers (in the bequest of

his library he advised his heirs 'che aempre commenderei lo 'ngegnarsi

d'eseere e parere dimonatrarsi una niedesima cosa; in qualunche acto

18
seguene consolatione, commendatione, e beni aasal.)	 he left

these joined houses, together with the country properties of Trefiano

and Poggio a Caiano, to Nofri and Giovanfranceaco, and Lorenzo's eons

Bardo and Lorenzo, excluding Nicco1. This he did 'per non mescolar

Niccol mb figlluo].o con gli euoi frategli e nipoti, per pace a

quiete fra loro'. 129 The house which he left Niccolo instead, nearby

in the Via Larga, had formerly belonged to Strozza di Rina].do, a distant

kinsman with whom Palla had had quite a close association. This house

was at the time Palla wrote his will in the hands of Giovanni Rucellai,

as were the botteghe under Palla's own house in the Via Larga, and the

property of Poggio a Caiano.13° He was confident that Giovanni would

keep his word to hand it over when his heirs were in a position to re-

purchase it.	 'Giovanni eon certo, non contradirebbe, e confidomi che
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sempre far quanto allora disse') 31 He particularly valued this house,

for its associations with the lineage and its position in the middle of

the Strozzi district: 'e diasi ch' io aveva cariasima quella casa a

s	 132terre, per luogho dove eras a per piu rispecti'. 	 He placed on it the

same restrictions as on the main house with regard to alienation and

inheritance.

The other property which Palla particularly wished his heirs

to preserve was the country estate of Trefiano, in the commune of

Carmignano. This is one of the most eloquent expressions by any Floren-

tine of attachment to a particular building, property and district because

of their associations with both personal ancestors and the whole lineage.

This was despite the fact, as Palla makes clear, that the property pos-

sessed no present grandeur or particular material value. He formulated

his wish that his sons preserve this property in similar terms to those

used for the Florentine house, and then gave his reasons in full.

'E questo fo perch da' fondamenti fu edificato dagli nostri

antichi a padri I1esser acopo, a Palla suo figliuolo, padre di

Nofri mio padre e mb avolo. 	 E voglio quanto posaibile m4

provedere che decto sito, luogho e podere abbia a rimanere

nella casa nostra a ne' nostri discendenti per memoria di.

che lo edifico a fa [tto] principio; e per rispecto del

luogo dove egli , cio a Carmignano sempre suti quegli

huomini quel medesimo che noi, a di casa nostra. - Posto che

decto luogo sia al presente piccolissima casa, a come un

casolare, ma gi fu grands e bella e magnifica.' 133

There was no mention of this .property in the earlier will of 1447, just

as there had been no explanation of why their house in Florence should

be preserved.	 One reason for this new emphasis may have been that as

Palla grew very old, and the ebbing away of his once enormous wealth was

virtually complete, these ancestral properties, as the beginning of his

and his father's huge fortune, took on a renewed importance and it seemed

more imperative to him that they be preserved. Another reason may have

been that he feared the effect of their long exile on his sons' and

grandsons memories, and attachment to these properties; hence this
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attempt in his final will, to make clear their importance.'34

In other respects, 88 well, Palla's mind seems to have

travelled back to Florentine matters when writing this will - more, it

appears, in the interest of setting matters straight, than of obtaining

redress for what were all very ancient grievances. The most striking

was the account of how, while a member of the Died di Balls, he provided

the commune with grain worth 650 florins, at the request of the Signoria,

a debt which had never been repaid. 	 In explaining how this had happened,

he came close to a narration of the events which lead to his own exile:

'seguirono dipol le novit de' 1433, et ebbesi ad attendere a squittino

et altro, et pass ii tempo.	 E seguirono dipoi I.e novit del 1434 e i

135
miei confini ...'	 There is no suggestion here that he resented his

exile, or considered it unjust: his protests were confined to the

deliberate destruction of his wealth which he believed had accompanied

it.

In contrast with the large amount of material showing Filippo

and Lorenzo di Ilatteo's contacts with their kinsmen during their exile,

there is very little to show whether this was 80 in Palla's case. One

reason for this blank is that virtually none of his correspondence from

the Paduan years has survived. 136	 8 it is known that Ciovanfrancesco

and Bardo and Lorenzo di Lorenzo did correspond with other Strozzi, it

seems likely that Palla also did, considering his lifetime of contacts

with his kinsmen, amongst whom he had held a leading position before his

exile. But this is no more than a guess. 	 In the case of the wills,

apart from his passionate espousal of corporate ideals with regard to the

family properties, there is comparatively little in either about other

members of the lineage, and some of what there is, is of a rather

ambiguous kind. As mentioned above in Chapter 3, he referred in the

will of 1447 to his cousin Ilesser Palla Novello only to stipulate that

neither he nor any of his direct male descendants were ever to inherit

any of his property. By 1462 this clause had disappeared; presumably

the enmity which lay behind it had evaporated with Palla Novello's death.
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Generally, 01' course, it should be remembered that Palla di Nofri must

have outlived all of his own contemporaries and close associates, and

that he had no link with Florence as strong as that Alessandra

Macinghi Strozzi provided for her eons to familiarise him with the

new generation. This relative lack of information is shown, for

example, by his description in his 1462 will of the sale of the 'caaa

deli' Aquila', one of the houses he had owned on the S. (lana Novella

side of the Via Larga.	 He had bought this from his brother-in-law,

Salamone di Carlo Strozzi, and it had been bought in turn after his

exile by (lesser Benedetto di Ruberto Strozzi of Mantua. (lesser Bene-

detto had then sold it to yet another Strozzi purchaser. 	 'Emmi decto

che 1'nno e figliuoli di Francesco di Benedetto di Caroccio.

Vorrebbesi ingegnar di sapere coma la casa in cia proceducta'.137

He was in fact correctly informed: Lodovico, Battieta, Vanni and

Lorenzo di Francesco Strozzi had bought it from (lesser Benedetto in

August 1460).38 Clearly Palla felt at the end of his long life that

he had lost touch with some of his kinsmen in Florence. Nevertheless

two of the three Florentine executors of his final will were Strozzi

(the third was Giovanni Rucellai): Carlo di Piero di Carlo and Pagolo

139di Benedetto di Pieraccione.	 Carlo was his wife's nephew; Pagolo

was married to his grand-daughter Angoletta di Felice Brancacci. He

certainly chose them because they were kinsmen, but these other ties had

no doubt helped to sustain the bond that he felt tied their interests to

his.

Apart from the various explanations of legal and property

dispositions, the subject to which he devoted the most apace in both

wills, and which did not at all diminish in interest for him, was that

of his great collection of Greek and Latin manuscripts. The best known,

because best described, volumes in his collection were those he bequeathed

140to the monastery of Santa Giustina in Padua.	 These works were only a

very small part of his collection - thirteen in 1447, eighteen in 1462 -

out of a total by the time of his death of between four hundred and four
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141
hundred and fifty books. This was a personal and rather idiosyn-

cratic bequest: the manuscripts were almost all works of Greek philos-

ophy or commentaries on it, and it is clear from Palla'a statment about

their use that none of the monks there were familiar with such studies

142
at that time.	 It was a personal memorial in that a large proportion

of the manuscripts had been copied by P,alla himself, and they were all

of particular significance to him. The most important group of works

were the product of his Paduan exile, and specifically of the 1440a:

initiated, perhaps inspired, by the copy of Semplicius' first commentary

on Aristotle's Physics copied for him by John ltrgiropoulos in 1441,

three more volumes of commentary followed this, copied by Palla himself

in 1442, 1443 and 1444 . 143 Another of the volumes in Palla's hand,

containing four works of Aristotle, he had made over a long period a a

'critical edition' of the texts involved; this, too, was almost cet...

ainly a product of his exile. 144 The bequest to Santa tiustina did

not constitute a 'library' in the sense of those fostered by Cosimo at

San Marco or the Badia at Fiesole; nor does it resemble that which

Vespaaiano suggests Palla was going to establish at Santa Trinita, until

hi8 exile prevented him. 145 Instead, Palla emphasized the obligation

which the monastery was under to preserve the manuscripts, and he may

partly have chosen Santa Giustina from trust in the probity of its abbot,

partly because he considered it particularly appropriate that these vol-

umes should be preserved in Padua. Were there any evidence that Palla

had earlier intended to endow a library in Santa Trinita, this actual

bequest to Santa Giustina would have more significance, as a decided

turning away from his native city; but apart from Vespasiano's assertion,

146
repeated by Lorenzo Strozzi, there is no such evidence.

While the arrangements for the bequest of these manuscripts

were repeated without significant changes in 1462, there was a very

important revision in Palla'e plans for the very large residue not given

to Santa Giustina.	 In 1447 he had ordered that these books (excluding

those on which one of his sons had a particular claim) should be sold,
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together if possible, and the proceeds added to the common estate.'47

By 1462 he had changed his mind, and ordered that they be divided into

three parts, going to Nofri, Ciovanfrancesco, and one part between Bardo

and Lorenzo di Lorenzo. 148 He obviously hoped that the books would be

kept together, but suggested an amicable division between them if this

were not possible. 149 Nicco1 was excluded from inheritance of the

library also, and was to receive cash compensation: 'per ch egli dessi

non potrebbe trarne utilit alcuna in usargli, [i.e., the manuscriptj

essendo della qualita che sono.' 	 The earlier disposition, that the

manuscripts should be sold, was curious, as they were most unlikely to be

sold as a unit, or even with all the Greek volumes together, and Palla

was clearly aware of their value as a collection. 151 He must already

have possessed at that time the Cosmographia of Ptolemy, but no mention

is made of it; this is in sharp contrast with his last will, where he

particularly enjoined his eons to keep it, partly because it was the

first copy brought to Italy, and partly because it had been made by

152
Manuel Chrysoloras. 	 'Non mi par che si debba alienare per gli miei

figliuoli e nipoti, ma conservasi in casa in memoria di chi la fecie'.

The only real explanation of thia difference between the two wills is that

by 1462 he felt less anxious about the financial position of his depend-

ants than he had fifteen years earlier. Possibly Giovanfrancesco's

business in Venice, in which most of Palla'e available capital was employ-

153ad, had prospered in the intervening years. 	 Marietta's death had also

freed him from the ethical obligation he had earlier felt. Fully to

'make goode her dowry, while the burdens on the estate had been reduced

by the death of Carlo; it had now to be divided four ways instead of

five.	 It still remains surprising, given the sentiments later expressed,

that he had ever intended to sell his books: 'vi sono di quegli che sono

stati in casa lunghiseimo tempo •..[el a.Lcuni di mia mano a in greco e in

latino, o in tutto o in parte, e non credo che sia altro che bane che non

si vendano; a non sieno alienati'.154

Pails was unique amongst his Florentine contemporaries in being
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both a true humanist scholar - collecting, editing and translating

Greek and Latin texts - end a man powerful enough in the politics of

the city to secure the enmity of the Medicean regime through almost

thirty years. His life remains enigmatic in a manner which Filippo

does not: there are no day-to-day records to illuminate, for

example, his response to any of the political events which occurred

during his exile.	 He also differed from Filippo in that his exile took

place when he had already had a full career in Florentine and Italian

politics.	 Contrasts and differences are easily found between the two

men, but it is difficult to find any shared experience which can be

taken as quintessential to a life of exile, apart from their very strong

desire to return to Florence. There is no eiidence that Palla attempted

to use or cultivate channels of influence within the Florentine reggi-

mento, and this underlines perhaps the greatest difference between them.

Palla had a sense of his own merits which did not allow him to adopt the

suppliant's position which was open to Filippo; this was combined with

absorbing intellectual concerns which were pursued as ends in them-

selves, unlike Filippo's money making activitie; needing no Florentine

recognition or fulfillment. It is difficult not to believe that in the

life he shared with his eon Nofri in Padua, Palla found a large measure

of contentment; indeed, because of his exile he was undoubtedly able to

fulfil his personal intellectual interests far more fully than did most

of his contemporaries.
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NOTES:

1. Palla wee probably born in 1372, but this has not been definitely

established; see H. Baron, 'The Ago of Humanists born in the

Trecento', Speculum, Vol.52, 1977, pp.583-4, 586n.

2. The second of Palla's two long wills written in exile is dated

6 May 1462, in his own hand which was here shaky end uneven. R.S. Ferr.,

Archivio Bentivog].io, Lib.3-34, f.55.	 There are 50 folios, numbered

5 to 55.

3. Vespasiano's Life of Palla must have been written between the years

1478, which A. do la Mare suggests is the date of his earliest bio-

graphical writing, and 1491, the year of Filippo di Platteo'e death (as

the four Strozzi Lives were presented to him by Vespasiano): A. de la

Mare, Vespasiano da Bisticci, p.26. While he made various factual

errors, Vespasiano's Life is both eloquent and deeply in sympathy with its

subject. For a full discussion of the Life see my unpublished paper,

'Vespasiano's and Lorenzo Strozzi's Lives of Palla Strozzi', cites above,

Introduction, n.39.

4. There are two autograph copies of the 1447 will; I have used the

second, complete, copy. Arch. Bent. Lib.4-l-2. There are 26 folios,

numbered 5 to 31; it i.e dated 24 August 1447 (f.31).

5. The most useful works of reference f or Palla's life in Padua are

those of 6. Fiocco, 'La Biblioteca di Palla Strozzi', Studi di biblio-

graphia e di stand in onore di T. do Marinis, Vol.2, 1964, pp.289-3O9;

and 'La Casa di Palla Strozzi', Lincei: memorie, scienze, morali, 1954,

Serie VIII, Vol V, 7, pp.361-382; and particularly in the latter, pp.378-

82, a chronological list of documents, almost all legal instruments,

concerning Palla, found in the Archivio di Stato in Padua.

6. On his ambassadorship to Venice in 1423, see below, p.232.

7. Otto di Guardia e Balia, 224, f.46v. The other mallevadori were

Piero di Chino Lippi, Giovanni di Simone Rinuccirii, Nofri di Michele

Parenti, Carlo Bonciani, and Oraino Lanfredini, the partner of Lorenzo

di Measer Palla in hi8 bank.

B. Nofri had mallevadorl for a total of 2,000 florins only - Palla di

Francesco for 1,000 florins, Niccol di Berto Trinciavelli and Ro8so di

Messer Andrea for 500 each.	 Ibid., f.48r.

9. On this marriage see above, Ch.2, section iii. 	 Franceaco received

Ginevra'a dowry (1,200 florins) in land, a fairly unusual arrangement but

one no doubt neceesitated by Palla's financial situation. This land

included a podere at Petraia, which was sold by Francesco for 350 florins

in 1439: 6. Fiocco, 'La Casa di Palla Strozzi', p.379.

10. See below, section ii

11. Palla wrote that 'molts coee gli convenne fare, diche mal potrebbe
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render ragione, apetie].mente essendosi area certo libro e quaderno dove

aveva eritto tutto'.	 He noted only that CO	 [Lorenzoj fu consiglieto,

e per lo meglio; discretion was presumably necessary as to who had

issued this warning, which must have been of the 	 intention to

seize these accounts.	 1447 Will, f.18.

12. Ibid., f.19.

13. GiovaflfraflcescO's banking career is discussed below and in Ch.5.

He also had a trading company in Venice with hi8 brother-in-law Giovanni

Rucellai, which dealt (probably amongst other things) in leather. From

Giovanni's account of events in Venice in 1451 it is clear that this

company was operating there at that time. 	 Zibaldone, p.53.

14. There are very few precisely documented facts about Carlo's life.

L. Belle, in his biography of Pails, A Renaissance Patrician, states that

Carlo was thirteen in 1434 (p.55) but while this seems plausible it is not

documented in any way. He was the last child: Giovanfrancesco was born

in 1418, Gineura probably in 1419 or 1420 (as she was married in 1436).

Palla stated in 1447 that Carlo had taken with him works in 'ragione

canonica e civile che foseono stati comperati per lui e auo studio' when

he went to Bologna (Will of 1447, ff.24-25); by 1447 he referred to Carlo

as 'Pleaser Carlo', and in 1462 as 'Pleaser Carlo mio ultimo f'igliuolo, a

doctors in iure canonico'. Therefore it appears that he studied for and

received his doctorate in Bologna, although if a birthdate of 1421 is

correct he may have begun his studies there before 1440.	 He had moved

to Rome by 1447; Palla referred in that year to 'una bibietta di lettera

parigiana piccola' which he had bought f or 5 florins many years earlier,

and which he had given to Carlo when he went to Rome. 1447 Will, f.25.

15. Vespasiano was a friend of Nicholas V, and claimed the credit for

having obtained a benefice from him for another Strozzi, Pleaser Piero di

Benedetto di Pieraccione (A. do la Mare, 'Ilesser Piero Strozzi', pp.55-56)

so that his testimony on this point is likely to be accurate.	 It also

accords with the other known details of Carlo's life: see below, n.l7.

16. Bib. Ricc. 4009 (unfoliated) contains the only surviving letter that

I know of by Carlo, dated only '1 April', but from internal evidence it

must have been written in 1450: Carlo di Pleaser Palla Strozzi to Michele

di Felice Brancacci, in Todi; Rome, 1 Rpril145O). Lorenzo'a letter

referring to Carlo's death was written less than three months later:

Acquieti e Doni, 140, inserto B, n.2, f.l06, Lorenzo di Pleaser Palla

Strozzi to Michele di Felice Brancacci, in Todi; Gubbio, 21 June 1450.

17. In the clause of his will treating Carlo's inheritance of a share

of his estate, Palla referred in 1447 to 'el quale riesser Carlo, posto

cha avesse preso o pigliaase grado e vita clericala': so it is clear that

in that year he was expected to enter the church at some time in the
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CHfPTER 5

i.	 Filippo Strozzi in Florence, 1470 - 1491

The four years from 1465 to 1470 were a watershed for the

Strozzi in more than one respect. The exile of Filippo and Lorenzo di

Matteo ended in late 1466, and by the end of 1470 they had both contracted

marriages with girls from socially irreproachable, if politically power-

less Florentine families, the Adimari and Baroncelli; Filippo's first

son, f%lfonso, was born in 1467,1 and their mother, Alessandra, died

nearly four years later, in March 1471. 	 She was sixty three years old;

the next year, in August, Filippo gave to the church of S. Maria Lighi in

her memory 'una pianeta di domaschino brochato d'oro, con fregio

richamato coll'arme degli Strozzi. e do' rlacigni'. 2 Decisive events also

occurred in these years for the other 'exile' branch of the lineage.

Ilesser Palla had died in 1462, but his eons and grandsons were not recall-

ed to Florence in 1466 with Filippo and Lorenzo.	 In 1467 Giovanf ran-

cesco took part in an attempt to remove the Medicean regime by force:

partly, perhaps, because he was no 1oner restrained by Palla's modera-

tion, but mainly, it might be guessed, because of his frustration at their

continuing exile, and his conviction of its injustice. This act, and his

subsequent condemnation as a rubello of the commune, 3 made almost corn-

pletely certain bis and his brothers' exile while that regime lasted.

The early 1490s also saw a decisive punctuation in the line-

age's history.	 Not quite sixty three at the time of his death in 1491,

Filippo had by that time amassed an enormous fortune, outlived his younger

brother Lorenzo by twelve years, and come to preside as paterfamilias

over a very large household in Florence; a household which included his

second wife Selvaggia, Lorenzo's widow Antonia, probably eight of his

nine surviving children, and in addition five of Lorenzo's six legitimate

children, the last of whom, a girl called Francesca, had been born post-

humously in Florence. 4 Filippo had also lived to witness the foundation

of his casa grande, for which the first building, a wool shop, was

demolished on the fifteenth July 1489, and the first foundation stone
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laid the next month, on the sixth August. 5	Two years after his death

the I9edici regime fell, and with it the political forces which had kept

the Strozzi on the edges of Florentine politics for sixty years.	 In the

period between these two events the history of the Strozzi lineage was

linked indissolubly with that of Filippo.

While Filippo never entirely delegated the direction of the

bank and fondaco in Naples, and made many visits there, he returned to

Florence on a permanent basis in 1470, while Lorenzo left with his new

wife, shortly after their marriage, to superintend the Neapolitan opera-

tion personally. A letter of his to Filippo, written in 1478, shows

that he intended to return to Florence permanently also, but this had not

occurred before his death in the following year.6

Filippo's first wife, Fiametta Adimari, bore him seven child-

ren, two male and five female, but two of these did not survive infancy.7

Alfonso, the eldest, was born on the eleventh December 1467, and Filippo

recorded that he was held at his baptism by 'Lorenzo di Piero di

Choximo de' Medici, per parte di Don Alfonzo d'Aragona, duca di Calav-

na'; Lucrezia, the second child (probably named in honour of Piero

de' Iledici's wife, Lucrezia Tornabuoni) was bcrn in April 1469, and the

third, marietta, in February 1471. Marietta had two Strozzi sponsors,

Cirolamo di Carlo di Marco and Mona Dora, wife of tlanni di Francesco

Strozzi.	 Filippo's fourth child and second eon he named Alessandro, in

memory of his mother who had died the previous year; this unprecedented

procedure was made even stranger by the fact that the child was born on

the feast of St. Matthew, the name day of Filippo's father. The fifth

and sixth children were both girls named Lionora (the first died in

infancy), the name being chosen in honour of Eleonora, daughter of King

Ferrante of Naples, who was married in 1473 to Ercole d'Eate the new duke

of Ferrara.	 Godfather of the second Lionora was Pleaser Marino Tomacello,

Neapolitan ambassador to Florence, and Filippo's friend and frequent

correspondent. Fiametta's last child was bcxin in 1476: 'a dl U d'

aghosto 1476 l.a mattina ... partonl is Fiametta ii 1/7° figiiuolo. Fu
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femina •.. e poxili detto nome 1easandraJ per rifars nostra madre'.8

Fiametta died seventeen days later, and in his record of her death Filippo

provided one of the most interesting available insights into his person-

ality. He had a post mortem examination and dissection carried out, and

he recorded in detail the appearance of the organs and the diagnosed cause

of death.9 At the end of the long account he added this comment on her

death: 'dettemi is sua perdita grands passions, perch ogni cii mi con-

tentavo moito di lei, per molts buone parts che in lei rengniavono.'10

A few months later he recorded having taken the baby Alessandra to their

parish church of s. maria Ughi with her sister Lionora, where she was

11
'named':	 1 e hordinai fuses chiamata per l'avenire Fiametta'.

Filippo's second marriage, to Selvaggia d. Bartolomeo Gianfig-

liazzi, was very different from his first. Fiametta had been chosen for

beauty, aristocratic ancestry, and because her family were prepared to

betroth her to a man who was still an exile. The Gianl'igliazzi. marriage

12
was by contrast primarily a political arrangement. 	 Bartolommeo Gian-

figliazzi was podesta in Milan in 1477 when the marriage was arranged by

Ileseer Tommaso Soderini, who was Florentine ambaseadoz there in that year.

The marriage took place in September, Selvaggia being fetched from her

parents' country estate by a Strozzi escort; 'che v'andi [siJ Paolo di

Benedetto, Charoccio di Zanobi, Michele di Charilo, Litti Strozzi, e

Alfonea mio figiiuolo'. 13 Their first child, anothei Alesaandra was

born in 1479,14 the second, Lorenzo, who was born in 1482, was named for

his uncle who had died three years earlier in Naples. 	 His godfather was

the Milanese orator in Florence, Messer Filippo Sagramoro, and his father

expressed the wish for this, only his second living son in the long pro-

cession of children, that 'Iddio lo fecie vivacie e buono'. 15 The first

child named Giovanbattista was born two years later, but lived only three

months. 16 The births of Filippo's last three children all coincided

with important events in his public life. Caterina was born in November

1485,17 'a fu batezata daila Signoria, perch alora mi trovavo de'

mangnifici Signori'. All other eight members and their notary were her
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godparents.	 Similarly, another girl, born just over a year later18

when Filippo was a member of the eel di mercanzia, was sponsored by the

other five members and their camarlingo; Filippo's last child, christened

Ciovanbattieta but renamed Filippo, was born when his father was a consul

of the arts di mercatantia in 1489.19

Filippo's choice of names and godparenta for his children dis-

plays a fine mixture of traditional piety and political pragmatism.	 He

used the quasi-familial nature of the godparent tie to strengthen existing

friendships (as in the case of the Neapolitan ambassador in Florence,

rarino Tomacello) or to extend the range of his contacts in the Italian

courts. Thus he took the opportunity to strengthen the Nilaneso con-

nection's formed by his second marriage in his choice of godfather for

Lorenzo, the first 80fl of that marriage.	 There was a distinct difference

between male and female children in this respect: Filippo's daughera

were in the main sponsored by close kinsmen or employee8, like riona

Nargherita, daughter of Benedetto di Pieraccione, and Lorenzo Fiorini,

who both acted as godparents to Filippo's children on three occasions.2°

Filippo's mother Alessandra objected strenuously to his tendency to give

his children unconventional, because untraditional, names: she spoke of

the 'dispiacere che i'abbi del por nome Allesandro al fanciullo, s'egli

era maschio', before Filippo's second child was born; 'noi stareiio

freschi se a nostri figliuoli noi non potessimo por nome a nostro

modo'. 21 She had noticed, and was upset by, the fact that 'el nome di

tuo padre non ti piaceva', she wrote to Filippo in this same letter of

1469. Indeed Filippo's failure ever to name a son after his father does

seem odd, as this was a revered Florentine tradition; perhaps he felt

that Lorenzo had done so for both of them in 1474, by naming his second

son P%atteo.	 He recorded this event in his ricordanze, as he did the

births of all of Lorenzo's childrena 'poseli nome I9atteo per rifare

nostro padre'. 22 There was high degree of identification between the

two brothers where their children were concerned, and Filippo showed this

in his concern for the well being of Lorenzo's ebns. When the elder of
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these, Carlo, recovered from an illness when he was two years old,

Filippo told Lorenzo that 'assai letizia abbiamo .auto do la liberazione

di Charlo tuo.	 Iddio ringrazio chorninci a saporere do' morsi do'

figliuoli'.	 He underlined his anxiety at the small number of their

male descendants, no doubt rendered more acute by the death of his eon

t%lessandro nearly two years earlier, in his thankfulness at Carlo's

recovery: 'Iddio cie li conservi, ch n'abiamo bisognio. 	 si pochi
r	 -	 24n' &biamo, e is mis Ldonnaj non ta cienno di rifarne'. 	 This anxiety

had its origins in their period of exile, and particularly in the death

of their brother I'Iatteo in 1458; in their case only two of five brothers

had survived to adulthood, and to procreate in their turn; 'el pocho

numero', as Filippo had written. 25 He wrote in his ricordanze, reflect-

ing on Alessandro's death, the wish that 'iddio per sua misericordia

presti vita a ii altri'. 26	As was suggested in an earlier chapter,

Filippo also felt a great need to form reliable connections by marriage

within the Florentine elite, and he began to do this as soon as was

practicable, betrothing his eldest surviving daughter, marietta, to

Simone di Jacopo Ridolfi when she was fifteen, the marriage being com-

pleted two days after her sixteenth birthday. This was a marriage

approved of and perhaps arranged by Lorenzo do' riedici - 'per mezanit'

was the expression Filippo used to convey his role in it - 'a questo di

t27 September 1486J la impalmamo in chasa di detto Lorenzo'.27

By the time of this marriage (1486) Filippo had reached a vir-

tually unassailable position within the reggimento, even within ita inner

circle, but this had not been quickly gained.	 In his ricordanze he had

carefully noted most of the formal steps towards his final political

acceptance.	 The first step was his matriculation in two of the major

guilds, the cambio and the lana, the first taking place in February 1470,

the second in April 1471.28 He was successful in the immediately follow-

ing scrutinies of both guilds, but was excluded by the lana in August the

same year.	 He was excluded for what sounds like a trumped up reason,

suggesting that he was not without enemies at the beginning of his Floren-
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29
tine career. 1471 was generally a year of disappointments, as neither

he nor Lorenzo were qualified in the tre magglori scrutiny of that year,

from the very unfavourable position of non-veduti (Al? onso was also nomin-

ated). 30 In his account of this scrutiny, Filippo noted that he had

also been nominated 'a lii 11 ufici de' vichariati', that is, in a

scrutiny ? or a group of fairly important external offices. He was un-

successful, and had been told that this was because 'non si credessi

31
ch'jo disiderassi da 'sercitarlli'.	 Whether or not thi8 was true -

that Filippo would not have served as Florentine vicario had he been

drawn - opposition to his accession to the ranks of the reggimento is

thereby indicated, as it mu8t have been common for wealthy men to be

successful in such scrutinies, when their willingness to fill the

offices concerned was open to doubt.

Filippo's first 'political' successes were minor: he was a

member of a council of the lana guild in May 1472 to choose governors for

an ospedale, and served a term as consul of that guild from December

1472.32 His position was greatly improved during the 1470a, and it

seems likely that he began the consolidating process with the friendship

of Lorenzo de' Medici, a friendship which developed into a strong personal

trust on Lorenzo's side.	 Indicative of their growing association are

occasions like that in 1472 when the marriage ceremony of Filippoe niece

Goatanza di Marco Parenti to Filippo di Lorenzo Buonclelmonti, a match

arranged by Filippo, was carried out under Lorenzo's auspices. 33 By

1477 Filippo was clearly trusted enough to be sent by Lorenzo as his emis-

sary to the Neapolitan court during the war which followed the Pazzi con-

apiracy, and at the end of that year he was chosen as one of the richiesti

to the position of one of the Ufficiali del Ponte, 34 who were elected by

the Canto. The letter which his brother Lorenzo wrote on this occasion

Filippo copied into his ricordanze, suggesting that the sentiments ex-

pressed in it were of particular importance to him. 35	questo tuo

m'andr rallegrando', Lorenzo wrote, 'poi to ne chontonto. 	 C a parenti

e amici pare debbi fare il simile; e 44 anrd non fumo a simile passo.
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Lo schaglione grande, e da fare sparare del altro chose per te e per

eltre'.	 That Filippo had been choBen for such an office reflected both

hi8 value as a very wealthy man, and the fact that he had by then obtained

the trust of the leaders of the regime, but despite Lorenzo'a optimism it

was not a prelude to political acceptance for the whole lineage.

The formal sign of Filippo's acceptance intc the reggimento -

his success in the 1484 scrutiny - appears to have been at least in part

due to Lorenzo de' Medici's personal intervention, as was the fact that

the names of Filippo's two eons and two nephews were put to the vote, two

of the four being successful (Alfonao di Filippo and Carlo di Lorenzo were

both quall?ied).	 Filippo also particularly noted in his ricordanze

that in a scrutiny for a group of important external offices for which he

and Alfonso .had been nominated, that his own nomination had been supported

in the scrutiny council by Lorenzo de' Medici, while Filippo Buondelmonti

supported Alfonao's. 37 Oddly, Fi].ippo failed to record his own member-

ship of the Signoria in 1485 in his 'master book' of ricordanze (although

he noted when Alfonso's name was drawn) 38 .but he described in detail his

drawing	 one of the eel di mecanzia in October 1486.	 'Questo dl in

nome di dio e di buona ventura fui tratta sicJ de' 6 della mercatantia,

di che ebbi piacere perch sono paseati 50 anni che di chasa nostra nonn

39
e euti'.	 He had been told by Pierfrancesco Pandolfini, who was pres-

ent at the Imborsazione, that his name had been in both the borsellino

and the borsa generals for this office, and that it had been drawn from

the former, 'quella delli huomini del richorso'. 4° Fi].ippo clearly

found such evidence of his acceptability to the regime very satisfying.

In the list Filippo kept41 of children to whom he had acted as

godparent we find another sort of indication of his penetration into the

inner, governing circle of the reggimento. This list suggests that he

was in fact accepted into this circle long before he was granted political

office.	 His 'career' as a godparent began in December 1467 with the

baptism of a son of Pierantonio Buondelmonti, and in April 1468 he spon-

sored the first son of Giovanni Tornabuoni, together with Lucrezia
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Tornabuoni, wife of Piero di Cosimo do' Medici. 	 In June 1471. Carter a

long absence in Naples) he was godfather to a BOfl of Niccolo Ardinghelli,

together with a member of the Cianfigliazzi family and Clarice Oraini,

new wife of Lorenzo di Piero de' Pledici; this was an occasion which

displayed old and new Strozzi alliances. 	 Not all of the ceremonies

recorded were of this kind, however: in July 1477 he was godfather by

proxy to a son of Lorenzo di Francesco di Benedotto Strozzi in Pisa,

together with Gino di Neri Capponi, a less usual example of the godparent

tie replicating the pro-existing ties of kinship. 	 In a different char-

actor entirely was his sponsorship in 1490 of a daughter of Cronaca,

'maestro sopra ii mie acharpellini'.42

Apart from the business of his bank and fondaco, which continued

to take up large amounts of Filippo's time, his greatest preoccupation

during this Florentine period must have been the purchase of urban and

rural property and patronage rights, together with his building program;

although less well known than his urban purchases made to clear the site

for the palazzo, Filippo's purchase of poderi, case da signore and other

country properties was most substantial. 43 Many of his property pur-

chases were related to his building and decoration program, but a sub-

stantial number were independent of it. 	 Many of the country properties

which he purchased had formerly belonged to other Strozzi; a good example

of this is the podere at Campi bought from Girolamo di Carlo di Marco and

his brothers during the 1470e for 1200 florina.44 The attached case da

aignore was not for sale, as they wished to continue living there, but had

been forced to sell the rest of the property to provide a dowry.45

Filippo'e chief country estate in 1480, at San Chirico a Capalle, had

formerly belonged to Ubertino di Tomrnaso Strozzi, from whom he had bought

it in 1475.46 Indeed there is reason to believe that Filippo and Lor-

enzo may have considered buying part of the Strozzino palace from the

descendants of Pleaser Palla Novello in April and May 1474. A letter of

Filippo's from that year asked Lorenzo to consider the question of 'la

47chasa d'Agnolo' and to gain Marco 	 view of the matter. 	 It
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appears that Filippo was in favour (o its purchase, presumably, but this

is not stated), Marco against; Lorenzo'e opinion has not been preserved.

Certainly the Strozzino, or part thereof, was on sale during the 1470a:

by 1480 Lionardo di Jecopo Strozzi had bought part of this palace for

2400 florina.	 Filippo may have been discouraged by the refusal of

tgnolo's brother Carlo to sell his half of the palace, or he may event-

ually have decided instead to build his own. 48 The building of Filippo's

49
palace has been the subject of much scholarly attention, 	 and it is suf-

ficient here to observe that his purchase of sites began in earnest from

late 1474, a date which accords well with the idea that earlier in the

same year he had considered buying a 'ready made' palazzo, but had then

decided to build his own. This does not necessarily mean that he had

decided on its eventual size and grandeur at this early date, 5° 8)1 1477

Filippo had also acquired patronage rights in the two chapels at Le Solve

and at Lecceto, 51 and his S. Maria Novella chapel was at least planned by

1479.52 In one of the last of his preserved letters to Lorenzo before

the latter's death, written in December 1478, he explained that decisions

as to the decoration of a chapel in Naples, and their payment, were Loz-

enzo'a responsibility: 'perch di aimi[1] chose, sai, hogni uno

chontentare ii. ghusto auo'. 53 So all of his major projects were in some

sense in hand, or at least in mind, by the end of the 1470s; it is irnpoa-

sible to know which of them Filippo was thinking of when he wrote to Lox-

enzo in this same letter that he had 'anchora qualche altra fantasia,

se l l mondo non vs sotto sopra'. Filippo revealed more of his private

thoughts in his letters to Lorenzo than anywhere else, and they help to

show the motivation behind his better known activities. In December

1.477 he told Lorenzo about news he had had from Messer Marino Tomacello

the Neapolitan ambassador, about Italian affairs: that events in Italy

as a whole would in the future months outweigh the suspicion in which

Filippo was still held in Florence, and that it seemed to him (Marino)

'ch' Sassetto e io ne traiamo quello si pu^', 54 an accurate prediction at

least so far as Filippo was cencerned. But Filippo'a comment on this was
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perhaps surprising: that there was a great difference between himself and

Francesco Seseetti, general marager of the Fledici bank, the man to whom he

was here compared. 	 'Credo vivere pii chontento di lui, ho meno favors

e anche meno hobjghj,	 He explained that Florence was pieno d'invidia,

e che [he, FilippoJ eia tenuto danaloso nonn gren fatto, non perch

non ci sieno assai pi ricchi, ma ii. chontentarmi di fare meno'. Filippo

showed himself here to be genuinely more concerned with happiness than

with being the wealthiest citizen of Florence: 'questo voglio ben dire',

he concluded, 'che da' Iledici in fuori non ci sia chi trafichi pii chon-

55
tento di noi'.

ii Filippo and the Strozzi Lineage.

It might seem at first plausible that Filippo's return to Flor-

ence and accession to the Florentine ruling circle indicated that he had

detached himself completely from the very large number of his agnatic

kinsmen who continued to be persona non grate so far as the Fledici regime

was concerned.	 Indeed it has been suggested that Filippo's palace was

an architectural symbol of just such an isolation and 'individualism' as

this. 56 Fatal to such an interpretation, however, is the very large

amount of evidence which shows Just the reverse: that Filippo deliberate-

ly pursued a policy of associating hi'iself with the Strozzi lineage and

becoming a patron to many of his kinsmen, who in turn saw his success and

statue as shared by them all. 	 F. Lii. Kent has shown the latter to be true

with regard to the planning and construction of the Strozzi palace, 57 but

their reaction may be even better understood through an examination of the

ways in which he had established himself as a 'buon padre della famig-

ha' 58 to the Strozzi at large.

The first and most important way in which Filippo ensured his

kinsmen's identification with his affairs was by his policy of employing

them; in this respect there was no change, after his establishment in

Florence, in the pattern established during his exile. 	 In his life of

his father, Lorenzo di Filippo wrote that in his house in Naples there
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were many occasions when there were eighteen young Strozzi men present.

He held splendid gatherings there, 'facendo aervire alli giovani auoi

di case, che la pi parts erano delli Strozzi: de quali per beneficare

59
ii BUD sangue gli piaque sempre piu che d'altrj servirsi'. 	 Lorenzo

would have known, at a later stage in their lives, many of the Strozzi

men who had been Filippo's giovanhl while the number mentioned may well

ba. exaggerated, there is much evidence which shows the essential truth

of the picture Lorenzo drew here. Two 	 examples are repres-

entative.	 In a letter to Filippo in 1486, Gabriello di Vanni Strozzi

apologised f or some error and claimed Filippo's indulgence, on the

grounds that 'io conoecho che voi mi valets bene, e amatemi chame figi-

iuolo'.60 This Gabriello had been taken on by Filippo nine years

earlier, when his brother Fraricesco had proved himself an undesirable

employee by losing 400 ducats through dishonesty or stupidity. His

honour, and therefore indirectly their own, was at stake, making it

difficult for Filippo or Lorenzo to dismiss him: if ha had not been a

son 'di qualunche di fbi, non ii aremo soportato la met di tanto

fastidio', Filippo wrote to Lorenzo about this business. 61 They did

in fact get rid of him three years later, employing his brother instead:

Francesco, and therefore his close relatives, already knew about their

business affairs, 'e non mi pare matters in chasa forestiere', Filippo

62
reasoned.	 The first cousin of these two boys, Lionardo di Benedetto

di Franceaco, was one of Filippo's most trusted employees, writing to

Filippo daily when he was absent from Florence, and overseeing the

63
running of Filippo's household.

The Strozzi correspondence reveals many examples of Filippo

involving himself in a number of different ways with one household or

small cluster of his kinsmen. The first and perhaps most dramatic ex-

ample of this is the case of the eons of Nicco]. di Barla. 	 In 1475

Lionardo di Niccol was imprisoned in Ferrara and threatened with the

amputation of a hand, f or the crime of murdering a Ferrarese citizen.

Neeser Roberto di Nanni and Nasser Lorenzo di Lorenzo Strozzi both wrote
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64to Filippo from Ferrara, asking his help to avert this disaster. 	 In

response he wrote, and had Lorenzo de' Pledici write, 'une caldissima

lettera', in Lionardo's favour to the Duke of Ferrara, Ercole d' Eate;

Lorenzo in Naples was also asked to have King Ferrante do likewise.

The campaign was successful, and v1tuperio e vergogna di tutta case

nostra' were thus averted. 65 Filippo employed this	 brother,

Antonio, in Florence and Livorno during the 1480a, and in 1481 was asked

to help these brothers by providing a small dowry investment for their

sister Ginevra. 66 He did this, making an initial investment of 200

florins; three years later he doubled this sum, debiting it to his

poveri di dio account.67

Another example of such involvement is that which Filippo had

with Plesser Ilichele di Piero and his children. 	 In 1477 Pleaser Nichele

was angling f or some personal advantage which required influence with

Ilesser Francesco Fontana, ambassador of the king of Hungary at the

Neapolitan court, which he was able to obtain with the help of Filippo

and Lorenzo. 68 His praise of them (variously) as 'buon padre e magg-

iore', 'perfecto parente e buono amico', and 'chome fantore e benefactors
69di tutta la casa degli Strozzi t may seem impossibly hyperbolic, but in

fact Filippo did carry out some of the functions of a 'buon padre' towards

Plichele and his household.	 He employed Plichele'e eon, Piero, end in

1484 provided a small dowry for his daughter Lionarda. 7° In 1487 Lion-

arda wrote a letter of news and thanks to Filippo, 'perch sono certa

desiderate aentire buona novella di me como de vostra figliola propria'.

The very great differences of wealth in a lineage like the Strozzi -

Lionarda's dowry was only 166 florins 71 - facilitated the creation of

such ties of patronage. There were more extreme examples even than this:

in 1488 Filippo recorded under the heading of 'limosine' a payment of

ten florins to Bice, daughter of Plarietta di Giovanni di Sandro Strozzi,

as part of her nun's dowry.72

Another example of Filippo'e aid to kinsmen occurred in a

Strozzi household where the conventional authority structure had collapsed,
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and outside help was needed to keep it functioning in a normal manner.

In 1483 Zacheria di Battieta di Giovanni Strozzi was working for Filippo

in Naples, and in January that year Pagolo di Benedetto Strozzi (one of

those chiefly responsible for running the Neapolitan business after

Lorenzo'a death) arranged a place for Zacheria'e brother Giovanni there

as well.	 Zacheria wrote to Filippo, explaining apologetically why his

brother should not take this opportunity, arranged as it was 'a fine di

73
bone, a dl rifare la chasa nostra'.	 He claimed that Giovanni's de-

parture from their Florentine household would be their disfazione,

because of the 'vita a modi innonesti' of their father Battista, who was

'male diaposto a fare ii. debito suo' towards his daughters, or, in other

words, to provide thorn with dowries. 	 Battiste, nicknamed 'lo Squarto',

had also earlier been in Filippo's employment, and had been guilty of

some kind of misappropriation of funds; 74 while taking steps to recover

thie money, Filippo was nevertheless willing to employ his eons, and also

provided the investment for a Monte dowry for one of his daughters.75

Filippo must have seen the provision of dowries as a particularly import-

ant benevolence, which he carried out mainly through relatively small

investments over long periods: like that for A].e8sandra, daughter of

Giovanni di Benedetto di Pieraccione, td' yield an 800 flofin dowry at the

end of ten years. 76 Whether such dowries were outright gifts, or inform-.

al interest free loans, it is difficult in some cases to judge, but it is

interesting that Filippo made a ricordo in which payments for his own

daughters, and dowry payments like these, were listed together without

77
distinction.

Filippo was also intricately involved with the sons of Carlo di

Piero di Carlo Strozzi.	 In 1480 no less than three of these sons -

Rndrea, Michele, and Lorenzo - were in Naples in his employment, 78 al-

though both Rndrea and Michele returned to Florence soon after this, and

Lorenzo moved to Avignon, where he probably continued to work for Filippo,

but this is not completely clear. Filippo'e avuncular attitude towards

these brothers was exemplified by the marriage he arranged for Michele in
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1490.	 Yet another of these brothers, Messer Ruberto (a doctor of canon

law in Pisa) suggested to Filippo that although ruchele would not want to

depart from Filippo's wishes, that he was nevertheless too young to marry

without disadvantage; 79 as Michele's elder brother, he may have felt

that Filippo was usurping his own jurisdiction. But Ruberto was not

himself above asking Filippo's help when the appropriate occasion arose:

in 1477, while Filippo was a Monte official he had asked his assistance

in obtaining the payment of an unpaid portion of his salary at the Pisan

studio, noting that in such a position Filippo was bound to have amici

80
who could see to it.	 Four years later he made a much more ambitious

request, which was that Filippo should exert his influence with the King

of Naples to obtain himaa Neapolitan bishopric. 81 Justifying this

rather large request, he wrote that 'se vi richiedo con troppa aicurt

attribuitelo al desiderio et buono animo mi pare cognoscere in voi, di

rilevare e alutare ciaschuno di casa noatra'. 	 Another, rather different

aspect of corporate feeling was shown in a letter between two of his

brothers, written by Lorenzo to Michele in 1489, which deplored a lack of

senior leadership in the Strozzi bank in Nap].es. 82 This letter reveals

the great extent to which the other Strozzi whom Filippo employed saw his

financial empire as a family enterprise. Lorenzo di Carlo lamented the

death of 'noatro Pagholo Strozzi', and noted that with his death 'quel

bancho resta molto povero i[njchonsiglio', and that Alfonso, Filippo's

son, had for his years an undue amount of authority: 'non posso credere

che vogli lasciare yhovernare a fanciulli'.	 He concluded his lament

with the sentiment that 'mi pare vedere che tutto ire male, che mi

dispiace per l'onore de la chasa'. 83 Such a corporate view of Filippo's

enterprise was not, it appears, an idiosyncratic one. Twelve years

earlier Pleaser Ilichele di Piero had recounted in a letter to Filippo a

conversation he had had with the wife of the Signore of Pesaro, who had

asked him ae io ero de quelli Strozzi e di quella caseta che erano a

Napoli, e disse che voi sets molto persone da bene e riputati, e sate

molto amati e avete grands credito della Maesta del Re, siche voi fate
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honors a tutta la casa delli Strozzi e tutti vi alamo obligatl'.84 	 It

seems true that in the political and cultural mood of the later fifteenth

century in Florence, buildings such as Filippo'. palazzo could be vested

with a powerful symbolic meaning; it appears that from the t1jne of its

foundation the palazzo did have just such- a symbolic meaning for his kins-

men: that it represented the honour end exaltation of the Strozzi lineage

85
as well as the power and glory of Filippo's own achievement.

Filippo's patronage of his kinsmen cannot be set down to

ulterior motives of expediency or eelfiehnee8, for as only he and a hand-

ful of other Strozzi could be judged to be members of the reqimento, the

majority of his kinsmen could not offer him political support on any level

higher than the qonfalone, and he was not in a position to need financial

favours.	 One benefit he must have reaped, however, was that of loyal

employees who felt a personal commitment to his business. Butt it must

be assumed that his main reward came in moral and emotional terms:

moral, because he believed himself to be acting rightly, and emotional

in that he had exchanged the essential isolation of the exile for the

undisputed though 'informal leadership of a large corporate body. 	 There

was also clearly a sense in which 'remaking' the Strozzi lineee was in-

separable from his own progress, and. in which he took on all dr its con-

cerns as his own. Filippo showed himself to be anxious to accumulate

various tokens of his material success, and on occasion this accumulation

involved the participation of other members of the lineage. 	 One example

is the granting of patronage rights in the pieve of Ripoli to thiin and

Lorenzo, together with the eons of Benedetto di Pieraccione Stozzi, by

Pope Sixtus in July 1475. This benefice was at that time held by Bene-

detto's eon, Pleaser Piero, and after him Filippo promised that it should

go to Pleaser Piero's nephew, a son of Niccolo di Benedetto. 86 Another

example shows the value which Filippo had for the merely honorific, and

for publicly di8playing his leadership of the lineage. He and Lorenzo

had consistently claimed (during their exile through the agency of their

mother Aleesandra) their right to the ceremonial gift of sella e fieno
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from newly created Florentine archbishops on their first entry into the

city. The inheritance of this right had been disputed between the

Strozzi and the dells Luna, and only once during their exile had Filippo

and	 rights been recognised, when in June 1462 their procuratori

had brought the sells e fieno in procession to Aleaaandra'e house, with

an escort of 'dodici giovani degli Strozzi'. 87 Uhen in 1473 there was

again a new archbishop, Filippo recorded the ceremony in detail, from the

preamble that 'toccando a lato noatro la selia, io m'aprexentai a ile

schalee di San Piero Plaggiore achonpangniato da pi di chasa e altri

nostri parenti ... down to the return of the whole company to his house

to drink wine and eat sweetmeats.88

That Filippo's position in the lineage had become one of de

facto leaderehip was strikingly confirmed by the will made by marco di

marco di Nofri Strozzi in which he left his entire estate in the hands of

Filippo and Lorenzo, on the condition that during the lifetimes of his two

brothers (one was a friar, one imprisoned) they were each to be sent a

yearly sum; after their deaths Filippo and Lorenzo were to spend the

income of the estate .aa they thought best, 'a per l'anima sua, o per hon .-

89
ore di lui e delia chasa nostra, aendo che a noi meglio parra'.

Equally remarkable is the fact that in his private correspondence with

Lorenzo, Filippo referred to his kinsmen in a manner which revealed their

special importance in his eyes because of the bond of kinship between him

and them.	 So he wrote to Lorenzo of a visit to their house in Florence

which had been made by Pleaser Lorenzo di Lorenzo (one of Palla di Nofri's

grandsons, who lived in Ferrara) at the time of his and his brother

Bardo's sodamento of property inherited from their grandfather, with

Giovanni Rucellai: 'voglio 11 pals che la chasa degli Strozzi si

richordi di ].ui'. 90	 In the month before this, May 1475, the death had

taken place of Begni di Jacopo d' libertino, member of an obscure and debt

ridden branch of the lineage, but himself a man of minor distinction after

a career at the court of Mantua. Filippo wrote movingly to Lorenzo of

Begni's death: ' sal morto Bengni degli Strozzi, che ieri lo sotteramo.
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E nne auto danno, perch in vero era buona persona, e lascia di 58 Ufla

buona fama; a io in? ra glialtri me ne dolgho perch ml voleva bene, a

91
andavamo bene in uno ghuinzaglio'. 	 It is not eaay to imagine what

business two men so disparate in economic and eociel status could have

had together, but this metaphor of men running together in the harness

of hunting dogs suggests the ability which the 'agnatic kinship bond

possessed to unite those who shared it, even a man as powerful as

Filippo, and the 'povero vecchio' 92 Begni.

iii The Other Exiles.

By the 1470s the Strozzi had become a widely dispersed lineage,

but not only in the 88fl88 that many Florentine lineages had been, from

the thirteenth century onwards, with members in a number of Italian and

European cities for purposes of trade.	 In this century the Strozzi

experienced a new kind of dispersal, with substantial numbers of the

lineage'8 members permanently settled in cities other than Florence for

some generations. The two most important Italian cities in which they

had e8tablished themselves were Naples and Ferrara, Naples on the old,

mercantile pattern and Ferrara (and to a much smaller extent, Mantua) on

the new; there, by the last quarter of the fifteenth century, the Strozzi

were becoming thoroughly a part of the courtly aristocracy. For the

majority this was by choice: Giovanni di Carlo, for example, himself an

emigrant to Ferrera in the service of Sigiemondo d'Eate, told his bro-

ther93 Michele in 1497 that 'io per mi non uoglio stare a Firenze, n

volere loro ufici', even though his correspondence shows him still

vitally interested in Florentine matters.	 In his case it seems likely

that he had first left Florence for political reasons, 94 but that after

the expulsion of Piero di Lorenzo de' fledici he found himself too satis-

fied with his position in Ferrara to wish to return.

However, the position of the Judicial exiles, the descendants

of Palla di Nofri, was very different.	 Palla's descendants were only

very gradually weaned away from a whole hearted desire to obtain their
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repatriation by almost any means, and it was a weaning accomplished more

by time and the practical pressure of circumstances than by any decisive

event.	 In early November 1466, some weeks after the ban of exile had

been lifted from a number of those affected since 1434 and 1458 (amongst

them Filippo and Lorenzo), Bardo di Lorenzo di Messer Palla wrote a

letter to Lorenzo de' Nedici, expressing his and his relatives' disap-

pointment at not being amongst those included, and asking Lorenzo'a help

in obtaining this favour. 	 'In voi ho fedB lo fara[tje, e ogni nostro

pensiero e desiderio ci riuscire, perch siano inocentissimi, chome

potete intendere'. 95	In May of the following year (1467) Bardo's uncle

Giovanfranceaco took part in an attempt by a group of exiles including

Agnolo Acciaiuoli, Dietisalvi di Nerone and Niccolo Soderini, to over-

come the Medici regime by armed force, 96 with the support of Borso

d'Este and, tacitly, of Venice, effectively putting paid to any hopes

Borso may have had in succeeding by such pleas. Professor Rubinstein

has suggested that Piero de' Iledici planned an amnesty f or the exiles

shortly before his death in 1469, but that he did not live long enough

to implement it; 97 it seems unlikely, however, that this could have

included the armed rebels of May 1467. At any rate the ban remained,

and in 1479 Bardo and his brother Lorenzo wrote again to Lorenzo de'

fledici begging for their repatriation. Their brother-in-law, Messer

Teofilo Calcagnani, a Ferrarese nobleman, had recently visited Florence,

and Lorenzo, on their behalf, and had apparently been given encourage-

ment to believe that their exile might soon be ended.	 'E cusi cum

questa ferma speranza ne viviamo' 9 hey wrote, but it was a hope that,

like all others cherished before 1494, was to prove illusory.

Bardo, to some extent in association with his brother Lorenzo,

was determined in his efforts to regain the property in Florence which

had belonged to Nesser Palla, and which Palla had atteripted to safeguard

for his descendants. The most important of these properties was the

ancestral Florentine residence of this line of the Strozzi. 99 By the

early 1470s this house had come into the hands of Niccol Ardinghelli,
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who had claimed it, through his mother Caterina (di Niccol? di Nofri

Strozzi, Palla's niece) when it had been confiscated after Palla's

death. 10° Berdo determinBdly challenged Niccol's right to this prop-

erty, perhaps partly because of memories of having lived there with his

mother as a child, 101 but mainly because he had a very strong sense of

its ancestral and family importance. This business must have soured

relations between Palla's grandsons and his chief Florentine executor,

Giovanni Rucellal (and later his son Pandolfo). When in 1493 Bardo

made one of his several efforts to regain this house, he sent various

relevant documents to I'Iichele di Carlo Strozzi, who was acting for him

in Florence.	 After copying out a letter of Pandoif 0's, written in 1483,

which asked them to send him chiarezze of their claim, he commented to

Ilichele that 'altro non si fece allora, avendo pi compassione a llui

[Niccol ArdinghelliJ che a noi'. 102 What Bardo saw as the failure of

the Rucellai to help them sufficiently to obtain justice in this matter

may have made him and Lorenzo turn to their fairly distant cousin Filippo

for help, which Filippo showed himself prepared to give them.103 	 It is

however indicative of their lengthening absence from Florence and from

daily dealings with their Florentine kinsmen, that the very terms in

which they claimed Filippo's help - 'lo amorevole parentado e antica

benivolentia, Filippo nostro, suta sempre da 40 anni in qua fra ii vostri

e nostri passati' 104 - contained a new, rhetorical formality previously

foreign to the type of relationship they were describing. But Bardo's

long absence from Florence led not to indifference but to an increased

value for what had been denied him. As late as 1490 he expressed what

appears to have been the wish to return prmanent1y to Florence, 'di

tornare ad abitare e vivere in quella fra i pareriti e amici', 5 and

when he made a successful attempt in 1493 to reclaim lesser Palla's

house from the Ardinghelli, so that Michele di Carlo might live in it

(as he himself could not) he spoke of it as 'una bella a una magna chasa

nel pii bello luogho di Firenze', a residence which would make Michele

happier day by day; 'che aarete in mezzo gil Strozzi, fra i nostri'.106
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Ha also tried to regain the other of Pails's two main houses which had

once been joined together; Pails had sold it to Messer arcello Strozzi

with an agreement to its resale to himself or his descendants whenevet

they could return to F1orence. 7 Bardo does not appear to have been

successful in wresting this property from Narcello's grandsons, and as

late as 1507 he wrote on this subject to Micheie, claiming that the case

had been lost due to 'nigligenzia e pigrieza'; he added trenchantly

that 'iddio vcrr ch' sempre per la bont di Messer Palla e suol

108

When the ban of exile had finally been lifted from Pails's

descendants in November 1494, Bardo wrote to Alfonso both to rejoice at

the news, and to thank him for helping, with other members of the lineage,

to bring it about: 'che so quello avete fatto voi, chogli altri di chasa

nostra') 09 A few months later, again writing to Aifonso, he expressed

his anxiety to hear that the renewal of good government there would lead

to Florence regaining Pisa; 'perche l.a mi pare is piu belia citta, e

110
'1 piu bello popolo e maiore del mondo'. 	 But despite his evident

pattiotic commitment to Florence, he did not ever return there perman-

ently, although he did visit in 1495. The reason for this would seem

to be his favourable position at the Ferrarese court. 	 In describing

Bardo's position in Ferrara to Michele, Giovanni di Carlo who was himself

resident in that city, wrote that 'a richo qui, e a moglie a figlioli',

and added that the Duke of Ferrara was 	 buo[n)amico in assai sua

fazende'. 111 It was not apparently a practical course to sacrifice all

this to his patriotic attachment to Florence.

Of Palla's other descendants, only Giovanfrancesco and his sons

remain to any degree visible to the historian's eye after his death in

1462. Giovanfrancesco, like so many of the Strozzi, lived in Ferrara

or on his Ferrarese country estates.	 He and his wife Luisa had twelve

children between 1450 and the year of his death, which was probably

1484.112 Luisa was then left with a family of still young children;

she wrote a letter of reproach to her son Roberto in 1486 for failing to
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help her or her children, 'i mia povori puttini'. 3 (Her youngest son

Palla was eleven in that year.) 114 Numerous letters of Giovanfrancesco

and particularly of Luiea survive addressed to one or the other of their

sons, including one by Giovanl'rancesco to Alessandro when the latter was

at school at I1irandola. Here Giovanfrancesco reprimanded his sixteen

year old eon for taking a valuable volume of Cicero's letters without per-

mission, promised to bring him a volume of Terence when he came to visit,

and offered fatherly advice on keeping better company and drawing more

benefit from his education. 5 Alessandro chose a life of acholarship6

and was also an artist, although whether as amateur or professional is

117
unclear.	 No less than three of his brothers entered the Church,

Carlo becoming a priest and Pandolf o and Palla both becoming Franciscans.

Carlo's decision was made in 1489, and does not appear to have aroused

Luisa's opposition; she informed Roberto that Sigismondo d'Este nd his

wife had written to the pope on his behalf seeking a Ferrerese tene?ice8

But the two sons who became friars both ercountered bitter parental oppos-

ition, Pandolfo in 147]. and Palla much later, in 1494. 	 Giovanfranceeco

had appealed to the bishop of Padua on the earlier occasion, after Pan-

do].? o had secretly left home and fled to the monastery of S. Girolamo in

Padua, 119 while Luisa made no move against Palla's decision except to

remonstrate with him, and t@ complain bitterly. Writing to Aleasandro,

she reported Palla's response to her arguments: knowing 'questo miser-

abile mondo esere falage e pieno di zhani e tradimenti, e durando al

pocho, se vuole aquistare el paradiso'; his mother should be content

120
with his salvation, he argued, not loving his body more than his soul.

By November 1494 only two of Giovanfranceaco's five eons,

Ruberto and Aleasandro, were thus concerned with such secular matters as

Florentine politics.	 Ruberto, like his cousin Bardo, seems to have

reacted enthusiastically to the news; Luisa wrote on the 1st December

of pratiche he and Bardo were having, together with Bardo's sister

marietta, about events in Florence, and of 'letere a imbasciate' they had

sent to kinsmen and friends there; 'a tutti pare sieno be(rdiaposti'2
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Whether or not Ruberto would have returned permanently to Florence remains

uncertain; in a letter of July 1495 Bardo lamented his death 'per l'amore

fraternale, e pci perch'era atto ad onorare molto is casa nostra'.122

Luisa, filled with enthusiasm far this turn of events in Florence, tried

valiantly to interest her other eon, Aleasandro, in the prospect of

returning to Florence.	 'La qual chosa te no chonforto, percha sendo

inboreato porai avere degli ufizi, che ti sara utile e onore pii che

123
stare	 gn Venice] .	 She used every available argument to con-

vince him, and her enthusiasm is in itself a poignant teatimony to her

own attachment to the city of her childhood.	 'LI bells istanza e

buon vivere, a buone chase a buona aria, e non pagherai i[ijfitto di

chasa, e sechondo ml dice Bardo, tu al benivolenza assai. 
••,l24	

She

tried again later that year, in June (1495). 	 Alessandro, together with

all the other former judicial exiles who were eligible,couid now once

more hold offices, and Luisa informed him that he had already been

125
elected to two offices and 'lost' them by not being in Florence.

Unlike Bardo he did not have a 	 e posisione' elsewhere, nor the

126
number of dependent bocche 	 that Bardo had to consider. 	 In Florence,

his mother urged him, he could live 'chon riputazione, e a is tua

patria'.	 Aleseandro must have remained unconvinced, or unmoved, as he

continued to live in Venice, and the second of the two main exiled lines

of the Strozzi consequently failed ever to re-establish itself in Flor-

ence. The reason for this eeerns clear. Their exile had lasted long

enough to produce a generation who, like Alessandro and his brothers, had

had no first hand contact with the city at all, and whose parents had left

it as little more than children. For them the revoking of that exile

could no longer mark a major turning point as it had for Filippo almost

thirty years earlier.

This generation of the exiled Strozzi appear in fact to have

assimilated themselves rapidly into the courtly society of Ferrara,127

in which a number of their kinsmen already hei4 a leading position. In-

deed the Strozzi appear to have 'regrouped' temselves in Ferrara, forming
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a distinct corporate entity as members of their lineage, a continuation

of old forms in a new environment. This 'corporate identity' appears

to have been maintained partly through association there, partly by con-

tinued contact with the lineage in Florence. The two were not necess-

arily separate, as the campaign to save Lionardo di Niccolo di Bane

from the penalty of hand amputation showed. 128 Purely Ferrarese activity

is harder to document, as it was less likely to be mentioned in corres-

pondence, however the gossipy letters of Luisa Donati-Strozzi sometimes

mentioned court festivities which the Strozzi seem to have participated

in together. 129 A more private social world is suggested by Giovanni di

Carlo's reports to ('lichele of the young Smeraldo di Battista's visit to

Ferrara in 1497 to take up the profession of an uomo d'arine. 	 lie

stayed in Ferrara with Pleaser Tito, stabled his horse at (lesser Niccolo's

house, and Bardo, (lesser Camillo, and Giovanni himself had armed him,

each providing part of the necessary equipment. The community of inter-

eat between Ferraress and Florentine Strozzi was shown in many different

ways, social, political and ceremonial. In February 1483 LGiovanni di

Carlo reacted to the news that Lorenzo de' Nedici was to visit Ferrara by

writing to Michele suggesting that a member of the Strozzi lineage should

be in Lorenzo's entourage: 'aria bane acero ci venisee al canto della

casa, seco o dinanzi, o Zovanni, ho Alfonso, ho Giovanni di Strozza'.

The importance of such a Strozzi intermediary was explained by the fact

that in Ferrara Lorenzo would find 'molti Signori che non piazer le

Esic] sua venuta assai'. 131 Similarly, (lesser Roberto di Nanni Strozzi

asked Filippo in March 1489 to extend a friendly welcome to rianfredo di

Manfredi, who was about to come to Florence as orator of the Duke of

Ferrara: t	 per voi, come per tutta la casa nostra'.132

Giovanni di Carlo, with his very strong Florentine connections,

actively fostered the ties between the two groups of kinsmen. A good

example of this is the mass of rather incoherent detail he supplied to

('lichele about the marriage of Camillo di (lesser Niccolo Strozzi to a

daughter of 'conte Mafie da Gambera da Bra [s)cia' - Ginevra Gambara - in 1489
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including all, the new marriage connections, such as the fact that the

bride's mother was a kinswoman of the Este family; he suggested that his

brother 'congratulati, coli parenti del parentado de questi nostri

qugini'.'33 Camiflo and his brother Carlo wrote a rather stately letter

to Filippo on this occasion, emphasising that this parentado should also

be considered that of the Strozzi in Florence. 	 'Vi preghiamo vogliati

participare questa cosa cogli altri de l.a chasa, nostri parenti a amici,

at fare intendera a tutti che epsi inseme cum vol haverano uno partentato

a I.e parte di	 A certain ceremord.OL courtliness had existed

before this time in the letters sent to Filippo by these distant kinsmen'35

but they seem to have grown markedly in effusiveness towards the end of the

century, with this younger generation. There was also a more frequent

recourse to a heightened 'laiguage of kinship' in contexts where this

seems unnecessary.	 So Bardo di Lorenzo, writing a number of letters to

Filippo in 1488, asking him to help the brothers Carlo and Camillo di

Messer Niccolo in some legal adjustment to their Florentine property,

promised on their behalf to do always 'quello parr a voi, ekch vol

136
intendete l'onore e utile loro e della casa'.	 These young men, who

were very wealthy and installed on the highest level of Ferrarese society,

could not realistically be described as 'clients' of Filippo, but it is as

if the language of the court - of 'patronage' and 'clienthood' to mutual

advantage - was in the process of overtaking the language of kinship, and

inflating it; it might here be suspected, that while more was said, rather

less was meant.

iv Conclusion.

I have used the term 'crisis' to characterise the experience of

the Strozzi in the fifteenth century, and with certain obvious reserva-

tions this still appears to me to be reasonably accurate. As has been

seen, the Strozzi themselves were aware of such a phenomenon: that the

twenty odd years after 1434 witnessed the nadir of their fortunes (with a

very small number of individual exceptions) and that the next forty years
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88W a long process of recovery take place. 	 Both the young Filippo and

his cousin Jacopo di Lionardo stated clearly in the 1440a their belie?

that the Florentine environment had become inimical to Strozzi prosper-

ity;'37 Artonio di Benedetto, on becoming prior in 1450, memorably

voiced his own and others' belief that 'a' cominciato a r3npere questo

ghiaccio', 138 though this proved to be overly optimistic.	 Only Palla,

perhaps, of those most directly affected, failed to see the events of

1434 and after in terms of a particular attack on the Strozzi as a whole,

and this is explained by the fact that he bore the brunt or Nedician per-

secution as the most prominent end powerful of the lineage's members.

Given his extraordinarily dominant position in the lineage, in economic

terms, before 1434, that dismembering of his whole estate which he

believed deliberately undertaken by the Iledici regime was also a means

well designed to reduce the strength of the whole lineage. 	 If this is

true - and it ia perhaps a point easier to grasp intuitively than to

demonstrate - then it is fitting, and perhaps no co-incidence, that the

renascence of the Strozzi lineage should have been so intimately connected

with the foundation of another great fortune, end the emergence of another

distinguished individual as its owner. The two men were different in

almost every respect, the one notable exception being the etrength of

their feeling for the lineage to which they belonged. 	 It seems indis-

putable that Filippo learned early and quickly the necessary lessons

both from the dispersal of Palla'a fortune and the similar fate, in min-

iature, of the estates of his father rlatteo and several other Strozzi.

Filippo protected his fortune in a number of ways that P.afla had not: by

diversifying the forms in which it was held, by founding the vital parent

company outside Florence, by having a much smaller proportion invested in

rural property, and virtually none in the form of urban properties de-

signed for rent income. 139 Finally, he maintained very iLarge cash

reserves. 140 Equally importantly, Filippo secured hia fortune and re-

gained position in Florentine society by very different means: by sac-

rificing the independent political position and real power which earlier
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generations of the Strozzi had enjoyed and suffered for, and finding an

accommodation with the political status-quo, the dominance of the

Medicean regime.

The moat curious aspect of .Filippo's rapprochement with the

medici was that it applied to him as an individual, and to his immediate

relations (his sons and nephews) - although perhaps significantly it

only sealed by the concession of political office after the death of the

more intransigent Lorenzo - but not to the rest of the lineage. 	 That

this was the case is demonstrated by the remarkable absence of the

Strozzi fro'n high office between 1470 and 1494; the suspicion with

which the Strozzi were in general viewed is illustrated by the exile of

two of the lineage's members, for reasons which unfortunately are unknown

to 'ne t in 1467 and early 1468.141 That such suspicion pursued the

Strozzi right up until the overthrow of the F'Iedici regime is shown by

retrospective remarks made by Giovanni di Carlo in 1497, on the occasion

of a proposed visit to Florence of E:rco].e, young son of his employer

Sigismondo d'Eete.	 He asked I1ichele to make sure that 'ii parenti lo

vicitino, che '1 vale e serve ii parenti quando acade', adding that now

such a thing would be possible without raising the suspicion of aubvers-

ive activities.	 'Quando ii era Lorenzo, se fussi state visto 6 o 8

142Strozzi insieme, -li saris stato messo li pedi suso la coda'.	 He

elaborated this theme in another letter on the same business. 'Coxi

fa' [ErcolJ ala vicitato da quelli Strozzi,' he wrote, 'adesso non ei.

te,mpo di Lore[n)zo, che non se possa vicitare e mostrare che glie n'

della casa'. 143 This statement reveals the degree of suspicion, and of

restriction to their expression of family solidarity, which the lineage

had suffered under the riedici. 	 It is worth noting that Giovanni had

no particular reason to remember fledicean dominance with disfavour, only

those reasons which were common to the lineage's members as a whole.

Such statements, indead, give a new shade of meaning to the story of

Filippo's care not to offend Lorenzo de' tiedici by the magnificence of

his palace. 144 Had LorenZO'B enthusiasm not been thus engaged he might
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have been more inclined to view the pelae as a symbol of resurgent

Strozzi pride and defiance. This is certainly, it appears, how it was

145
viewed by the members of the lineage themselves.

While Filippo's political success from the late 1470e onwards

was of tremendous importance to him, and had suggested to his brother

Lorenzo (and no doubt to others) a new political beginning for other

Strozzi, such a new beginning did not in fact occur until after the fall

of the riedici regime.	 From that time onards the correspondence of

Giovanni with Michele in Florence bubbles with a new excitement at the

possibilities which had been opened up. In a letter of February 1495 he

146
told Michele he had heard of the choosing of the new venti accopiatori

and the dieci and otto di balls. Evidently one of their several brothers

had gained one of these offices, and Giovanni exclaimed, with a charac-

teristic mixture of fraternal and corporate pride that 'ho auto gra[n)

piazere che el primo de caaa ala noatro fratello'. 	 In 'lay that year

he mentioned having heard the names of the 'priori et uficiali novi', and

his disappointment that there was no Strozzi prior; 'al prea[s)o deli

Strozzi, credeti n'aveeeimo uno de' priori'.147

In demographic and economic terms the picture is slightly dif-

ferent, in that the recovery of the lineage began at an earlier date and

was less obviously dependent on a single factor. 	 Pt study of the 1480

catasto portate of the Strozzi suggeets that the improvement which had

been manifest in 1469 had been maintained in the intervening decade. The

increase had continued in both the number of Strozzi households in Flor-

ence and in their average size, and the considerable increase in the

number of adult males resident in the city suggests that earlier pessim-

ism about their prospects in Florence had decreased. 148 While this gen-

eral improvement was presumably not all due to Filippo Strozzi's policy

of aiding his kinsmen, it must nevertheless have played quite a subetan-

tial part. Even a large lineage like the Strozzi was a small enough

unit to be affected by the energetic efforts of one individual. Another

sign of improved morale, and probably also of greater prosperity, is the
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fact that the males of the lineage were marrying at an earlier age.

While the everaçe age differenc between Strozzi men and their wives

increased steadily between 1427 and 1469, from being nearly twelve and a

half years senior in 1427 to almost twenty years in 1469, by 1480 this

149
gap had decreased again to sixteen years.	 Another index of the

lineage's prosperity, the number of households who reported ownership of

houses in the city, had not by 1480 substantially changed from the low

1469 figure of fourteen out of a total of thirty four households.150

This is perhaps not surprising, as the purchase, or rather repurchase,

of a city house represented a large capital investment, and as such was

a symbol of prosperity which in normal circumstances would only be re-

gained with difficulty. Other indices, such as the increased proportion

of complex to simple houeholde, and the drop in the number of single

person households, strengthen the impression of increased stability end

prosperity. Table 1 (below) shows the gross estimated wealth of Strozzi

households in 1480 (for the purpose of comparison with those in Chapter 1)

but as the comparatively small amount at which Filippo Strozzi's gross

estimated wealth was assessed suggests, these figures must be viewed with

caution. The overall picture this table presents is essentially similar

to that for 1469, again suggesting stability.

Filippo's was not the only triumphant Strozzi return and re-

establishment in Florence. 	 Lionardo di Jacopo, the sole heir of his

uncle Nicco1 di Lionardo, came back to Florence at about the same time.

He was fortunate in thus inheriting a fairly large fortune with which to

pave his return, and in fact Niccoi had stipulated in his will that

2,000 florins of his estate eho.ild be used Ij conciare a hedificare

is loro casa anticha in Firenza, nel popolo di San Niniato fra le torn',

and if this were not possible that the sum should be used 'in compra

d'altra casa fra gli Strozzi in Firenze, dove a lloro parease pi conven-

iente at honorevole'. 151 Lionardo could not apparently repurchase their

ancestral house, but he surely carried out his uncle's alternative instruc-

tions in the spirit intended when in the late 1470s he purchased what I
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believe must have bean !gno1odi I'Ieeser Pails Novello's half of the

Strozzino palace. 152 Lionardo completed this return to the bosom of

153
his kinsmen by marrying Agnolo's daughter Cassandra in 1478. 	 This

marriage represented the alliance of one of the exile lines of the

lineage to one of its chief Medicean lines: an effective enough symbol

of regained Strozzi unity.

The Strozzi were not in the fifteenth century a lineage repree-

entative of the aristocratic elite of Florentine society, but neither was

their position unique: they were one of a number of lineages which had

some members in exile, and a majority excluded from significant office,

because they had been identified as opponents of the regime either in

1434 or later.	 From the evidence presented here various broad conclus-

ions can be drawn, and drawn more clearly than for any other comparable

Florentine lineage, owing to the greater wealth of evidence; these con-

clusions would probably also hold good for other large, aristocratic

lineages in Florence at this time, who were also in political opposition.

While economic disparity did exist within the ranks of this lineage's

members, I have found no evidence that it was a divisive factor. Rather

it was a unifying force, in that it providBd the necessary condition for

an internal system of patronage which both duplicated and strengthened

the ties of kinship. 	 So far as political participation is concerned, it

can be concluded that the lineage did still maintain to a substantial

degree a common identity, and that its members were assumed to share a

common interest. Certain reservations must however be made on this

score. Not all members of the Strozzi lineage were ostracised by the

Medici regime after 1434.	 It was certainly possible for individuals to

dissociate themselves from the majority of their kinsmen in political

matters, and a few of the Strozzi in fact did this; conversely, it was

possible for an outstanding and powerful individual (like Filippo) to

'do a deal' with a regime which had excluded the great majority of his

kinsmen. Neither of these facts served to weaker the ties which held

the lineage's members together; rather the reverse.	 Ideological corn-
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mitment certainly held a place in Florentine politics in the fifteenth

cen€ury, but it did not hold a dominant place.. 	 f% belief in the wrong-

ness of the 1ledicean regime's methods of maintaining power certainly led

men to try to change or replace it, but I know of no example of a person

standing voluntarily aside from politics on euch a matter of principle.

The Strozzi played in the main, no role in Florentine politics under the

Medici because they were unable to do so, and seem to have viewed the

office holding of kinsmen with hope and vicarious satisfaction, not with

resentment or as an act of betrayal.

This study of the Strozzi has concentrated on the lineage's

'exceptional' members, and particularly on the exiles. The reason for

this is partly the intrinsic interest of their experiences, and the way

in which their lives subsequent to exile exemplified the two main poss-

ibilities facing those exiled from Florence in this period. The first

of these was the arduou8 and lengthy ta8k of engineering a return, which

in the case of the sons of Matteo di Simone cannot be separated entirely

from the accumulation of wealth and powerful friends, which eventually

made it impossible for the Medici to reject any longer their proferred

adherence. The second alternative was their gradual integration into

the environment of exile. We have seen that the notion and the reality

of the lineage ware to these Strozzi exceptionally potent, coming between

household and city to modify in various significant ways the environment

in which the individual lived, and bestowing an identity which could

influBnce strongly decisions regarding place of residence, choice of

marriage partner, and type of employment. The lineage was, as well, an

invaluable recourse in difficulty, securin; help and consideration from

influential individuals. Rgnatic kinship was likely to unlock the doors

of favour and influence, and the reciprocal nature of its bonds created

an almost endless chain of help given and received. There were other

ties which acted in a similar fashion - those of pareritado, business

partnership, friendship - which added to, complemented and reinforced

the ties of agnatic kinship. There is no evidence that the particular
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experience of the Strozzi in the fifteenth century served to loosen 'the

bonds of kinship: on the contrary, this testing time of exile, polifical

exclusion end decreased wealth appears to have strengthened them.

a
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TABLE 1

GROSS
WEALTH RATING: 1480 ESTIMATED CAPITAL

Fil° di Matteo and Carlo & Matteo di Lor0

Carlo di. Piero & eons

Heirs of Matteo di Gio.

Piero, Chirico & Ant° di Zanobi

Gio. di M. Plarcello

Heirs of Chirico di Franc°

Strozzo di 1. Ilarcello

Heire of Nicc0 di Jacopo

Giannozo di Giovanni

Carlo di Franc0

[lesser Piero & Paolo di Bened0

Lio. di Jacopo

Vanni di Franc0
0	 0

Lio. & Franc di. Bened

Carlo di II. Pails Noveilo

Marco & Piero di Gb.

Marco di Boned 0 di Marco
o	 a

Ant di Nicc

Battista di Franc0 di Gb

Battista di Gio

Heirs of Nicc0 di Barla

Franc0 & Gabriello cti Soldo

Mona Selvaggia, daughter of P1.Marceilo

1. Nichele di Piero
0

Lodovico di Franc
0	 0

Franc di Boned di Piero

Carlo di N. Marceilo

Nicc0 di Carlo di Marco

Marco di Carlo di Marco
o	 o	 0

Lar di Franc di Bened

Girolamo di Carlo di Marco
o	 o

Ber di Boned di Marco

Gio di Bened0 di Piero

2,812

2,354

1,742

1,633

1,463

1,395

1,367

1,365

1,185

1,181

1,141

979

966

858

842

773

765

665

659

658

641

630

611

573

502

477

459

334

310

295

254

32

No eustanze
listed.
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NOTES

1.	 Filippo's firat.marriage, to Fiametta di Donato Adimari, took place

on 14 February 1467, but thB betrothal had certainly been agreed to

before the revocation of the banns of exile. 	 In terms of descent, the

Adimari were, as magnati, superior to the Strozzi; in political terms

their influence was negligible. 	 Fiametta'a dowry was 1500 florine.

Filippo recorded its receipt in his first volume of 'Florentine' ricord-

anze, CS. U, 17, f.l89r; begun on 1 December 1466, this volume contains

only a little information which is not repeated in C.S. U, 22. This

information includes a list of rings given at the time of the marriage,

including (rather surprisingly) one given by Agnolo di L'esser Palla

Novello Strozzi: f.189v. The birth of their first 3 children was

recorded in this volume, and in C.S. U, 22; for A].fonso's birth see

ibid., f.90r; he was born on 11 December 1467.

2. On Alessandra's death, see C. 11.zasti, St.rozzi Letters, pp.610-612.

Filippo recorded his gift to s. maria Ughi in Alessandra's volume of

ricordanze, C.S. U, 15, f.105r. 	 Earlier he had also recorded 1%lessani

dra's death there: 'Questo dl [2nd March 147 da mattina tra lle 10 e

11 hare pass mona Allexandra di quests vita chori tutti i eagramenti e

chon dolcissima morte. Fu sepellita honoratisimamente ella nostra

sepoltura in Santa Maria Novella. 	 Visas anni LXIII'a ibid, f.95r.

3. On this attempt to unseat the Medici regime, see below, section iii.

4. Filippo died on 14 May 1491; on his death and funeral, see his

son's biography, Vita di Filippo, p.30.	 In 1480 Filippo's household

had consisted of 16 persons - himself, his second wife Selvaggia (at 21,

30 years his junior), their daughter Alessandra, five of Filippo'e child-

ren by Fiametta, Lorenzo'e 26 year old widow Antonia and her six children,

plus another daughter of Lorenzo, the illegitimate Violante, who was 12.

By 1491 two of Fiametta's daughters had died, and the eldest surviving

was married (see below, this section), Selvaggia had had 5 more children,

and Aifonso had married and was presumably living in his father's house-

hold with his wife. Two of Lorenzo'a daughters, including Violante, were

married by this time; his two sons were living in a house nearby which

Filippo rented for them from Lionardo di Jacopo Strozzi, probably because

his 'interim' house was too email to hold this very large household,

which numbered fifteen even if they are not included among its members:

CS. III, 106 (draft tax document in Filippo's hand), f.250v.

5. On these events, and the construction of the palace in general, see

R. Goldthwaite, 'The Building of the Strozzi Palace: The Construction

Industry in Renaissance Florence', Studies in Medieval and Renaissance

History, Vol.10, 1973, pp.113-114, et passim.

6. That Lorenzo wished and intended to return to Florence is clear from

a ricordo written by Filippo in June 1478 about a podere, the purchase of
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which he had negotiated for his brother. Lorenzo, visiting Florence, had

not liked it, and had told Filippo 'che quando fussi ripatriato' he would

look for one more to his taste. C.S. U, 22, 102r.	 He died on about

15 October 1479: C.S. III, 133, f.96r. Giovacchino Guasconi and Pagolo

Strozzi to Filippo in Florence, 30 October 1479. '... a dl 15

v'avixamo del trapasso del nostro Lorenzo ...'	 On 13 November Filippo

wrote to Duke Alfonso asking for a safe conduct to travel to Naples, on

account of his brother's death, 'di che sono tanto aflicto quanto di

niuno altro chaso che mai in tutta la nda vita mi sia advenuto, conald-
erando in quante parti mi ala grands offesa; e per chagione della
moglie, ho de' figluoli, e del traficho'. C.S. 	 I, 145, V.76; scribe's

copy, not autograph. 	 Addressed a tergo in Filippo's hand.

7. The details which follow on the birttn of Filippo's children are

all from C.S. U, 22, ff.90r, 94r, 97r. 	 The first girl called Lionora

was burnt to death by her wet-nurse when U. year old - 'ch la balia la

foch la notte ne'letto' - f.90r.

8. U, 22, f.97r.

9. Ibid.	 Katy Dyer has informed me that this is the only known

account of a private dissection in Florence in the 14th or 15th cent-

uries.	 The doctor's name was Maestro Lodiovico, who must have been a

friend of these Strozzi as his wife gave a ring at Filippo's marriage to

Fiarnetta.	 Filippo wrote that Maestro Lodovico found 'la matricie piena

di aangue putrafatto, e che questo la faciLe perire'.	 In addition, the

doctor reported 'che ayes ii. feghato molto ghuasto e simile 1.1 polmone';

and that 'sie non periva di questo male, sarebbe chaduta nel tixicho'.

10. Ibid., f.97r.

11. C.S. U, 22, f.97r. 'La feci chiexirnare [i.e. chiamare'J insieme chon

la Lioncra nella nostra chiexa di Sancta Maria Ughi ...' 	 I am not cert-

ain of the nature of this ceremony, but it must have been a fairly formal

'renaming'.

12. Filippo made a detailed record of this marriage, C.S. U, 41, lO5r.

Selvaggia, 'o vero tlagia', as he recorded, had a dowry even smaller than

Fiametta's, of 1200 florins, 1000 florine of it in the Monte dells doti,

which no doubt explains why Filippo was careful to note when the marriage

was consumated: ibid. Despite her residence in Milan before the marr-

iage, Selvaggia was not a completely unknown quantity to Filippo:

Girolamo di Marco Strozzi, who was resident in Milan at that time in

Filippots employment, wrote two letters to him in April and May that

year (1477) which described Salvaggia'a appearance in minute and not

completely flattering detail. C.S. III, 247, ff.32-34, Girolamo Strozzi

to Filippo, 25 April and 4 May 1477. It is characteristic that Filippo
should use a trusted kinsman for such a task.	 On Girolamo'e earlier
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dealings with Filippo, see above, Ch.4, part 1, section ii.

13. C.S. U, 41, f.105r.

14. 'Posili nome Allexandra a memoria della noatra madre, e di quails

di lei' - presumably a reference to his younger sister Alessandre, who

was the only sibling to survive him. 	 Ibid., 105r. Selvaggia had a

miscarriage before the birth of this child, which was duly noted by

Filippo with his usual almost obsessive concern for his progeny: 'si

schonci in uno fanciullo maechio di 4 meal ... e ebbi l'anima'.

(This last presumably refers to the fact that the child had 'quickened'

before miscarrying.)

15..	 Ibid.

16. Ibid., f.15].v. His godfather was Antonio Sperandio, oratore in

Florence for the King of Naples.	 'E ml fu detto che viene a easere

nato in bonisimo asciendente'.

17. Ibid., f.162v.	 Filippo's sister Caterina had died four years

earlier.

18. This was the third of Filippo's daughters named Lucrezia, born

27 January 1487; ibid.

19. Filippo ii giovar,e was born on 3 January 1489; ibid.

20. Margherita, noted earlier by Aleseandra Macinghi-Strozzi for her

three (successive) husbands (Strozzi Letters, 

pp.26?, 

69), appears to

have lived in Filippo's house with Fiametta after Alessandra's death.

Noting a gift of linen made to Margherita, he described her as 'chi eta

in compagnia della Fiametta': C.S. U, 22, f.96r. She also had a part-

icular connection with Fiametta's family through her second husband,

Lorenzo di Pige].io Adimari: Fiametta was an Adimari.

21. Strozzi Letters, pp.590-91.

22. CS. U, 22, f.94r.

23. III, 247, f.l7.	 To Lorenzo in Naples, Florence, 12 May 1475.

I take this expression to mean that Lorenzo could now appreciate having

two living sons.

24. Ibid., I assume the 'remaking' referred to Aleesandro.

25. Strozzi Letters, p.212.

26. C.S. U, 22, f.90r.	 He had died in September 1473, at Filippo's

country property at Le Salve; he was buried there, not in S. Maria

Novella, and this may have influenced Filippo's decision fairly soon

after to acquire patronage rights there: Alessandro was buried 'sotto

la prede].la del altare de' Bonsi'. 	 (Filippo's sister Alessandra was

married to a Bonsi.) On Filippo's chapel at Le Salve, see below p.266.

27. C.S. U, 41, f.]59v. Her dowry was 2000 florins, 1000 in the Monte

and 1000 'tra danari e donors'.	 Lorenzo Strozzi, Vita di Filippo, p.20,
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states that Filippo's second surviving daughter, Fiametta, was married

to 'Tommaso Soderini' before Filippo's death in May 1491.	 She was

fifteen in August that year.

28. CS. U, 22,f.93r. On the second occasion he, Lorenzo and P.lfonao

were all matriculated at the same time.

29. The reason for his exclusion was 'perch fu detto ch'jo ero

andato a la merchatantia per l'arte della lana'. (?) Ibid.

30. CS. U, 22, f.93r. On Filippo's account of this scrutiny, see above,

Ch.3.

31. Ibid.

32. Ibid.

33. Marco Parenti described this marriage in his ricordanze, C.S. II,

17 bia, ?.68v. In the year in which it was arranged (1470) Marco was

podesta of' 'Le Coils' (San Gimignano), and all. of the negotiations were

carried out by Filippo: e.g.	 III, 249, f.311, Marco Parenti to
Filippo, S. Gimignano 29 September 1470.

34. Filippo did not record holding this office in his surviving ricord-

anze, but as he did not record, per se, his membership of the Signoria

either, this is not significant. 	 The record of his daughter Caterina's

birth (which occurred during the latter office) makes it clear that some

of the ricordanze entries were taken from guadernucci; 	 U, 41,

f.151v: 'Levata dal quadernucio segnata B, da c.l.Anzi aegnata C, c.l.'

I have not been able to find these guadernucci in the Carte Strozziane.

35. U, 22, f.108v. Copy of letter of Lorenzo Strozzi to Filippo,

Naples, 31 December 1478.

36. £!.. U, 41, f.153v. 	 On the 1484 scrutiny, and this episode in

particular, see above, Ch.3.

37. The term Filippo uses is avers is voci: 'andavi [sic.] al partito,

e chosi A1.fonso mb; ebbi l.a bode da Lorenzo 	 Nedici, e per

Lorenzo ic., this must be a mistake for Al? onso] da Filippo Buondel-

monti'.	 I do not know what procedure this alludes to in the scrutiny

council; perhaps influential members could speak in favour of nominees

if they wished.

38. CS. U, 41, f.161r.	 See above, Ch.3.

39. U, 41, f.153r.

40. Ibid.

41. This list is CS. U, 22, f.93v; in C.S. U, 41,there are scattered

references at ff.l62r, 175v, l77r.

42. Ibid., f.l75v. In the light of Filippo'e careful record of these

occasions it i8 difficult to account for R. Goldthwaite'e comment on this
event: 'not the kind of information Filippo usually thought worthy of

being recorded';	 'Building of the Strozzi Palace', p.125.

4	 -
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43. There are many examples in his two main volumes of ricordanze,

• U, 22 and 41; see also his orà Lorevzo'	 o'i' J o i# I4-O

portete, Cateto 1011, ff.305r-306v; one of the two case da signore

which he owned in 1480 was rented to Lucrezia Tornabuoni-Medici for

9 large florins per annum. There is a long list of rural properties

purchased after 1480 in a draft tax document (also in the name of

Filippo and Carlo and \oeo d Lor.n'&o) dating'from c. late 1480s:

III, 106, ff.247-25l.

44. Filippo described this purchase in a letter to Lorenzo in Naples:

C.S. III, 133, f.25v, 27 April 1474.

45. Ibid.

46. Catasto 1011, f.305v.

47. Two letters of Filippo's mention this matter — 	 III, 133,

ff.25, 26, Filippo Strozzi to Lorenzo in Naples, Florence, 27 April,

1 May 1474 — but unfortunately neither of them provides a clear explana-

tion.

48. It seems very likely that Agnolo's 'house', i.e. his half of the

Strozzino palace, was in fact on sale at this time, and also that he

wished to sell it to another member of the lineage. 	 Brenda Preyer has

sugge8ted to me, very plausibly, that thi8 was because Agnolo was himself

without eons to inherit it. 	 By 1480 Filippo's second cousin Lionardo

had bought it, and had also married a daughter of Agnolo. 	 He paid 2400

florins for Agnolo's part of the palace: £. 1012, ff.24r-25r, and

(more legibly) Monte Catasti Duplicati 67, f.82r. 	 Agnolo's brother

Carlo continued to occupy his part of the palace — this may have lain

behind Filippo's apparent decision not to buy, as he was not a man to be

satisfied with half a palace. In his 1480 cataato portata Lionardo di

Jacopo stated that at the request of the 'magiori della citt' he had

lent his part of the Strozzino as a residence for the arnbas8ador of the

Duke of Milan. Monte Catasti Duplicati, 67 (Lion rosso), f.82r.

49. The two most important works on the Strozzi palace are: 6. Pam-

palofli, Palazzo Strozzi, and R. Goldthwaite,'The Building of the Strozzi

See also Coldthwaite's earlier article, 'The Florentine Palace

as Domestic Architecture: for some rather idiosyncratic observations on

its architectural features.

50. Filippo's 1480 catasto shows that by that year there had been a

first enlargement of his and Lorenzo's ancestral house: the 'casellina'

bought by Filippo from the sons of Donato Rucellal in 1473 (which lay

behind the original house) and another small house, beside theirs in the

Corso degli Strozzi, which had formerly belonged to Filippo's cousin,

Mona Checca di Piero di Filippo Strozzi, bought from Manfredi Squarcia-

lupi in April 1480 for 540 florina:	 tI, 41, f.179'.	 Both thege
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were described in 1480 as 'united' with the original house.	 At this

time they 8180 owned another email house adjoining this enlarged house on

the Via Feravechi-Corso Strozzi corner which he described as empty,

'perch la vogliamo unire chola chaxa della nostra abitazione'.	 It is

possible that his plan for the eventual palace as not complete at this

time, as none of these purchases committed him to building on that scale -

in fact they form a block much more on the scale of the Strozzino and

similar palaces. Catasto, f.305r.

51. On these two chapels see E. Boraook, 'Documenti relativi ails

cappelle di Lecceto e delle Selve di Filippo Strozzi', Antichita Viva IX,

1970, pp.3-22.

52. A copy, autograph, of Lorenzo di Matteo Strozzi's will, not dated

but obviously written in 1479 (the year of his death) or earlier includes

a clause which shows that Filippo had already told him of plans for the

eventual chapel in S.I9. Novella: 'et lascio che in caxo Filippo mb

fratello si contenti di comprare o di nuova murare una capella in Santa

Maria Novella o in che altra chiesa paressi a lui, per noi e nostri

discendenti' that he would wish up to 500 florins of his estate to be

devoted to	 es n	 •	 C.S. III, 106, f.225r.	 On this chapel see

the thesis by 3. R. Sale, The Strozzi Chapel by Filippino Lippi in SIMS

Novella, and E. Borsook, 'Documents for Filippo Lippi's Chapel in S. '1.

Novella and other related papers', Burlington Magazine, Vol.112, 1970,

pp.737-745, 800-804.	 Another study of the chapel is 0. Friedman, 'The

Burial Chapel of Filippo Strozzi'.

53. This letter is published by Borsook, 'Documenti', pp.15-15.

54. C.S. III, 247, f.19: Filippo to Lorenzo Strozzi in Naples,

Florence, 26 June 1475.

55. Ibid.

56. See R. Goldthwaite, 'The Florentine Palace as Domestic Architect-

ure', passim; these ideas are found in more conciss form in Private

Wealth in Renaissance Florence, p.258.

57. 'Piu Superba ...' pp.311-23.

58. This is the term used by Messer Michele di Piero Strozzi, cited

ibid., p.313, n.8. The author can be identified as Michele di Piero

Strozzi, not Michele di Carlo, however • 	 On Ltchele di Piero see

below, section ii.

59. Vita di Filippo, p.15.

60. CS. III, 145, f.78: Gabriello Strozzi in Naples, 22 October 1486.

61. j. III, 133, f.25r, v, 1 May 1474.

62. C.S. III, 247, f.43, Naples, 18 November 1477.

63. A good example of their voluminous correspondence (although only

letters written by Lionardo survive) is that of 27 January 1473, in which
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he informed Filippo of the remarriage of his widowed sister to Pacchio

Idimari, a kinsman of Fiamette, Filippo's wife - 'quest' altra settimane

8 inpalmerA per mano del magnifico Lorenzo'. C.S. III, 145, f.66.

64. C.S. III, 133, f.35: Roberto Strozzi to Filippo, Ferrare, 6 June

1475; CS. III, 133, f.40, Ilesser Lorenzo di Lorenzo Strozzi to Filippo,

Ferrara, 1 October 1475.

65. Ibid., f.40.

66. C.S. III, 145, f.81, Antonio Strozzi in Livorno to Filippo Strozzi

in Florence, 5 March 1481. This letter asks for Filippo's help in the

matter.

67. Ginevra's name appears on a list of dowries in Filippo's hand,

CS. III, 105, f.269, and he entered in his ricordenze a note of the two

inuestments in her name:	 U, 22, f.96v.

68. Filippo discussed this business with Lorenzo in a letter of

13 November 1477: C.S. III, 247, f,25.

6g .	 Letter cited by F. W. Kent, 'Pij superba...', p.313.

70. For his employment of Piero, 	 U, 41, 108v-109r; f'or Lionarda's

dowry,	 . U, 41, 21v.

71. See above, last n. She was married to Messer Mariano di Ser

Giovanni de' Camilli, who was probably a lawyer like her father, but who

could not have been a very prosperous one, to have accepted a wife with

8uch a tiny dowry.

72. CS. U, 41, 89v. Filippo's personal accounts, in this volume and

in C.S. U, 22, give many examples of gifts to his kinsmen, generally under

the heading of 'limosine': a gift of cloth worth 4 florins to a daughter

of Lionardo di Stagio Strozzi, wife of 'Pagholo di Lorenzo de Prato'

(90r), and a 'cioppa di panno nero' worth 2 florins given 'per dio' to

Mona Vaggia degli Strozzi' (28v). Most interesting, perhaps, is a pay-

ment in February 1488 of 4 florins to Ruberto di Marcuccio di Benedetto,

'che disse voleva andare di fuori a cierchare aua ventura'. 9Dr).

III, 133, f.l0B: Zacheria Strozzi to Filippo, Naples, 20 Jan-

uary 1483.

74. L . U, 41, 159r is a ricordo of Filippo's concerning a legal

undertaking by Battiata to repay the money concerned.

75. III, 106, f.269 - this is a ricordo in Filippo's hand of

various dowry investments he had made. C.S. III, 116, f.116 is a copy

of another undertaking by Battista, this time to repay 69 florina used

to make this dowry investment by Filippo. (Dated 3 April 14B4).
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